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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

The City of Pasadena has been a 

Tree City USA, as designated by 

the Arbor Day Foundation, for 

25 consecutive years…  

1.1 Urban Forestry 
Background  

Urban forests are increasingly important to 

urban areas and the people who live and 

work in these human-made landscapes. Trees 

offer many benefits, some of which are 

readily identifiable and quantifiable and 

others that are intrinsic. It is estimated that 

there are in excess of 3.8 billion urban forest 

trees in American cities with a structural 

asset value of over $2.4 trillion (Nowak et al. 

2010). The benefits these trees provide far 

exceed this dollar value, according to the 

latest metrics. These urban forests contribute 

greatly to the quality of life in America’s 

cities. Nowak et al. (2010) indicate a high 

level of participation from 1,000 contacted 

cities including establishment of tree 

ordinances and maintenance of tree 

inventories. The participation of cities in 

urban forest management has improved over 

the last two decades with the steady 

emergence and adoption of sound urban 

forestry practices nationwide. The City of 

Pasadena’s progressive urban forestry 

management program has been a leader for 

many years. The City of Pasadena has been a 

Tree City USA, as designated by the Arbor 

Day Foundation, for 25 consecutive years 

and was awarded Sterling City status in 2009, 

one of only 13 cities in the state to achieve 

that status. As a Tree City USA, Pasadena 

demonstrates implementation of responsible 

tree care practices for the approximately 

63,000 (and growing) street trees within its 

jurisdiction. For perspective, there are 482 

cities in California and 148 of them have 

Tree City USA status.  Further, there are 

approximately 20,000 cities in the United 

States and a total of approximately 3,500 

(18%) have met the requirements to be 

included in the Tree City USA ranks. 

The purpose of this Urban Forest 

Management Plan (UFMP) is multifold, 

including serving as a one-stop resource for 

urban forest management planning 

information, existing policies, unwritten but 

practiced procedures, and providing a tool 

and information source that helps ensure the 

forest continues to provide important 

functions and benefits while meeting safety 

and economic goals. This UFMP is not a 

static document; it should be updated as 

necessary to reflect the changing urban 

forest and the resource goals determined by 

the City’s populace through elected leaders 

and managers. At the very least, this UFMP 

should be reviewed and updated on a five 

year basis to determine if management and 

urban forest conditions have changed 

significantly and what actions should be 

implemented to reach evolving goals. 
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Trees within the urban forest provide a great 

deal of benefits to those who live amongst 

them. As Chapter 8 of this document details, 

Pasadena’s Urban Forest trees return over 

four times the benefits to the City as the City 

expends managing and maintaining them. 

This is the equivalent of receiving $4 in 

measureable benefits for every $1 spent on 

trees and their care. 

Urban trees can be viewed as green 

“infrastructure.” Other urban infrastructure, 

like roads and sewer systems, require active 

maintenance and management in order to 

keep them safe, reliable and operable. Trees 

in the urban forest require a similar level of 

maintenance considerations. Active 

management and maintenance helps keep the 

urban forest infrastructure healthy, safe, and 

performing its various functions, resulting in 

maximization of tree-provided benefits.  

Chapter 8 of this UFMP, Urban Forest 

Benefits, provides detailed analysis of the 

dollar value benefits for environmental and 

aesthetic benefits provided by the City’s trees. 

Trees provide many benefits, including  

the following:  

 create an aesthetically pleasing 

environment – trees provide texture, 

scale, landmarks, and variety to urban 

landscapes that would otherwise be 

dominated by concrete and steel; 

 increase property values – trees  

may increase property values by 

10% to 20% or more (Arbor Day 

Foundation 2015; Laverne and 

Winson-Geideman 2003); 

 provide visual continuity; 

 provide shade and cooling – a mature 

tree canopy reduces air temperatures by 

5 to 8 degrees (F) (U.S. Department of 

Energy; Trimarchi 2015) 

 provide erosion control and reduce 

storm water runoff – tree canopy 

intercepts rain and slows runoff, 

reducing the negative effects of erosion 

on water quality and soil resources 

(U.S. Forest Service 2015); 

 release oxygen and filter airborne 

pollutants – a healthy tree can supply 

the oxygen needs for up to two 

people each year while absorbing 

particulates, including carbon 

dioxide (McAliney, M 2015); 

 reduce noise – tree crowns filter and 

absorb sound associated with  

urban environments; 

 provide privacy – trees provide 

screening and privacy in areas where 

people are often concentrated in 

close proximity; and 

 provide wildlife habitat – trees 

provide shelter, foraging habitat, and 

cover for a wide variety of urban 

wildlife species. 

1.2 City of Pasadena 
Background  

The City of Pasadena is located in Los 

Angeles County and is bordered by Altadena 

to the north, La Canada-Flintridge to the 

northwest, Sierra Madre to the east, San 

Marino to the southeast, Verdugo Mountains 

to the west and South Pasadena to the south. 
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Incorporated in 1886, the City of Pasadena 

comprises some 23 square miles and has a 

population of approximately 137,122 

residents. As of 2010, the City’s 23 square 

miles includes distinct villages, multiple 

business districts, 26 parks, neighborhood 

parks, athletic fields, 22 miles of trails, and 

2,400 acres of parcels designated as open 

space. The streetscape areas include view 

corridors, including the renowned Rose 

Parade route.  

The City of Pasadena, like most inland 

valleys and coastal areas of Southern 

California has a mild climate. This generally 

mild climate heavily influences the types of 

trees that may successfully be grown within 

the City of Pasadena by presenting few 

constraints and enabling a wide variety of 

species. The average temperatures vary by 

season from 89ºF in August to 68ºF in 

January. The area historically receives an 

average annual rainfall of about 20 inches, 

most of it falling between November and 

April. This annual rainfall average has not 

been consistently achieved for several years 

as Southern California and its trees continue 

to experience severe drought conditions. 

Southern California, including the greater 

Pasadena area, did not historically include 

significant tree canopy cover, being 

dominated by the biologically rich 

shrub/scrub vegetation communities. Native 

trees naturally occur along drainage 

bottoms, north-facing slopes, and at higher 

elevations in the foothills of the neighboring 

San Gabriel Mountains. Native tree species 

occurring in and around Pasadena include 

coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia), sycamore 

(Platanus racemosa), willow (Salix spp.), 

Mexican elderberry (Sambucus mexicana), 

white alder (Alnus rhombifolia), and 

cottonwood (Populous fremontii). These tree 

species are incorporated into the City’s 

urban forest, where feasible, such as within 

open space areas, along trails, parkways, and 

in parks. In addition, coast live oak and 

sycamore trees are used as street trees. 

Tree planting in urbanized areas has 

transformed the Southern California 

landscape, including Pasadena’s, from 

largely shrub dominated to a tree dominated 

landscape that includes high species 

diversity and significantly more canopy 

cover than pre-urbanization conditions. 

1.3 The Urban Forest 

The “urban forest” of Southern California 

includes all vegetation, both public and 

private, growing in the contiguously forested 

urban areas of Orange, Los Angeles, 

Riverside, and San Bernardino Counties. 

Urbanization of these areas has, over the last 

several decades, resulted in the conversion of 

large expanses of natural areas to urban uses, 

and a corresponding transformation of the 

pre-settlement, low tree density landscape 

conditions to much higher tree density 

conditions. For example, unlike the Eastern 

U.S., where this type of conversion typically 

removes native forest for less-forested areas, 

development in Southern California usually 

converts shrublands to urban uses and results 

in an increase in tree canopy cover, over 

time, associated with post-construction 
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landscape planting, often required by city 

ordinances and codes.  

Pasadena’s tree population is no exception, 

with the majority of the landscape having 

been largely treeless, but biologically rich 

shrublands that were converted to agricultural 

uses, before eventually converting to urban 

uses. The original conversion to agricultural 

that occurred in the late 1700s and through 

the 1800s increased the tree population with 

the planting of a very large area in citrus 

crops. Over time, a conversion of the 

orchards to urbanization occurred throughout 

the City starting in the 1960s when the 

neighborhood communities were created.  

Urban forests are similar to naturally 

occurring forests, but have some notable 

differences. The primary difference is that an 

urban forest is a resource created and 

sustained by people. A naturally occurring 

forest is a natural resource that establishes and 

thrives without, or sometimes in spite of, 

human interference. Like a naturally occurring 

forest, urban forests are not limited to trees 

alone. Wildland forests include the vegetation 

and wildlife, streams and drainages, soils, and 

microbial organisms (microbes) that form 

interdependencies with the trees. Urban forests 

include all of the related landscape vegetation 

on both public and private property, along 

with the wildlife, soils, microbes, and 

watersheds within the urban environment. 

Trees, due to their large size, spreading 

canopies, and sometimes-showy flowers, are 

arguably the most valuable and visible 

component of the urban forest. However, 

urban trees, unlike most wildland/forest trees, 

are affected by human-created infrastructure, 

public-safety-driven maintenance 

requirements, pollution, and the typically 

lower-quality growing environment to which 

they must adapt.  

Because supplemental water is available 

through irrigation and supplemented 

manually, trees have been planted in 

Pasadena that originated from many countries 

throughout the world. Native California trees 

play a minor role within the developed areas 

of the City, with the exception of coast live 

oak and western sycamore, but still occur in 

many open space areas like the Arroyo Seco 

where, in spite of encroaching invasive 

species, they continue to survive and in many 

areas, dominate the landscape. Despite the 

fact that Pasadena’s urban forest includes 

only a small percentage of native trees, as is 

the case with most Southern California cities, 

the Urban Forest is an integral part of the 

City that must be maintained, it can be 

argued, even more intensively, than many 

other types of City assets. Shrubs, turf, 

sidewalks, streets, driveways, structures, 

utilities, and natural areas all affect or are 

affected by trees. In addition, wildlife such as 

birds, small mammals, and insects, all use the 

urban forest habitat. 

Delineating where the urban forest begins 

and ends can be very difficult, especially in 

high population density centers like 

Southern California. Cities are often 

separated from neighboring cities by only a 

demarcation on a map. The trees in 

neighboring communities can have an 

impact on Pasadena trees. For example, 
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disease or insect problems can spread 

rapidly from city to city. These problems 

can be exacerbated if inadequate 

maintenance is applied to trees in 

neighboring communities. Within Pasadena, 

citizens and to a lesser extent, organized 

entities, such as homeowner associations, 

manage the majority of trees in the urban 

forest. City-managed trees often exist in and 

around large trees that receive varying levels 

of care, with higher susceptibility for the 

spread of insect pests and diseases. As such, 

it is an important goal of this UFMP to 

educate citizens about the importance of 

proper tree care for the estimated 123,000 

trees that are their responsibility, even though 

this document addresses only City-managed 

street trees. 

Pasadena includes a tree-wise citizen base 

that demonstrates a strong interest in and 

demands a strong management program for 

the Urban Forest. This UFMP incorporates 

Pasadena citizen input regarding trees and 

their care. An on-line survey was one 

significant component of the public outreach 

to help shape this UFMP and the future 

direction of tree management in Pasadena. A 

summary of the survey results are provided 

in Chapter 7. 

This Urban Forest Management Plan will 

directly address the policies, procedures, 

goals and objectives for the trees that are 

managed by the City of Pasadena.  

Information pertaining to tree care and 

management presented in this plan can be 

translated for use in managing private trees. 

The City of Pasadena is a leader in urban 

forestry management and a goal of this plan 

and the Department of Public Works is to 

raise the level of tree care throughout 

Pasadena, which includes an estimated 

211,000 trees (both private and public). 

1.4 Purpose of Urban  
Forest Management 

Urban forests are created, managed, and 

sustained by people. People help make 

decisions regarding tree removal, tree 

retention, tree replacement, and tree 

maintenance. People can affect the 

landscape by imposing landscape-changing 

impacts in the urban forest that are 

comparable to natural disasters in a wildland 

forest. Like natural disasters, some of these 

disturbances can have positive effects, while 

others are negative and require many years 

to recover, such as the 2011 wind storm that 

impacted over 5,000 Pasadena trees. 

Educating people to make decisions 

regarding the urban forest, or trees in their 

own yard, based on sound and reliable 

information results in a healthier and safer 

urban forest with more positive human 

impacts than negative. 

The urban forest requires ongoing 

management based on sound forestry and 

arboricultural practices. Trees are living 

organisms that establish, grow, mature, and 

die. Throughout this process, trees perform 

many physiological functions which serve to 

sustain themselves and provide measurable 

benefits to those who live among them. 

Trees are also affected by many 

environmental factors that cause them to 
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change. Changes within trees can result in 

hazardous conditions when the tree is in an 

urban setting. Without management of the 

urban forest, these changes would occur 

with no mitigating actions and the result 

would be much higher incidences of 

property damage and personal injuries from 

public trees. With regular maintenance, the 

urban forest is managed such that it includes 

a relatively small percentage that develop 

hazards, and even fewer that result in 

damage to persons or their property. 

Unforeseen accidents involving trees or tree 

parts do occur and cannot be predicted with 

certainty. One goal of this UFMP is to 

minimize the occurrence of unforeseen 

accidents through continued and enhanced 

tree management and maintenance practices. 

Management of the urban forest also helps 

ensure that the forest is maintained in a 

healthy, sustainable condition. Without 

management, pests and diseases could become 

problems that result in major landscape level 

changes throughout the City on a more 

frequent basis. An example is the Polyphagous 

Shot Hole Borer, which attacks many different 

tree species and introduces a fungus that may 

eventually kill host trees. Without 

management, tree planting would not occur in 

a systematic process that helps ensure species 

diversity, age class distribution, canopy cover, 

and ultimately, sustainable and stable urban 

forests for future generations. This UFMP 

recommends practices that can help the City 

manage the urban forest in light of the ever-

evolving environment.  

1.5 Vision Statement 

This UFMP supports and enhances the 

Vision for the City of Pasadena-owned and 

managed urban forest by establishing the 

following Vision Statement: 

Be a model of urban forestry 

management through the 

achievement of a safe and 

healthy urban forest that 

continues to include diverse 

species and age , provides 

maximum canopy cover, 

maintains street tree themes, 

and is sustainable in perpetuity.  

Achievement of this vision will result in 

enjoyment of the many benefits that trees 

provide, not the least of which are the 

benefits associated with cleaner air, cleaner 

water, and livable communities. To fulfill this 

vision, the City of Pasadena is committed to 

providing tree management and maintenance 

at a high level, as required by the various 

City policies and ordinances that direct and 

govern tree management activities.  

The vision statement addresses  

major components of successful urban  

forestry programs: 

Safe and healthy forests: Trees that are 

suitable for the planting site in which they 

are situated and that receive proper 

maintenance and care are critical for 

achieving safe and healthy forests. The 

City’s urban forest currently includes 

approximately 63,000 trees represented by 

248 tree species. This is an extremely large 
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number of species and with a few 

exceptions, results in rich, healthy diversity.  

Canopy cover: A common way to evaluate 

the health of an urban forest and to rate the 

level of benefits a City is enjoying from its 

forest is through canopy cover. Maximum 

canopy cover depends on many factors 

including size of mature tree species, tree 

spacing, and availability of planting spaces, 

amongst others. The Pasadena City Council 

adopted Urban and Environmental accords 

that established regional canopy cover goals. 

Pasadena’s goal is 25% cover and Pasadena 

exceeds this goal at 27%. Similarly, 

American Forests applied canopy cover 

goals for the Western U.S. and 25% is the 

standard for the Pasadena area. Many cities 

have not been able to achieve this goal. One 

of the first indicators of sustainability is 

percent cover and available growing space, 

an area where Pasadena is excelling.  

Tree planting spaces: Documentation of 

vacant tree planting spaces is important for 

purposes of achieving canopy cover goals, 

species diversity, and healthy, well-stocked 

urban forests. Evaluation of currently vacant 

tree planting spaces is provided herein along 

with recommended species for 

consideration. Planting and minimizing the 

number of vacant spaces should be an 

ongoing City priority. 

Visual unity: Trees can provide visual unity 

for a neighborhood or street. The City has a 

clear and well-defined Master Street Tree 

Plan that guides tree planting for themes and 

unity. Some species may not be 

recommended for future planting based on 

high population levels or poor performance.  

Tree replacement and sustainability: Trees 

in urban settings typically have shorter life 

spans than their counterparts in natural 

settings. Because of this, a plan for tree 

removal and prompt replanting must be in 

place to assure the forest is sustainable for 

future generations. By definition, sustainable 

refers to the quality of being healthy, vital, 

and reproductive, now and indefinitely into 

the future. However, sustainability refers to 

more than just maintaining street trees. It 

includes creating a more sustainable 

landscape. A sustainable urban forest 

ecosystem is a framework integrating the 

biological, ecological, economic, and socio-

political issues.  

Community education: The most 

successful and healthy urban forest 

programs occur where citizens are well 

informed about trees and have a high level 

of participation and involvement in forest 

related decisions. Trees on private property 

are typically not managed as well as City 

trees. Tree-wise citizens provide higher 

levels of care for trees on private property, 

which results in an overall healthier urban 

forest. Pasadena includes a strong base of 

citizens who prioritize trees. 

The following chapters of this UFMP address 

specific components of the City of Pasadena’s 

Urban Forest. Each section provides 

definitions of the City’s policies and 

recommendations for improving the health 
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and sustainability of Pasadena’s Urban Forest. 

In particular, the Chapters cover: 

 Chapter 2 – Urban Forest Status – 

Data Analysis: Describes the current 

status of the trees comprising the 

urban forest in terms of distribution, 

species, health, and age classes. 

 Chapter 3 – Tree Management 

Policies: Describes the various City 

of Pasadena policies that guide 

management of the urban forest. 

 Chapter 4 – Routine Maintenance 

Program and Public Tree 

Removal: Describes the current 

maintenance programs used by the 

City to care for and manage the 

urban forest. 

 Chapter 5 – Tree Emergency Plan: 

Presents the protocol for effective 

response during emergency or 

disaster situations. 

 Chapter 6 – Tree Selection and 

Planting: Discusses the replacement 

tree planting selection process  

and protocols. 

 Chapter 7 – The Collective Urban 

Forest: Describes current and 

potential options for increasing public 

awareness about tree management. 

 Chapter 8 – Urban Forest Benefits: 

Presents the quantified dollar  

value benefits of the City’s urban  

forest for several environmental and 

aesthetic categories. 

 Chapter 9 – Conclusion: Provides a 

brief discussion of the UFMP and 

high level goals. 
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2 URBAN FOREST 
STATUS - DATA 
ANALYSIS 

Based on the 2010 (Pasadena) 

population of some 137,100 

people and a tree population of 

approximately 63,000, there is 

now one public tree for every 2.2 

residents (Dudek 2014). 

2.1 Urban Forest Population 

The City of Pasadena maintains extensive 

tree information records with the most 

current tree inventory conducted in 2012. 

This database enables the City Manager and 

staff to track tree maintenance and tree 

attribute information for every tree within 

the City’s responsibility area.  

As indicated by the tree inventory data, the 

City’s tree population is healthy, diverse, 

and distributed throughout the medians and 

parkways. Appendix A –City of Pasadena 

Urban Forest Distribution Map, provides 

Pasadena’s the urban forest distribution. 

Citywide, the urban forest resource includes 

248 different species resulting in rich 

diversity, on par with the tree species 

diversity in some tropical rainforests.  

2.2 Per-Capita Tree Population  

For purposes of comparing Pasadena’s 

potential urban forest size and benefits with 

other city forests, analyzing the number of 

trees per capita is a useful method. 

McPherson and Rowntree (1989) studied 

the street tree per capita ratios for 22 cities, 

and determined that the mean ratio was 

0.37, or one tree for every 2.7 residents. A 

second study (McPherson and Peper 1995) 

compared 12 American cities of various 

sizes and determined that the average 

number of people for every tree varied from 

less than one (more trees than people) to 

almost 12 people for every tree, but 

included cities in areas where natural tree 

cover is much higher than in the arid west, 

so results are skewed on the high end of the 

range.. Another study (Lesser 1996) that is 

very applicable to Pasadena, surveyed 21 

California cities, including Pasadena. That 

study indicated that the average per capita 

number of trees was one tree for every two 

and one-half residents (0.4 ratio). Based on 

the 2010 population of roughly 137,122 

people and a tree population 63,000, there 

is now one public tree for every 2.17 

residents in Pasadena (0.46), exceeding the 

average per capita for most cities. See 

Figure 1 for a comparison of Pasadena and 

a sample of other major Californian cities. 

When compared against California cities, 

Pasadena fairs well at current levels, which is 

higher than the average tree to person ratio, 

but with room for improvement once vacant 

planting spaces are planted and trees mature.  

It is worth noting that if private trees are 

included, the ratio of persons to trees would be 

an estimated one tree for every 0.6 residents, 

or 1.6 trees per person (based on roughly 

211,000 total trees). 
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Figure 1 Urban Forest Population Comparison of Major Californian Cities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

City of Pasadena Urban Forest Distribution Key Map  

2.3 Urban Forest Age 
Distribution 

Trees in natural settings, such as forests or 

other areas rarely frequented by humans, 

may live to be very old, with some species, 

like the bristlecone pine (Pinus longaeva) 

reaching 1,000 years or more. In urban 

forests, trees have a much shorter lifespan, 

often less than 40 years (Lesser 1996) with 

far shorter lifespans for urban trees noted by 

Roman and Scatena (2011) where 

downtown trees were found to average just 7 

years. Lesser indicates that medium to large 

statured municipal trees do not seem to 

reach their full size potential. Reasons why 

urban trees do not often reach maturation, 

the period corresponding with the highest 

level of tree provided benefits, are often 

associated with soils, including: 

 Moisture extremes 

 pH extremes 

 Temperatures 

 Rooting space constraints 

 Compaction 

Tree age distribution in urban forests is 

important to consider because it relates 

directly to maintenance and management 

costs, both now and in the future, and it 

relates to the value of benefits realized. 
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Further, tree age distribution can affect 

vulnerability to pests and disease and the 

potential for large-scale tree loss. 

Even-aged urban forests are less desirable for 

a number of reasons. Even-aged forests may 

be more vulnerable to pests or disease due to 

lack of diversity. They also are more likely to 

result in an uneven cost stream because they 

typically will require similar maintenance at 

similar timing. Additionally, removals due to 

the aging population reaching the end of safe 

and useful lifespan is likely to occur within a 

condensed time frame, resulting in higher 

short-term costs for removal and replacement 

versus more predictable costs over the short- 

and long-term. 

An ideal population distribution includes a 

relatively high proportion of younger trees 

to offset mortality throughout the other age 

classes, such as those associated with 

establishment failures and older tree 

mortality. However, more mature age 

classes must also be represented highly as 

they provide the largest benefits to the 

community, as indicated in Chapter 10. 

Maturity is typically estimated based on tree 

size. Analysis of the state of the urban forest 

regarding this issue focuses on trunk 

diameter. It assumes that larger trunk 

diameter trees are also taller trees that may 

present higher risk. Twelve inches trunk 

diameter generally represents a vigorous, 

mature tree that is providing more benefit 

than cost (IPW 1991).  

Once a tree has reached a point where it is 

no longer contributing to the community and 

represents a hazard, it should be removed. 

Pasadena uses very specific guidelines to 

evaluate trees that are thought to be 

approaching this point. These guidelines 

focus on promoting the health and safety of 

the urban forest.  

Maintaining size (i.e., age) diversity in the 

urban forest is nearly as important as it is to 

maintain species diversity. Although not 

always a direct ratio, larger trees are 

generally older trees while smaller trees are 

typically younger trees. Trees of various ages 

respond to stress and attack by pests and 

insects in different ways and some pests are 

more successful attacking certain tree sizes. 

Maintaining age/size diversity helps guard 

against large-scale loss of trees by limiting 

the number of trees in each age/size category.  

Figure 2 provides a summary of the relative 

tree ages in the City of Pasadena and Figure 3 

compares the tree age profile against the ideal 

distribution, based on trunk diameter. As 

indicated, the City trees range from very 

young trees 24.0% (2012 tree data only) to 

the older trees 63% a small proportion of 

which are associated with Pasadena’s earliest 

developed areas, which are circa 1880s. 

Among the City’s oldest trees are the various 

streetscape trees that occur throughout the 

more historic parts of the City and range in 

age up to 140 years old. Pasadena’s urban 

forest exhibits tree ages that are close to the 

ideal relative tree age distribution.  
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The youngest age class will have 

ramifications for future maintenance costs 

(increasing over time) as well as future tree-

derived benefits (increasing exponentially 

over time). The oldest age class will have 

ramifications for future maintenance costs 

due to higher potential for failures and 

mortality. The larger/older tree classes will 

also cause a reduction in the canopy cover 

and the associated benefits they provide as 

they are lost and removed if trees in younger 

classes are not moving into the larger tree 

categories. Based on Pasadena’s tree age 

ratios and tree care program, it is highly likely 

that the tree age distribution will continue to 

be near ideal unless an unforeseen event, such 

as a pest or natural disaster impacts 

Pasadena’s trees. Therefore, there are no 

recommendations for further action. 

 

Figure 2 Relative Tree Age Distribution in Pasadena Based on Trunk Diameter Size 

 
Source: 2011 City of Pasadena Tree Inventory data 
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Figure 3 Relative Tree Age Distribution in Pasadena Compared to Ideal Age Class Levels 

(Based on Trunk Diameter Size) 

 
 

2.4 Urban Forest Tree Health  

Tree health ratings are provided for each 

tree during tree inventory inspection 

updates, which occur via visual 

inspections by the City’s urban forestry 

staff. Health ratings are based on a visual 

examination of the trees, including 

assessment of: 

 Root crown – Are there observable 

root issues, hardscape problems, or 

other issues? 

 Trunk – Is the trunk free of disease 

and pests or other factors that 

would affect tree health? 

 Branches – Are the trees’ branches 

free of signs of insects or disease? 

 Foliage – Are the leaves exhibiting 

signs of insect or disease or 

symptoms of root or other issues? 

 Crown – Does the tree crown as a 

whole indicate good growth, good 

color, and a lack of insects and disease? 

All of these factors are considered when the 

final rating for each tree is provided.  

Figure 4 provides a summary of the City’s 

tree health conditions based on the City’s 

tree inventory data. As presented, 

Pasadena’s urban forest is comprised of 

trees that are primarily in good health. In 

total, 44.0% (25,984) of the trees are rated in 

the “good” category. Another 45.6% (26,949 

trees) are rated in the “fair”, 0.21% (122 

trees) in the “very good”, and 0.1% (5 trees) 
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in the “excellent” categories. The combined 

total number of trees in the fair, good, or 

excellent categories equals over 53,060 of 

the City’s 59,056 currently inventoried trees, 

or just over 89.85%. The remaining trees 

were classified as either “poor” or “critical”, 

and “dead”, with 3,247, 108, and 550 trees, 

respectively. In addition there were 

categories for “N/A” and “no data” with 

1,341 and 750 vacant data places, 

respectively. These two categories represent 

data points with no recorded health 

information. It is recommended that the 

trees in categories other than fair, good, or 

excellent be re-inventoried and a 

management approach determined, as 

discussed in the recommendations section at 

the end of this chapter.  

Tree health is evaluated periodically and is 

identified by City crews and contractors 

during routine maintenance.  

 

Figure 4  Pasadena Urban Forest Tree Health Distribution 
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2.5 Species Diversity 

Tree species diversity within a City’s urban 

forest inherently includes conflicting goals. 

An argument for a high-level of species 

diversity is that it may provide a buffer 

against catastrophic tree mortality as the 

result of a species- or genus-specific 

pathogen. It is not without precedence for 

pests or diseases to cause widespread 

decline and loss of trees, such as various 

eucalyptus pests have caused over the last 

20 years, bark beetles have caused in 

Southern California’s conifer forests, sudden 

oak death in central California’s oaks and 

hardwoods, and Polyphagous shothole borer 

throughout Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, 

San Diego, and Ventura Counties.  

Arguments against species diversity include 

the potential reduction in maintenance 

efficiency as species diversity increases. 

Trees exhibit many different physical 

attributes that vary by species. For example, 

some have wide-spreading crowns with 

large diameter branches, while others have 

narrow crowns extending to 60 or more feet 

tall, both requiring different types of 

trimming approaches and equipment. 

Typically, the more consistent the tree form 

on a given street or in a particular 

maintenance quadrant, the easier and less 

costly it is to complete annual maintenance.  

There are no mandates for how many trees of a 

particular species or genera are allowed within 

the City’s urban forest. Many cities have 

adopted guidelines that place limits on the total 

number of any single species or genus. For 

example, the guidelines seek to limit individual 

tree species at the City-wide level to a 

percentage of the total tree population.  

Based on the industry standard species 

diversity theories, it is recommended that 

Mock’s (2003) and Clark’s (1997) guideline 

is implemented in Pasadena. Mock suggests 

that for maximum protection against unusual 

weather or pests, the urban forest should 

contain no more than 10% of any species 

and no more than 20% of any genus. This 

level of diversity is appropriate for Pasadena 

and is recommended for guiding future tree 

plantings. These guidelines maximize 

diversity by recommending use of the best 

clones, cultivars and seedlings of many 

species and genera either as scattered strips 

or blocks of uniformity distributed 

throughout the city or as mixtures of 

individual trees along parkways and in 

parks. The City of Pasadena, in most 

instances, conforms to these guidelines so 

will not need to make significant changes to 

their tree species distribution planning or 

MSTP moving forward. However, there are 

species that will need to be relied upon at 

lower levels for future tree planting, as 

discussed further below. 

2.5.1 Species Diversity –  

City Level 

As mentioned, tree species diversity in the 

City of Pasadena is very high (Table 1). 

The City has created a healthy and diverse 

urban forest through proactive 

maintenance, removal, and planting 

programs. The City’s urban forest includes 
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136 genera and 248 individual species. This 

high number of tree species is well above 

many cities nation-wide and among the 

highest from documented California cities. 

For example, McPherson and Rowntree 

(1989) noted an average of 53 species from 

22 cities across America and McPherson et 

al. (2005) tallied 279 tree species in 

Berkley, California and 215 species (2001) 

in Santa Monica. The City of Irvine 

includes 189 species (Dudek 2010). 

Further, the City of San Francisco was 

noted to include 115 street tree species 

(Maco and McPherson 2003), while 

Modesto included 184 tree species 

(McPherson et al. 1999). These cities 

provide good reference points to indicate 

that Pasadena’s urban forest includes a high 

level of diversity, even when compared to 

the most diverse urban forests in America.  

As indicated below and in Table 1, the top 

ten highest represented tree species in 

Pasadena’s Urban Forest are: 

 Quercus agrifolia 10.8% 

 Magnolia grandiflora 9.0% 

 Cinnamomum camphora 8.9% 

 Washingtonia robusta 7.3%  

 Quercus ilex 5.9% 

 Ulmus parvifolia 5.7% 

 Lagerstroemia spp. 3.6% 

 Jacaranda mimosifolia 2.8% 

 Tristania conferta 2.2% 

 Liquidambar styraciflua 2.1% 

According to Mock, one species would be 

represented just over the 10% threshold. 

These 10 species represent 58.3% of the 

urban forest population while the remaining 

238 species comprise the remaining 41.7% 

of the urban forest. Having 10 species 

represent nearly 60% of the urban forest 

and the top six species at nearly 50%, is not 

ideal and is recommended that future 

planning and planting efforts focus on 

reducing reliance on the highest represented 

species, with the possible exception of Q. 

agrifolia. It is recommended that new and 

replacement tree planting should consider 

the use of high performing species 

represented at lower levels and particularly 

not using the top six species, with the 

exception of native coast live oaks, as long 

as it fits the street theme. Because native 

oaks are important biologically, perform 

well, and are highly valued, exceeding the 

10% species rule may be acceptable, but it 

is not recommended that they exceed 12% 

of the total population. However, there are 

a large number of trees in the City’s 

database that are not provided species. It is 

recommended that before additional Q. 

agrifolia are planted, these trees are 

inventoried and species updates calculated 

to determine actual populations.  

If a single species, such as Q. agrifolia, the 

highest represented tree species population, 

were to be completely lost, approximately 

6,800 trees would be affected in the City-

managed urban forest. This would have a 

similar impact as the 2011 wind event (5,500 

trees), but would effect a single species. The 

overall urban forest would still include a 
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significant number of trees and very high 

diversity, but the loss of that many trees, 

however implausible, is a large number that 

would certainly impact the City, its tree 

values and benefits, and require a substantial 

removal and replacement effort at 

considerable expense. However, in a forest as 

large as the City of Pasadena’s, the loss of 

nearly 7,000 trees is not considered 

catastrophic in terms of tree canopy cover or 

tree numbers.  Please refer to Appendix B – 

City of Pasadena Tree Species Contributions 

to the Urban Forest, to review the entire 

listing of the City’s 248 species and their 

respective populations. 

2.5.2 Genera Diversity –  

City Level 

As mentioned, there are 136 genera 

represented in the City’s urban forest 

(2011 tree data only), some by only one 

species. The top ten genera by percentage 

of population are listed below in Table 1. 

Table 1 

City of Pasadena Genera Contributions to the Urban Forest 

Genus Total Trees Percentage of Totals 

Quercus 11,039 18.7% 

Magnolia 5,509 9. 3% 

Washingtonia 5,387 9.1% 

Cinnamomum 5,368 9.1% 

Ulmus 3,545 6.0% 

Lagerstroemia 2,101 3.6% 

Jacaranda 1,639 2.8% 

Ligustrum 1,385 2.4% 

Liquidambar 1,275 2.2% 

Lophostemon 1,271 2.2% 

All Others 20,537 34. 8% 

Grand Total 59,056 100.00% 

 

Similar to the top 10 species, the top 10 

genera represent 65. 2% of the trees in 

Pasadena’s urban forest. Based on this 

genera distribution, only one genus, 

Quercus, is close to the upper 20% limit. 

The 1.3% of Quercus under the 20% upper 

limit equates to 767 trees still available. 

However, because there are almost 4,000 

trees whose species were not provided in the 

City’s database, no Quercus should be 

planted until these trees are inventoried and 

the species totals updated to determine if 

Quercus has exceeded the 20% total or is 

still under the limit.  
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2.6 Recommendations  

The City of Pasadena’s urban forest meets, 

and in many cases exceeds, the industry 

standards for tree health ratings and species 

and genus diversity. The following 

recommendations are provided as ways to 

enhance the already good performance for 

these categories.  

1. Plant existing vacant spaces – there 

are an estimated 1,500 vacant spaces 

throughout the City. Planting these 

spaces with appropriate trees and 

providing ongoing maintenance will 

further expand the City’s already 

goal exceeding canopy cover while 

simultaneously increasing the tree-

provided benefits.  

2. With regards to tree health,  

the following recommendations  

are provided: 

 Trees in the dead category (550 

total) should be revisited to confirm 

that they are dead. If they are dead, 

then they should be removed at the 

earliest opportunity. 

 The vacant spaces created by 

these trees’ removal should be 

added to the estimated 1,500 

other vacant spaces and placed 

on the “to be planted” list. 

 Revisit the trees rates in the poor 

category and determine if they can 

be improved to the fair category or 

better. If they cannot be improved 

due to serious defect or malady, 

then they should be planned for 

removal and replacement. Poor 

condition trees will not provide the 

benefits of a healthy, vigorously 

growing tree. 

 Trees in the “N/A” or “no data” 

categories in the City’s inventory 

should be re-inventoried and tree 

attribute data collected and stored 

in the database and the UFMP 

updated accordingly. 

3. Implement Mock’s (2003) guidelines 

for species and genus representation 

in the urban forest population. 

Accordingly, the City would utilize 

the rule of thumb that no species 

would exceed a population that is 

10% of the total urban forest 

population and no genus would 

exceed 20% of the population. New 

and existing pests in Southern 

California will continue to impact the 

community’s trees. Some of these 

pests have potential to be devastating 

to trees within particular genera, 

especially coast live oaks, with 

potential pests including goldspotted 

oak borer (Agrilus auroguttatus) and 

polyphagous shot hole borer 

(Euwallacea sp.), which, at the time 

of this UFMP creation, are spreading 

throughout the Southern California 

region. Based on Mock’s theory, 

there are no genera that exceed the 

recommended 20% level.  
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4. The top six species in terms of 

population are all represented in the 

urban forest by over 5% of the 

population, and the top four over 

7% with Q. agrifolia at 10.8%, 

Magnolia grandiflora at 9.0%, 

Cinnamomum camphora at 8.9%, 

and Washingtonia robusta at 7.3%. 

It is recommended that three of the 

top four species (with the exception 

of Q. agrifolia) be carefully 

considered before they are 

prioritized for planting. Future new 

planting and replacement planting 

should consider whether species 

other than these can be used in the 

landscape to meet the desired 

theme, which will help avoid 

encroaching on the 10% upper limit. 

5. The City’s urban forest is currently 

overly represented by only one species 

– Quercus agrifolia. However, this 

species occurs naturally in the area, is 

an important biological species, 

performs well, is a drought tolerant 

species, and is important from 

aesthetic and historical perspectives. 

Therefore, it is recommended that 

future plantings of Q. agrifolia may 

exceed the 10% guideline for this 

species, but should not exceed 

approximately 12%. The genus 

Quercus is represented at almost 19%, 

but there are many species of Quercus 

that may be utilized and exceeding 

20% by 2% to 4% is acceptable. 

Planting additional Quercus species 

when existing Q. agrifolia (coast live 

oak) are lost, will diversify the genera 

plantings, reduce the likelihood of a 

host specific pest impacting all 

Quercus, and enhance the urban forest 

while retaining the look and feel of the 

native coast live oak.  

6. There are a number of tree species that 

perform poorly and are no longer 

planted or recommended for planting 

in the urban forest. Information 

provided by Pasadena Natural 

Resources Division staff, along with 

experience and observations in 

Pasadena and neighboring cities, 

results in notable insight into tree 

species performance and reasons for 

tree removals. Several tree species 

have consistently performed poorly in 

Pasadena. Others exhibit the tendency 

toward structural issues that require 

high maintenance or have a higher 

than normal failure rate as maturing 

trees due to soil issues.  

The following species have been 

identified as among the trees that are 

no longer planted in Pasadena for 

performance issues and are no longer 

on the MSTP:  

 carrotwood (Cupaniopsis 

anacardioides),  

 carob (Ceratonia siligua), and  

 ash spp. (Fraxinus spp.).  
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Others species that should be 

considered for inclusion on the no 

longer planted list and removed from 

the MSTP are:  

 purple leaf plum (Prunus 

cerasifera) 

 holly oak (Quercus ilex). 

It is recommended that this list be 

updated as needed to document which 

trees are no longer considered for 

planting. The MSTP will need to be 

updated on a similar timeline. 

Avoidance of poor performing species 

and encouraging the introduction of 

new species that may perform well in 

Pasadena is a part of the species 

richness planning process.  

As part of ongoing efforts to identify 

poor performing trees and to identify 

new species or cultivars that may be 

high performers, it is advisable that 

the Pasadena urban forester performs 

informal surveys of other Southern 

California city foresters. These 

surveys may occur every 5 years to 

compare and contrast which species 

are not good investments and which 

new species are thriving and should 

be considered for introduction into 

the Pasadena urban forest.  

In addition, species that are not 

recommended for planting because 

they are known for aggressive 

rooting and/or of not being drought 

tolerant are discussed in Chapters 4 

and 6, respectively. 

7. The City’s current tree inventory 

database includes some 4,000 trees 

without adequate attribute data. This 

is a significant number of trees that 

can impact the health, size, age, and 

species distribution analysis. It is 

recommended that these trees are re-

inventoried and the attribute data 

integrated into the existing database. 

Once this is accomplished, the City 

can re-calculate the various statistics 

and determine whether other species 

or genera are approaching upper 

limits and/or determine other trees 

that may need to be removed or 

provided additional maintenance. 
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3 PUBLIC TREE 
MANAGEMENT POLICIES 

We plant trees not for 

ourselves, but for future 

generations. 

—Caecilus Statius, 220-168 B. C. 

This chapter is devoted to presenting the 

various policies, ordinances, codes, and 

management programs that govern Pasadena 

public tree management operations. Each of 

the policies is briefly discussed.  

The primary City policies that govern street 

tree management include: 

 City Trees and Tree Protection 

Ordinance 

 City of Pasadena’s Master Street 

Tree Plan (MSTP) 

 Tree Removal Criteria adopted by 

City Council April 15, 2002 

Brief summaries of each of these tree 

management policies are provided in the 

following sections. 

3.1 Tree Protection 
Ordinance  

It’s been written that the effectiveness of a tree 

ordinance depends on how well it satisfies the 

short and long-term needs of the entire 

community (Burgess 2004). The City of 

Pasadena’s City Trees and Protected Trees 

Ordinance provides an outline for managing 

the City’s trees so that they provide long-term 

benefits in a sustainable manner while 

addressing short-term considerations including 

hazard mitigation and aesthetic values. The 

ordinance is broad and general in some 

respects, but is suitable and customized to the 

City of Pasadena’s unique urban forest. The 

Ordinance is consistent with research 

publications such as “Guidelines for 

Developing and Evaluating Tree Ordinances” 

(Swiecki and Bernahrdt 2001). Goals are 

clearly stated. responsibilities are designated 

and authority is granted commensurate with 

responsibility. Performance standards are set 

and flexibility is built in for changes occurring 

within the urban forest or within the City or 

environment that affects the urban forest and 

that cannot be reasonably foreseen. Further, 

the ordinance provides the framework for how 

the urban forest resource will be protected and 

sustained. To ensure that the ordinance is 

effective, various levels of enforcement 

methods are specified and have been utilized 

as intended, when necessary.  

Trees are mentioned in the City’s Municipal 

Code in Chapter 8.52 – City Trees and Tree 

Protection Ordinance. In particular, the 

following are the most pertinent code 

components that address the management or 

care of public trees: 

Section 8.52.015 – Purposes of Ordinance: 

Defines the goals of the City and the City 

Trees and Tree Protection Ordinance. Goals 

are summarized as follows:  

 Promotes the preservation and 

increase in canopy cover by 

protecting street trees. 
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 Regulates the protection, planting, 

maintenance, and removal of street 

trees by providing set standards. 

 Protects the visual and aesthetic 

character of the City  improving 

and enhancing property values. 

 Improves the quality of life for 

residents, visitors and wildlife. 

 Provides guidelines and procedures 

for maintaining street trees to insure 

the general health and safety of the 

City and its residents.  

Section 8.52.020 – Definitions: Defines terms 

pertinent to the ordinance. The following are 

the most pertinent terms that address the 

management or care of street trees: 

 Defines street tree specific terms and 

phrases such as the following: master 

street tree plan, parkway, pruning, 

and street tree. 

Section 8.52.032 – Tree Protection 

Guidelines: Designates that tree protection 

guidelines are the standards and 

specifications for the protection of trees 

within the City.  

Section 8.52.050 – Design Commission: 

Designates and defines the Design Review 

Commission and its role in managing 

street trees. 

 The Design Commission reviews, 

advises, and makes recommendations 

to the City Council relating to the 

City’s tree planting, maintenance, and 

removal practices and proposed 

amendments to the MSTP. 

Section 8.52.076 – Work on Public Trees: 

Designates the processes and regulations for 

pruning and/or removals of public trees within 

the City.  

 Designates that permits will not be 

issued to any person or entity for 

pruning or removal of public tree, 

and that all pruning and removal of 

public trees shall be undertaken by 

employees or contractors of the city. 

 Any person desiring to initiate 

special maintenance or removal of a 

public tree by the city may make a 

written request to the city manager. 

 The person or entity will pay the costs 

of service and replacement at rates set 

by resolution of the city council, should 

the request be granted.  

 Any such request will be 

considered based on the provisions 

of the public tree removal criteria. 

Section 8.52.085 – Prohibited Acts: Defines 

prohibited act as the following: 

 Public Tree. To prune, to injure or to 

remove a public tree located 

anywhere in the city. 

 To plant a tree of a species other than 

the official street tree in a parkway, 

median or traffic island. 

 To fail to adhere to the terms and 

conditions of any permit issued 

under this chapter. 
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 To fail to adhere to the terms of any 

tree protection plan imposed as a 

condition of any discretionary land use 

approval or development agreement 

with the city. 

The City’s prohibited acts section is 

consistent with many other cities in that it 

is dated and does not include a meaningful 

penalty for damaging City trees. It is 

recommended that this section be updated, 

as discussed in the Recommendation 

section at the end of this chapter.  

Section 8.52.150 – Notice of Public Tree 

Removal: Designates the processes and 

regulations for public notice concerning 

pruning and/or removals of public trees within 

the City as follows: 

 The city manager shall give at least 

10 days written notice to abutting 

property owners prior to the removal 

of any public tree.  

 No notice shall be required to be 

given, however, if the public tree has 

been determined to be hazardous. 

 In the event of the removal of 3 or 

more public trees in an area, the city 

manager shall also notify the city 

council, the Urban Forestry Advisory 

Committee and any neighborhood 

organizations located in such area. 

 The five criteria for a condition tree 

removal are as follows: 1) the 

condition of the tree in regards to 

health, age, viability, and performance, 

2) public tree consistency with the 

MSTP, 3) project consistency with the 

General Plan policies and objectives, 

4) How the project will enhance the 

urban design strategy as set forth in 

the General Plan, Specific Plan, or 

applicable long-term planning 

document (i.e., Master Development 

Plan), and 5) After thoroughly 

exhausting feasible design alternatives, 

removal of the tree may be allowed 

subject to mitigations. 

Please refer to Appendix C to review the entire 

Chapter 8.52 – City Trees and Tree Protection 

Ordinance. Additional street tree protection 

information is included in City handouts that 

are presented in Appendix D – Submittal 

Requirements for Tree Protection Plans, and 

Appendix E – Sample Tree Inventory and Tree 

Protection Plan for Making Improvements on 

Residential Property. 

3.2 City of Pasadena Master 
Street Tree Plan 

The Master Street Tree Plan (MSTP) was 

formalized by the Pasadena City Council 

and is a “living” document with 

amendments and changes made on an as 

needed basis. The document  assures that the 

quality of Pasadena’s streetscapes is 

preserved and that new streetscapes are of 

comparable quality to existing streetscapes. 

With the amendment of the City Trees and 

Tree Protection Ordinance in 2002, the 

council established the Urban Forestry 

Advisory Committee (UFAC) as a 

subcommittee of the Design Commission to 
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partner and advise the City Council with 

respect to the MSTP.  

The goals of the MSTP include: 

1. Provide continuity between planting 

areas along major thoroughfares 

2. Retain the identity of each planting area 

3. Maintain and enhance the  

physical environment 

4. Maintain the existing quality of the 

streetscape in a cost-effective manner 

Using these broad goals and the principles 

outlined in the MSTP, the City has 

developed a cohesive streetscape network 

that distinguishes each planting area through 

distinctive and historic landscaping. 

The MSTP details tree planting species for 

street segments by specific street locations. 

The MSTP is necessarily detailed in order to 

ensure that the goals are achieved.  

3.2.1  Unauthorized Trees in MSTP 

Street Segments 

It is not unusual for the City to “find” trees 

within their responsibility area (right-of-

way) that were not planted by the City. 

These trees are often planted by residents 

who desire a tree or a particular type of tree 

in their parkway. It is also possible that trees 

opportunistically establish in the City right-

of-way, as they are prone to do where 

irrigation is provided. When a 

nonconforming tree is discovered, either 

during ad-hoc field inspections by City tree 

staff, during tree contractor trimming, or 

reported by residents, the following 

procedures are followed: 

The Department of Public Works (DPW) 

notifies the property owner to remove the 

tree within 10 days by way of certified mail. 

If the tree is not removed by the end of the 

10-day period, or the resident has not 

contacted the DPW by the end of the ten day 

period the City will schedule the removal. 

Exception: 

If the tree is found to be too large to be 

relocated and is more than 3 inches in trunk 

diameter and/or 2½ wood feet or larger for 

palms it may be considered for adoption as a 

City street tree. The City will provide all 

maintenance for City street trees. Residents 

are prohibited from performing any 

maintenance on City trees except for 

providing supplemental. 

3.2.2  Citizen Tree Refusal 

Pasadena residents can currently refuse a 

City tree in the public right-of-way in front 

of their house. This option has a negative 

impact on the achievement of canopy 

cover goals, return on investment totals, 

and street aesthetics, amongst others. One 

disincentive for property owners is the fact 

that in Pasadena, they are responsible for 

sidewalk and sewer repairs if public trees 

cause damage.  

It is recommended that this policy be revisited, 

as described in the recommendation section at 

the end of this Chapter.  
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In summary, the MSTP includes a diverse 

range of species and was well planned and has 

been well-executed. It is recommended that 

the MSTP is reviewed in terms of species 

plantings in light of Chapter 2 of this UFMPs 

observations, findings, and recommendations.  

3.3 Tree Removal Criteria – 
April 15, 2002  

The City of Pasadena City Council held a 

public hearing on April 15, 2002, reviewing 

and amending Chapter 8.52 – City Trees and 

the Tree Protection Ordinance. Among the 

management practices dictated by the 

Agenda Report are: 

 Designates the Urban Forestry Advisory 

Committee (UFAC) as a subcommittee 

of the Design Review Commission. 

This enables an appointed body to more 

closely evaluate project requests that 

will affect public trees. 

 The UFAC initially was defined as 

a 5 member committee made up of 

two representatives from the 

Design Review commission, two 

representatives from the Recreation 

and Parks Commission, and one 

representative from the Pasadena 

Beautiful Foundation. It was later 

amended in the City’s municipal 

code (specifically in Chapter 

2.80.135) to include in addition, 2 

members of the public to be 

appointed by the city council who 

have demonstrated knowledge and 

experience in arboriculture or, as an 

alternative, one of whom may be 

another representative of the 

Pasadena Beautiful Foundation. 

 The purpose of UFAC is to advise 

and make recommendations to the 

City Council relating to the city's 

MSTP and to review proposed public 

tree removals. Furthermore, Council 

has established five public tree 

removal criteria:  

1. The condition of the tree in regards 

to health, age, viability,  

and performance. 

2. Public tree consistency with  

the MSTP. 

3. Project consistency with the General 

Plan policies and objectives. 

4. How the project will enhance the 

urban design strategy as set forth in 

the General Plan, Specific Plan, or 

applicable long-term planning 

document (i.e., Master 

Development Plan). 

5. After thoroughly exhausting 

feasible design alternatives, 

removal of the tree may be allowed 

subject to mitigations. 

Please refer to Appendix F to review the 

entire Agenda Report. 

The City of Pasadena has a well-organized 

urban forestry staff that is supported and 

augmented by the Design Review Committee 

UFAC. The Tree removal Criteria are clear 

and allow some flexibility for implementation. 

City trees are appropriately removed if they 

present a hazard. Trees are not removed for 
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reasons that are not supported and justified by 

the tree removal criteria. The process for 

removing a City tree is thorough and requires 

considerable justification, which requires 

arborist review, notification, and UFAC 

review and approval. Because of the system 

that is in place that avoids the possibility of 

trees being removed without cause, there are 

no recommendation warranted at the time of 

this UFMP’s preparation. 

3.4  Recommendations 

The following recommendations are 

provided to enhance the existing tree and 

urban forest management policies to result 

in stronger deterrence from tree impacts, 

MSTP refinements to exclude poor 

performing and drought intolerant species, 

and for providing incentive to citizens to 

allow public trees in front of their homes. 

1. Protected Tree Ordinance 

Recommendation: Two components of 

this ordinance that are recommended 

for improvement are the definitions of 

the acts that are subject to fine and the 

standard penalties for “misdemeanors” 

and “infractions”.  

a. A clear definition of the  

terms “misdemeanor” and 

“infraction”, as they relate to 

trees, should be developed by 

the City and its council and 

added to the TPO and this 

UFMP so that it is not left to 

interpretation. Typically, 

misdemeanors may include 

willful removal, poisoning, 

girdling, or other acts that lead 

to a City tree’s death. 

Infractions may include 

unauthorized pruning, over 

fertilizing, unauthorized root 

impacts, encroachments, or 

other disturbances that lead to 

tree impacts and decline. These 

are typically not willful acts. 

b. Considered even more 

important for Pasadena are the 

financial penalties associated 

with misdemeanors and 

infractions against public trees. 

The existing penalties are too 

low and do not represent a 

deterrence. Specifically, the 

current ordinance includes: if 

convicted of an infraction in 

violation of the ordinance, it is 

monetarily punishable up to 

$250.00 (Chapter 8.52.160). 

This is a small penalty amount 

and may not deter many 

potential instances of 

unauthorized public tree 

removal or pruning. Further, 

the monetary value of trees, 

especially established, semi-

mature to over mature trees, to 

the City based on both an 

appraised value and a benefits 

received perspective, are far 

higher than the current 

penalties that can be levied if a 

tree is damaged or killed. 

It is recommended for both the 

misdemeanor (currently $1,000 
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penalty) and infraction 

categories, that higher penalties 

be codified to better deter 

unauthorized tree impacts.  

A commonly used urban 

forestry standard is to charge 

the violator the appraised value 

of the removed or pruned 

public tree. The appraised value 

is commonly established by 

using the International Society 

of Arboriculture’s Guide for 

Plant Appraisal, 9th Edition. 

Another option would be to 

develop a customized tree 

valuation based on the cost of 

replacing the lost canopy cover 

with multiple smaller trees, or 

replacement of the trunk 

diameter equivalent of the 

damaged or removed tree using 

smaller trees, for example. 

Another option, and the one 

that is recommended for 

Pasadena, is to increase the 

upper end monetary penalties 

for violations. For example the 

City of South Pasadena fines 

violators up to $8,000 for a 

non-permitted tree removal 

(South Pasadena 2005). The 

City of Santa Barbara has a 

moving scale of fine categories 

for non-permitted pruning or 

removal violations in relation 

to the trunk diameter of the 

effected tree (Santa Barbara 

2010). For example a removed 

4” DBH tree is punishable up 

to a $1,000 fine and a removed 

tree larger than 24” trunk 

diameter is punishable by up 

to a $5,000 fine. Even these 

fines are low when considering 

the actual replacement cost for 

a tree, but they are reasonable 

to expect the average citizen 

could pay the fine but would 

be a significant deterrent. The 

reason the tree appraisal option 

for establishing fines is not 

considered the first choice for 

Pasadena is that for many of 

the City’s trees, values of 

$50,000 or more would be 

common. These fines would 

be hard to enforce and collect 

and would be expected to lead 

to more issues than 

resolutions. Table 2 presents a 

proposed fine schedule more 

appropriate to the actual 

replacements costs for trees. 

Permitted Tree  

Removal Fees 

Many cities require mitigation 

for the permitted pruning or 

removal of City trees.  They 

may base the mitigation on a 

set number of replacement 

trees for each impacted tree, 

appraised value of the 

impacted  tree, or some other 

method that results in tree 

planting or in-lieu funding.  It 

is recommended that the City 
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of Pasadena implement a fee 

program for permitted tree 

removals that is consistent 

with its fee program for 

unpermitted tree removals. 

Table 2 provides 

recommended fines/fees for 

each type of impact.

Table 2 

Proposed Penalty Schedule 

Non-Permitted Impact 
Trunk diameter (at 4.5 feet) 

up to 12” DBH over 12” and up to 24” DBH over 24” 

Pruning Up to $1,000 Up to $2,500 Up to $5,000 

Removal Up to $2,500 Up to $5,000 Up to $10,000 

Permitted Impact 
Trunk diameter (at 4.5 feet) 

up to 12” DBH over 12” and up to 24” DBH over 24” 

Pruning Up to $750 Up to $1,875 Up to 3,750 

Removal Up to $1,875 Up to $3,750 Up to $7,500 

 

2. The MSTP’s goals are clearly defined 

and the City has implemented the 

principles as intended. Of note, the 

City has attempted to retain the 

original tree palette when maintaining 

existing streetscapes, but it has 

become evident that some plant 

species are incompatible with their 

locations and site conditions. The 

incompatibility has resulted in poor 

tree performance and increased 

maintenance and rehabilitation.  

It is recommended that future 

planting and future MSTP 

amendments consider flexible 

implementation of the street tree 

plantings for each planting area. 

Consideration should be given to 

species diversity goals, tree species 

performance, drought tolerance, 

rooting characteristics, potential pest 

issues, soil issues, and other  

constraints that can compromise tree 

establishment success. 

As species are determined to be 

vulnerable to new pests or other 

factors that limit the overall cost-

benefit ratio, alternative species that 

are high performers should be 

allowable. This may mean that street 

and neighborhood tree themes will 

change over time, but is a hedge 

against a sudden large-scale, 

landscape level tree loss.  

Tree Species Excluded from 

Future Planting 

It is recommended that this list be 

expanded, as necessary, when tree 

species are determined to be ill-suited 

to Pasadena’s growing environment. 

For example: camphor (5,605 trees in 

the City inventory) is known for 

higher than normal occurrences of 

hardscape damage and is poorly 
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suited to drought. In addition, 

camphor represents 8.9% of the urban 

forest and potentially could exceed 

10% targeted total tree species 

diversity if continued to be planted. 

Avoidance of poor performing 

species, without limiting the 

possibility of introducing new 

species that may perform well in 

Pasadena, must be part of the species 

richness planning process.  

Species Population Considerations 

The only species representing over 

10% of the total street tree population 

is coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia). 

Coast live oak is a native tree species 

that has good characteristics for 

inclusion in City landscapes, is a 

native of the area, and is well-liked by 

a majority of the public (based on 

2015 public survey input). Two other 

species, Magnolia grandiflora and 

Cinnamomum camphora are present 

at levels that are close to 10% of the 

population. These trees also include 

characteristics that make them 

desirable. However, because the 

potential impact of a species specific 

pest could have major impacts on the 

urban forest if any of these three 

species were the host, it is 

recommended that no new plantings 

of coast live oak, camphor, or 

magnolia occur unless they are 

replacing trees of the same species 

that have died or are removed for 

other reasons. Over time, limiting the 

number of new oaks, camphor, and 

magnolia trees will reduce their 

overall impact on the street tree 

population without actually removing 

any additional trees. Other species 

will represent more of the population, 

thus reducing the proportion of these 

over-represented species. 

3. Policy allowing citizens to refuse a 

public tree in front of their property - 

It is recommended that this policy be 

revisited as it represents a direct 

impediment to achieving tree canopy 

cover goals and maximizing benefits 

generated by the urban forest. 

Planting trees in all City vacant 

spaces is an important goal of this 

UFMP and parkway/streetscape 

planting spaces should be a top 

priority. Gaining acceptance by 

property owners can be achieved 

through policy, education, 

cooperation, and including them in 

the process. Engaging the public in 

tree species choices, proper care and 

maintenance, and changing policies 

so that private property owners are 

not penalized by the presence of City 

trees are all critical for a successful 

program. For example, if a City tree 

causes sidewalk damage, it should 

not be the private property owner’s 

responsibility to repair the damage. 

Changing the policy so that City 

tree-caused damage to sidewalks and 

sewer pipes would be repaired by the 

City would likely result in a 

reduction in the number of people 
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who refuse a tree. Trees are 

community assets. If the City 

requires additional funding to pay for 

these repairs, then the urban forestry 

budget should be re-examined and 

allocated appropriately. One study 

(Cregg 2011) indicates that sidewalk 

damage averages $3/City tree, per 

year while sewer repairs average 

$1.66/tree per year. Assuming a fully 

stocked urban forest of 

approximately 64,500 trees, 

Pasadena’s average annual cost 

increase could be as high as 

$193,500 for sidewalk repair and 

$107,000 for sewer repair, totaling 

$300,500. The City will need to 

determine whether allocating this 

cost to an increased urban forestry 

budget is worthwhile, depending on 

the number of trees that are being 

refused annually. 
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4 ROUTINE 
MAINTENANCE 
PROGRAM AND PUBLIC  
TREE REMOVAL 

Train up a fig-tree in the 

way it should go, and 

when you are old sit under 

the shade of it. 

—Charles Dickens  

The City’s comprehensive urban forest 

management program greatly reduces tree 

related hazards through a multi-layered 

approach. In order to provide the designated 

level of maintenance and care that result in a 

safe, healthy urban forest, the City allocates 

approximately $2.6 million dollars annually 

for the tree maintenance budget, which 

includes trimming and inventory. This 

equates to $31.70 per tree (not all trees are 

provided maintenance every year based on 

the pruning cycle). The majority of this 

budget is spent on tree trimming and 

removals with budget set aside for tree 

planting, inspections, and focused 

arboricultural studies. For comparison, the 

City of Berkeley in 2002 budgeted $1.15 

million dollars to manage roughly 36,485 

trees, or $30.48/tree. A study of 256 

California cities’ (Thompson and Ahern 

2000) 1997 budgets indicated the average 

amount spent per tree was $19. Adjusting 

the 1997 dollars to 2015 using a CPI 

inflation calculator, the $19 is equivalent to 

$28 today. An extensive Study in 2005 

indicated that five cities across the U.S. 

spent between $15 and $65 per tree, 

accounting for all related tree management 

costs (McPhereson et al. 2005).  

Another way to compare Pasadena with 

other U.S. and California cities is using per 

capita costs (the amount spent on tree care 

based on the City population). National 

Arbor Day Foundation data (2006) indicates 

that per capita urban forestry budgets of 

3,130 cities ranged between $6 and $10 and 

i-Tree generated data indicates per capita 

tree budgets for four eastern U.S. cities 

ranges between $2 and $24. Pasadena’s per 

capita budget is almost $16. As indicated, 

Pasadena spends slightly more on a per tree 

basis than the adjusted 1997 average per tree 

spent in 256 surveyed California cities. 

Pasadena’s expenditures do not include tree 

planting in streetscape (which is primarily 

grant funded).  

A more recent survey conducted by Dudek 

(2014)  of 10 Southern California cities and 

their annual budgets suggests that 

Pasadena’s tree management spending is 

slightly below average. The average annual 

tree cost for the ten cities evaluated is 

$33.70 per tree. The City of Pasadena’s 

urban forest costs approximately $31.70 per 

tree per year. The cities of Chino Hills and 

Walnut have the lowest reported annual 

budgets, spending $8.40 and $2.10 per tree, 

respectively. The cities of Burbank and 

Culver City spend the highest amounts at 

$57.60 and $59.40 per tree, respectively. 

The variances in the spending levels is 

primarily related to the tree maintenance/ 

pruning cycles. Cycles that are extended 

beyond 10 years or more reduce costs, but 
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result in below average condition trees and 

accumulated issues. A comparison of 

Southern California cities and their annual 

budgets is presented in Table 3. 

Table 3 

10 Southern California Cities and their Annual Budgets 

City 
Approximate Tree 

Population Annual Budget (Year) Dollars Per Tree 

Beverly Hills  25,000 $1.3 million (2013) $52.0 

Burbank 33,000 $1.9 million (2013) $57.6 

Chino Hills  47,500 $400,000 (2014) $8.4 

Culver City 16,835 $1.0 million (2014) $59.4 

Glendale 46,000 $1.1 million (2013) $23.9 

Irvine  65,000 $1.5 million (2014) $23.1 

Los Angeles 700,000 $23.9 million (2014) $34.1 

Pasadena 63,063 $2.0 million (2014) $31.7 

Santa Monica 33,800 $1.5 million (2010) $44.4 

Walnut 17,000 $35,000 (2013) $2.1 

 

The City of Pasadena appears to have a very 

efficient tree program and is able to prune 

approximately 14,000 trees per year or 22% 

of their street trees.  

The occurrence of many large, mature trees in 

an urban forest provides higher benefits, but 

also tends to increase maintenance costs and 

influence a City’s overall tree maintenance 

budget. In the case of Pasadena, which 

includes a large number of mature trees, the 

City’s tree maintenance and management 

efficiencies that keep the overall expenditures 

in line with other City’s tree care budgets are 

attributed to 1) City staff’s intimate urban 

forest knowledge, 2) use of a comprehensive 

tree inventory management system, and 3) 

tightly written and managed tree maintenance 

specifications that provide bidding contractors 

the ability to provide a tight and focused bid, 

and experienced tree contractors.  

An important goal of the City’s urban forestry 

program is to continue funding at least at 

current levels and increase the budget to 

provide additional urban forest management 

activities. For example, if the City determines 

that providing more frequent pruning, 

watering, or other maintenance activities, 

expanding the urban forest canopy cover 

through tree planting, or obtaining a tree 

management software application is desirable, 

then one time or ongoing budget enhancement 

may be necessary to accommodate 

achievement of these efforts. Money spent on 

tree management is an investment in 

Pasadena’s green infrastructure. The 

investment provides a significant return, as 

presented in Chapter 8.  

The City’s tree maintenance program starts 

with proper tree selection, proceeds with 

proper planting, integrates on-going 
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inspections, provides on-going preventive 

maintenance, and results in a systematic risk 

reduction process. An important component 

of this process is the routine, preventative 

maintenance program. Routine maintenance 

includes tree planting, young tree care, pest 

control, root issue management, pruning, 

and ultimately tree removal and 

replacement. The following sections discuss 

each of these important components that are 

the backbone to achieving a healthy, 

sustainable urban forest. 

4.1 Planting and Young 
Tree Care 

The City implements a focused tree planting 

policy directing where and how trees are 

planted. Pasadena’s tree planting process is 

well-defined and follows strict specifications 

that result in high-quality tree stock planted in 

compatible growing spaces. The specifications 

that guide tree planting are provided in 

Appendix G – Tree Planting Standards. 

 The City of Pasadena requires 

awarded bidders to provide and install 

trees in accordance to City 

specifications (Appendix G). In 

summary, the City’s Guidelines define 

the role of the contractor in: (1) 

providing required tree planting 

documentation materials to the City, 

(2) maintaining plantings, and (3) 

providing required equipment and 

materials used in plantings and 

maintenance period. 

 Proper planting techniques are 

specified (Appendix G) and 

contractors are required to implement 

them. The City’s role is to provide 

project guidance, regulatory 

oversight, public notice, and review 

of applicable project materials. The 

City provides specific physical 

specifications for plant installation. If 

after the maintenance period (watered 

for 3 years) the City is satisfied it will 

assume maintenance responsibilities 

of the plantings. 

 The City maintains and plants tree 

vacancies annually. Approximately 

900 to 1,400 trees are planted 

annually to fill vacancies and to 

replace dead trees. It should be noted 

that Pasadena residents can currently 

refuse a City tree in the public right-

of-way in front of their property. 

Additional tree planting may be 

required for a 2 or 3 year period 

beyond the 900to 1,400 trees to fill 

the existing 1,500 tree vacancies 

along with any trees that were 

removed during 2015. 

Recommendations for young tree planting 

are provided in the Recommendations 

Section (4.7) at the end of this chapter. 

4.2 Tree Pruning  

Cost Effective and Efficient  

Maintenance Practices 

The City has developed and implements a 

focused tree pruning policy that employs a 

combined approach, using cost-effective 

contractors and City staff to maintain the 
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City’s trees. The City has developed pruning 

specifications consistent with the American 

National Standards Institute (ANSI A300) 

Standards for Proper Tree Care, consistent 

with the International Society of 

Arboricultural standards. The pruning 

program takes a preventative maintenance 

approach. The maintenance program calls 

for pruning every hardwood tree in the city 

once every five or seven years, and palm 

trees once every three years. These practices 

help to minimize hazards, moderate leaf-

litter, and provide aesthetic benefits for the 

City’s trees.  

Staff Training 

Pasadena embraces a proactive approach to 

training staff. All crew members are trained 

in trimming, worker safety, and arboriculture. 

Training programs include tree biology, tree 

identification, soils science, irrigation and 

water maintenance, knots and climbing 

techniques, as well as how to best 

communicate with residents and members of 

the community. The goal is for all City 

workers to become International Society of 

Arboriculture “Certified Tree Workers,” and 

all management staff to become “Certified 

Arborists” as well as to pursue other 

professional certifications, which all include 

ongoing, continuing education requirements. 

This level of training and tree education 

results in a higher level of tree care and has a 

significant positive impact on the state of the 

urban forest. 

Establish Preventive Maintenance 

Measures – Tree Pruning Specifications  

Based on the size of Pasadena’s urban forest 

residents (private property owners) often 

help by providing informal suggestions as to 

when maintenance is needed. They are the 

“tree condition eyes and ears” looking out 

for the City trees. Residents are encouraged 

to call in and request maintenance. When 

forestry inspectors follow-up on the 

requests, the inspector is looking to see if 

maintenance is needed based on the last 

pruning date or if the work needed can occur 

at the regularly scheduled pruning date. 

When scheduling pruning, trees will be 

pruned in accordance with ANSI A300 

standards for proper tree care and the 

International Society of Arboricultural Tree 

Pruning. The City’s tree pruning 

specifications are included in Appendix H.  

The objective of pruning is to produce 

strong, healthy, and attractive trees. 

Implementing correct procedures for 

pruning along with understanding how and 

why pruning should occur will help 

achieve this objective (Bedker et al. 1995). 

The City of Pasadena understands the 

importance of routine pruning and exhibits 

that understanding through their tree 

contractor selection process and use of 

most of their available budget. The 

contractor bid documents indicate the 

pruning standards that will be followed 

during the extent of the contract. These 

standards are consistent with proper 

pruning techniques, as established for and 

widely used by the industry.  
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Routine trimming of public trees varies by 

the tree species type category. The City, in 

essence, is pruning on a species-based 

trimming cycle, which has long been 

thought to be the most cost-effective 

approach for large tree populations. The 

available tree information maintained in 

the City’s database allows the City and 

pruning contractors to group species into 

similar categories (palms, fast growing, 

slow growing) based on their typical 

growth patterns and trimming needs.  

Regular trimming includes the following cycles: 

1. Palm trees – 3 years 

2. Slow growth rate hardwood trees –  

7 years 

3. Fast to moderate growth rate trees – 

5 years 

Table 4 compares pruning cycles used in 

several California cities in contrast with 

Pasadena’s policy. As presented, Pasadena is 

within the range of pruning cycles for most cities 

and is, on average, not pruning too frequently or 

too infrequently. Within the urban forestry 

industry, documented studies indicate that a 5-

year pruning cycle maintains tree condition and 

value, and is the most cost-effective pruning 

program for a community to maintain (Miller 

and Sylvester 1981). Extending the cycle 

beyond 5 years can reduce tree value. The study 

does not distinguish between tree species and 

growth rates. Based on that information, the City 

is currently optimizing trimming for fast 

growing trees by trimming them every 5 years. 

Slower growing trees would not need trimming 

every 5 years and the City prunes them every 7 

years. Slow growing trees typically would not 

need trimming on a faster timeline, so the City’s 

cycle is appropriate, especially since trees can be 

trimmed at any time if a specific issue arises or if 

a constituent requests out-of-cycle trimming. 

Table 4 

California City Pruning Cycles for Comparison with City of Pasadena 

City Pruning Cycles 

Los Angeles, CA Up to 15 years for street trees 

Alameda, CA 5 years for street trees 

Chino Hills, CA 3 to 5 year cycle 

Hayward, CA 15 year average cycle 

Irvine, CA 6 years 

Santa Monica 1-3 years high, 3-5 years medium, and 6-8 years low maintenance trees 

Piedmont, CA 3 to 5 year cycle average 

Fresno, CA 6 year cycle 

Costa Mesa, CA 3 to 4 year cycle 

Modesto, CA 6 year cycle 

Anaheim, CA 3 year cycle 

Walnut, CA 3 to 5 year cycle 
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The City Tree and Protected Tree Ordinance 

defines pruning as meaning the removal of 

dead, dying, diseased, and weak branches 

according to the most recent standards of the 

International Society of Arboriculture (ISA). 

The City has developed pruning techniques 

based on the most widely accepted tree pruning 

standard: The American National Standards 

Institute (ANSI) A300 standards. ANSI defines 

proper pruning techniques in its ANSI A300 

(Part 1) standard. This standard integrates 

techniques for minimizing tree impacts through 

proven techniques that result in very little 

negative tree effects when properly executed. 

In addition, the City requires that pruning must 

comply with current ANSI S133.1 standards 

and the ISA Tree Pruning Guidelines. All tree 

workers must work in compliance with 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

(OSHA) Regulations. There will be some 

variation from tree to tree with how this 

standard is executed. For instance, in the 

process of trimming a tree, the tree worker may 

find that branch architecture requires a more 

aggressive cut to trim to a suitable secondary 

leader. This may result in more trimming in 

some areas and less in others. Instead of using 

improper cuts, it is preferred to make the cut in 

conformance with ANSI A-300 and let the tree 

re-balance its crown over time. 

A widely held rule of thumb and 

recommendation by the International 

Society of Arboriculture is to never remove 

more than 25% of a tree’s green foliage, 

unless it is required to remove hazardous 

conditions or unusual circumstances require 

that level of pruning as part of a tree crown 

restoration. Removing beyond 25% is 

considered excessive and can be detrimental 

to tree health (Gilman, et. al undated). 

Residents and/or business owners may also 

request tree pruning on an emergency 

basis. The tree will be inspected at the 

City’s earliest opportunity and will be 

scheduled for pruning as soon as possible, 

depending on the arboricultural necessity 

for pruning. If pruning is desired for 

reasons other than safety, branch 

architecture issues, heavy canopy, or to 

rectify a potential crown issue, the pruning 

may not be justified from an arboricultural 

perspective, and the pruning will occur 

based on the regular pruning cycle. 

Out of Cycle Pruning Requests  

If pruning of a public tree is requested and 

the City determines that the tree does need 

an out-of-cycle prune, staff will contact the 

constituent to provide an update. In these 

cases, pruning may be completed at the 

expense of the property owner and would 

require coordination with City staff. 

Residents may request a private arborist 

prune a public tree, to ensure compliance to 

the tree pruning standards the request will be 

inspected.  

Aesthetic Pruning Requests  

For out of cycle pruning requests that are 

aesthetic and not structurally based, the city 

adheres to the following protocol:  

 The tree is inspected by PNR, and 

determination whether the tree can 

be pruned is made  
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 If it is determined that the tree can be 

pruned, PNR staff will open up a 

Purchase Order by getting three 

proposals for the requested work. 

Jobs less than $3K do not require 3 

bids, and in those cases, a PO will be 

issued in a manner consistent with 

the City’s purchasing policy 

 Once the bidder is selected, the 

applicant will send a check to PNR 

in the amount of the estimate plus 

$120.16 (processing fee).  

 After the approved work is complete 

PNR will pay the contractor. 

The City of Pasadena is meeting or exceeding 

industry standards and best management 

practices for pruning trees and as such, there 

are no recommendations at this time.  

4.3 Public Tree  
Special Maintenance 
and Removals 

Any person desiring to initiate special 

maintenance or removal of a public tree in 

Pasadena follows a set procedure. Public tree 

special maintenance and removal within the 

Urban Forestry Ordinance jurisdictional area 

requires a written request submitted to the City. 

Under ownership of the City, as defined by the 

City Trees and Tree Protection Ordinance 

(Title 8 Chapter 8.52, Section 020), includes all 

trees located within: 

 Right-of-way of public streets 

 In and around public parks, open 

space, public facilities 

Tree removals may be requested by City 

departments, such as public works, 

transportation, etc. for public projects or, 

they may be requested by residents, or other 

private entities. When a removal request is 

made, staff will evaluate the tree to 

determine if there are any issues, look for 

opportunities to preserve the tree in light of 

the proposed request, and/or determine if the 

tree will require removal. Any such request 

will be considered based on the provisions 

of the ordinance, established public tree 

removal criteria, and other ongoing public 

tree work and staff reviewed based on 

condition. The City Manager or designee 

evaluates written requests. Requested 

removals for healthy public trees are also 

reviewed by the UFAC if a conditional 

finding can be met. Once a decision is made, 

approval or denial of all or a part of the 

written request is then provided along with 

requirements and fees for tree replacements, 

if necessary.  

The typical process for removing City trees 

is provided in Figure 5, Procedure to 

Request Removal of Public Trees. 

City forestry staff in charge of trees are 

continually evaluating tree information as 

well as making ad-hoc field observations to 

identify trees that require removal based on 

condition. By doing so, the City has 

achieved an efficient process for visibly 

recognizing hazardous trees and they are 

placed on a priority list for removal in a 

prompt and safe manner. The existing policy 

of replacing removed street trees with 

appropriate tree species, as governed by the 
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MSTP, and in accordance with the City’s 

Standards will help achievement of the 

City’s sustainable urban forestry goals by 

maintaining a stable tree population. 

The City of Pasadena is meeting or 

exceeding industry standards and best 

management practices for tree removals. 

Tree removal criteria are in place, there is 

flexibility built into the criteria, and there 

are multiple levels of review and approvals 

before a tree can be removed. Tree removals 

are provided public notice, except in the 

extreme situation where a tree is deemed too 

dangerous to wait to be removed. Based on 

this program, there are no recommendations 

for enhancing the current process.  
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Figure 5 Procedure to Request Removal of Public Trees 
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4.4 Pest Control  

Tree-related pest control in the City of 

Pasadena is part of a its Pest Management 

Program. The City focuses on long-term 

prevention or suppression of pest problems 

with minimum impact on human health, the 

environment, and non-target organisms by 

focusing on sound horticultural practices 

and an active trimming program, as 

described previously. By keeping trees 

healthy through tree selection, proper tree 

planting, juvenile tree maintenance, and 

ongoing monitoring and trimming, the use 

of pesticides is minimized.  

The City of Pasadena is meeting industry 

standards and best management practices for 

pest control. An enhancement that would aid 

the City’s current pest control program 

would include the use of an integrated pest 

management approach and the introduction 

of biological pest control. This 

recommendation is discussed in detail in 

Section 4.7 at the end of this Chapter. 

4.5 Surface Rooting  

Surface rooting is a common problem in 

urban forests. Tree root damage to 

hardscape infrastructure costs nearly $100 

million annually statewide (Lesser 2001; 

McPherson 2000). The reasons for ongoing 

hardscape issues are multiple and include 

planting the wrong tree in the wrong place, 

small or constrained planting spaces, tree 

preservation during street/sidewalk 

construction, and watering practices, among 

other factors. Further, tree roots commonly 

grow in the upper 18 inches of the soil 

profile and where streets or sidewalks are 

located within reach, tree roots can often be 

found growing in the interface voids 

between the soil and the overlying concrete 

or asphalt. As these roots grow larger, they 

can raise and crack concrete. Where 

walkways, curbs, gutters and streets are 

raised and/or cracked the City offers an 

asphalt patch to mitigate the damage and 

remove the  tripping hazard at no cost to the 

resident/business.  

Two surveys of California cities (Bernhard 

and Swiecki 1993; Thompson and Ahern 

2000) indicate that species selection is the 

most important method of reducing 

hardscape damage from trees. However, 

there is a lack of comprehensive data 

regarding which trees cause the most 

damage. Results of published studies vary 

somewhat on the species most prone to 

producing surface rooting. These variations 

are not easily explained, but may be due to 

differences in planting techniques, soils, 

watering practices, planting spaces, 

proximity to hardscape, manager 

perceptions, or other factors. The top  

species considered most likely to result in 

hardscape damage when compared to other 

common Southern California species 

(Lesser 2007) are presented in Table 5. 

Table 5 includes species commonly thought 

to result in hardscape damage as indicated 

by informal research, unpublished data, 

City staff input, and author observations. 

The table also includes the number of trees 

presently planted within the Pasadena 

ROW and potential recommended 
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replacement species (City Tree Inventory 

Data 2011). Species like Shamel ash 

(Fraxinus uhdei) and Modesto ash 

(Fraxinus velutina) are no longer on the 

MSTP but are still present within the ROW. 

 

Table 5 

Species Associated with Higher than Normal Occurrences of Hardscape Damage 

Several Tree Species Most Likely to Cause Hardscape Damage 

Scientific Name Common Name 

Number of Street 
Trees in City Potential Replacement Species* 

Acer saccharinum   Silver Maple 118 red maple (Acer rubrum), Bottle Tree (Brachychiton 
populneus) scarlet oak (Quercus coccinea), valley oak (Q. 
lobata), pin oak (Q. palustris) 

Fraxinus uhdei* Shamel Ash 443 Chinese flame tree (Koelreuteria bipinnata), Callery pear 
(Pyrus calleryana), Brisbane box (Lophostemon confertus) 

Fraxinus velutina 
‘Glabra’* 

Modesto ash 72 African sumac (Rhus lancea), Chinese flame tree (K. 
bipinnata), Callery pear (P. calleryana) 

Grevillea robusta Silk Oak 40 red maple (A. rubrum), Bottle Tree (Brachychiton populneus), 
scarlet oak (Q. coccinea), valley oak (Q. lobata), pin oak (Q. 
palustris), African sumac (Rhus lancea), African sumac (Rhus 
lancea) 

Cinnamomum 
camphora 

Camphor 5605 red oak (Q. rubra); Arbutus (Arbutus andrachne) 

Ulmus pumila Siberian Elm 205 Brisbane box (Lophostemon confertus), Island oak, (Q. 
tomentella), African sumac (Rhus lancea), zelkova (Zelkova 
serrata) 

Liquidambar 
sytraciflua 

American 
Sweetgum 

1320 red maple (A. rubrum), seedless sweetgum (liquidambar 
rotundiloba), scarlet oak (Q. coccinea), valley oak (Q. lobata), 
pin oak (Q. palustris) 

Ficus nitida Indian Laurel Fig 517 Arbutus (Arbutus andrachne), Brisbane box (Lophostemon 
confertus), , Island oak, (Q. tomentella) 

Magnolia 
grandiflora 

Southern 
Magnolia 

5699 Arbutus (Arbutus andrachne), Island oak, (Q. tomentella) 

Erythrina caffra Coral Tree 23 Chinese flame tree (K. bipinnata), Callery pear (P. calleryana) 

Cupaniopsis 
anacardiodes 

Carrotwood 1126 Chinese flame tree (K. bipinnata), Callery pear (P. calleryana) 

Morus alba White mulberry 31 Chinese Flame Tree (K. bipinnata); Brisbane box 
(Lophostemon confertus) 

Ulmus parviflora Chinese Elm 3570  Island oak, (Q. tomentella), zelkova (Zelkova serrata) 

Note: Includes all tree data through 2014 

 Quercus species are included as potential replacement trees but the number of them planted must be consistent with the overall 
20% guideline for genera diversity.  

 * denotes species no longer on MSTP but still present in the ROW 

Pasadena, like most Southern California 

cities, experiences typical hardscape damage 

caused by trees within public ROW. Upon 

investigation of a sidewalk issue by Public 
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Works, they will determine the best course 

of action by way of repairs. Repairs may 

include increasing the tree-well size if it is 

determined that would alleviate future 

repairs. Once the sidewalk is removed, a 

Forestry inspector determines which roots 

will be shaved or removed and considers 

past root mitigations and overall stability. 

Only one side of the tree roots will be 

shaved or removed every two years to 

minimize the impact on structural stability.  

Root Impacts 

The City Trees and Tree Protection 

Ordinance (City Municipal Code Chapter 

8.52.090) dictates the proper methods for 

addressing existing trees that are subject to 

potential root disturbance. The root policy is 

specific, detailed, and provides for a number 

of alternatives to reduce tree root impacts in 

the following procedures: 

1. Avoid such improvements that result 

in root impact. 

2. Displace the sidewalk laterally away 

from the tree trunk, either locally for 

each tree, or uniformly along the 

length of the street. 

To displace the curb and gutter 

laterally into the paved roadway of 

the street, either locally, or uniformly 

along a length of the street, which in 

some cases may necessitate the 

prohibiting of street parking of 

vehicles at all times, provided such 

displacement does not create traffic 

hazard, or conditions adverse to 

proper street sweeping or drainage. 

3. Defer repairs with temporary asphalt 

patch to eliminate hazard. 

4. Widen the parkway. 

5. Relocate the sidewalk or curb. 

6. Eliminate the sidewalk on one side 

of the street. 

7. Raise the sidewalk. 

Based on the number of trees with potential 

root issues, the City maintains a “toolkit” of 

potential mitigations that would enable trees 

to be preserved where possible. The City 

conducts root pruning, root shaving, 

sidewalk cutouts, considerations for 

sidewalk ramps over roots, bio root barriers, 

as well as others as appropriate for the 

unique occurrences within Pasadena. As 

new methods are developed, it is encouraged 

that the City’s forestry staff remains up to 

date on the latest techniques to save trees 

that otherwise would may be compromised 

by root removal. When hardscape damage is 

observed/documented, the City provides as-

needed mitigation, preserving the tree if at 

all possible, and, if not possible, then 

removing the tree and replacing it with a 

species more appropriate to the site. It is 

important to note that repairing City tree 

related sidewalk damage is the responsibility 

of the property owner. 

Surface rooting in Pasadena appears to be 

consistent with that of many cities. Street 

trees tend to cause some hardscape issues 

over time. Pasadena is not considered to be 
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above the norm in this tree cost category. 

The City follows a protocol that seeks to 

avoid root impacts and minimize potential 

surface damage from roots. Once 

discovered, the City seeks to preserve trees 

through the use of standard practices. 

Therefore, no recommendations are 

provided for root damage mitigation.  

4.6 Migratory Bird  
Treaty Act  

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) must 

be considered prior to any maintenance 

occurring during the nesting period. The City 

employs an MBTA protocol to avoid 

disturbing any nesting birds during tree 

maintenance activities. Any potential nest 

discovered during maintenance and coinciding 

with the nesting season (roughly February 

through September), results in all tree 

maintenance worked stopping at that location. 

A City designated wildlife certified inspector 

will then survey the tree to be maintained and if 

an active nest is found, the tree will be revisited 

following young bird fledging. 

The City of Pasadena is meeting or 

exceeding industry standards and best 

management practices for compliance with 

Migratory Bird Treaty Act, no 

recommendations are warranted at this time. 

4.7  Recommendations 

With regards to tree maintenance activities, 

the City of Pasadena is meeting or 

exceeding industry standards and best 

management practices. There are few areas 

where recommended enhancements are 

needed. However, the following 

recommendations are provided as direct 

responses to the extended drought and the 

increase in insect pests that are proliferating 

on stressed and otherwise healthy trees 

throughout Southern California. 

1. Public comments indicate that there 

may be incidences of new trees that 

are not provided supplemental water 

long or often enough and have been 

lost before they established. There 

are over 1,500 vacant tree spaces 

along with a number of trees that are 

removed each year that require 

planting. Because California has 

been in an extended drought that is 

expected to continue indefinitely, 

water practices will need to be re-

evaluated and additional water 

provided to planted trees. The 

current practice of providing water 

once per week for three years may be 

enough for some species. Other 

species, or some planting areas, 

depending on soil, aspect, sun 

exposure, or wind exposure, may 

require more frequent watering.  

It is recommended that the City 

require staff and contractors 

responsible for young tree care to 

carry soil probes and/or soil moisture 

meters that enable them to determine 

the soil condition at root ball depths. 

Soil checks should occur frequently 

enough to avoid the soil drying 

excessively and supplemental 

watering schedules should be 
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tailored to the soil moisture readings. 

It is also recommended that the City 

consider providing deep root 

watering in each tree planting hole so 

that deep watering and aeration is 

facilitated. This can be accomplished 

through vertical soil mulching, slow 

water release (such as with watering 

bags), or deep injection. 

2. It is recommended that the City 

establish a formal integrated pest 

management approach and budget 

for annual preventative pest 

management. This type of program 

does not need to include a large 

budget, and can occur within the 

current approach to pest 

management, but would also include 

a biological pest control component.  

An integrated pest management 

program would include a program 

plan that guides pest management 

actions, depending on the type of pest. 

Preventative pest management 

activities would be defined and 

budgeted and the program 

incorporated into the existing tree 

management framework. 

The IPM program would include 

institution of a multi-pronged 

approach to monitoring and treating 

pest infestation. The first prong 

would be implemented by City staff. 

Tree contract specialist staff and the 

Tree Supervisor would conduct ad-

hoc field inspections and respond to 

resident communications regarding 

presence of pests. This first prong 

opportunistically identifies pest 

issues through the “eyes and ears” of 

the community and City staff.  

The second prong to the City’s 

approach would be implemented 

through the City’s tree contractor. 

The field crews would provide aerial 

tree canopy inspections whenever 

they trimmed the City trees. Pest 

infestations or disease infections that 

are not noticeable from ground level 

would be identified through this 

prong of the inspection approach. 

The third prong would be 

implemented by a biological control 

consultant. The biological control 

consultant is contracted to provide 

inspections of City trees during the 

warmer months on an annual basis. 

The inspections occur such that City 

trees and park areas are visited once 

per month.  

Based on the findings from any of the 

monitoring approaches, suitable 

treatment is prescribed and 

implemented. For example, if the 

City’s tree contractor identifies a pest 

issue, they would notify the City’s Tree 

Supervisor who then researches 

appropriate treatments and, based on 

the severity of the infestation, 

prescribes an appropriate response. The 

City would prioritize biological 

controls over chemical controls and use 

them whenever possible. The 

biological control consultant, would for 
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example, prescribe treatments of pest 

infestations with biological control 

(beneficial insect) releases on City 

trees. Common biological controls 

would be the release of lady bugs, 

lacewing larvae, praying mantis, and 

similar insects that over time, do an 

effective job at maintaining and even 

reducing common tree stress inducing 

pest populations to manageable levels. 

Chemical controls would be prescribed 

only when thresholds are breached 

where biological controls are not robust 

enough to remedy the pest infestation.  

The City’s use of chemicals could be 

further minimized through this 

approach and when necessary, such as 

when a highly threatening pest like 

Polyphagous shot hole borer is 

observed, the chemicals would be 

applied so that overspray, drift, or soil 

contamination is avoided, often times 

through stem injections. It is 

recommended that the City establishes 

a relationship with the pest 

management staff at UC Riverside and 

partner with them and others for pest 

control studies within Pasadena.  

The use of paint–on (bark-absorption) 

systemic chemicals that also include 

essential nutrients has been successful 

for eliminating or controlling some pest 

infestations and is another option 

available to the City. 

The City’s pest control procedures 

should include control of pest issues 

through the following measures: 

A. Forestry Staff Review 

Forestry Staff review all  

new development and 

rehabilitation project plans to verify 

plantings are compatible with the 

site's environment. 

B. Biological Control Pest Consultant 

The Forestry Division would hire 

a consultant to provide regular 

monitoring services for all of the 

City's trees, along with parks and 

trail landscape. 

The consultant would determine 

if pest populations are increasing, 

decreasing, or staying the same 

and determines when to use a 

control tactic. 

Non Chemical Control Measures 

The City should exhaust all non-

chemical pest control measures 

before resorting to chemical 

treatments. Among the non-

chemical control measures are: 

Cultural controls - modifications of 

normal plant care activities that 

reduce or prevent pests such as 

providing supplemental irrigation, 

adjusting the frequency and amount 

of irrigation, providing, increasing, 

or reducing fertilization, and 

targeted trimming. 

Mechanical controls - the use of 

manual labor and machinery to 

reduce or eliminate pest 

problems using methods such as 
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handpicking, physical barriers, or 

machinery to reduce pest 

abundance indirectly. 

Environmental manipulations - 

Indirect control or prevention of 

pests by altering temperature, 

light, and humidity. These 

techniques are most effective in 

controlling birds and mammals if 

their habitat can be modified 

such that they do not choose to 

live or roost in the area. 

Biological controls – these 

practices utilize living organisms to 

reduce pest populations. These 

organisms are often also referred to 

as beneficials, natural enemies, or 

biocontrols. Biocontrols include 

pathogens, parasites, predators, 

competitive species, and 

antagonistic organisms. Beneficial 

organisms can occur naturally or 

can be purchased and released. The 

most common organisms used for 

biological control in landscapes are 

predators, parasites, pathogens  

and herbivores.  

These types of non-chemical pest 

control can be effective at reducing 

populations to acceptable levels. 

They do not eliminate pests 

completely, but they can be an 

effective way to re-balance the 

populations to levels that are not 

harmful to plants or do not cause 

aesthetic issues. 

When infestations or infections 

are significant and cannot be 

controlled with non-chemical 

methods, pesticides may be used, 

but will only be used when no 

other options are determined to 

be viable. It is further 

recommended The City’s policy 

include the following key 

controls for pesticide use: 

C. Pesticides should only be used 

when other methods fail to provide 

adequate control of pests and just 

before pest populations cause an 

unacceptable damage, since the 

overuse of pesticides can cause 

beneficial organisms to be killed 

and pest resistance 'to develop. 

D. Pesticides with a Caution label 

shall be the first option for 

control measures. 

E. Pesticides shall be approved by the 

Forestry Supervisor prior to use. A 

written recommendation of 

proposed pesticide, including 

commercial name, concentrations, 

allocation rates, usage and reentry 

time shall be prepared by a licensed 

California Pest Control Advisor 

and site specific schedule submitted 

a minimum of fourteen (14)) days 

prior to intended use. No work 

shall begin until written approval 

 of use is obtained and a notice  

of intent has been filed with  

the County Agricultural 

Commissioner's office, as required. 
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Copies of Material Safety Data 

Sheets and specimen labels shall 

be given to the City prior to 

pesticide use on City property and 

rights-of-way. 

F. Chemicals shall only be applied 

by those persons possessing a 

valid California Qualified 

Applicator license/certificate or 

have a Q.A.L./C. on site for 

supervision. Application shall be 

in strict accordance with all 

governing regulations. Records 

of all operations shall be kept per 

California Department of 

Pesticide Regulations.  

G. Records of all pesticides used by 

the Contractor on City property 

shall be retained in accordance  

with Department of  

Pesticide Regulations. 

H. Pesticides shall be applied in a 

manner to avoid contamination 

of non-target areas. 

Precautionary measures shall be 

employed to keep the public 

from entering the spray zone 

until it is safe.  

Posting of signs would be required at 

all park facilities when any aerial, 

large-scale or 'blanket' applications of 

pesticides are performed. This posting 

notification is part of the Safe Schools 

Act of 2000, with which the City of 

Pasadena complies. 
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5 TREE EMERGENCY 
PLAN  

A tree never hits an 

automobile except in  

self-defense.  

—American Proverb 

When major wind storms or other tree-

impacting events occur in Pasadena, tree 

removal may be required and may involve 

hundreds or thousands of cubic yards of 

debris. Trees and vegetation may account 

for up to 30% of this debris volume (APWA 

2010). In addition to the primary reasons for 

removing generated debris, additional tree 

management considerations include: 

 increased risk from hanging limbs 

and uprooted or weakened trees; 

 slowed or restricted access by 

emergency vehicles due to blocked 

streets and driveways; 

 disrupted power service and power 

restoration efforts; and 

 property damage (private and public).  

This UFMP chapter provides information 

and protocols maximizing efficient 

response, which helps minimize service 

disruptions and aids timely recovery and 

restoration. The following sections present a 

plan of action during tree-related emergency 

situations. Communication protocol and 

coordination during such unexpected events 

are outlined and detailed. 

5.1 Communication 
Protocol 

Tree-related emergencies may occur in 

Pasadena at any time, but are usually related to 

Santa Ana wind events or winter storms and 

expected to occur more often and at larger 

scale are insect/pest outbreaks. Tree-related 

emergencies may be limited to a single tree or 

may involve many trees scattered throughout 

the City, like the 2011 wind storm that 

impacted over 5,500 trees requiring the 

removal of 2,100 trees. The debris that results 

from these unplanned events can disrupt 

traffic and pedestrian movement, can cause 

damage to hardscape and personal property, 

and needs to be mitigated quickly. A report 

summarizing the 2011 wind storm is included 

in Appendix I – Pasadena Windstorm Tree 

Failure Analysis. Other causes for tree 

emergencies in Pasadena, although less likely 

to occur, but with potentially widespread 

ramifications, would be the result of 

earthquakes, or wildfire.  

Among the most common tree-related 

emergencies are: 

 Branch failures 

 Hanging branches 

 Soil heaving 

These and other potentially dangerous issues 

require fast response by trained and equipped 

personnel. Tree emergencies in Pasadena 

follow a clear line of communication. The 

following outline summarizes the basic 

protocol for the City of Pasadena following a 

tree-related emergency. 
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5.2 Situation Assessments 

Situation assessments require one of a few 

City personnel. Typically, the Forestry 

Superintendent or the on-call Forestry Staff 

would assess the situation. Contact 

information is provided below: 

Pasadena Citizen Service Center:  

Telephone No. 626.744.7311 or after hours 

626.744.4241. 

5.3 During the  
Emergency Event  

The City has designated several priorities for 

the period during a storm or other event that 

results in tree damage. City staff must, to the 

extent possible: 

 Prevent damage to personal property 

 Maintain clear right-of-way areas 

 Remove hazards 

5.3.1 Emergency Standby Policy 

The purpose of the Emergency Standby 

Policy is to ensure that City employees are 

available and prepared to respond to 

emergencies after regular working hours.  

In the event of a service need, the employees 

on Standby Duty are contacted by the Police 

Department or management staff of the 

Public Works Department. Upon being 

notified of an after hour’s emergency, the 

employee will be required to respond/report 

to the incident location. Based on the nature 

of the emergency the employee shall 

perform the duties required to resolve the 

incident, or if unable to resolve, contact the 

appropriate work unit supervisor for further 

instruction. All work is required to be 

performed safely and without exposing the 

employee to undue risk of injury.  

If the nature of the work requires additional 

personnel, the employee on standby contacts 

other employees pursuant to a list provided 

by their supervisor. Employees document all 

emergency work performed.  

The complete Emergency Standby Policy 

included in Appendix J further defines the 

communication protocol to ensure that calls 

are addressed quickly.  

5.3.2 Debris Storage  

and Processing  

Wood associated with trees in emergency 

situations may initially be stored in the public 

ROW, such as a parkway or parking lane until 

it can be hauled off-site or mulched. Larger 

volumes of wood and/or mulch, such as that 

associated with a large emergency event, would 

likely be directed to a designated stockpiling 

point determined by the City Manager. A 

common emergency stockpiling point would 

be at a designated laydown yard or, if not 

available, in a nearby publicly owned parking 

lot or green space with ample room for storing 

large volumes of woody debris, determined on 

a case by case basis. This material would be 

chipped or removed in a timely manner to 

return the park to its original condition as soon 

as possible.  
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At the time of preparation of this document, the 

City does not have a dedicated laydown yard 

for stockpiling large amounts of wood debris 

and chips. The City has been exploring 

opportunities for acquiring a dedicated 

laydown yard.  

5.4 Following the 
Emergency Event 

The period immediately after the 

emergency event may include up to several 

days of debris removal and tree 

maintenance for larger events or, may 

require up to several hours for minor 

events. In either case, City crews and the 

City’s contractor must follow procedures 

designed to identify areas requiring 

attention and then provide that attention 

according to priority status. In 2011, the 

City experienced a major windstorm event 

which caused excessive tree damage to the 

urban forest. The City responded 

successfully in stabilizing and cleaning up 

tree debris in a highly efficient manner, 

indicating that it is prepared to respond to 

these types of emergency events.  

5.4.1 Parks and Natural 

Resources Staff’s Role 

The Parks and Natural Resources Staff’s 

role following an emergency event is: 

 Evaluate the extent of the emergency 

and inventory the areas affected.  

 Prioritize the work and relay the 

prioritized list to the Parks and 

Natural Resources staff. 

 Prioritize and address tree hazards. 

 Assign contractors 

 Assess funding needs and sources. 

5.5  Recommendations 

The City of Pasadena was able to successfully 

respond to a tree emergency of a size not 

experienced by most other cities. This 

indicates that the City’s ability to respond 

when needed is above industry averages and 

their implementation of best management 

practices for communication protocols and 

responding to tree emergencies is very 

effective. There are three areas of the current 

emergency tree program that necessitate a 

closer look and potentially City actions to 

improve the response capability and the 

ability to recycle urban wood. 

5.5.1 Debris as Firewood 

It is recommended that in some instances, 

alternative methods for reusing the debris could 

be implemented, including offering wood to the 

public for use as firewood, material for wood 

working, or other uses. However, caution 

would be needed to prevent the spread of 

insects or disease pests that may be present 

within the wood. If this program to reuse urban 

waste wood were to be implemented, a 

certification process would need to be 

implemented to inspect the wood for presence 

of insect pests/disease, subject the wood to a 

solarization process where it is sealed under 

black plastic or a similar cover within a 

laydown yard that heats the wood via the sun’s 

rays and kills pests.  
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5.5.2 Laydown Yard 

The city should continue its vetting process 

for acquiring a laydown yard and seek to 

have it available as soon as possible. It is 

recommended that the laydown yard be 

large enough to handle at least moderate 

sized events where a thousand trees are 

involved. A laydown yard will provide 

many benefits in terms of efficiency and 

wood recycling. For instance, during the 

large wind event in 2011, most of the blow 

down wood was hauled to San Bernardino 

County because there was no place the city 

could temporarily stock pile the material. 

Had a lay down area been available, wood 

could have been processed and used for a 

variety of beneficial products including 

mulch and urban wood lumber. The 

greenhouse gas emissions associated with 

trucking the wood waste to Riverside 

County was high and a lay down yard 

could reduce ongoing greenhouse gas 

emissions. The cost of processing the 

wood will be reduced and the potential to 

supplement budgets by selling wood 

products may be realized.  
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6 TREE SELECTION  
AND PLANTING 

Someone’s sitting in the 

shade today because 

someone planted a tree a 

long time ago… 

—Warren Buffet 

The City of Pasadena has established a 

strong basis for tree selection and planting. 

The City realized the importance of proper 

plant material selection and the 

ramifications that today’s choices will have 

on the landscapes of tomorrow when they 

created the City of Pasadena Master Street 

Tree Plan (MSTP), the document that guides 

future streetscapes. Pasadena Planners have 

embraced the challenge that is encompassed 

in the saying “The right tree in the right 

place.” The MSTP, adopted by the City 

Council and which is updated periodically, 

helps the City balance retention of landscape 

character as it has been known historically 

while addressing plant suitability, 

maintenance needs, plant diseases, street 

character evolution and sustainability.  

6.1 Importance of Proper 
Tree Selection 

Proper tree selection is one of the most 

important factors in guaranteeing successful 

tree establishment and requires careful 

consideration prior to planting (World 

Forestry Center 1993). Every year, 

throughout Southern California, trees are 

planted in spaces that are not appropriate 

because they are not right-sized spaces or 

they do not provide the basic elements 

necessary for tree establishment and growth. 

The result is often premature removal of 

these trees before they reach maturity, the 

age and size when tree-related benefits are 

fully maximized.  

Planting the right tree in the right spot not 

only results in diversity, but minimizes long-

term costs and maximizes tree-provided 

benefits. Suitable species selection equates 

to a diversified mix of species at the City-

scale, while complying with the MSTP, 

which focuses on street themes. So, even 

though particular streets may exhibit lower 

species diversity than desirable, the aesthetic 

themes, given a high priority by the City, are 

maintained and tree planting on other streets 

and in other areas of the City includes a 

large number of species, maintaining the 

high species diversity levels at the City-

scale. The planning involved in this type of 

ecosystem-level (Thompson et al. 1994) 

sustainability-based consideration requires a 

high level of urban forest information and 

strong planning guidelines, both of which 

are used in Pasadena.  

The principles most used in urban forest 

design for achievement of sustainability are: 

1. Size/age class distribution  

2. Species richness 

3. Management practices to maintain 

forest health and growth  

Tree species that are planted outside their 

preferred site conditions are immediately 

predisposed to stress. This stress could lead 

to tree decline or mortality. Tree decline can 

take many years, resulting in trees that exist 
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in a cycle of decline until they finally succumb 

to the many pressures placed on urban trees. 

Decline causes trees to have shorter life spans, 

adding significantly to a city’s long-term 

maintenance costs. Finally, declining trees 

often do not appear vigorous or healthy, 

attracting attention due to their unpleasant 

aesthetics and detracting from the value and 

overall beauty of the urban forest. Selecting 

trees compatible with the growing 

environment in the City of Pasadena will 

reduce the possibility of premature failure. 

Proper tree selection can help trees survive 

longer in their planting spaces.  

Trees generally have very predictable and 

well-known growth patterns for both their 

roots and crown. Conflicts resulting from a 

tree’s roots or crown occur mainly because 

the tree was not given enough available 

growing space to fully develop. 

Understanding the relationship between the 

size of a given tree species at maturity and 

the available growing space at a selected 

planting site will go far toward reducing 

conflicts and the cost of tree maintenance.  

In an effort to reduce the likelihood that the 

wrong tree is planted in the wrong place, 

many cities have developed tree lists that 

direct tree planting as new areas are 

developed and as existing trees are replaced. 

In many cities, a short list of acceptable 

species for planting in streetscapes is 

established and in many cases, these brief 

lists are not updated for many years. Over 

time, as tree replacements are carried out 

and the same handful of species are planted, 

a reduction in overall urban forest species 

diversity results. Pasadena has a layered 

approach to tree selection that ultimately 

minimizes the possibility that species 

diversity will be compromised. 

6.2 City-Approved 
Replacement  
Tree Species  

The designated tree species vary by type and 

compliance with the MSTP. In all, there are 

at least 248 species comprising Pasadena’s 

urban forest. This is a high level of diversity 

and includes only the trees in the streetscape 

“public urban forest”. The City maintains 

trees in the public right-of-way (ROW). 

Species selected for each street are selected 

based on a variety of factors, depending on 

the category and compliance with the 

MSTP. The MSTP is a “living” document, 

that is it is based on adaptive management 

principles and is subject to revising and 

updating potential replacement species. 

Changes that have been realized over the 

years include: 

 New and potential pests (such as gold-

spotted oak borer and Polyphaguous 

shothole borer) 

 Water conservation mandates 

 Poor tree species performance 

Each of these factors can lead to a decision 

to plant a new species or deviate from the 

standard replacement procedures.  

The species selection process for replacement 

street trees is based on the MSTP, which 

designates the species that are required 
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along the various streetscapes in Pasadena. 

The MSTP amendment process is 

summarized in Figure 6 – Procedure to 

Process Amendments to Master Street Tree 

Plan. Substitutions in the replacement 

species must be justified and approved by 

the Urban Forestry Advisory Committee 

and City Council.  

6.3 Species Recommended 
for Limited Use  

It is recommended that the overall species 

diversity within the City’s urban forest is 

considered when changes to the existing 

replacement tree species list are considered. 

Because species diversity will change over 

time, the City’s Tree Management Database 

must be analyzed from time to time 

(approximately every 5 to 10 years, or as 

needed) to confirm that species planting lists 

are appropriate and are aiming the urban 

forest for the correct future species diversity 

target. For example, the extended drought 

being experienced by Southern California 

may have a direct influence on the planting 

of certain species and the avoidance of 

others, as discussed below. 

Water Consumptive Species 

When compared to drought tolerant species 

lists, some of the species currently included 

in the City’s Urban Forest may not be 

suitable for widespread planting as 

California, especially Southern California, 

faces severe water shortages and increased 

water costs.  

Table 6 provides a list of species that occur 

within the City’s urban forest at levels 

considered significant (more than 50 trees) 

that are considered to be non-drought 

tolerant species. These species do not fully 

align with the City’s urban forestry goals. 

Without ongoing supplemental water, these 

species would be questionable with regards 

to health and appearance. It is recommended 

that these species are eliminated from the 

potential planting list or at least limited to 

planting only in specific situations, such as 

where natural drainage creates areas of high 

soil moisture and/or where the trees can be 

used to mitigate ponding and run-off. When 

one of these species requires replacement, 

we recommend that a drought tolerant 

substitute be used instead, as provided in 

Table 6. 
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Figure 6 Procedure to Process Amendments to Master Street Tree Plan  
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Table 6 

Potential Drought-Tolerant Replacement Species for Non-Drought-Tolerant Species 

Non-Drought-Tolerant Tree Species 

Rank Scientific Name Common Name 
Number of Street 

Trees in City Recommended Replacement Species 

1 Cinnamomum 
camphora 

Camphor 5,605 mock orange (Pittosporum undulatum); California 
buckeye (Aesculus californica);  

2 Liquidambar 
styraciflua 

American sweet 
gum 

1,320 Freeman maple (Acer freemanii), red maple (A. 
rubrum), seedless sweetgum (Liquidambar 
rotundiloba), valley oak (Quercus lobata) 

3 Cupaniopsis 
anacardiodes 

Carrotwood 1,126 African sumac (Rhus lancea), Arbutus (Arbutus 
andrachne) 

4 Ficus nitida Indian laurel fig  517 Brisbane box (Lophostemon confertus); Bottle 
Tree (Brachychiton populneus);  

5 Fraxinus uhdei* Shamel ash 443 Brisbane box (Lophostemon confertus) Valley 
oak (Q. lobata) 

6 Platanus racemosa Western sycamore  475 London plane tree (Platanus acerifolia), Mexican 
sycamore (Platanus mexicana) 

7 Prunus cerasifera purple leaf plum 414 Tree form Photinia sp. 

8 Koelreuteria bipinnata Chinese flame  185 California buckeye (Aesculus californica); Bottle 
Tree (Brachychiton populneus) 

9 Tabebuia chrysotricha golden trumpet tree 172 gold medallion tree (Cassia leptophylla) 

10 Eriobotrya deflexa bronze loquat  85 Chinese holly (Ilex cornuta ‘Burfordii) 

11 Betula pendula* white birch 53 London plane tree (P. acerifolia) 

12 Eucalyptus robusta* swamp gum 59 Any of the drought tolerant eucalyptus species 
already planted in the City 

Total Trees: 10,454 

*denotes tree removed from MSTP 

Note: Includes all Tree Data up to 2014 

Species like white birch (Betula pendula), 

swamp gum (Eucalyptus robusta), and 

Shamel ash (Fraxinus uhdei) are no longer 

on the MSTP but are still present within the 

ROW. Species like carrotwood 

(Cupaniopsis anacardiodes) and bronze 

loquat (Eriobotrya deflexa) are still on the 

MSTP and should be considered for removal 

from the MSTP at the next update.  

Additional replacement species that are 

considered “California Friendly” because of 

their low water use are easily searched on 

the Metropolitan Water District’s California 

Friendly database at: 

http://www.bewaterwise.com/gardensoft. 

Additionally, representative photographs 

and illustrations of the tree species are 

available on-line from such sites as 

SelecTree (http://selectree.calpoly.edu). 

6.4  Recommendations 

The MSTP designates species that are 

available for planting throughout the City. The 

MSTP is a document that follows principles of 

http://www.bewaterwise.com/gardensoft
http://selectree.calpoly.edu/
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adaptive management, enabling updates as 

conditions warrant. Therefore, the City is able 

to review and edit the MSTP, as 

recommended in this UFMP. The following 

recommendations are considered necessary: 

1. Update the MSTP to remove poor 

performing species (as discussed in 

Chapter 2, Recommendation 6) 

which include: 

a. Carrotwood (Cupaniopsis 

anacardioides),  

b. Purple leaf plum  

(Prunus cerasifera) 

c. Holly oak (Quercus ilex). 

2. It is recommended that the MSTP be 

updated to remove species that are 

known to require higher than average 

water consumption. The list of the 

top 12 occurring species in Table 6 

should be included in the MSTP 

update and the potential optional 

species incorporated into the MSTP. 

3. It is recommended that the MSTP be 

reviewed at least every 5 years to 

determine whether there are new 

species that are underperforming, 

new drought tolerant species that 

should be considered, or trees that 

are susceptible to a new pest that 

should be avoided.  
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7 THE COLLECTIVE 
URBAN FOREST 

A people without  

children would face a 

hopeless future; a country 

without trees is almost  

as hopeless… 

—Theodore Roosevelt 

The City does not have the ability to manage 

privately owned trees, which make up a 

substantial portion of Pasadena’s collective 

urban forest. The City’s tree management 

approach and industry tree care standards 

should be encouraged, taught, and actively 

available to the general public.  

7.1 Current Public Outreach 

All trees within the City contribute to the 

urban forest. Although this UFMP directly 

applies to trees within the “public urban 

forest,” ideally, all trees within the City 

would be managed in a similar way. The 

City currently provides public outreach in 

various ways from organized events to tree 

materials, including the following: 

 Personal Information Sharing – The 

City’s Urban Forestry staff often 

communicate with the public about 

trees and tree issues. This may occur 

over the telephone, through 

correspondence, or in person. Each 

communication offers the opportunity 

for the informed City staff to transfer 

tree knowledge to interested citizens 

and the result is a better informed 

public and ultimately, fewer tree issues 

for the future. 

 Annual Arbor Day Tree Planting – 

The Urban Forestry staff holds annual 

tree planting events that focus on 

teaching proper tree planting techniques, 

the importance of trees, and about the 

urban forest in which they live. 

 Pasadena Urban Forestry 

Documents – City-prepared 

documents such as the City 

Manager’s Newsletter (weekly) and 

In Focus (bimonthly) are available 

on the City’s Website that are 

focused on tree management, 

requirements for landscaping, 

specifications for planting, species 

selection, and new development 

related tree planting requirements.  

The public may also provide input to the City 

through the Citizen Service Center (CSC) via 

phone call, submission of an online form, and 

smart phone application. In addition to the CSC 

the public may email or call Forestry staff 

though the public directory on the city website. 

It is recommended that the public outreach 

component of Pasadena’s Urban Forestry 

program is updated to include more readily 

accessible information, as detailed in the 

Recommendations Section at the end of 

this chapter. 

7.2 Public Input 

Public input is an important component of 

developing an UFMP. As such, this UFMP 

incorporates results of a public survey 
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developed with the assistance of City staff 

(Appendix K).  

The following on-line survey questions were 

advertised through various means, including 

direct email, City’s Web Site, and word of 

mouth. The survey was available to the 

public beginning the second week of 

January 13 2015 and was taken off-line on 

February 17, 2015. A total of 624 

respondent’s survey responses were 

received, exceeding public input 

expectations. The responses were recorded 

with the use of on-line survey services 

provided by SurveyMonkey
TM

.  

 Question #1. As a member of the 

Pasadena community, how important 

are street trees to you in Pasadena’s 

landscape? Almost 92% of 

respondents replied that street 

trees are very important to them. 

 Question #2. How do you rate the 

City’s current urban forest and tree 

maintenance program? A total of 

44.6% of respondents feel the City is 

providing above average tree care, 

with 39.4% indicating average care 

and 16.1% indicating below-average 

care is being provided. 

 Question #3. The City of Pasadena 

has a Tree Protection Ordinance 

(TPO) that allows for five findings to 

be used in requests to remove a 

public tree. The five criteria are: (a) 

condition of overall tree health, (b) 

consistency with Master Street Tree 

Plan, (c) consistency with General 

Plan policies and objectives, (d) 

project will enhance urban design 

strategy set forth by City long-term 

planning documents, and (e) only 

recourse is to remove tree so that the 

prevailing setback along the block 

face can be enhanced. Do you feel 

the TPO includes the appropriate 

level of tree protection vs ease of 

tree removal? Over 59% agree with 

current policies for tree removal. 

 Question #4. If you could add criteria 

to the TPO for tree removal what 

would it be and how would you define 

it? A total of 244 respondents 

provided additional information on 

what they would like to add to the 

TPO to make it more robust. 

 Question #5. The City of Pasadena has 

a Master Street Tree Plan (MSTP) that 

delineates the street tree species 

planted in the parkway of each City 

street. Do you generally agree with the 

current policies based on the trees 

planted in your neighborhood? Over 

69% of respondents agree with the 

MSTP and its tree species and 

planting policies.  

 Question #6. Do you think the MSTP 

needs to be updated? If so, what 

would you change? Almost 55% of 

respondents are satisfied with the 

current MSTP and see no need for 

updating. Of the 45% who believe 

updates are needed, 249 

respondents recommended goals 

including though not limited to: 
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selecting tree species not prone to 

damage sidewalks, planting 

drought tolerant species, 

increasing use of native tree 

species, avoiding invasive species, 

and increasing use of species that 

contribute greatly to overall urban 

forest canopy cover.  

 Question #7. In your neighborhood, 

are there any areas where more trees 

should be planted? (Name the streets 

or areas). A total of 290 

respondents provided specific 

information regarding whether 

trees were needed or not and if 

needed, areas (streets) where more 

trees should be planted.  

 Question #8. What do you perceive to 

be the conditions of the street trees in 

your neighborhood? Regarding 

perceived tree conditions, most of 

the respondents rate the City trees in 

either very good (30%), good (36%), 

or fair (19%) categories. These 

account for 85% of all respondents. 

Nearly equal respondents rated the 

trees in excellent (7%) or poor  

(8%) categories.  

 Question #9. What are you willing 

to support to ensure Pasadena’s 

trees are maintained and protected 

for future generations? (Check all 

that apply). Over 81% respondents 

are willing to support new 

policies, planting of new trees on 

their property when trees die 

(72%), and increasing the City’s 

tree management budget (67%). 

Lower levels of support were 

voiced for imposing additional 

fees, fines, and taxes (45%) to 

increase the tree management 

budget. A total of 124 respondents 

provided specific “other” 

programs/policies they would 

support, including though not 

limited to: public tree care 

education, increase in penalty 

fines for illegal pruning and 

removal of public trees, and tree 

species selection for drought 

tolerance and sidewalk damage.  

 Question #10. Do you feel the City’s 

trees in your area are properly 

maintained? Most respondents 

expressed their belief that the 

City’s trees are properly 

maintained (43%), while a smaller, 

but still significant percentage 

(31%) believe the City’s trees are 

not properly maintained. The 

remaining 26% of respondents 

indicated they were not sure.  

 Question #11. Please provide any 

additional comments and suggestions 

for tree planting and care in the City 

of Pasadena. The final question 

garnered responses from 275 of 

the respondents who provided 

suggestions for tree planting and 

care in Pasadena.  

It is clear from this public survey that the 

management of Pasadena’s public trees is 

generally considered to be above average by 
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interested citizens. Survey responders 

frequently commented on the following topics:  

 Public tree care education  

 Tree species amendments to the 

MSTP to include drought tolerant 

and sidewalk friendly species 

 Penalty fine increases for damaging 

or removing a public tree 

 Establishment of a more streamlined 

process for removing trees that are 

damaging hardscape, are hazardous, or 

are dead (many provided examples of 

difficult and costly processes to get a 

dead tree removed). 

 Maintenance budget and  

efficiency improvements 

 Trimming frequency increased vs 

trimming less frequently 

 Urban forest canopy cover increases 

with shade tree selection 

 Preservation of the City’s rich urban 

forest heritage 

Detailed survey responses are provided in 

Appendix J. Although the survey provides a 

large sample size in terms of this type of tree 

related questionnaire (participation was 

above expectations), the 624 respondents is 

a very small representation of Pasadena’s 

137,000 residents, totaling less than 0.4%. 

Typically persons who are actively involved 

in the tree industry or those who have 

recently had a particularly good or bad 

resolution to a tree issue would be those 

most likely to respond. Based on the survey 

results, and the sample size, none of the 

results suggest a mandate that would 

precipitate immediate changes to policies 

and urban forest management procedures. 

Nevertheless, the survey collected valuable 

input, many sound suggestions, and provides 

an informed pathway for the future direction 

of the urban forest management program.  

It is recommended that the input is reviewed 

closely by City staff, prioritized according to 

suggestions that are feasible vs. infeasible, 

those that are policy vs. procedures, and 

ministerial vs requiring City Council. Some 

of the citizen requests or interest areas are 

already being addressed by 

recommendations in this UFMP. 

Incorporation of other feasible requests 

should be considered and at the very least, 

responses to the public’s input to clarify 

misunderstood comments, provide reasoning 

why no changes will be made or 

acknowledging that the City will further 

explore suggestions for implementation 

should be provided for the major categories 

of survey input.  

7.3  Recommendations 

The public education outreach program is 

currently in need of improvement. The 

personal information sharing, the annual 

Arbor Day tree planting program, and the 

availability of the City’s tree policies on-line 

are great examples of public education that 

the City performs well. However, as society 

moves more and more to relying on the 

internet for information, the City’s urban 

forestry Web site should be updated and 
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improved to include more meaningful 

information and links to arboriculture sites 

that include a wealth of tree related 

information. The Web site should feature 

Pasadena’s urban forestry program and be a 

source for extensive tree related content. 

Pasadena’s Urban Forestry program 

currently performs at an average level for 

public outreach. Most cities of Pasadena’s 

size perform Arbor Day celebrations, have 

tree information on the City’s Web site, and 

offer tree education pamphlets and 

materials. The City needs to invest in an 

update to its public outreach efforts so it 

matches the rest of the Urban Forestry 

program’s exemplary standards.  

The area where public outreach can be most 

significantly improved for very low cost and 

effort is on the City’s Web Page. The 

current Web Page includes some tree 

information at a link titled “Pasadena Tree 

Ordinance”. The urban forestry program is 

deserving of its own page and link that is 

readily visible and provides a 

comprehensive urban forestry summary. It 

should include clear summaries of the 

various tree policies along with a clear 

vision (such as the vision proposed in this 

UFMP) and goals. The site should be able to 

provide the typical citizen with a wealth of 

information that will help them better 

understand the City’s tree management 

approach and help them become better  

tree stewards. 

The links section should be expanded to 

include some of the numerous sources for tree 

information available to the public. Adding 

links to these sources would provide the 

public with an easy resource for bettering their 

understanding of tree care. At the very least, it 

will help educate the public on what they 

should be looking for when their tree 

contractor is providing maintenance. They 

may also discover a passion for trees which 

can ignite interest in other citizens and grow at 

an exponential rate.  

Several sources for tree information that may 

be added as links on the City’s Web Site are: 

 International Society of 

Arboriculture - http://www.isa-

arbor.com/home.aspx 

 Arbor Day Foundation - 

http://www.arborday.org/ 

 SelecTree Tree Selection Guide - 

http://selectree.calpoly.edu/ 

 California Urban Forests Council - 

http://www.caufc.org/ 

 American Forests - 

http://www.americanforests.org/ 

 Urban Forest Ecosystem Institute - 

http://www.ufei.org/ 

 Trees Are Good - 

http://www.treesaregood.com/treecar

e/treecareinfo.aspx 

 Society of Municipal Arborists - 

http://www.urban-

forestry.com/mc/page.do;jsessionid 

=7C6E8746A612BCEA450ED074A

C6A294A.mc1?sitePageId=38731 
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 California Department of Forestry 

and Fire Protection - 

http://www.fire.ca.gov/ resource 

mgt/resource_mgt_urbanforestry.php 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 

The Web Page can also be updated with a list 

of frequently asked urban forestry questions 

(FAQs) to augment the limited FAQs related 

to the MSTP. FAQs direct the public to 

answers for questions related to public trees. 

FAQ lists are often provided on Web Pages as 

they can save staff time, are preferred by Web 

surfers, and ultimately provide an opportunity 

to educate the public in an efficient and low-

cost manner. 
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8 URBAN FOREST 
BENEFITS  

You can gauge a 

country’s wealth, its real 

wealth, by its tree cover… 

—Richard St. Barbe Baker 

8.1 Summary 

The following urban forest resource analysis 

for Pasadena, California was conducted in 

2013 provides a monetary assessment of the 

unseen work conducted every day by the 

City’s trees. The Urban Tree Canopy 

Assessment and Planting Plan study was 

funded by the American Forests. Please 

refer to Appendix L to review this study in 

its entirety.  

The program uses current scientific measures 

and methods, such as i-Tree, which provides 

in-depth urban forest analysis. The results are 

summarized into a written assessment that 

provides insight for the City’s urban forestry 

practitioners, city officials, and the general 

public into the overall condition the City’s 

urban forest and the environmental and 

socioeconomic benefits it provides. These 

insights serve as planning instruments for 

strategic tree management and long-term 

planning activities. 

Combined, the City’s public trees store 

roughly 24.7 million tons of air pollutants 

including ozone (O3), nitrogen dioxide 

(NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and particulates 

(PM10), valued at nearly $1.4 million. In 

addition, these trees remove a calculated net 

4,164 tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) and an 

additional 1,628 tons per year are avoided as 

a result of reduced energy use at a value of 

$151,000 annually. In addition, Pasadena’s 

public trees are estimated to reduce annual 

energy costs by $268,000 per year. Finally, 

the structural, or assessed, value of the trees 

within the City’s urban forest is 

conservatively estimated at $308 million.  

This urban forest information is useful for a 

variety of planning purposes as well as for 

sustaining and expanding the City’s valuable 

urban forest that provides so many benefits 

to the citizens of Pasadena. Among the 

planning uses of this information are: 

 Tree maintenance and  

management budgeting 

 Environmental mitigation 

 Climate change planning 

 City infrastructure planning 

 Achieving regulatory requirements 

 Establishing new development 

landscape requirements 

 Public education and outreach 

 Tree planting programs 

 Cost-benefit analysis for projects 

removing trees 

 Justifying increases in penalties for 

damaging public trees 

The value of this information may be 

highest as a tool for public education. 

Although the City is responsible for a large 

tree population, the City’s private trees, 
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those under management of private citizens, 

homeowner’s associations, business, etc., 

vastly out number public trees. It is 

estimated that the number of private trees 

and other non-street trees in Pasadena is 2 ½ 

times the number of street trees 

(approximately 123,000). Therefore, it can 

be conjectured that this urban forest resource 

could potentially offer almost 2  times the 

benefits of the City managed forest, if it 

were managed and maintained to industry 

standards. However, like most privately 

owned trees in Southern California 

landscapes, they are not provided a high 

level of tree care. As such, one of this 

Chapter’s goals is to raise the level of public 

understanding and appreciation for trees and 

urban forest systems, resulting in improved 

private tree selection, placement, care, and 

more sustainable urban forest benefits. The 

goal is to move public understanding toward 

realizing the tangible contributions trees 

make to their daily lives and to their 

financial condition.  

8.2 Measureable Benefits 
Provided by Urban 
Forest Trees 

It is well publicized that trees provide many 

benefits to communities and this UFMP has 

provided discussion on many of them. Some 

of these benefits are quantifiable based on 

current costs and values. Recent focus on 

developing methods to measure these 

benefits in terms that are consistent with 

other urban assets has resulted in several 

tools, one of which is i-Tree. The software 

suite i-Tree was developed by the U.S. 

Forest Service and partners, and is available 

as a share-ware program. This chapter 

provides a summary of an in depth i-Tree 

analysis (American Forests 2013) related to 

the benefits of the urban forest for the 

citizens of Pasadena.  

Among the benefits that are analyzed: 

canopy cover, carbon storage and annual 

sequestration, calculated appraised values, 

intrinsic value for energy savings and 

water quality and runoff control, and 

average pollutant capture. Where 

applicable, dollar amounts are provided for 

these benefits as a bridge for public 

education, long-term planning and for tree 

program budget planning.  

Calculation of the financial benefits of urban 

trees/forest includes an in-depth process that 

is data-intensive. The necessary data was 

formulated from a sample set of the existing 

detailed tree inventory information and 

available resources and the i-Tree operation 

conducted by American Forests. 

The i-Tree assessment that follows is based 

on recorded data for 58,267 street trees. This 

number is lower than the actual number of 

recorded trees in the City’s urban forest 

(63,063) due to missing tree attribute 

information for data processing necessary to 

run i-Tree. The City data contained nearly 

4,800 tree entries in this category. 

Therefore, until the data is clarified for these 

tree sites, the i-Tree calculations use the 

58,267 active sites with data that was 

consistent with i-Tree requirements. Hence, 

the following value outputs are considered 
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conservative estimates that should be 

updated, as appropriate, when the 

outstanding tree sites are clarified. It can be 

expected that inclusion of the additional 

nearly 5,000 trees will provide up to an 

additional estimated 8% in public benefits. 

8.2.1 i-Tree 

The tree benefit measurement tool i-Tree, is a 

publicly available, peer-reviewed urban 

forestry software suite from the USDA Forest 

Service. The software provides urban forestry 

analysis and benefits assessment tools to help 

communities strengthen their urban forest 

management efforts. The primary focus for 

applying i-Tree to the City of Pasadena’s 

urban forest is quantification of the 

environmental services that the City’s trees 

provide compared to the City’s investment to 

care for and sustain this urban infrastructure. 

The software program, i-Tree, provides 

baseline data that can be used to demonstrate 

tree and urban forest values and can help 

decision makers regarding important urban 

forestry and tree decisions.  

8.3 Pasadena  
Canopy Cover 

The non-profit organization, American 

Forests, works to further conservation of 

forests and also conducts urban forestry 

studies to advance the public’s perception of 

the trees in their communities. Through their 

advocacy, they encourage cities to establish 

tree canopy goals. Cities in the southwestern 

U.S. are encouraged to reach a minimum 

tree canopy goal of 25% (including public 

and private trees).  

A city-wide study conducted by the 

Department of Pasadena Information 

Technology Services resulted in tree canopy 

cover results. That study indicated that 

Pasadena includes 28% tree canopy cover, and 

18% of that cover is within public rights-of-

way. At the city level, Pasadena has surpassed 

the 25% goal for southwestern U.S. cities.  

8.3.1 Canopy Coverage 

The City of Pasadena includes an estimated 

211,000 public and private trees. Most of 

these, some 123,000 trees, are in private 

ownership. It is clear then that the largest 

contribution to societal benefits is provided 

by the private tree population and the 

importance of educating the citizens about 

their trees cannot be overstated.  

The collective urban forest that grows within 

Pasadena’s 22.5-square-mile boundary 

provides an i-Tree Canopy calculated 28% 

canopy cover. This tree canopy coverage is 

higher than the 25% City Council adopted 

goal, and based on the City’s total land area, 

represents 6.6 square miles, or 4,224 acres 

of tree cover. For perspective, 28% cover 

equates to roughly 9,111 trees per City of 

Pasadena square mile (22.5 total square 

miles in City), 14 trees per acre.  

8.3.2 Canopy Coverage 

Comparison 

Pasadena’s 28% canopy coverage compares 

favorably with other U.S. and California 
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cities. Typically, eastern and northwestern 

cities include higher canopy coverage due to 

the vast hardwood and or conifer forests that 

occur in these areas. Southwestern cities 

typically include lower tree canopy cover 

due to the lack of large natural forested areas 

within and adjacent to these urban areas. 

The urban forest planted as areas develop 

comprise most of the canopy cover in 

southwestern cities, including Pasadena. 

As mentioned, Pasadena’s 28% canopy cover 

is higher than the average of all cities. When 

compared to several California cities, 

Pasadena’s 28% cover exceeds the average 

of 16.2%. Because the City has included a 

strong tree planting focus and continues 

management practices that lead to long-lived 

trees, have strong tree preservation and 

planting requirements, and given the fact 

that a large percentage of the trees in the 

urban forest are young, developing trees, 

and there are approximately 1,500 vacant 

spaces that can be planted, it is expected that 

canopy cover will continue to expand. 

Because Pasadena’s canopy cover exceeds 

the unofficial 25% cover goal, Pasadena 

demonstrates that it has exhibited a 

commitment to its urban forest and through 

its care and management of public trees, tree 

protection and planting requirements for 

new development and public education and 

outreach, the City is experiencing the 

additional benefits that increased tree 

canopy cover provides.  

The following sections provide details 

pertaining to the Pasadena urban forest’s 

return on investment and contributions to 

making Pasadena a more livable community. 

8.4 Air Quality 

Air quality is an important component of a 

community’s health and well-being. Air 

quality has improved throughout Southern 

California over the last two decades due to 

more restrictive emissions regulations and 

improved public awareness. Public awareness 

has been raised through a large media focus 

on air quality and climate change. Studies of 

human-caused influences on our climate have 

lead some researchers to conclude that 

pollution released by burning fossil fuels has 

a negative effect on our climate, causing 

climate change. Other researchers conclude 

that humans have little effect on our climate 

and that much larger earth cycles cause 

temperature shifts. Regardless of which 

theory is correct, it can be universally 

accepted that the air we rely on for every 

breath, should be as clean as possible.  

To that end, trees have been scientifically 

shown in many studies, including by Nowak 

et al. (2006) to provide many air quality 

benefits. Forests throughout the world act as 

filters and “lungs” that remove carbon and 

produce oxygen. Therefore, providing a 

healthy and robust urban forest has the net 

effect of focusing those benefits of cleaning 

the air and infusing oxygen into the 

atmosphere, where they may impact us the 

most, where we live and work. 

Among the various air quality improving 

services that trees perform, some of the most 
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important are measured by i-Tree. The 

components of air quality i-Tree measures 

are carbon sequestration and removal of 

nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, particulate 

matter, and volatile organic compounds. 

These pollutants are considered very 

important to human and environmental 

health. The following sections discuss 

Pasadena’s urban forest’s contribution to 

removing these compounds from the air.  

These results are based on the street trees 

managed by the City. The contribution of 

the privately managed trees are estimated to 

contribute nearly 2 times the benefits as the 

City trees, based on estimated tree numbers. 

8.4.1 Carbon Storage/ 

Sequestration 

Climate change is considered to be 

influenced by combustion of fossil fuels. 

Combustion of fossil fuels releases carbon 

into the atmosphere, which in turn may 

create a green-house effect, raising the 

earth’s average temperatures. Urban trees 

can help mitigate climate change through a 

variety of ways. First, trees carry out 

photosynthesis (converting carbon dioxide 

into sugars using sun energy) in order to 

sustain their physiological processes. A 

critical part of photosynthesis includes 

sequestering atmospheric carbon (from 

carbon dioxide) in the trees’ woody tissues. 

Thus trees reduce the amount of carbon in 

the atmosphere by sequestering carbon in 

new tissue growth every year. The amount 

of carbon annually sequestered is increased 

with healthier trees (Escobedo et al. 2009). 

Larger diameter trees store more carbon 

while younger trees may store more carbon 

annually (American Forests 

http://www.americanforests.org/resources/ur

banforests/naturevalue.php), so making sure 

trees are healthy and have long lives is 

especially important.  

Trees also can help reduce energy needed to 

heat and cool buildings, and as a result, reduce 

carbon dioxide and other air pollutant 

emissions from fossil-fuel based power plants.  

Gross carbon sequestration (carbon stored in 

existing trees) in Pasadena is approximately 

65,960 tons. The monetary value of this 

stored carbon is $1.98 million. Additionally, 

the City’s urban forest sequesters 4,164 tons 

of carbon per year with an associated value 

of $124,923. This total includes provisions 

for carbon released through decomposition, 

tree removal, carbon dioxide emitted during 

maintenance activities, and avoided release 

from energy savings. 

8.4.2 Pollutant Removal 

The following  pollutants are all considered 

in one larger section of Air Quality in i-

Tree. The summary benefits of each 

pollutant removed by the City’s street trees 

are discussed in the following sections. The 

total amount of pollutants removed is (24.7 

tons) and the dollar value ($1.3 million) of 

these air quality benefits is further 

summarized in Section 10.10. 
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8.4.2.1 Nitrogen Dioxide 

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is a reddish-brown, 

highly reactive gas that is present in all 

urban air. NO2 is a strong oxidizing agent 

that reacts in the air to form corrosive nitric 

acid, as well as toxic organic nitrates. The 

major man-made source of NO2 emissions is 

high-temperature fuel combustion in motor 

vehicles and in industrial and utility boilers. 

These emissions are primarily in the form of 

NO, which is oxidized in the atmosphere to 

NO2 (United States Environmental 

Protection Agency 2011). 

NO2 is a pulmonary irritant affecting 

primarily the upper respiratory system. 

Individuals with asthma, respiratory 

disorders, and lung diseases are typically 

more sensitive to the effects of NO2. The 

U.S. Department of Labor and other 

research indicates that healthy individuals 

exposed to concentrations of NO2 from 0.7 

to 5.0 ppm for 10 to 15 minutes have 

developed abnormalities in pulmonary 

airway resistance. At typical ambient 

concentrations, NO2 has not been proven to 

be related to lung disease. At higher 

concentrations it can irritate the lungs, cause 

bronchitis and pneumonia, and lower 

resistance to respiratory infections. 

Continued or frequent exposure to high 

levels of NO2 can cause pulmonary edema. 

Inflammation of the lungs can occur 5 to 72 

hours after exposure to elevated NO2 levels. 

In addition to direct human health effects, 

NO2 in the air is a potentially significant 

contributor to a number of environmental 

effects including acid rain, which impacts 

vegetation, wildlife, and waters. 

Removal of NO2 from the air improves the 

environment from human, wildlife, invertebrate 

and plant perspectives. Trees remove or 

sequester NO2 similarly to that of carbon 

dioxide, through respiration and through 

deposition on leaf and branch surfaces.  

8.4.3 Sulfur Dioxide 

According to the United States 

Environmental Protection Agency, sulfur 

dioxide and nitrogen oxides are the major 

precursors of acid rain, which has acidified 

soils, lakes and streams, accelerated 

corrosion of buildings and monuments, and 

reduced visibility. Sulfur dioxide also is a 

major precursor of fine particulate soot, 

which poses a significant health threat.  

Since coal and petroleum often contain sulfur 

compounds, their combustion, particularly in 

electrical generating power plants and 

automobiles, results in sulfur dioxide unless 

the sulfur compounds are removed before 

burning the fuel. Further oxidation of SO2, 

usually in the presence of a catalyst such as 

NO2, forms H2SO4, and thus acid rain. Sulfur 

dioxide emissions are also a precursor to 

particulates in the atmosphere.  

According to the U.S. Agency for Toxic 

Substances and Disease Registry (2011), 

high concentrations of sulfur dioxide (SO2) 

can result in breathing problems with 

asthmatic children and adults who are active 

outdoors. Short-term exposure has been 

linked to wheezing, chest tightness and 
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shortness of breath. Other effects associated 

with longer-term exposure to sulfur dioxide, 

in conjunction with high levels of particulate 

soot, include respiratory illness, alterations 

in the lungs' defenses and aggravation of 

existing cardiovascular disease. 

Removal of SO2 from the air improves the 

environment for humans, wildlife, 

invertebrates and plants. Trees remove or 

sequester SO2 similarly to how they remove 

and store carbon from the air, both through 

stomata absorption and through interception 

on leaf and branch surfaces.  

8.4.4 PM10 

Particulate matter is the term for solid or 

liquid particles found in the air. Some 

particles are large or dark enough to be seen 

as soot or smoke. Others are so small they 

can be a variety of mobile and stationary 

sources (e.g., diesel trucks, woodstoves, 

power plants), and their chemical and 

physical compositions vary widely. 

Particulate matter can be directly emitted or 

can be formed in the atmosphere when 

gaseous pollutants such as SO2 and NOx 

react to form fine particles. 

Major concerns for human health from 

exposure to PM10 include: effects on 

breathing and respiratory systems, damage 

to lung tissue, cancer, and premature 

death. The elderly, children, and people 

with chronic lung disease, influenza, or 

asthma, are especially sensitive to the 

effects of particulate matter (California 

Environmental Protection Agency 2011). 

Acidic PM10 can also damage human-made 

materials and is a major cause of reduced 

visibility in many parts of the U.S. 

In 1987, EPA replaced the earlier Total 

Suspended Particulate (TSP) air quality 

standard with a PM10 standard. The new 

standard focuses on smaller particles that 

are likely responsible for adverse health 

effects detected only with an electron 

microscope. The PM10 standard includes 

particles with a diameter of 10 

micrometers or less (0.0004 inches, or 

one-seventh the width of a human hair).  

Trees are particularly good at capturing 

small particles on their leaf surfaces, thus 

removing them from the air. Removal of 

PM10 from the air improves the environment 

by reducing the amount of particles that may 

enter lungs and respiratory systems.  

8.4.5 Biogenic Volatile  

Organic Compounds 

Emissions of biogenic volatile organic 

compounds (BVOCs) by trees has been 

found to occur at varying levels and with 

varying effects. There is still much to be 

researched regarding BVOCs released by 

trees, but as Nowak (1991) observed, trees 

do contribute to the formation of ozone and 

carbon monoxide. However, he further 

observed that in some environments, 

BVOCs may actually remove ozone. The 

concept revolves around BVOC emissions 

temperature dependency. Since trees 

generally lower air temperatures, increased 

tree cover can lower overall BVOC 
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emissions and, consequently, ozone levels in 

urban areas.  

Nowak further refined BVOC emissions rate 

understanding on a species basis. Nine genera 

were found to have the highest standardized 

emission rate, and, therefore, the greatest 

relative effect on increasing ozone. The nine 

species are beefwood (Casuarina spp.), 

Eucalyptus spp., sweetgum (Liquidambar 

spp.), black gum (Nyssa spp.), sycamore 

(Platanus spp.), poplar (Populus spp.), oak 

(Quercus spp.), black locust (Robinia spp.), 

and willow (Salix spp.). However, due to the 

high degree of uncertainty in atmospheric 

modeling, results are currently inconclusive 

as to whether these genera will contribute to 

an overall net formation of ozone in cities 

(i.e., ozone formation from BVOC emissions 

are greater than ozone removal).  

The City of Pasadena includes six of these 

species, including a high percentage of 

Quercus. The i-Tree software accounts for 

the negative contribution of trees toward 

increased BVOCs. The total amount of 

BVOCs avoided is typically much lower 

than the BVOCs emitted by the top ten trees, 

resulting in a net increase in BVOCs related 

to the trees. However, the total amount of 

BVOCs emitted is relatively small in 

comparison with the benefits for removal 

and avoidance of other air pollutants. 

Gross BVOCs avoided by street trees in 

Pasadena is about 0.2 tons (341 pounds) per 

year. When factoring in BVOCs emitted by 

Pasadena’s street trees (14.3 tons), the net 

BVOCs is a negative 7.2 tons. Species with 

the largest BVOC negative contribution 

are: Blue gum eucalyptus, California 

sycamore, Canary Island pine, Aleppo Pine, 

sweetgum, carrotwood, London plane, 

Bridbane box, Chinese flame tree and 

spotted gum. 

Approximately 14.3 tons of BVOCs are 

emitted annually from Pasadena’s street trees, 

offsetting the total air quality benefit by -

$95,731. Pasadena’s most common street tree, 

coast live oak, provides 11% of the net air 

quality improvements despite being 

recognized as a high emitter of BVOCs.  

8.5 Ozone 

According to the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency (2011), inhaling ozone 

can result in a number of health effects. 

Some of these effects include:  

 Induction of respiratory symptoms 

 Decrements in lung function 

 Other related maladies 

o Inflammation of airways  

o Coughing 

o Throat irritation 

o Pain, burning, or discomfort in the 

chest when taking a deep breath 

o Chest tightness, wheezing, or 

shortness of breath 

Exposure to ozone occurs when people inhale 

it along with ambient air. The rate of exposure 

for a given individual is related to the 

concentration of ozone in the surrounding air 
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and the amount of air the individual is 

breathing per minute (minute ventilation).  

Although ozone concentrations in the 

outside (ambient) air are generally similar 

across many locations in a particular 

airshed, a number of factors can affect ozone 

concentration in “microenvironments” 

within the larger airshed (e.g., inside a 

residence, inside a vehicle, along a 

roadway). Ozone concentrations indoors 

typically vary between 20% and 80% of 

outdoor levels, depending on whether 

windows are open or closed, air 

conditioning is used, and other factors.  

People with the greatest exposure are those 

heavily exercising outdoors for long periods 

of time when ozone concentrations are high. 

This is because heavily exercising people 

tend to breathe more rapidly and deeply. 

When people breathe more deeply, ozone 

uptake may shift from the upper airways to 

deeper areas of the respiratory tract, 

increasing the possibility of adverse health 

effects, as explained below.  

8.6 Water Quality 

Urban runoff causes water quality problems 

and can damage above and below ground 

infrastructure as well as riparian and aquatic 

habitats. Impervious surfaces (roofs, streets, 

parking lots) reduce infiltration, increase 

runoff, reduce groundwater flow, and 

transports urban pollutants (e.g., bacteria, 

metals, pesticides, organics, salts, nutrients)  

to streams.  

Trees and other urban vegetation decrease 

runoff and increase groundwater flows by 

increasing infiltration and below-ground 

storage. Tree canopy reduces sediment 

loads from landscape and channel erosion, 

reduces thermal shocks to streams through 

their cooling effects on surfaces and air, 

and provide organic matter (food) resources 

to stream ecosystem food webs. Their 

leaves, when transported to streams may 

well increase ecological functions by 

increasing beneficial microbial activity 

(e.g., denitrification) and helping to convert 

various water pollutants to less toxic forms. 

Research by USFS in support of i-Tree 

indicates that urban forests are indicators of 

the environmental quality of a community 

and that they provide measurable benefits, 

including reducing stormwater flow and 

improving water quality. 

Trees help manage stormwater flow by 

intercepting rainfall and slowing the rate at 

which it runs over the surface of the land and 

seeps into the ground. When trees are 

present, the flow of water is spread over a 

greater amount of time (time of 

concentration), and the impact of a storm on 

the facilities built to handle it at any one time 

is smaller. Reducing the volume of 

stormwater and its peak flow reduces the size 

and cost of stormwater structures. By 

incorporating trees into a city’s infrastructure, 

managers can build a smaller, less expensive 

stormwater management system (Keating 

2011). Trees are also natural pollution filters. 

Their canopies, trunks, roots, and associated 

soil and other natural elements of the 
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landscape filter polluted particulate matter 

out of the flow toward the storm sewers. 

Reducing the flow of stormwater reduces the 

amount of pollution that is washed into a 

drainage area. Trees use nutrients such as 

nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium, 

byproducts of urban living, often occurring as 

“urban drool” that can pollute streams. 

According to American Forests “trees slow 

storm flow, reducing the volume of water 

that must be managed in urban areas and 

decreasing the amount of runoff that 

containment facilities must store. Trees and 

soil work together in this stormwater 

reduction effort. Trees lessen stormwater 

flow by intercepting rainwater on leaves, 

branches and trunks, slowing its movement 

into channelized drainage areas. Stormwater 

volume is also diminished when some 

intercepted water evaporates into the 

atmosphere or soaks into the soil. This net 

reduction in total volume and peak flow 

lessens the potential for flooding, a critical 

concern during heavy rains.” 

Because water is slowed and spread over 

longer timeframes, structural stormwater 

management control costs are reduced. 

During light rains, trees provide their 

greatest benefit by promoting soil 

permeability to facilitate groundwater 

recharge. Thus, reducing impervious 

surfaces and increasing tree cover promotes 

the movement of water into the water table 

rather than into drainages and downstream. 

Water quality/stormwater management is 

improved by Pasadena’s trees. Approximately 

42.8 million gallons of rainfall are intercepted 

by the City’s urban forest each year for a 

benefit of $76,984.  

8.7 Net Annual  
Energy Savings 

It is well documented that trees provide 

energy savings (McPherson and Rowntree 

1993, and others). Trees provide shade, 

reducing temperatures beneath the canopy 

significantly; they can provide a windbreak, 

altering air flow and reducing or increasing 

temperatures, depending on the climate; and 

through the process of evapotranspiration, 

trees cool the air. The i-Tree software 

program includes the results of substantial 

research to arrive at calculated benefits from 

various trees and in various locations.  

Annual energy savings are based on savings 

in electricity and natural gas consumption. 

Pasadena’s public trees contribute 

significant savings to Pasadena’s citizens. 

Approximately 3,316 Megawatt hours and 

27,193 therms are saved by the City’s public 

trees. This equates to nearly $267,673 in 

energy savings each year.  

8.8 Net Annual  
Aesthetic Value 

Trees have been shown by numerous 

publications to have an influence on human 

health and psychological condition and how 

people feel about, and how much they are 

willing to pay for real estate. In some 

instances, trees can add between 10 to 23% 

to the value of real estate (USDA Forest 

Service 1993). The i-Tree software suite 
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calculates an average monetary value for 

aesthetic contribution by tree species.  

The citywide total value added by tree 

aesthetics is approximately $6.9 million  

per year.  

8.9 Appraised Value 

To provide a “capital asset value” for the 

City’s public trees, i-Tree calculates 

appraised values, or replacement values, for 

each tree based on the Council for 

Landscape Appraiser’s trunk formula 

method. The Trunk Formula Method is used 

to appraise the monetary value of trees 

considered too large to be replaced with 

nursery or field-grown stock. Determination 

of the value of a tree is based on the cost of 

the largest commonly available 

transplantable tree and its cost of 

installation, plus the increase in value due to 

the larger size of the tree being appraised.  

These values are adjusted according to the 

Species of the tree and its physical 

Condition and landscape location (Site 

Contribution, and Placement). 

According to i-Tree calculations, the City’s 

public trees have a replacement value of  

$308 million.  

The calculated replacement value is based 

on the cost to replace the average City tree 

in the landscape. This value is a capital asset 

value, similar to how other capital assets in a 

city are represented by a dollar value. 

8.10 Summary of Pasadena 
Total Annual 
Environmental and 
Aesthetic Tree Benefits  

Urban forests provide a plethora of 

measureable, monetary benefits, as described 

in the preceding sections of this Urban Forest 

Management Plan. The structural value of an 

urban forest tends to increase with a rise in the 

number and size of healthy trees. Urban 

forests also have functional values (either 

positive or negative) based on the functions 

the trees perform. 

The tree benefits evaluated within this UFMP, 

namely: energy conservation, air quality 

improvements, carbon dioxide reduction, 

stormwater control, and property value 

increase, are important to citizens of Pasadena 

as well as to citizens in every community. This 

study relies on the i-Tree model, which basic 

calculations on tree species and size as well as 

current estimated pricing for electricity rates, 

home resale values, stormwater interception 

costs, and cost of tree maintenance.  

Pasadena’s street trees provide $8.8 million 

in annual benefits. Table 7 indicates the 

source for each benefit. 

Table 7 

Annual Tree Benefit Summary 

Benefit Annual $ Amount 

Energy Savings 267,673 
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Table 7 

Annual Tree Benefit Summary 

Benefit Annual $ Amount 

CO2 Reduction 151,309 

Air Quality 1,360,000 

Stormwater 76,984 

Socioeconomic 6,940,000 

Total 8,795,966 

 

The average annual benefit provided by each 

City of Pasadena street tree is $151.  

Therefore, maintenance and enhancement 

of the urban forest maintains and enhances 

the total value of benefits derived. Annual 

functional values tend to increase with 

increased number and size of healthy trees. 

As Pasadena’s tree population matures, the 

public benefits will increase proportionally.  

The City of Pasadena has a strong tree 

management program. The total cost 

associated with tree maintenance in Pasadena 

at the time of the American Forest study was 

$2.8 million. Therefore, the net benefit 

provided by the City’s urban forest is 

approximately $6 million. The resulting 

benefit to cost ratio ($8.8 million to $2.8 

million) is approximately 3 to 1. The City 

receives $3.11 for every dollar spent on its 

public trees. These values do not include the 

privately owned trees (123,000) or other 

public trees (25,000 park trees), which are 

estimated at 148,000 trees. The importance of 

proper management of these trees is 

emphasized by the benefits they provide. A 

rough extrapolation of City street tree data to 

the private tree and other public trees 

population results in a significant $31.1 

million dollars per year in annual tree 

benefits to the citizens of Pasadena. 

This substantial benefit value leads to a 

recommendation for the City to continue to 

provide a strong tree maintenance program 

with budget levels at least at current levels, 

exploration and implementation of emerging 

technologies to enhance tree management 

efficiencies moving forward (handheld tree 

inventory and tracking applications), and 

incorporation of public input that results in 

improvements to tree management policies 

and procedures.  

Pasadena’s urban forestry program is 

recognized as a model that many seek to 

emulate. The City’s commitment to 

managing its urban forest for community 

benefits is evident. This UFMP provides 

insight into the various components of that 

management program.  

8.11 Recommendations 

The City of Pasadena has established and is 

managing and maintaining a significant 

urban forest both in terms of numbers of 

trees and in value. The City’s management 
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policies and structure are performing at high 

levels and are not in need of significant 

change at this time. One recommended 

action to assist and enhance the existing 

capabilities of the urban forestry staff is the 

exploration and implementation of emerging 

technologies for managing the urban forest. 

There are various asset management 

programs available to tree managers that put 

City tree data in a central geographic 

information system database and have pre-

determined as well as customizable queries 

for tree attribute information. This is a 

valuable tool for short- and long-term urban 

forestry planning. This recommendation 

would require the City to explore available 

systems, determine what is most important 

to the tree managers who would be utilizing 

it on a daily basis, and budget for purchasing 

and customization of the software/ 

application as well as maintenance of the 

tree inventory data. Costs associated with 

these systems vary widely, depending on the 

capabilities desired. 
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9 STRATEGIC PLAN 

Preparation of this UFMP for the City of 

Pasadena included information acquisition 

from multiple sources, interviews with Public 

Works Staff, review of various tree 

management policies and documents, public 

outreach, and UFAC review and input. This 

extensive information gathering and review 

process revealed several observations that lead 

to the formulation of recommendations for 

enhancing the City’s urban forestry program.  

The City of Pasadena includes a robust 

urban forest that receives well planned and 

executed care and maintenance. This UFMP 

has analyzed the various components of 

Pasadena’s urban forest management 

program and concludes that the urban forest 

is in good condition, is diverse and well 

situated to continue providing long-term 

benefits to the citizens of Pasadena.  

This UFMP identified several areas where 

improvements or changes to current protocol 

may be considered and discusses each within 

the various chapters. These recommended 

changes can be considered as mid-course 

corrections that are meant to adjust the urban 

forest’s trajectory to help achievement of 

stated and recommended goals. Additionally, 

the following broad recommendations are 

provided for high-level urban forestry  

goal setting: 

1. Since the largest trees have been 

shown to provide the most benefits, 

adopt a goal to actively sustain older 

trees for long-term survival and 

benefits, consistent with current 

policies that focus on tree retention. 

Prioritizing shade tree species 

planting over narrow canopy species 

will result in higher benefits and 

long-term achievement of this goal.  

Consider adopting a plan to sustain and as 

possible, improve upon the City’s 27% 

canopy cover. The current 27% is considered 

a very good cover for Pasadena, but 

maximizing canopy cover results in additional 

benefits. A portion of the canopy gap that 

exists today will be naturally achieved based 

on the younger and smaller trees that now 

comprise 66% of the City’s public urban 

forest and planting of the 1,500 vacant tree 

spaces, so this recommendation will not 

require substantive efforts from City staff. 

However, the Urban Forestry budget may 

require a proportional increase with expansion 

of the canopy cover goals as more trees 

require more funding so that the maintenance 

can occur at least at current levels.  

Consider adopting a meaningful goal to 

maintain or improve the currently exceptional 

return on investment provided by the City’s 

street trees. The 3 to 1 benefit to cost ratio 

currently realized in Pasadena is a reflection of 

a well-organized, planned and funded tree 

management program. It indicates that the 

City places a high priority on tree preservation 

and planting for new development and within 

its rights-of-way. It also suggests that the City 

has established a successful formula for 

planning, planting, caring for, removing, and 

replacing trees. Adopting this goal will, by the 

way the benefits are calculated, result in the 
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City managing for a range of species, ages and 

sizes, with a significant focus on large shade 

trees which produce the most benefits. 

9.1  UFMP Implementation 

Ultimately, once approved, it is the 

responsibility of the Pasadena Department 

of Public Works to implement this UFMP 

and its recommendations. The Department 

will be assisted by the Design Review Board 

and the Urban Forestry Advisory 

Committee. Streamlining this process may 

include the preparation of an 

implementation plan by the City.  

The implementation of the recommendations 

in this UFMP will vary from those requiring 

very little financial resources but potentially 

lengthy City Council efforts (policy 

adjustments) to those requiring significant 

funding and very little decision maker 

involvement (planting vacant spaces 

resulting in more trees to be maintained).  

The City should determine whether an 

implementation plan is needed or can be 

integrated into routine work assignments 

and performance goals. If not, then the type 

of implementation plan best meeting their 

internal needs will need to be determined. 

An implementation plan can be as simple as 

a matrix, or as in depth as a Geographic 

Information System (GIS) based 

management program.  

The implementation plan is directly tied to 

a monitoring program. The monitoring 

program provides ongoing feedback to 

measure whether goals are being  

achieved or if adaptive management 

adjustments are necessary.  

9.2  UFMP Monitoring 

Managing the urban forest is a complex task. 

This UFMP attempts to guide management 

actions for a time period that is 20 or more 

years in the future. As evidenced by wind 

storm events, new pests, and evolving public 

perception and values, even the most 

thoughtful planning process cannot account 

for all the possible situations that may arise in 

the plan period. Therefore, an adaptive 

management approach is mandated. Adaptive 

management enables mid-stream adjustments 

to planned actions based on unanticipated 

occurrences. By monitoring the urban forest 

“system”, the City can gather the information 

needed to make these adjustments. Most of 

these adjustments will not be major course 

changes. They will instead be minor 

modifications that correct and re-direct the 

course toward the desired condition or a new, 

community desired condition.  

There must be monitoring records and data 

collection so that UFMP Recommendation 

and goal achievement progress can be 

measured and tracked.  

Monitoring data can supply the information 

needed to determine what happened if 

recommendations have not been successfully 

implemented or goal achievement is stalled. 

This information can be used to choose 

appropriate corrective actions that would 

allow mid-course corrections and re-

trajectory. This is the defining feature of 
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adaptive management: monitoring is regularly 

used to help refine management. 

The goal of the monitoring plan is to provide 

the data needed to understand what is 

happening, why it is happening, and how 

specific management adjustments will 

change the outcome.  

Appendix M includes a proposed 

monitoring program for Pasadena. It lists 

the primary recommendations and brief 

statements on achievement and how 

achievement may be measured. 
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The following recommendations are from the Pasadena Urban Forest Management Plan. They 

are provided herein by UFMP Chapter in which they occur as a guide to assist readers.  

CHAPTER 2 

The City of Pasadena’s urban forest meets, and in many cases exceeds, the industry standards for 

tree health ratings and species and genus diversity. The following recommendations are provided 

as ways to enhance the already good performance for these categories.  

1. Plant existing vacant spaces – there are an estimated 1,500 vacant spaces throughout the 

City. Planting these spaces with appropriate trees and providing ongoing maintenance 

will further expand the City’s already goal exceeding canopy cover while simultaneously 

increasing the tree-provided benefits.  

2. With regards to tree health, the following recommendations are provided: 

a. Trees in the dead category (550 total) should be revisited to confirm that they are 

dead. If they are dead, then they should be removed at the earliest opportunity. 

b. The vacant spaces created by these trees’ removal should be added to the estimated 

1,500 other vacant spaces and placed on the “to be planted” list. 

c. Revisit the trees rates in the poor category and determine if they can be improved to the 

fair category or better. If they cannot be improved due to serious defect or malady, then 

they should be planned for removal and replacement. Poor condition trees will not 

provide the benefits of a healthy, vigorously growing tree. 

d. Trees in the “N/A” or “no data” categories in the City’s inventory should be re-

inventoried and tree attribute data collected and stored in the database and the UFMP 

updated accordingly. 

3. Implement Mock’s (2003) guidelines for species and genus representation in the urban 

forest population. Accordingly, the City would utilize the rule of thumb that no species 

would exceed a population that is 10% of the total urban forest population and no genus 

would exceed 20% of the population. New and existing pests in Southern California will 

continue to impact the community’s trees. Some of these pests have potential to be 

devastating to trees within particular genera, especially coast live oaks, with potential pests 

including goldspotted oak borer (Agrilus auroguttatus) and polyphagous shot hole borer 

(Euwallacea sp.), which, at the time of this UFMP creation, are spreading throughout the 

Southern California region. Based on Mock’s theory, there are no genera that exceed the 

recommended 20% level.  
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4. The top six species in terms of population are all represented in the urban forest by over 

5% of the population, and the top four over 7% with Q. agrifolia at 10.8%, Magnolia 

grandiflora at 9.0%, Cinnamomum camphora at 8.9%, and Washingtonia robusta at 

7.3%. It is recommended that three of the top four species (with the exception of Q. 

agrifolia) be carefully considered before they are prioritized for planting. Future new 

planting and replacement planting should consider whether species other than these can 

be used in the landscape to meet the desired theme, which will help avoid encroaching 

on the 10% upper limit. 

5. The City’s urban forest is currently overly represented by only one species – Quercus 

agrifolia. However, this species occurs naturally in the area, is an important biological 

species, performs well, is a drought tolerant species, and is important from aesthetic and 

historical perspectives. Therefore, it is recommended that future plantings of Q. agrifolia may 

exceed the 10% guideline for this species, but should not exceed approximately 12%. The 

genus Quercus is represented at almost 19%, but there are many species of Quercus that may 

be utilized and exceeding 20% by 2% to 4% is acceptable. Planting additional Quercus 

species when existing Q. agrifolia (coast live oak) are lost, will diversify the genera 

plantings, reduce the likelihood of a host specific pest impacting all Quercus, and enhance the 

urban forest while retaining the look and feel of the native coast live oak.  

6. There are a number of tree species that perform poorly and are no longer planted or 

recommended for planting in the urban forest. Information provided by Pasadena Natural 

Resources Division staff, along with experience and observations in Pasadena and 

neighboring cities, results in notable insight into tree species performance and reasons for tree 

removals. Several tree species have consistently performed poorly in Pasadena. Others 

exhibit the tendency toward structural issues that require high maintenance or have a higher 

than normal failure rate as maturing trees due to soil issues.  

The following species have been identified as among the trees that are no longer planted 

in Pasadena for performance issues and are no longer on the MSTP:  

 carrotwood (Cupaniopsis anacardioides),  

 carob (Ceratonia siligua), and  

 ash spp. (Fraxinus spp.).  

Others species that should be considered for inclusion on the no longer planted list and 

removed from the MSTP are:  

 purple leaf plum (Prunus cerasifera) 

 holly oak (Quercus ilex). 
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It is recommended that this list be updated as needed to document which trees are no longer 

considered for planting. The MSTP will need to be updated on a similar timeline. Avoidance 

of poor performing species and encouraging the introduction of new species that may 

perform well in Pasadena is a part of the species richness planning process.  

As part of ongoing efforts to identify poor performing trees and to identify new species or 

cultivars that may be high performers, it is advisable that the Pasadena urban forester 

performs informal surveys of other Southern California city foresters. These surveys may 

occur every 5 years to compare and contrast which species are not good investments and 

which new species are thriving and should be considered for introduction into the 

Pasadena urban forest.  

In addition, species that are not recommended for planting because they are known 

for aggressive rooting and/or of not being drought tolerant are discussed in Chapters 4 

and 6, respectively. 

7. The City’s current tree inventory database includes some 4,000 trees without adequate 

attribute data. This is a significant number of trees that can impact the health, size, age, 

and species distribution analysis. It is recommended that these trees are re-inventoried 

and the attribute data integrated into the existing database. Once this is accomplished, the 

City can re-calculate the various statistics and determine whether other species or genera 

are approaching upper limits and/or determine other trees that may need to be removed or 

provided additional maintenance. 

CHAPTER 3 

The following recommendations are provided to enhance the existing tree and urban forest 

management policies to result in stronger deterrence from tree impacts, MSTP refinements to 

exclude poor performing and drought intolerant species, and for providing incentive to citizens to 

allow public trees in front of their homes. 

1. Protected Tree Ordinance Recommendation: Two components of this ordinance that are 

recommended for improvement are the definitions of the acts that are subject to fine and the 

standard penalties for “misdemeanors” and “infractions”.  

a. A clear definition of the terms “misdemeanor” and “infraction”, as they relate to trees, 

should be developed by the City and its council and added to the TPO and this UFMP 

so that it is not left to interpretation. Typically, misdemeanors may include willful 

removal, poisoning, girdling, or other acts that lead to a City tree’s death. Infractions 

may include unauthorized pruning, over fertilizing, unauthorized root impacts, 

encroachments, or other disturbances that lead to tree impacts and decline. These are 

typically not willful acts. 
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b. Considered even more important for Pasadena are the financial penalties associated 

with misdemeanors and infractions against public trees. The existing penalties are too 

low and do not represent a deterrence. Specifically, the current ordinance includes: if 

convicted of an infraction in violation of the ordinance, it is monetarily punishable up 

to $250.00 (Chapter 8.52.160). This is a small penalty amount and may not deter 

many potential instances of unauthorized public tree removal or pruning. Further, the 

monetary value of trees, especially established, semi-mature to over mature trees, to 

the City based on both an appraised value and a benefits received perspective, are far 

higher than the current penalties that can be levied if a tree is damaged or killed. 

It is recommended for both the misdemeanor (currently $1,000 penalty) and infraction 

categories, that higher penalties be codified to better deter unauthorized tree impacts.  

A commonly used urban forestry standard is to charge the violator the appraised 

value of the removed or pruned public tree. The appraised value is commonly 

established by using the International Society of Arboriculture’s Guide for Plant 

Appraisal, 9th Edition. Another option would be to develop a customized tree 

valuation based on the cost of replacing the lost canopy cover with multiple smaller 

trees, or replacement of the trunk diameter equivalent of the damaged or removed 

tree using smaller trees, for example. 

Another option, and the one that is recommended for Pasadena, is to increase the 

upper end monetary penalties for violations. For example the City of South Pasadena 

fines violators up to $8,000 for a non-permitted tree removal (South Pasadena 2005). 

The City of Santa Barbara has a moving scale of fine categories for non-permitted 

pruning or removal violations in relation to the trunk diameter of the effected tree 

(Santa Barbara 2010). For example a removed 4” DBH tree is punishable up to a 

$1,000 fine and a removed tree larger than 24” trunk diameter is punishable by up to 

a $5,000 fine. Even these fines are low when considering the actual replacement cost 

for a tree, but they are reasonable to expect the average citizen could pay the fine but 

would be a significant deterrent. The reason the tree appraisal option for establishing 

fines is not considered the first choice for Pasadena is that for many of the City’s 

trees, values of $50,000 or more would be common. These fines would be hard to 

enforce and collect and would be expected to lead to more issues than resolutions. 

Table 2 presents a proposed fine schedule more appropriate to the actual 

replacements costs for trees. 
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Permitted Tree Removal Fees 

Many cities require mitigation for the permitted pruning or removal of City trees.  

They may base the mitigation on a set number of replacement trees for each 

impacted tree, appraised value of the impacted  tree, or some other method that 

results in tree planting or in-lieu funding.  It is recommended that the City of 

Pasadena implement a fee program for permitted tree removals that is consistent 

with its fee program for unpermitted tree removals. Table 2 provides 

recommended fines/fees for each type of impact. 

Table 2 

Proposed Penalty Schedule 

Non-Permitted Impact 
Trunk diameter (at 4.5 feet) 

up to 12” DBH over 12” and up to 24” DBH over 24” 

Pruning Up to $1,000 Up to $2,500 Up to $5,000 

Removal Up to $2,500 Up to $5,000 Up to $10,000 

Permitted Impact 
Trunk diameter (at 4.5 feet) 

up to 12” DBH over 12” and up to 24” DBH over 24” 

Pruning Up to $750 Up to $1,875 Up to 3,750 

Removal Up to $1,875 Up to $3,750 Up to $7,500 

 

2. The MSTP’s goals are clearly defined and the City has implemented the principles as 

intended. Of note, the City has attempted to retain the original tree palette when maintaining 

existing streetscapes, but it has become evident that some plant species are incompatible with 

their locations and site conditions. The incompatibility has resulted in poor tree performance 

and increased maintenance and rehabilitation.  

It is recommended that future planting and future MSTP amendments consider flexible 

implementation of the street tree plantings for each planting area. Consideration should 

be given to species diversity goals, tree species performance, drought tolerance, rooting 

characteristics, potential pest issues, soil issues, and other  

constraints that can compromise tree establishment success. 

As species are determined to be vulnerable to new pests or other factors that limit the 

overall cost-benefit ratio, alternative species that are high performers should be 

allowable. This may mean that street and neighborhood tree themes will change over 

time, but is a hedge against a sudden large-scale, landscape level tree loss.  

Tree Species Excluded from Future Planting 

It is recommended that this list be expanded, as necessary, when tree species are 

determined to be ill-suited to Pasadena’s growing environment. For example: camphor 
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(5,605 trees in the City inventory) is known for higher than normal occurrences of 

hardscape damage and is poorly suited to drought. In addition, camphor represents 8.9% of 

the urban forest and potentially could exceed 10% targeted total tree species diversity if 

continued to be planted. 

Avoidance of poor performing species, without limiting the possibility of introducing 

new species that may perform well in Pasadena, must be part of the species richness 

planning process.  

Species Population Considerations 

The only species representing over 10% of the total street tree population is coast live oak 

(Quercus agrifolia). Coast live oak is a native tree species that has good characteristics for 

inclusion in City landscapes, is a native of the area, and is well-liked by a majority of the 

public (based on 2015 public survey input). Two other species, Magnolia grandiflora and 

Cinnamomum camphora are present at levels that are close to 10% of the population. These 

trees also include characteristics that make them desirable. However, because the potential 

impact of a species specific pest could have major impacts on the urban forest if any of 

these three species were the host, it is recommended that no new plantings of coast live 

oak, camphor, or magnolia occur unless they are replacing trees of the same species that 

have died or are removed for other reasons. Over time, limiting the number of new oaks, 

camphor, and magnolia trees will reduce their overall impact on the street tree population 

without actually removing any additional trees. Other species will represent more of the 

population, thus reducing the proportion of these over-represented species. 

3. Policy allowing citizens to refuse a public tree in front of their property - It is 

recommended that this policy be revisited as it represents a direct impediment to 

achieving tree canopy cover goals and maximizing benefits generated by the urban forest. 

Planting trees in all City vacant spaces is an important goal of this UFMP and 

parkway/streetscape planting spaces should be a top priority. Gaining acceptance by 

property owners can be achieved through policy, education, cooperation, and including 

them in the process. Engaging the public in tree species choices, proper care and 

maintenance, and changing policies so that private property owners are not penalized by 

the presence of City trees are all critical for a successful program. For example, if a City 

tree causes sidewalk damage, it should not be the private property owner’s responsibility 

to repair the damage. Changing the policy so that City tree-caused damage to sidewalks 

and sewer pipes would be repaired by the City would likely result in a reduction in the 

number of people who refuse a tree. Trees are community assets. If the City requires 

additional funding to pay for these repairs, then the urban forestry budget should be re-

examined and allocated appropriately. One study (Cregg 2011) indicates that sidewalk 

damage averages $3/City tree, per year while sewer repairs average $1.66/tree per year. 
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Assuming a fully stocked urban forest of approximately 64,500 trees, Pasadena’s average 

annual cost increase could be as high as $193,500 for sidewalk repair and $107,000 for 

sewer repair, totaling $300,500. The City will need to determine whether allocating this 

cost to an increased urban forestry budget is worthwhile, depending on the number of 

trees that are being refused annually. 

CHAPTER 4 

With regards to tree maintenance activities, the City of Pasadena is meeting or exceeding 

industry standards and best management practices. There are few areas where recommended 

enhancements are needed. However, the following recommendations are provided as direct 

responses to the extended drought and the increase in insect pests that are proliferating on 

stressed and otherwise healthy trees throughout Southern California. 

1. Public comments indicate that there may be incidences of new trees that are not provided 

supplemental water long or often enough and have been lost before they established. 

There are over 1,500 vacant tree spaces along with a number of trees that are removed 

each year that require planting. Because California has been in an extended drought that 

is expected to continue indefinitely, water practices will need to be re-evaluated and 

additional water provided to planted trees. The current practice of providing water once 

per week for three years may be enough for some species. Other species, or some 

planting areas, depending on soil, aspect, sun exposure, or wind exposure, may require 

more frequent watering.  

It is recommended that the City require staff and contractors responsible for young tree 

care to carry soil probes and/or soil moisture meters that enable them to determine the 

soil condition at root ball depths. Soil checks should occur frequently enough to avoid the 

soil drying excessively and supplemental watering schedules should be tailored to the soil 

moisture readings. It is also recommended that the City consider providing deep root 

watering in each tree planting hole so that deep watering and aeration is facilitated. This 

can be accomplished through vertical soil mulching, slow water release (such as with 

watering bags), or deep injection. 

2. It is recommended that the City establish a formal integrated pest management approach 

and budget for annual preventative pest management. This type of program does not need 

to include a large budget, and can occur within the current approach to pest management, 

but would also include a biological pest control component.  

An integrated pest management program would include a program plan that guides pest 

management actions, depending on the type of pest. Preventative pest management 
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activities would be defined and budgeted and the program incorporated into the existing 

tree management framework. 

The IPM program would include institution of a multi-pronged approach to monitoring 

and treating pest infestation. The first prong would be implemented by City staff. Tree 

contract specialist staff and the Tree Supervisor would conduct ad-hoc field inspections 

and respond to resident communications regarding presence of pests. This first prong 

opportunistically identifies pest issues through the “eyes and ears” of the community and 

City staff.  

The second prong to the City’s approach would be implemented through the City’s tree 

contractor. The field crews would provide aerial tree canopy inspections whenever they 

trimmed the City trees. Pest infestations or disease infections that are not noticeable from 

ground level would be identified through this prong of the inspection approach. 

The third prong would be implemented by a biological control consultant. The biological 

control consultant is contracted to provide inspections of City trees during the warmer 

months on an annual basis. The inspections occur such that City trees and park areas are 

visited once per month.  

Based on the findings from any of the monitoring approaches, suitable treatment is 

prescribed and implemented. For example, if the City’s tree contractor identifies a pest 

issue, they would notify the City’s Tree Supervisor who then researches appropriate 

treatments and, based on the severity of the infestation, prescribes an appropriate 

response. The City would prioritize biological controls over chemical controls and use 

them whenever possible. The biological control consultant, would for example, prescribe 

treatments of pest infestations with biological control (beneficial insect) releases on City 

trees. Common biological controls would be the release of lady bugs, lacewing larvae, 

praying mantis, and similar insects that over time, do an effective job at maintaining and 

even reducing common tree stress inducing pest populations to manageable levels. 

Chemical controls would be prescribed only when thresholds are breached where 

biological controls are not robust enough to remedy the pest infestation.  

The City’s use of chemicals could be further minimized through this approach and when 

necessary, such as when a highly threatening pest like Polyphagous shot hole borer is 

observed, the chemicals would be applied so that overspray, drift, or soil contamination is 

avoided, often times through stem injections. It is recommended that the City establishes 

a relationship with the pest management staff at UC Riverside and partner with them and 

others for pest control studies within Pasadena.  

The use of paint–on (bark-absorption) systemic chemicals that also include essential 

nutrients has been successful for eliminating or controlling some pest infestations and is 

another option available to the City. 
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The City’s pest control procedures should include control of pest issues through the 

following measures: 

A. Forestry Staff Review 

Forestry Staff review all new development and rehabilitation project plans to verify 

plantings are compatible with the site's environment. 

B. Biological Control Pest Consultant 

The Forestry Division would hire a consultant to provide regular monitoring services 

for all of the City's trees, along with parks and trail landscape. 

The consultant would determine if pest populations are increasing, decreasing, or 

staying the same and determines when to use a control tactic. 

Non Chemical Control Measures 

The City should exhaust all non-chemical pest control measures before resorting to 

chemical treatments. Among the non-chemical control measures are: 

Cultural controls - modifications of normal plant care activities that reduce or 

prevent pests such as providing supplemental irrigation, adjusting the frequency 

and amount of irrigation, providing, increasing, or reducing fertilization, and 

targeted trimming. 

Mechanical controls - the use of manual labor and machinery to reduce or eliminate 

pest problems using methods such as handpicking, physical barriers, or machinery to 

reduce pest abundance indirectly. 

Environmental manipulations - Indirect control or prevention of pests by altering 

temperature, light, and humidity. These techniques are most effective in controlling 

birds and mammals if their habitat can be modified such that they do not choose to 

live or roost in the area. 

Biological controls – these practices utilize living organisms to reduce pest 

populations. These organisms are often also referred to as beneficials, natural 

enemies, or biocontrols. Biocontrols include pathogens, parasites, predators, 

competitive species, and antagonistic organisms. Beneficial organisms can occur 

naturally or can be purchased and released. The most common organisms used for 

biological control in landscapes are predators, parasites, pathogens and herbivores.  

These types of non-chemical pest control can be effective at reducing populations to 

acceptable levels. They do not eliminate pests completely, but they can be an 

effective way to re-balance the populations to levels that are not harmful to plants or 

do not cause aesthetic issues. 
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When infestations or infections are significant and cannot be controlled with non-

chemical methods, pesticides may be used, but will only be used when no other 

options are determined to be viable. It is further recommended The City’s policy 

include the following key controls for pesticide use: 

C. Pesticides should only be used when other methods fail to provide adequate control of 

pests and just before pest populations cause an unacceptable damage, since the 

overuse of pesticides can cause beneficial organisms to be killed and pest resistance 

'to develop. 

D. Pesticides with a Caution label shall be the first option for control measures. 

E. Pesticides shall be approved by the Forestry Supervisor prior to use. A written 

recommendation of proposed pesticide, including commercial name, concentrations, 

allocation rates, usage and reentry time shall be prepared by a licensed California Pest 

Control Advisor and site specific schedule submitted a minimum of fourteen (14)) 

days prior to intended use. No work shall begin until written approval of use is 

obtained and a notice of intent has been filed with the County Agricultural 

Commissioner's office, as required. Copies of Material Safety Data Sheets and 

specimen labels shall be given to the City prior to pesticide use on City property and 

rights-of-way. 

F. Chemicals shall only be applied by those persons possessing a valid California 

Qualified Applicator license/certificate or have a Q.A.L./C. on site for supervision. 

Application shall be in strict accordance with all governing regulations. Records of all 

operations shall be kept per California Department of Pesticide Regulations.  

G. Records of all pesticides used by the Contractor on City property shall be retained in 

accordance with Department of Pesticide Regulations. 

H. Pesticides shall be applied in a manner to avoid contamination of non-target areas. 

Precautionary measures shall be employed to keep the public from entering the spray 

zone until it is safe.  

Posting of signs would be required at all park facilities when any aerial, large-scale or 

'blanket' applications of pesticides are performed. This posting notification is part of 

the Safe Schools Act of 2000, with which the City of Pasadena complies. 

CHAPTER 5 

The City of Pasadena was able to successfully respond to a tree emergency of a size not 

experienced by most other cities. This indicates that the City’s ability to respond when needed is 

above industry averages and their implementation of best management practices for 

communication protocols and responding to tree emergencies is very effective. There are three 
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areas of the current emergency tree program that necessitate a closer look and potentially City 

actions to improve the response capability and the ability to recycle urban wood. 

Debris as Firewood 

It is recommended that in some instances, alternative methods for reusing the debris could be 

implemented, including offering wood to the public for use as firewood, material for wood 

working, or other uses. However, caution would be needed to prevent the spread of insects or 

disease pests that may be present within the wood. If this program to reuse urban waste wood 

were to be implemented, a certification process would need to be implemented to inspect the 

wood for presence of insect pests/disease, subject the wood to a solarization process where it is 

sealed under black plastic or a similar cover within a laydown yard that heats the wood via the 

sun’s rays and kills pests.  

Laydown Yard 

The city should continue its vetting process for acquiring a laydown yard and seek to have it 

available as soon as possible. It is recommended that the laydown yard be large enough to handle 

at least moderate sized events where a thousand trees are involved. A laydown yard will provide 

many benefits in terms of efficiency and wood recycling. For instance, during the large wind 

event in 2011, most of the blow down wood was hauled to Riverside County because there was 

no place the city could temporarily stock pile the material. Had a lay down area been available, 

wood could have been processed and used for a variety of beneficial products including mulch 

and urban wood lumber. The greenhouse gas emissions associated with trucking the wood waste 

to San Bernardino County was high and a lay down yard could reduce ongoing greenhouse gas 

emissions. The cost of processing the wood will be reduced and the potential to supplement 

budgets by selling wood products may be realized.  

CHAPTER 6  

It is recommended that the overall species diversity within the City’s urban forest is considered 

when changes to the existing replacement tree species list are considered. Because species 

diversity will change over time, the City’s Tree Management Database must be analyzed from 

time to time (approximately every 5 to 10 years, or as needed) to confirm that species planting 

lists are appropriate and are aiming the urban forest for the correct future species diversity target. 

For example, the extended drought being experienced by Southern California may have a direct 

influence on the planting of certain species and the avoidance of others, as discussed below. 
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Water Consumptive Species 

When compared to drought tolerant species lists, some of the species currently included in the 

City’s Urban Forest may not be suitable for widespread planting as California, especially 

Southern California, faces severe water shortages and increased water costs.  

Table 6 provides a list of species that occur within the City’s urban forest at levels considered 

significant (more than 50 trees) that are considered to be non-drought tolerant species. These 

species do not fully align with the City’s urban forestry goals. Without ongoing supplemental 

water, these species would be questionable with regards to health and appearance. It is 

recommended that these species are eliminated from the potential planting list or at least limited 

to planting only in specific situations, such as where natural drainage creates areas of high soil 

moisture and/or where the trees can be used to mitigate ponding and run-off. When one of these 

species requires replacement, we recommend that a drought tolerant substitute be used instead, 

as provided in Table 6. 

Table 6 

Potential Drought-Tolerant Replacement Species for Non-Drought-Tolerant Species 

Non-Drought-Tolerant Tree Species 

Rank Scientific Name Common Name 
Number of Street 

Trees in City Recommended Replacement Species 

1 Cinnamomum 
camphora 

camphor 5,605 mock orange (Pittosporum undulatum); California 
buckeye (Aesculus californica);  

2 Liquidambar 
styraciflua 

American sweet 
gum 

1,320 Freeman maple (Acer freemanii), red maple (A. 
rubrum), seedless sweetgum (Liquidambar 
rotundiloba), valley oak (Quercus lobata) 

3 Cupaniopsis 
anacardiodes 

carrotwood 1,126 African sumac (Rhus lancea), Arbutus (Arbutus 
andrachne) 

4 Ficus nitida Indian laurel fig  517 Brisbane box (Lophostemon confertus); Bottle 
Tree (Brachychiton populneus);  

5 Fraxinus uhdei* Shamel ash 443 Brisbane box (Lophostemon confertus) Valley 
oak (Q. lobata) 

6 Platanus racemosa Western sycamore  475 London plane tree (Platanus acerifolia), Mexican 
sycamore (Platanus mexicana) 

7 Prunus cerasifera purple leaf plum 414 Tree form Photinia sp. 

8 Koelreuteria bipinnata Chinese flame  185  California buckeye (Aesculus californica); Bottle 
Tree (Brachychiton populneus) 

9 Tabebuia chrysotricha golden trumpet tree 172 gold medallion tree (Cassia leptophylla) 

10 Eriobotrya deflexa bronze loquat  85 , Chinese holly (Ilex cornuta ‘Burfordii) 

11 Betula pendula* white birch 53 London plane tree (P. acerifolia) 

12 Eucalyptus robusta* swamp gum 59 Any of the drought tolerant eucalyptus species 
already planted in the City 

Total Trees: 10,454 

*denotes tree removed from MSTP 

Note: Includes all Tree Data up to 2014 
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Species like white birch (Betula pendula), swamp gum (Eucalyptus robusta), and Shamel ash 

(Fraxinus uhdei) are no longer on the MSTP but are still present within the ROW. Species like 

carrotwood (Cupaniopsis anacardiodes) and bronze loquat (Eriobotrya deflexa) are still on the 

MSTP and should be considered for removal from the MSTP at the next update.  

Additional replacement species that are considered “California Friendly” because of their low 

water use are easily searched on the Metropolitan Water District’s California Friendly database 

at: http://www.bewaterwise.com/gardensoft. Additionally, representative photographs and 

illustrations of the tree species are available on-line from such sites as SelecTree 

(http://selectree.calpoly.edu 

The MSTP designates species that are available for planting throughout the City. The MSTP is a 

document that follows principles of adaptive management, enabling updates as conditions warrant. 

Therefore, the City is able to review and edit the MSTP, as recommended in this UFMP. The 

following recommendations are considered necessary: 

1. Update the MSTP to remove poor performing species (as discussed in Chapter 2, 

Recommendation 6) which include: 

a. Carrotwood (Cupaniopsis anacardioides),  

b. Purple leaf plum (Prunus cerasifera) 

c. Holly oak (Quercus ilex). 

2. It is recommended that the MSTP be updated to remove species that are known to require 

higher than average water consumption. The list of the top 12 occurring species in Table 

6 should be included in the MSTP update and the potential optional species incorporated 

into the MSTP. 

3. It is recommended that the MSTP be reviewed at least every 5 years to determine 

whether there are new species that are underperforming, new drought tolerant species that 

should be considered, or trees that are susceptible to a new pest that should be avoided.  

CHAPTER 7 

The public education outreach program is currently in need of improvement. The personal 

information sharing, the annual Arbor Day tree planting program, and the availability of the 

City’s tree policies on-line are great examples of public education that the City performs well. 

However, as society moves more and more to relying on the internet for information, the City’s 

urban forestry Web site should be updated and improved to include more meaningful 

information and links to arboriculture sites that include a wealth of tree related information. The 

http://www.bewaterwise.com/gardensoft
http://selectree.calpoly.edu/
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Web site should feature Pasadena’s urban forestry program and be a source for extensive tree 

related content. 

Pasadena’s Urban Forestry program currently performs at an average level for public outreach. 

Most cities of Pasadena’s size perform Arbor Day celebrations, have tree information on the 

City’s Web site, and offer tree education pamphlets and materials. The City needs to invest in an 

update to its public outreach efforts so it matches the rest of the Urban Forestry program’s 

exemplary standards.  

The area where public outreach can be most significantly improved for very low cost and effort 

is on the City’s Web Page. The current Web Page includes some tree information at a link titled 

“Pasadena Tree Ordinance”. The urban forestry program is deserving of its own page and link 

that is readily visible and provides a comprehensive urban forestry summary. It should include 

clear summaries of the various tree policies along with a clear vision (such as the vision 

proposed in this UFMP) and goals. The site should be able to provide the typical citizen with a 

wealth of information that will help them better understand the City’s tree management approach 

and help them become better tree stewards. 

The links section should be expanded to include some of the numerous sources for tree information 

available to the public. Adding links to these sources would provide the public with an easy resource 

for bettering their understanding of tree care. At the very least, it will help educate the public on what 

they should be looking for when their tree contractor is providing maintenance. They may also 

discover a passion for trees which can ignite interest in other citizens and grow at an exponential rate.  

Several sources for tree information that may be added as links on the City’s Web Site are: 

 International Society of Arboriculture - http://www.isa-arbor.com/home.aspx 

 Arbor Day Foundation - http://www.arborday.org/ 

 SelecTree Tree Selection Guide - http://selectree.calpoly.edu/ 

 California Urban Forests Council - http://www.caufc.org/ 

 American Forests - http://www.americanforests.org/ 

 Urban Forest Ecosystem Institute - http://www.ufei.org/ 

 Trees Are Good - http://www.treesaregood.com/treecare/treecareinfo.aspx 

 Society of Municipal Arborists - http://www.urban-forestry.com/mc/page.do;jsessionid 

=7C6E8746A612BCEA450ED074AC6A294A.mc1?sitePageId=38731 

 California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection - http://www.fire.ca.gov/resourcemgt/ 

resource_mgt_urbanforestry.php 
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 

The Web Page can also be updated with a list of frequently asked urban forestry questions 

(FAQs) to augment the limited FAQs related to the MSTP. FAQs direct the public to answers for 

questions related to public trees. FAQ lists are often provided on Web Pages as they can save 

staff time, are preferred by Web surfers, and ultimately provide an opportunity to educate the 

public in an efficient and low-cost manner. 

CHAPTER 8 

The City of Pasadena has established and is managing and maintaining a significant urban forest 

both in terms of numbers of trees and in value. The City’s management policies and structure are 

performing at high levels and are not in need of significant change at this time. One 

recommended action to assist and enhance the existing capabilities of the urban forestry staff is 

the exploration and implementation of emerging technologies for managing the urban forest. 

There are various asset management programs available to tree managers that put City tree data 

in a central geographic information system database and have pre-determined as well as 

customizable queries for tree attribute information. This is a valuable tool for short- and long-

term urban forestry planning. This recommendation would require the City to explore available 

systems, determine what is most important to the tree managers who would be utilizing it on a 

daily basis, and budget for purchasing and customization of the software/ application as well as 

maintenance of the tree inventory data. Costs associated with these systems vary widely, 

depending on the capabilities desired. 

CHAPTER 9 

Preparation of this UFMP for the City of Pasadena included information acquisition from 

multiple sources, interviews with Public Works Staff, review of various tree management 

policies and documents, public outreach, and UFAC review and input. This extensive 

information gathering and review process revealed several observations that lead to the 

formulation of recommendations for enhancing the City’s urban forestry program.  

The City of Pasadena includes a robust urban forest that receives well planned and executed care 

and maintenance. This UFMP has analyzed the various components of Pasadena’s urban forest 

management program and concludes that the urban forest is in good condition, is diverse and 

well situated to continue providing long-term benefits to the citizens of Pasadena.  

This UFMP identified several areas where improvements or changes to current protocol may be 

considered and discusses each within the various chapters. These recommended changes can be 

considered as mid-course corrections that are meant to adjust the urban forest’s trajectory to help 
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achievement of stated and recommended goals. Additionally, the following broad 

recommendations are provided for high-level urban forestry goal setting: 

1. Since the largest trees have been shown to provide the most benefits, adopt a goal to 

actively sustain older trees for long-term survival and benefits, consistent with current 

policies that focus on tree retention. Prioritizing shade tree species planting over narrow 

canopy species will result in higher benefits and long-term achievement of this goal.  

Consider adopting a plan to sustain and as possible, improve upon the City’s 27% canopy cover. The 

current 27% is considered a very good cover for Pasadena, but maximizing canopy cover results 

in additional benefits. A portion of the canopy gap that exists today will be naturally achieved 

based on the younger and smaller trees that now comprise 66% of the City’s public urban forest 

and planting of the 1,500 vacant tree spaces, so this recommendation will not require substantive 

efforts from City staff. However, the Urban Forestry budget may require a proportional increase 

with expansion of the canopy cover goals as more trees require more funding so that the 

maintenance can occur at least at current levels.  

Consider adopting a meaningful goal to maintain or improve the currently exceptional return on 

investment provided by the City’s street trees. The 3 to 1 benefit to cost ratio currently realized in 

Pasadena is a reflection of a well-organized, planned and funded tree management program. It 

indicates that the City places a high priority on tree preservation and planting for new development 

and within its rights-of-way. It also suggests that the City has established a successful formula for 

planning, planting, caring for, removing, and replacing trees. Adopting this goal will, by the way the 

benefits are calculated, result in the City managing for a range of species, ages and sizes, with a 

significant focus on large shade trees which produce the most benefits. 

UFMP IMPLEMENTATION 

Ultimately, once approved, it is the responsibility of the Pasadena Department of Public Works 

to implement this UFMP and its recommendations. The Department will be assisted by the 

Design Review Board and the Urban Forestry Advisory Committee. Streamlining this process 

may include the preparation of an implementation plan by the City.  

The implementation of the recommendations in this UFMP will vary from those requiring very 

little financial resources but potentially lengthy City Council efforts (policy adjustments) to those 

requiring significant funding and very little decision maker involvement (planting vacant spaces 

resulting in more trees to be maintained).  

The City should determine whether an implementation plan is needed or can be integrated into 

routine work assignments and performance goals. If not, then the type of implementation plan 

best meeting their internal needs will need to be determined. An implementation plan can be as 
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simple as a matrix, or as in depth as a Geographic Information System (GIS) based 

management program.  

The implementation plan is directly tied to a monitoring program. The monitoring program 

provides ongoing feedback to measure whether goals are being achieved or if adaptive 

management adjustments are necessary.  

UFMP MONITORING 

Managing the urban forest is a complex task. This UFMP attempts to guide management actions 

for a time period that is 20 or more years in the future. As evidenced by wind storm events, new 

pests, and evolving public perception and values, even the most thoughtful planning process cannot 

account for all the possible situations that may arise in the plan period. Therefore, an adaptive 

management approach is mandated. Adaptive management enables mid-stream adjustments to 

planned actions based on unanticipated occurrences. By monitoring the urban forest “system”, the 

City can gather the information needed to make these adjustments. Most of these adjustments will 

not be major course changes. They will instead be minor modifications that correct and re-direct 

the course toward the desired condition or a new, community desired condition.  

There must be monitoring records and data collection so that UFMP Recommendation and goal 

achievement progress can be measured and tracked.  

Monitoring data can supply the information needed to determine what happened if 

recommendations have not been successfully implemented or goal achievement is stalled. This 

information can be used to choose appropriate corrective actions that would allow mid-course 

corrections and re-trajectory. This is the defining feature of adaptive management: monitoring is 

regularly used to help refine management. 

The goal of the monitoring plan is to provide the data needed to understand what is happening, 

why it is happening, and how specific management adjustments will change the outcome.  

Appendix M includes a proposed monitoring program for Pasadena. It lists the primary 

recommendations and brief statements on achievement and how achievement may be measured. 
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Appendix B 

City of Pasadena Tree Species Contributions to the Urban Forest 

Common Name Latin Name 
Total 
Trees  

Percentage of 
Trees 

Akebono Flowering Cherry Prunus yedoensis 1 0.0016% 

Alder  Alnus sp. 1 0.0016% 

Aleppo Pine Pinus halepensis 130 0.2061% 

Almond Prunus amygdalu 5 0.0079% 

American Elm Ulmus americana 5 0.0079% 

American Sweet Gum Liquidambar styraciflua 1320 2.0931% 

Apricot Prunus armeniaca 10 0.0159% 

Arizona Cypress Cupressus arizonica 24 0.0381% 

Atlas Cedar Cedrus atlantica 8 0.0127% 

Australian Flame Tree Brachychiton acerifolius 67 0.1062% 

Australian Tea Tree Leptospermum laevigatum 4 0.0063% 

Australian Willow Geijera parviflora 63 0.0999% 

Avocado Persea americana 42 0.0666% 

Bailey Acacia Acacia baileyana 10 0.0159% 

Black Acacia Acacia melanoxylon 111 0.1760% 

Black Loqust Robinia pseudoacacia 7 0.0111% 

Black Walnut Juglans nigra 4 0.0063% 

Blue Butterfly Bush Clerodendrum ugandense 1 0.0016% 

Blue Gum Eucalyptus globulus 35 0.0555% 

Blue Potato Bush Lycianthes rantonnetii 6 0.0095% 

Bottle Tree Brachychiton populneus 979 1.5524% 

Bottlebrush Callistemon spp. 107 0.1697% 

Box Elder Acer negundo 3 0.0048% 

Brazilian Pepper Schinus terebinthifolius 83 0.1316% 

Brazilwood Caesalpinia echinata 58 0.0920% 

Brisbane Box Tristania conferta 1418 2.2485% 

Bronze Loquat  Eriobotrya deflexa 85 0.1348% 

Brush Cherry Syzygium paniculatum 950 1.5064% 

Burford Holly Ilex cornuta 3 0.0048% 

Cajeput Tree Melaleuca quinquenervia 506 0.8024% 

California Bay Umbellularia californica 58 0.0920% 

California Black Oak Quercus kelloggii 4 0.0063% 

California Buckeye Aesculus californica 1 0.0016% 

California Fan Palm Washingtonia filifera 774 1.2273% 

California Privet Ligustrum ovalifolium 1 0.0016% 

Camphor Cinnamomum camphora  5605 8.8879% 

Canary Island Date Palm Pinus canariensis 917 1.4541% 

Canary Island Pine Pinus canariensis 547 0.8674% 

Cape Chestnut Calodendrum capense 24 0.0381% 

Carob Ceratonia siliqua 984 1.5603% 

Carolina Laurel Cherry Prunus caroliniana 592 0.9387% 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&sqi=2&ved=0CCUQ0gIoADAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FCinnamomum_camphora&ei=pP6iVJX_L5a1oQSymYCQAQ&usg=AFQjCNEHDgfyllE6QfqBvbW1CCG8dkhUXw&sig2=e8wgNt99E7LkIvar6YFtkQ
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Common Name Latin Name 
Total 
Trees  

Percentage of 
Trees 

Carrotwood Cupaniopsis anacardiodes 1126 1.7855% 

Callery Pear  Pyrus calleryana 8 0.0127% 

Chaste Tree Vitex agnus-castus 2 0.0032% 

Cherimoya Annona cherimola 1 0.0016% 

Chinaberry Melia azedarach 20 0.0317% 

Chinese Elm Ulmus parvifolia 3570 5.6610% 

Chinese Flame  Koelreuteria bipinnata 185 0.2934% 

Chinese Fountain Palm Livistona chinensis 27 0.0428% 

Chinese Fringe Tree Chionanthus retusus 1 0.0016% 

Chinese Hackberry Celtis sinensis 2 0.0032% 

Chinese Juniper Juniperus chinensis 54 0.0856% 

Chinese Magnolia or Saucer Magnolia Magnolia × soulangeana 50 0.0793% 

Chinese Parasol Tree Firmiana simplex 1 0.0016% 

Chinese Pistache Pistacia chinensis 471 0.7469% 

Chinese Sweetgum Liquidambar formosana 10 0.0159% 

Chinese Tallow Sapium sebiferum 33 0.0523% 

Chinese Wisteria Wisteria sinensis 1 0.0016% 

Chitalpa Chitalpa tashkentensis 215 0.3409% 

Coast Live Oak Quercus agrifolia 6803 10.7876% 

Coast Redwood Sequoia sempervirens 40 0.0634% 

Common Hackberry Celtis occidentalis 5 0.0079% 

Coral Gum Eucalyptus torquata 2 0.0032% 

Coral Tree Erythrina caffra 23 0.0365% 

Cork Oak  Quercus suber 615 0.9752% 

Coulter Pine Pinus coulteri 4 0.0063% 

Crape Myrtle  Lagerstroemia spp. 2283 3.6202% 

Crown of Gold Tree Cassia excelsa 6 0.0095% 

Date Palm Phoenix dactylifera 238 0.3774% 

Deodar Cedar  Cedrus deodora 320 0.5074% 

Desert Willow Chilopsis linearis 25 0.0396% 

Dragon Tree Dracaena sp. 10 0.0159% 

Drooping Melaleuca Melaleuca armillaris 14 0.0222% 

Edible Apple Malus sp. 6 0.0095% 

Edible Fig Ficus carica 32 0.0507% 

Edible Loquat Eriobotrya japonica 69 0.1094% 

Elderberry Sambucus sp. 7 0.0111% 

Empress Tree Paulownia tomentosa 1 0.0016% 

Engelmann Oak Quercus engelmannii 507 0.8040% 

English Walnut Juglans regia 3 0.0048% 

Eucalyptus Species Eucalyptus sp. 28 0.0444% 

European Hackberry Celtis australis 9 0.0143% 
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Evergreen Pear Pyrus kawakamii 19 0.0301% 

Fern Pine  Podocarpus gracilior 312 0.4947% 

Ficus sp. Ficus sp. 14 0.0222% 

Firewheel Tree Stenocarpus sinuatus 5 0.0079% 

Flame Tree Brachychiton sp. 1 0.0016% 

Flamegold Koelreuteria elegans 5 0.0079% 

Flax Leaf Paperbark Melaleuca linariifolia 41 0.0650% 

Floss Silk Tree Ceiba speciosa 39 0.0618% 

Flowering Plum Prunus cerasifera 45 0.0714% 

Giant Bird of Paradise Strelitzia nicolai 1 0.0016% 

Gingko or Maidenhair Tree Ginkgo biloba 289 0.4583% 

Glossy Privet Ligustrum lucidum 943 1.4953% 

Gold Medallion Tree Cassia leptophylla 27 0.0428% 

Golden Trumpet Tree Tabebuia chrysotricha 172 0.2727% 

Goldenrain Tree Koelreuteria paniculata 18 0.0285% 

Grapefruit  Citris sp. 3 0.0048% 

Green Wattle Acacia decurrens 2 0.0032% 

Guadalupe Palm Brahea edulis 273 0.4329% 

Guatamalan Holly Olmediella betschleriana 2 0.0032% 

Guava Psidium sp. 10 0.0159% 

Gum Myrtle Angophora costata 14 0.0222% 

Hackberry Celtis sp. 1 0.0016% 

Hat Tree Hat Tree (Latin unknown) 10 0.0159% 

Holly Oak Quercus ilex 3721 5.9004% 

Hollyleaf Cherry Prunus ilicifolia 32 0.0507% 

Hollywood Juniper Juniperus chinensis 64 0.1015% 

Honey Locust Gleditsia triacanthos 29 0.0460% 

Horse Chestnut Aesculus hippocastanum 9 0.0143% 

Horsetail Tree Casuarina equisetifolia 42 0.0666% 

Incense Cedar  Calocedrus decurrens 401 0.6359% 

Indian Hawthorn Rhaphiolepis indica 17 0.0270% 

Indian Laurel Fig  Ficus nitida 517 0.8198% 

Italian Alder Alnus cordata 2 0.0032% 

Italian Cypress Cupressus sempervirens 727 1.1528% 

Italian Stone Pine Pinus pinea 38 0.0603% 

Jacaranda  Jacaranda mimiosifolia 1757 2.7861% 

Japanese Black Pine Pinus thunbergii 60 0.0951% 

Japanese Flowering Cherry Prunus serrulata 85 0.1348% 

Japanese Maple Acer palmatum 76 0.1205% 

Japanese Privit Ligustrum japonicum 447 0.7088% 

Japanese Viburnum Viburnum plicatum 1 0.0016% 
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Juniper species Juniper species 58 0.0920% 

Kaffir Plum Harpephyllum caffrum 6 0.0095% 

Karo Pittosporum crassifolium 21 0.0333% 

King Palm Archontophoenix cunninghamiana 19 0.0301% 

Laurel Leaf Snail Seed Cocculus laurifolius 3 0.0048% 

Lavander Trumpet Clytostoma callistegioides 21 0.0333% 

Lavender Bloom Lavender Bloom 503 0.7976% 

Lavender Crape  Lagerstroemia sp. 5 0.0079% 

Lemon  Citrus sp. 38 0.0603% 

Lemon-Scented Gum Corymbia citriodora 22 0.0349% 

Leyland Cypress Cupressus × leylandi 5 0.0079% 

Lilly Pilly Tree Syzygium luehmannii 1 0.0016% 

Livistonia Palm Livistonia sp. 5 0.0079% 

Lombardy Poplar Populus nigra 7 0.0111% 

London Plane Sycamore Plantanus acerfolia 370 0.5867% 

Loquat Coppertone Eriobotrya japonica 16 0.0254% 

Magnolia Magnolia sp. 218 0.3457% 

Manna Gum Eucalyptus viminalis 3 0.0048% 

Maritime Pine Pinus pinaste 1 0.0016% 

Maul Oak Quercus chrysolepis 47 0.0745% 

Mediterranean Fan Palm Chamaerops humilis 48 0.0761% 

Melaleuca Melaleuca sp. 2 0.0032% 

Mexican Blue Palm Brahea armata 2 0.0032% 

Mexican Fan Palm Washingtonia robusta 4613 7.3149% 

Mimosa Albizia julibrissin 13 0.0206% 

Mock Orange Pittosporum undulatum 81 0.1284% 

Modesto Ash Fraxinus velutina 72 0.1142% 

Monterey Pine Pinus radiata 25 0.0396% 

New Zealand Christmas Tree Leptospermum scoparium 13 0.0206% 

Nightshade Solanum sp. 1 0.0016% 

Norfolk Island Pine Araucaria heterophylla 19 0.0301% 

Oak species Quercus sp. 26 0.0412% 

Oleander  Nerium oleander 94 0.1491% 

Oleander, Yellow Nerium oleander 1 0.0016% 

Olive Olea europaea 133 0.2109% 

Orange Citris sp. 55 0.0872% 

Orchid Tree Bauhinia purpurea 41 0.0650% 

Ornamental Pear Pyrus calleryana 176 0.2791% 

Other Other 325 0.5154% 

Palm species Palm sp. 33 0.0523% 

Palo Verde  Parkinsonia aculeata 26 0.0412% 
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Paper Bark Melaleuca quinquenervia 1 0.0016% 

Paper Mulberry Broussonetia papyrifera 1 0.0016% 

Peach Prunus persica 34 0.0539% 

Pecan Carya illinoinensis 45 0.0714% 

Peppermint Tree Agonis flexuosa 14 0.0222% 

Persimmon Diospyros sp. 1 0.0016% 

Peruvian Pepper Tree Schinus molle 97 0.1538% 

Photinia Species Photinia sp. 11 0.0174% 

Pindo Palm Butia capitat 94 0.1491% 

Pineapple Guava Feijoa sellowiana 3 0.0048% 

Pink Melaleuca Melaleuca nesophila 1 0.0016% 

Plum Prunus sp. 33 0.0523% 

Podocarpus Species Podocarpus Species 1 0.0016% 

Pomegranate Punica granatum 4 0.0063% 

Port Orford Cedar Chamaecyparis lawsoniana 5 0.0079% 

Prickly Melaleuca Melaleuca styphelioides 3 0.0048% 

Primrose Tree Lagunaria patersonii 22 0.0349% 

Purple Leaf Plum Prunus cerasifera 414 0.6565% 

Queen Palm Syagrus romanzoffinum 296 0.4694% 

Queensland pittosporum Pittosporum rhomifolia 371 0.5883% 

Red Flowering Gum  Eucalyptus ficifolia 149 0.2363% 

Red Ironbark  Eucalyptus sideroxylon 41 0.0650% 

Red Maple Acer rubrum 3 0.0048% 

Red Oak Quercus rubra 2 0.0032% 

Redbud Cercis sp. 57 0.0904% 

Rose of Sharon Tulipa sp. 2 0.0032% 

Rubber Tree Hevea brasiliensis 2 0.0032% 

Rusty-Leaf Fig Ficus rubiginosa 3 0.0048% 

Sago Palm Cycas revoluta 26 0.0412% 

Sawtooth Zelkova  Zelkova serrata 1020 1.6174% 

Sengal Palm Phoenix reclinata 44 0.0698% 

Shamel Ash Fraxinus uhdei 443 0.7025% 

Siberian Elm Ulmus pumilla 205 0.3251% 

Silk Oak Grevillea robusta 40 0.0634% 

Silk-Floss Tree Chorisia speciosa 29 0.0460% 

Silver Dollar Gum Eucalyptus polyanthemos 187 0.2965% 

Silver Maple  Acer saccharinum 118 0.1871% 

Silver Wattle Acacia dealbata 1 0.0016% 

Smoke Tree Cotinus coggygria 2 0.0032% 

Southern Live Oak Quercus virginiana 713 1.1306% 

Southern Magnolia  Magnolia grandiflora 5699 9.0370% 
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Spanish Bayonet Yucca aloifolia 1 0.0016% 

Spanish Dagger Yucca gloriosa 90 0.1427% 

Star Magnolia Magnolia stellata 2 0.0032% 

Strawberry Tree Arbutus unedo 24 0.0381% 

Strawberry Tree 'Marina'  Arbutus unedo 32 0.0507% 

Sugar Gum Eucalyptus cladocalyx 10 0.0159% 

Sugar Maple  Acer saccharum 4 0.0063% 

Swamp Mahogany Eucalyptus robusta 59 0.0936% 

Sweet Shade  Hymenosporum flavum 11 0.0174% 

Sweet-Bay Laurus nobilis 8 0.0127% 

Sweetshade  Hymenosporum flavum 86 0.1364% 

Sycamore Species Platanus species 12 0.0190% 

Sydney Golden Wattle Acacia longifolia 5 0.0079% 

Tanbark Oak Lithocarpus densiflorus 14 0.0222% 

Tipuana Tipuana tipuana 17 0.0270% 

Tomlinson Ash Fraxinus uhdei 7 0.0111% 

Torrey Pine Pinus torreyana 1 0.0016% 

Toyon Heteromoles arbutifolia 64 0.1015% 

Tree of Heaven Ailanthus altissima 9 0.0143% 

Tristania laurina Small-Leaf Tristania 7 0.0111% 

Trumpet Tree Cecropia sp. 4 0.0063% 

Tulip Tree  Liriodendron tulipifera 212 0.3362% 

Valley Oak Quercus lobata 42 0.0666% 

Victorian Box Pittosporum undalatum 301 0.4773% 

Vine Maple Acer circinatum 1 0.0016% 

Weeping Bottle Brush Callistemon viminalis 79 0.1253% 

Weeping Fig Ficus benjamina 103 0.1633% 

Weeping Willow Salix babylonica 5 0.0079% 

Western Catalpa Catalpa speciosa 6 0.0095% 

Western Red Cedar Thuja plicata 16 0.0254% 

Western Redbud Cercis occidentalis 16 0.0254% 

Western Sycamore  Platanus racemosa 475 0.7532% 

White Alder Alnus rhombifolia 13 0.0206% 

White Birch Betula pendula 53 0.0840% 

White Bottlebrush Callistemon salignus 1 0.0016% 

White Ironbark Eucalyptus leucoxylon 3 0.0048% 

White Mulberry Morus alba 31 0.0492% 

White Orchid Tree Bauhinia acuminata 9 0.0143% 

Wilson Holly Ilex wilsonii 8 0.0127% 

Windmill Palm Trachycarpus fortunei 302 0.4789% 

Xylosma Species Xylosma sp. 84 0.1332% 
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Yew Pine Podocarpus macrophyllus 779 1.2353% 

Yucca recurvifolia "Soft Leaf Yucca" Yucca recurvifolia 3 0.0048% 

Total Trees 63,063 100.00% 

Source: Data provided by City of Pasadena, December 2014 
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Chapter 8.52 - CITY TREES AND TREE PROTECTION ORDINANCE 

Sections:  
8.52.010 - Short title. 
8.52.015 - Purposes of ordinance. 
8.52.020 - Definitions. 
8.52.025 - Applicability. 
8.52.030 - City manager responsibilities. 
8.52.032 - Tree protection guidelines. 
8.52.040 - Consultation policy. 
8.52.050 - Design commission. 
8.52.060 - Protection policy. 
8.52.065 - Designation of landmark trees. 
8.52.066 - Designation of native and specimen trees. 
8.52.070 - Private property tree removal and landmark tree pruning permits—Applications. 
8.52.075 - Private property tree removal and landmark tree pruning permits—Issuance. 
8.52.076 - Work on public trees. 
8.52.077 - Tree relocation. 
8.52.080 - Exemptions—No permit required for certain pruning and removal. 
8.52.085 - Prohibited acts. 
8.52.090 - Sidewalk and street repair. 
8.52.100 - Hazards—Private property. 
8.52.110 - Protection of trees during improvements. 
8.52.120 - Attachments to street trees. 
8.52.140 - Interference. 
8.52.150 - Notice of public tree removal. 
8.52.155 - Prosecution of violations. 
8.52.160 - Penalties and administrative proceedings. 
8.52.165 - Remedies not exclusive. 
 

8.52.010 - Short title.  

This chapter shall be known as the "city trees and tree protection ordinance."  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

8.52.015 - Purposes of ordinance.  

Pasadena is graced by the presence of thousands of mature trees that contribute long-term aesthetic, 
environmental, and economic benefits to the city. Aesthetically, trees offer dimensions in the form of 
color, shape, texture, scale and variety. Mature trees are often integral components of many historic 
sites and their presence contributes to the site's cultural and historic significance.  

Environmental benefits derived by trees include the filtering of air pollutants; increasing atmospheric 
oxygen levels; stabilizing soils; reducing heat convection; decreasing wind speed; and reducing the 
negative effects of solar glare. The biological diversity of wildlife and plant communities is enhanced by 
the favorable conditions created by trees.  
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The economic benefits derived from trees include increased property values, and additional revenue 
generated by businesses, visitors and new residents attracted to the urban forest image of the city. 
Trees are a major capital asset to the city and like any valuable asset they require appropriate care and 
protection.  

Therefore, it is the purpose of this ordinance to:  

A. Preserve and grow Pasadena's canopy cover by protecting landmark, native and specimen 
trees on specified areas of private property and expanding the protection of street trees and trees 
on public property.  

B. Safeguard the City's urban forest by providing for the regulation of the protection, planting, 
maintenance and removal of trees in the city.  

C. Protect the visual and aesthetic character of the city. 

D. Improve and enhance property values by conserving and adding to the distinctive and unique 
aesthetic character of the many areas of Pasadena.  

E. Improve the quality of life for residents, visitors and wildlife. 

F. Create favorable conditions for the protection of designated landmark, native and specimen 
trees, for the benefit of current and future residents of Pasadena.  

G. Maintain and enhance the general health, safety and welfare of the city and its residents by 
assisting in counteracting air pollution and in minimizing soil erosion and other related 
environmental damage.  

H. Protect and maintain healthy trees in the land use planning processes as set forth herein. 

I. Establish procedures and practices for fulfilling the purposes of this city tree and tree 
protection ordinance. 

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

8.52.020 - Definitions.  

For the purposes of this chapter, the following terms are defined as follows:  

A. "City" shall mean the city of Pasadena. 

B. "City manager" means the city manager and such representative as he or she may designate 
in writing. 

C. "Diameter-at-breast-height (DBH)" means the diameter of the tree 4½ feet above ground on 
the uphill side of the tree. If a tree forks below breast height, it is considered "a multi-trunk." A 
measuring tape can be used to measure tree trunk circumference and then the circumstance 
divided by 3.14 to determine diameter.  

D. "Established corner yard" means the area between the side property line and the principal 
structure on a lot. 

E. "Established front yard" means the area between the front property line and the principal 
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structure on a lot. 

F. "Hazard" or "hazardous" means a tree, or part of a tree, that has a high potential for failure 
and falling on a nearby object because of dead or dying branches, roots or trunk.  

G. "Injure" means any act or omission which substantially affects or seriously jeopardizes the 
health of a living tree, in the determination of the city manager.  

H. "Landmark tree" means a tree designated as a landmark under Chapter 17.62 of this code as 
a tree of historic or cultural significance and of importance to the community due to any of the 
following factors: It is one of the largest or oldest trees of the species located in the city; it has 
historical significance due to an association with a historic building, site, street, person or event; or 
it is a defining landmark or significant outstanding feature of a neighborhood.  

I. "Landmark-eligible tree" means a tree which meets the criteria for designation as a landmark 
tree, as determined by the review authority.  

J. "Located" or "location" of a tree means that place where any portion of the trunk of a tree is 
found at natural grade. 

K. "Maintain" or "maintenance" means pruning, trimming, spraying, fertilizing, watering, treating 
for disease or injury or any other similar act which promotes growth, health, beauty and life of 
trees.  

L. "Master street tree plan" means the comprehensive street tree plan approved by the city 
council, which lists the official street tree to be planted or replaced for all streets or sections of 
streets within the city.  

M. "Mature tree" means an otherwise non-protected tree with a diameter-at-breast-height (DBH) 
of 19 inches or greater. 

N. "Median" or "traffic island" means a raised area within a street not used for vehicular traffic. 

O. "Multi-trunk" means any tree with multiple trunks attributed to a single tree. Each trunk shall 
be measured at a height of 4½ feet above natural grade, and the combined areas of the trunks 
shall be used to determine the tree's size for the purposes of this ordinance.  

P. "Native tree" means any tree with a trunk more than 8 inches in diameter at a height of 4 ½ 
feet above natural grade that is one of the following species: Quercus agrifolia (Coast live oak), 
Quercus engelmannii (Engelmann oak), Quercus chrysolepis (Canyon oak), Platanus racemosa 
(California sycamore), Juglans californica (California walnut), Quercus berberidifolia (Scrub oak), 
Quercus lobata (Valley oak), Umbellularia californica (California bay), Populus fremontii 
(Cottonwood), Alnus rhombifolia (California alder), Populus trichocarpa (Black cottonwood), Salix 
lasiolepis (Arroyo willow), and Aesculus californica (California buckeye).  

Q. "Official street tree" means an approved species of street tree designated in the master street 
tree plan. 

R. "Parkway" means an area between the property line and the face of the curb, or an area 
between the property line and the area where the face of the curb would ordinarily be located.  

S. "Property owner" means the person listed as the owner in fee simple of a lot or parcel with 
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the office of county recorder or lawfully exercising the power of the property owner with respect to 
said lot or parcel.  

T. "Protected tree" means a native, specimen, landmark, landmark-eligible, mature (except for 
the trees in RS or RM-12 zones), or public tree.  

U. "Pruning" means the removal of dead, dying, diseased, live interfering, and weak branches 
according to the most recent standards of the International Society of Arboriculture.  

V. "Public benefit" means a public purpose, service or use which affects residents as a 
community and not merely as particular individuals.  

W. "Public tree" means a tree located in a place or area under ownership or control of the city 
including but without limitation streets, parkways, open space, parkland and including city owned 
property under the operational control of another entity by virtue of a lease, license, operating or 
other agreement.  

X. "Replacement matrix" means the table of requirements for replanting replacement trees on 
private property when removing protected tree/s per Finding 6 in Section 8.52.075  

Y. "Specimen tree" means any tree meeting the criteria established by resolution of the city 
council by species and size of tree which is thereby presumed to possess distinctive form, size or 
age, and to be an outstanding specimen of a desirable species and to warrant the protections of 
this chapter.  

Z. "Street" means any public right of way regardless of whether it is described as a street, 
avenue, road, boulevard, drive, lane, court, place, alley, or by any other such designation.  

AA. "Street tree" means any public tree whose trunk is located primarily within any parkway, 
public sidewalk, street median, traffic island or other right of way under the ownership or control of 
the city by easement, license, fee title or other permissive grant of use.  

BB. "Tree" means a woody plant that has a single main trunk with clear apical dominance (i.e., 
one primary stem is significantly larger than the secondary stem/s).  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

(Ord. No. 7184, § 2, 3-15-2010)  

8.52.025 - Applicability.  

The provisions of this chapter providing protection for specific trees shall apply as follows, unless 
excepted by provisions of this chapter.  

A. Native and specimen trees located in the established front yard, required side yard, 
established corner yard, or required rear yard of all property located in a single-family residential 
or RM-12 multifamily residential zone, and in all areas of all other zoning districts within the city.  

B. Landmark trees and trees that meet the criteria for designation as a landmark as determined 
by the review authority. 

C. Public trees located at all places within the city. 
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D. Mature trees in all zoning districts except for trees on properties subject to the RS or RM-12 
development standards. 

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

(Ord. No. 7184, § 3, 3-15-2010)  

8.52.030 - City manager responsibilities.  

The city manager shall:  

A. By use of city employees, private contractors or authorized volunteers, plant, maintain and 
otherwise care for, or, if necessary, remove public trees.  

B. Prepare an annual program for tree planting and tree care in public places of the city; 

C. Recommend to the city council changes or additions to the master street tree plan as 
needed; 

D. Inspect the planting, maintenance and removal of all public trees; 

E. Develop maintenance standards as they relate to trees in public places. 

F. Make determinations on public tree removal based upon tree reports prepared by certified 
arborists, other relevant facts, and upon established public tree removal criteria;  

G. Review development and construction plans as they affect mature, landmark, 
landmark-eligible, native, public and specimen trees;  

H. Act as advisor to the design commission of the city; 

I. Prepare and submit the tree protection guidelines, and the specimen tree list, and any 
revisions thereto to the city council for adoption by resolution;  

J. Issue permits and make determinations specified under this chapter; 

K. Maintain a comprehensive inventory of public trees; and 

L. Act as the enforcement official who is designated to issue a compliance order or an 
administrative citation to enforce this chapter pursuant to Chapter 1.25 or 1.26, respectively, of 
this code.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

(Ord. No. 7184, § 4, 3-15-2010)  

8.52.032 - Tree protection guidelines.  

Tree protection guidelines are the standards and specifications for the protection of trees under this 
chapter. The tree protection guidelines, and any revision thereto, shall be effective as of the date of 
their adoption by resolution of the city council.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  
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8.52.040 - Consultation policy.  

All departments, agencies and personnel of the city shall consult with the city manager prior to 
engaging in any action which would require the removal of, or which would otherwise substantially 
affect or seriously jeopardize the health of any existing public tree.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

8.52.050 - Design commission.  

The design commission shall review, advise and make recommendations to the city council relating to 
the city's tree planting, maintenance and removal practices and proposed amendments to the master 
street tree plan.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

8.52.060 - Protection policy.  

It shall be the policy of the city to protect and maintain mature and healthy trees. Special consideration 
shall be afforded mature, public, landmark, landmark-eligible, native and specimen trees as set forth in 
this chapter.  

A. Incentives for the Preservation of Mature Trees. When considering an application for any 
permit or approval that preserves mature trees, a decision may be made through the design 
review process or other entitlement process to waive development standards or accept alternative 
solutions to assist in the preservation of these trees. The review authority or director, if there is no 
other review authority, may modify the development standards or accept alternative solutions to 
assist in the preservation of protected trees. Modifications may include a reduction to garden 
requirements, guest parking requirements, location of driveways and building height limits. The 
review authority may approve the modification of up to two development standards after first 
finding that:  

1. Applicant investigated alternative site designs and building footprints using existing 
development standards; 

2. Tree/s to be preserved is/are in good health and condition (taking into account species 
and longevity) as determined by a certified arborist;  

3. Project includes a well integrated and thoughtful design solution that enhances the 
property and its surroundings; 

4. Project is not injurious to adjacent properties or uses, or detrimental to environmental 
quality, quality of life, or the health, safety, and welfare of the public; and  

5. Project is consistent with the objectives and policies of the applicable design guidelines 
and the citywide design principles in the general plan.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

(Ord. No. 7184, § 5, 3-15-2010)  
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8.52.065 - Designation of landmark trees.  

Any person or city agency may propose to the historic preservation commission that a tree meets the 
criteria set forth in Section 8.52.020 and should be designated as a landmark under Chapter 17.62 and, 
thereby, as a landmark tree under this Chapter 8.52.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

(Ord. No. 7184, § 6, 3-15-2010)  

8.52.066 - Designation of native and specimen trees.  

Designation of native, specimen and mature trees. All trees meeting the definition of native, specimen, 
landmark, landmark-eligible, or mature trees in Section 8.52.020 are automatically subject to the 
protections of this chapter, as of the effective date of the ordinance codified in this chapter.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

(Ord. No. 7184, § 7, 3-15-2010)  

8.52.070 - Private property tree removal and landmark tree pruning permits—Applications.  

A. Where other discretionary approval is requested: Where a property owner wishes to remove a tree 
protected under this ordinance as part of a plan for which a discretionary approval under Title 17 of this 
code is otherwise required, the application for discretionary approval shall also be deemed an 
application for a permit under this chapter to the decision maker for the discretionary approval. Any 
decision on the application for a permit shall be subject to the same procedures for appeal and call for 
review as a decision on the associated discretionary approval.  

B. Where no discretionary approval is requested: Where a property owner wishes to remove a tree 
protected under this ordinance on private property, and no other discretionary approval is required 
under Title 17 of this code, an application shall be made to the city manager or his/her designee for a 
permit according to the standard application procedures and submittal requirements set forth in Chapter 
17.60 except that the decision shall be made in accordance with the time set forth in Section 
8.52.075(B). A decision on an application shall be made according to the standards of this chapter and 
shall be subject to the same procedures for appeal and call for review set forth in Chapter 17.72 as if it 
were a decision of the director within the meaning of that chapter. No noticed public hearing shall be 
required for an application under this section unless otherwise required by another section of this code 
or state or federal law.  

C. Landmark tree pruning. Any property owner desiring to prune a landmark tree located on their 
property shall make an application to the city manager on a form provided by the city to assure that the 
pruning shall be conducted according to the most recent standards of the International Society of 
Arboriculture.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

(Ord. No. 7184, § 8, 3-15-2010)  

8.52.075 - Private property tree removal and landmark tree pruning permits—Issuance.  

A. Any permit or approval which will result in injury to or removal of a mature, landmark, 
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landmark-eligible, native or specimen tree protected under this chapter shall be denied unless one of 
the following findings is made: (1) there is a public benefit as defined in Section 8.52.024(R), or a public 
health, safety or welfare benefit, to the injury or removal that outweighs the protection of the specific 
tree; or (2) the present condition of the tree is such that it is not reasonably likely to survive; or (3) tree 
is an objective feature of the tree that makes the tree not suitable for the protections of this chapter; or 
(4) there would be a substantial hardship to a private property owner in the enjoyment and use of real 
property if the injury or removal is not permitted; or (5) to not permit injury to or removal of a tree would 
constitute a taking of the underlying real property; or (6) the project, as defined in Section 17.12.020, 
includes a landscape design plan that emphasizes a tree canopy that is sustainable over the long term 
by adhering to the replacement matrix adopted by resolution of the city council and included in the 
associated administrative guidelines. Finding 6 shall not apply to permits or approvals seeking removal 
of a landmark tree and landmark-eligible trees. In addition, for removal of a landmark tree, any such 
permit or approval shall be denied unless procedures specified for removal of landmarks in Chapter 
17.62 are first followed.  

B. An application shall be granted, denied, or granted conditionally on the date of the associated 
discretionary decision, or, if none, within 15 business days after a complete application is made. The 
approval may be based on imposed conditions reasonably necessary to meet the standards of this 
chapter.  

C. Alternative to Replacement Matrix Requirements. When using Finding 6 for removal of protected 
trees, the planting of required replacement trees on-site may be satisfied through the following 
alternative, in compliance with the city's regulations for the implementation of this chapter.  

1. Alternative Replacement Fee. The developer may request to pay a fee instead of planting on 
site up to 50 percent of the required number of replacement trees, as follows:  

a. The amount of the fee shall be 100 percent of the appraised value of the tree/s that 
cannot be replaced. 

i. Applicant must submit an application that includes: an appraisal by a certified 
arborist utilizing the most recent edition of the Guide for Plant Appraisal (published by 
the International Society of Arboriculture), the number replacement trees calculated 
using the replacement matrix, and a report by a certified arborist or landscape architect 
that determines that the number of required on-site replacement trees would inhibit 
healthy growth (e.g., overcrowding of new trees; interfere with roots and canopy of 
existing protected trees and street trees);  

ii. Up to 50 percent of the required replacement trees must be planted on-site and the 
replacement fee shall be a maximum of 50 percent of the appraised value of all trees to 
be removed, prorated as necessary.  

b. The review authority may approve an alternative replacement fee only after first making 
all of the following findings: 

i. Applicant investigated alternative site designs and building footprints using existing 
development standards; 

ii. Placing the required number of replacement trees on site with existing plan is not 
conducive to a sustainable landscape plan (e.g., overcrowding with existing or new 
trees; occluding important view corridors; disrupting the configuration of existing open 
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space; or a landscape design which has historic or aesthetic importance; interfering with 
existing site features—walls, driveways, berms, planting beds, pergolas—which have 
historic or aesthetic importance);  

iii. A minimum of 50 percent of the required replacement trees are on-site and the 
spacing and selection of the proposed trees and the landscape design contributes to the 
city's long-term goals of a sustainable urban forest as determined by the city's arborist;  

iv. Project includes a well integrated and thoughtful design solution that enhances the 
property and its surroundings; 

v. Project is not injurious to adjacent properties or uses, or detrimental to 
environmental quality, quality of life, or the health, safety, and welfare of the public; and  

vi. Project is consistent with the objectives and policies of the applicable design 
guidelines and the citywide design principles in the general plan.  

c. One-half of the alternative replacement fee required by this subsection shall be paid (or 
alternate security provided in a form acceptable to the director of finance) before issuance of 
a building permit for any part of the project. The remainder of the fee shall be paid before a 
certificate of occupancy is issued for any portion of the project.  

d. Fees collected in compliance with this section shall be specified for additional plantings 
that are above and beyond the city's regular planting programs.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

(Ord. No. 7184, § 9, 3-15-2010)  

8.52.076 - Work on public trees.  

Public trees. No permits will be issued to any person or entity for pruning or removal of public trees, and 
all pruning and removal of public trees shall be undertaken by employees or contractors of the city 
pursuant to Section 8.52.080. Any person desiring to initiate special maintenance or removal of a public 
tree by the city, may make a written request to the city manager and pay the costs of service and 
replacement at rates set by resolution of the city council, should the request be granted. Any such 
request will be considered based on the provisions of this chapter, established public tree removal 
criteria, other ongoing public tree work and available resources.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

8.52.077 - Tree relocation.  

If recommended by a certified arborist or landscape architect, proposals to relocate a protected tree 
shall be considered by the review authority if after receiving an approval, the applicant posts a 
performance bond (or alternate security provided in a form acceptable to the director of finance) in an 
amount equal to 100% of the appraised value of relocated tree/s, calculated using the most recent 
edition of the Guide for Plant Appraisal published by the International Society of Arboriculture) to 
ensure that the relocated trees are properly established and maintained for three years. Landmark 
trees are ineligible for relocation.  

(Ord. No. 7184, § 11, 3-15-2010)  
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8.52.080 - Exemptions—No permit required for certain pruning and removal.  

A. No permit is required to prune a native or specimen tree on private property as long as the tree is 
not injured. 

B. No permit is required to prune, injure or remove a tree that is not explicitly protected by this 
chapter. 

C. Where immediate action is required for the protection of life or property, no permit is required to 
remove or to injure a protected tree which has been determined to be hazardous, by the city manager 
or his/her designee, any police officer or any fire fighter, after inspection of the tree.  

D. No permit is required for city employees or contractors of the city to do the following: to prune 
native, public or specimen trees under the direction of the city manager; to prune native, public or 
specimen trees as required for compliance with statewide regulations applicable to trees around 
electrical lines; to injure or remove native, public or specimen trees as the city manager has determined 
is necessary or prudent for the public health, safety or welfare provided advance notice is given by the 
city manager to the city council unless advance notice is not feasible, in which case notice will be given 
promptly thereafter. All tree removal shall be otherwise consistent with adopted public tree removal 
criteria.  

E. No permit is required to prune, injure or remove a tree on a project for which a variance, 
conditional use permit or design review approval has been obtained from the city prior to the effective 
date of this chapter or for a project for which a valid building permit has been lawfully issued by the city 
prior to the effective date of this ordinance.  

F. No permit is required for any tree removal undertaken to cover the city-owned drainage channel 
known as the East Side Storm Drain as shown on Drawing No. 5095 on file in the offices of the city 
department of public works and transportation.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

(Ord. No. 7184, § 10, 3-15-2010)  

8.52.085 - Prohibited acts.  

The following are prohibited acts under this chapter unless expressly exempted:  

A. Landmark Tree. To prune, injure, or to remove without a permit, a landmark tree located 
anywhere in the city. 

B. Native Tree. To injure, or to remove without a permit, any native tree located in the 
established front yard, required side yard, established corner yard, or required rear yard of all 
property located in a single-family residential or RM-12 multifamily residential zone, and in all 
areas of all other zoning district anywhere in the city.  

C. Public Tree. To prune, to injure or to remove a public tree located anywhere in the city. 

D. Specimen Tree. To injure, or to remove without a permit, any specimen tree located in the 
established front yard, required side yard, established corner yard, or required rear yard of all 
property located in a single-family residential or RM-12 multifamily residential zone, and in all 
areas of all other zoning districts anywhere in the city.  
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E. Landmark-Eligible Tree. To injure, or to remove without a permit, any landmark-eligible tree 
located in the established front yard, required side yard, established corner yard, or required rear 
yard of all projects subject to RS and RM-12 development standards, and in all areas of all other 
zoning district anywhere in the city.  

F. Mature Tree. To injure, or to remove without a permit, any mature tree located in any zone 
except projects subject to RS and RM-12 development standards.  

G. To plant a tree of a species other than the official street tree in a parkway, median or traffic 
island, and a violator shall be subject to a civil penalty.  

H. To fail to adhere to the terms and conditions of any permit issued under this chapter. 

I. To fail to adhere to the terms of any tree protection plan imposed as a condition of any 
discretionary land use approval or development agreement with the city.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

(Ord. No. 7184, § 12, 3-15-2010)  

8.52.090 - Sidewalk and street repair.  

The repair of sidewalks, curbs, gutters or streets may create a need to prune tree roots to the extent 
that the tree is damaged or becomes unstable. When this occurs, the city manager, whose decision 
shall be final, shall give consideration to the following in lieu of action that may damage, destabilize or 
cause the removal of a tree:  

A. To not make such improvements; 

B. To displace the sidewalk laterally away from the tree trunk, either locally for each tree, or 
uniformly along length of the street;  

C. To displace the curb and gutter laterally into the paved roadway of the street, either locally, or 
uniformly along a length of the street, which in some cases may necessitate the prohibiting of 
street parking of vehicles at all times, provided such displacement does not create traffic hazard, 
or conditions adverse to proper street sweeping or drainage;  

D. To defer repairs with temporary asphalt patch to eliminate hazard; 

E. To widen the parkway; 

F. To relocate the sidewalk or curb; 

G. To eliminate the sidewalk on one side of the street; 

H. To raise the sidewalk. 

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

8.52.100 - Hazards—Private property.  

It shall be unlawful and a violation of this chapter to allow any tree, shrub or plant located primarily on 
private property to create a hazard or to create danger or likelihood of harm to any public place, public 
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area, parkway or street or to public health, safety or welfare.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

8.52.110 - Protection of trees during improvements.  

During the construction, repair, alteration, relocation or removal of any building, structure or accessory 
structure in the city, no person in control of such work shall leave any protected tree without sufficient 
guards or protections to prevent injury to the protected tree, in connection with such construction, 
repair, alteration, relocation or removal and it shall be unlawful and a violation of this chapter to do so.  

Condition monitoring shall be required for all projects with affected protected trees and/or the planting 
to ensure that trees are properly established and maintained for three years.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

(Ord. No. 7184, § 13, 3-15-2010)  

8.52.120 - Attachments to street trees.  

No person shall, without the written permission of the city manager, attach or keep attached to any 
public tree, street tree, shrub or plant in any street, park or other public place of the city, or to the guard 
or stake intended for the protection there of, any wire, rope, sign, nail or any other device whatsoever.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

8.52.140 - Interference.  

No person shall interfere with any city employee or city contractor acting under this chapter.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

8.52.150 - Notice of public tree removal.  

The city manager shall give at least 10 days written notice to abutting property owners prior to the 
removal of any public tree. No notice shall be required to be given, however, if the public tree has been 
determined to be hazardous under the standards in Section 8.52.080(C). In the event of a decision 
under this chapter for the removal of 3 or more public trees in an area, the city manager shall also notify 
the city council, the design commission and any neighborhood organizations located in such area which 
are known.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

8.52.155 - Prosecution of violations.  

A violation of any provision of this chapter shall be prosecuted as a misdemeanor or infraction at the 
option of the city prosecutor and as further set forth in Section 8.52.150 with respect to penalties and 
administrative proceedings.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  
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8.52.160 - Penalties and administrative proceedings.  

A. Misdemeanors. Any person who violates any provision of this chapter and is convicted of a 
misdemeanor shall be punished by a fine of not more than $1,000.00 or by imprisonment for a period of 
not more than 6 months or by both such fine and imprisonment.  

B. Infractions. Any person who violates any provision of this chapter and is convicted of an infraction 
shall be punished by a fine of not more than $250.00. Each person convicted may be deemed guilty of 
a separate offense for every day during any portion of which any violation is committed or permitted.  

C. In addition to the penalty provisions of subsections A and B of this section, violations of Sections 
8.52.085, 8.52.100, 8.52.110, 8.52.120 or 8.52.140 may be subject to the administrative proceedings 
set forth in Chapters 1.25 and 1.26 of this code, including, but without limitation, civil penalties, late 
payment penalties, administrative fees, other related charges and, to the maximum extent permitted by 
law, tree replacement costs as established by resolution of the city council.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  

8.52.165 - Remedies not exclusive.  

To the maximum extent permitted by law, administrative remedies specified in this chapter are in 
addition to and do not supersede or limit any and all other remedies, civil or criminal. The remedies 
provided for herein shall be cumulative and not exclusive.  

(Ord. 6896 § 2 (part), 2002)  
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Submittal Requirements for 
Tree Protection Plans 

 
The items listed below are basic requirements to be included in the tree protection package. As each 
project is unique, the applicant should consult with city staff to determine exact submittal requirements.  
Required information may be shown on detailed grading, footing, landscape (planting), irrigation, 
demolition, utility, and/or architectural plans as part of the tree protection plan package.  

 
Standard Plan Requirements: 
 
1. Clearly differentiate between existing and proposed site improvements on all plans. 

2. Include preparer’s name, title, license number, address, and telephone number (preparer must be a 
Certified Arborist, a Landscape Architect, or other qualified professional as approved by the City 
Manager). 

3. Include project title, project address, and property owner’s name. 

4. Provide date of last revision, north arrow, and scale (no smaller than 1” = 20’-0”). All plans must be 
drawn to scale. 

5. Label all property lines. 

6. Show and label existing and proposed easements. 

7. Label and provide width of adjacent streets, highways, access driveways, easements, and existing 
improvements within the public right-of-ways. 

8. Prepare a staging plan showing storage location of all construction materials and equipment, and 
vehicular and equipment ingress and egress.  

Trees: 

1. Identify existing trees and show exact locations to scale as follows: 
A. All Public Trees (regardless of size) 
B. Trees in hillside zones (HD) over 4” in diameter 
C. Trees in all other areas over 8” in diameter 
D. Show each trunk for multi-trunk trees 
 

2. The tree’s genus, species, and common name must be directly on the plan or keyed to a legend. 
Indicate whether trees are single- or multi-trunk, to be removed or retained. If symbols are used for 
trees, a different symbol must be used for each species.  

3. Draw the Root Protection Zone and label.  The Root Protection Zone is defined as the area within a 
circle with a radius equal to the greatest distance from the trunk to any overhanging foliage in the 
canopy.  

4. Draw and label the Root Protection Zone of adjacent property trees if the tree is a protected tree and 
will be affected by the proposed site improvements. 

5. For all existing trees to be retained on site clearly show the location of fencing protecting the Root 
Protection Zone as well as location of support poles, and access gate showing direction of swing. 
Fencing must be located at or beyond the Root Protection Zone. The protective fencing must be in-
ground chain link and at least 5 feet in height.  

6. Where mulch is required, show the mulch area and indicate mulch materials and depth. 

7. On the plans, include notes or measures to maintain and/or improve the health of the protected trees. 
These measures may include a schedule of watering the tree(s) during construction, deadwood 
removal, integrated pest management and similar cultural practices.  
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Utilities: 

1. Show location of proposed utility lines (above and below grade), and width, depth, and method of 
tunneling or digging of proposed trenches.  

2. Show point-of-connection for utilities and controllers. 
 

Grading/Drainage: 

1. Show approximate width and location of all existing or proposed drainage easements and 
watercourses; indicate drainage structures. 

2. Show existing and proposed contour lines. 

Structures: 

1. Outline and label all existing or proposed structures (including accessory structures such as pools, 
trellises, spas, fences, and walls) drawn to scale, and shown in their exact location.  

2. Provide outline of all roof overhangs as dotted lines and label. 

3. Indicate location, width, and depth of all trenches for footings including excavations for basements, 
pools, spas or any other subsurface improvement. 

Irrigation: 

Indicate location, width, depth and method of tunneling or digging of proposed trenches for irrigation lines 
(mainlines and lateral lines) effecting protected trees. 

Photographs: 

1. Provide photograph of protected trees that show the tree(s) form and orientation on the property, as 
well as the conditions on the site. Protected trees on adjacent properties that are affected by the 
project must also be shown.  

 
2. Photographs must be labeled with the property address, date, and keyed to a site plan showing the 

viewpoint in which the photograph was taken. 



  

 

APPENDIX E 

Sample Tree Inventory and Tree Protection Plan 

for Making Improvements on Residential Property 



These guidelines establish 
a “Tree/Root Protection Zone” 
to safeguard the health of 
protected trees.

Tree #1 is a specimen tree, which is protected.
Tree roots are generally located in the top 12-24 
inches of soil and can extend to a distance 
exceeding the tree’s height and/or width.

To comply with the tree protection guidelines:

Any required trenching should be routed in a  
manner that minimizes root damage.

All work conducted in the ground within the root  
protection area of any protected tree should be 
accomplished with hand tools.

Construction activity should be diverted from the                    
Tree/Root Protection Zone. Cutting of roots should 
be avoided (i.e., place pipes and cables below uncut 
roots).

 
Additional Protective Measures

• Protective chain-link fencing with an access gate   
   of minimal width should be installed.

• The Tree/Root Protection Zone should be irrigated 
   sufficiently with clean, potable water to keep the 
   tree in good health and vigor before, during, and  
   after construction. This may mean deeply soaking 
   the ground periodically.

• No construction staging or disposal of construc-
   tion materials or byproducts is allowed within the  
   Tree/Root Protection Zone.

Public Trees – Maintained by the City of Pasadena
 
These trees are located in the parkway between the 
curb face and the property line, and therefore are 
public trees. To have any work done on these trees, 
contact Forestry Operations at 626-744-4321.  

Please Note: Before obtaining a permit to build an addition onto your  
home, a tree inventory must be made. If one of more of your trees  
qualifies for protection, then a tree protection plan will be required  
prior to construction.

Tree/Root Protection Zone

Sidewalk
Front Property Line

Rear Property Line

EParkway
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An ordinance amending Chapter #8.52 of the Pasadena 
Municipal Code, City Trees and Tree Protection Ordinance 
and amending-related sections of Title 17 and Chapter #1.25

Front yard
In single-family residential zones, native and specimen trees located in the area between the 
front property line and the principal structure. (This does not include projections such as 
chimneys, trellises, porches, patios, and bays.)
   
Corner yard
In single-family residential zones, native and specimen trees located in the area between the 
side property line and the principal structure.

Side or corner yard
In corner lots that lie within single-family residential zones, native and specimen are protected 
if they are located in the area that is typically 10% of the lot width; 5-feet minimum or 10-feet 
maximum.

Rear yard
In single-family residential zones, native and specimen trees located 0 to 25 feet from the  
back property line are protected. In multi-family (two or more on a lot) zones, native and 
specimen trees located 0 to 10 feet from the back property line are protected, if they meet  
the size and species requirements.

Public right-of-way
All trees located between the curb face and the property line are publicly maintained trees,  
and are protected by the City of Pasadena’s municipal code. 

See PMC Title 17 (Zoning Code) for specific yard requirements. 

(residential zones RS-1, RS-2, RS-4, RS-6, and RS-12)

Specimen and Native Tree Protection Areas

City of Pasadena

Canopy

Tree/Root Protection Zone  (dripline)

Dripline

Dripline Root Crown
 6-ft.

G

G

A

A
B

D

Proposed 
Extension of House

Proposed
Gas Line

Existing House

Garage1

AA

C

C

B

5'-10'

25'

*Diameter at 4.5 feet above natural grade. 

Cinnamomum camphora
Citrus sinensis
Magnolia grandiflora
Magnolia grandiflora
Zelkova serrata
Zelkova serrata
Zelkova serrata

36" DBH
12" DBH
24" DBH
24" DBH
22" DBH
15" DBH
12" DBH

35' tall
20' tall
32' tall
45' tall
28' tall
22' tall
15' tall

Good
Poor
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Protection Zone D
Fruit trees not protected
Protection Zone E
Protection Zone E
Protection Zone E
Protection Zone E
Protection Zone E 

Tree No.    Tree Species      Trunk DBH*     Height    Condition       Tree Protection 

Sample of a Tree Inventory

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

C

D

E

• A Native tree is “native” to the Pasadena area, and is one of 13 tree species identified  
    in the “City Trees and Tree Protection Ordinance #8.52.” Trees must be 8 inches  
    diameter at 4 feet above natural grade to qualify for protection.

• A Specimen tree is a tree of a particular size and species established on a list that was  
    passed by resolution of the City Council.  
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Sample TREE INVENTORY and TREE PROTECTION PLAN  
for making improvements on residential property.
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APPENDIX G 

Tree Planting Standards 



Appendix G - Planting Standards 

Tree Planting Locations  

The awarded bidder will comply to all tree planting location requirements. All tree planting 

locations should be marked in white unless the tree is to be planted in a tree well, and then no 

mark is made.   

Transportation  

Tree root balls shall be kept irrigated at the City Yard by the awarded bidder. Trees shall be 

secured in the truck so as not to roll.  

If the tree appears to not been maintained at the yards or at anytime while the awarded bidder is 

responsible for the tree, the City of Pasadena will reserve the right to refuse those trees.  

Unloading and Handling  

Planting a larger tree stock may require a forklift. It is the responsibility of the awarded bidder to 

supply the equipment need. The tree shall not be handed by any other place than the root area.  

Holding Trees at the Planting Site  
Irrigate trees as soon as they arrive at the planting site. After trees are unloaded from the truck, they 

shall be stood and stored in the erect position and irrigated twice daily with 5 gallons per inch trunk 

diameter until planted. Shrink-wrapped Ball and Burlap trees and trees in plastic containers shall be 

stored in the shade or their root balls shall be shaded.  

Accessory Materials 

a. All trees should be staked, the nursery stake and all material from the nursery shall be

removed form the tree. If no stake is necessary no stake shall be used, for approval

contact Parks and Natural Resources.

b. If tags and nursery stake is not removed the awarded bidder may not be reimbursed for

the tree planting.

c. Refer to drawings and other parts of specifications for accessories specifically used on

this project.

d. Backfill soil shall be native soil. No soil amendments are necessary.  Soil in sidewalk cut

outs, parking lot islands, and other small spaces can be replaced or amended to improve

conditions, as per the Parks and Natural Resources staff.

Installation  

A. Excavate planting holes with rough vertical sides.  Do not disturb soil at bottom of 

planting holes.  Make excavations twice as wide as the root ball diameter and slightly less 

(two inches) than the distance between the top-most root in the root ball and the bottom 

of the root ball.  Alternatively, excavate the hole slightly wider than the root ball and 

place the root ball in the hole so the top-most root is even with or slightly (2 inches) 

higher than the surrounding landscape grade. Then, loosen the surrounding soil out to a 

diameter equal to twice the diameter of the root ball.  Finally, push the loosened soil 

toward the root ball to fill the hole.  



B. If water fills the bottom of the planting hole, add soil to the bottom of the hole until the 

water is covered.  Pack this added soil firmly.  Place the root ball on this packed, solid 

soil, not in water.  No part of the root ball shall be placed in water.  If necessary, bring in 

soil similar to site soil to cover the sides of the root ball, creating a raised mound.  The 

base of the mound (i.e. the outer diameter) created shall be at least six times the diameter 

of the root ball.  

C. Remove all wood, plastic, or gro-bags from the root ball.  Set plants in center of holes 

with the top-most root in the root ball at the same height or slightly (2 inches) higher than 

finished landscape grades and plumb the tree so the trunk is vertical.  Backfill field soil 

around sides of root mass and work each layer to settle and eliminate voids and air 

pockets.  Material must be watered in as planted.  Provide approximately 5 gallons of 

water per inch of trunk caliper to the root ball once all backfill is filled in around the root 

ball.  

D.  Provide a 2-3” high soil berm around the edge of root ball to form a shallow saucer to 

collect water.  The watering saucer, regardless of hole size, is to be at edge of root ball 

(Exhibits A and B).  Alternatively, Cobra edging is to be installed at the edge of the root 

ball. 

E. Apply a slow controlled-release fertilizer to the soil surface under the mulch at 1lb. 

Nitrogen per 1000 ft2, prior to mulching.  No other amendments are necessary.  

F.  On trees up to 4” caliper, apply a three (3) -inch layer of mulch to an eight (8) -foot 

diameter circular area around the trunk.  On larger caliper trees, apply a two (2) -foot 

diameter mulch area for each inch of trunk caliper.  No mulch shall be applied to the 

inner half of the root ball surface.  

G. A representative will inspect trees during installation.  Material that is in shock or has 

been damaged during installation shall be replaced by awarded bidder within five (5) 

working days from notification.  

H. Remove from work site all excess materials (e.g., soil, debris and equipment) daily 

through duration of project.  Damages resulting from installation shall be repaired by 

awarded bidder.  

I. Pruning:  If there is a double leader in the top half of the tree, shorten one, by about one-

half, back to a live branch that point away from the tree and is at least one-third the 

diameter of the cut leader.  Remove broken portions of damaged branches back to a live 

lateral branch. 

J. Remove all string or wire wrapped around the trunk.  Remove all straps, rope and string 

used to lift the root ball.  Remove all burlap and wire from the top of the root ball.  

 

Acceptance   

A. Inspection to determine acceptance of planted areas will be made by the City 

representative upon awarded bidder’s request.  Provide notification a minimum of five 

(5) working days before requested inspection date.  

B. Planted areas will be accepted provided all requirements, including maintenance, have 

been satisfied and plant materials are in a healthy, vigorous condition.  

C. The City representative will prepare a “punch list” of those items, which must be 

corrected before re-inspection for final acceptance.  The representative will determine an 

appropriate time period for corrections.  Awarded bidder must request re-inspection two 



(2) working days in advance.  

   

Maintenance   

A. Begin maintenance immediately after planting.  Maintain all plant material until final 

acceptance and for a maintenance and warranty period of 90 days after final acceptance.  

B. Maintenance shall include but is not limited to pruning, cultivating, mowing, weeding, 

fertilizing, watering, and other items necessary to maintain plants in healthy condition.  

C. Reset settled plants to proper grade and position.  

2.) Restore soil berm and mulch layer.  

3.) Tighten and repair stakes and ties. 

4.) Correct defective work.  

5.) Remove and replace rejected material within 5 (5) working days from notification.  

6.) Maintain mulch surface weed-free. 

D. The contractor is entirely responsible for the irrigation through final acceptance and twelve- 

(12) month warranty period.  Plant material shall receive water in accordance with the 

following water schedule:  

E. Upon satisfactory completion of maintenance period as determined by final maintenance 

inspection, the local government will assume maintenance responsibilities.  
 



  

 

APPENDIX H 

Tree Pruning Standards  



Appendix H - Pruning Standards 

Complete Tree Pruning  

Pruning must comply with current ANSI S133.1 standards and the International Society 

of Arboriculture Tree Pruning Guidelines. All tree workers must work in compliance with 

Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) Regulations. Specifically, trees shall be 

pruned as instructed by the City’s Contractor Supervisor. There shall be a sample tree pruned to 

demonstrate how a tree of that species will be pruned to comply with City standards. A complete 

prune shall include the following: 

1. Prevent branch and foliage interference with requirements of safe public passage.

Clearance shall be a minimum of twelve feet above the surface of a public sidewalk,

fourteen feet above curb line and seventeen feet over the center of the first lane of traffic

on truck routes/major arterial streets. Clearances shall be as stated unless expressly

authorized by the Contract Inspector;

2. Remove all dead and dying branches/stubs that are one-half inch diameter or larger.

Remove all crossing branches and interior epicormic-sprouts;

3. When tree-pruning cuts are made to a side limb, the remaining limb shall poses thickness

of at least one-third of the diameter of the cut limb. Such cuts shall be considered proper

only when the remaining limb is vigorous enough to maintain adequate foliage to

produce wood growth capable of callusing the pruning cut within a reasonable amount of

time, unless instructed otherwise by the City Contract Supervisor;

4. All final tree pruning cuts shall be made in such a manner as to favor the earliest possible

covering of the wound by natural callus growth. Flush cuts that produce large wounds or

weaken the tree at the pruning cut and shall not be made. The branch collar should not be

removed;

5. Reduce the size of competing leaders on trees that normally have a dominant central

leader. Cut to lateral branches to preserve the natural form of the tree leaving head open

enough for the branching system. Tree foliage shall not be reduced by more than 20

percent

6. Remove limbs that rub or abrade a more important branch. While doing this, encourage

new growth in mature trees by removing interior foliage, and/or older small growth.

Remove lateral branches at their point of origin or shorten the length of the branches by

cutting to a lateral branch that is large enough to assume leadership.  This practice should

also be done in unbalanced trees that need to be reshaped;

7. Reduce or remove limbs of weak structure that are not important to the framework of the

tree.  All vines and sucker growth should be removed without damage to the tree.  All

vines that are intertwined in the tree should also be removed;



8. Remove and trim any deadwood, weak, diseased, insect infested, broken, low or crossing 

limbs.  All unsafe branch attachments should be removed, such as v-crouches.  Any and 

all structural weakness should be taken out of the tree. All decaying trunks, branches or 

structural problems will be reported to City Contract Supervisor within 24 hours;   

 

9. Perform selective removal of one or more developing leaders where multiple branch 

growth exists near the end of broken or stubbed limbs; 

 

10. Perform selective removal of limbs obstructing buildings or other structures or traffic 

signs. Generally, limbs closer than five feet to a building or other structure should be 

removed unless doing so would severely damage the tree; 

 

11. Prune back ends of branches and reduce weight where excessive overburden appears 

likely to result in breakage of supporting limbs, cut back to a limb at least one-third the 

size of the limb being removed; 

 

12. Clear trees of sprout or sucker growth to a minimum height of twelve feet above ground 

level. Lower lateral branches of young trees are not to be removed unless expressly 

authorized by the Contract Supervisor;   

 

13. All cutting tools and saws used in tree pruning shall be kept sharpened to result in final 

cuts with a smooth wood surface and secure bark remaining intact. All trees six inches in 

diameter or less shall be pruned with hand tools only. Chain saws will not be permitted 

on any trees with a six inch DBH or less. This is to prevent any unnecessary abrasions to 

the cambial tissue that may predispose a tree to insect and/or disease problems; 

 

14. Whenever pruning cuts are to be made while removing limbs too large to hold securely in 

one hand during the cutting operations, the limbs shall be cut off first, one to two feet 

beyond the intended final cut in a manner to prevent unnecessary tearing back of the bark 

and wood. Such cutting back shall not include the removal of any live, healthy limbs in 

excess of six inches in DBH without prior city approval; 

 

15. Obtain a balanced appearance when viewed from the opposite side of the street 

immediately opposite the tree, unless authorized by the city to do otherwise; 

 

16. Remove any extraneous metal, wire, rubber or other material interfering with tree growth 

whenever possible; and 

 

17. Whenever larger tree sections are being cut in the top of a tree that may endanger persons 

or property, such sections shall be secured by ropes and lowered safely to the ground in a 

controlled manner. 

 

Palms Pruning Specifications   

 

In order to better maintain trees in the City of Pasadena the following are the City Palm Tree 

pruning Specifications. Pruning must comply with current ANSI S133.1 Standards and 



International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) Tree Pruning Guidelines, all tree workers must work 

in compliance with Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) Regulations.   

 

1. Remove all dead fronds or chlorotic lower leaves. Dead fronds are those with less than 

50% green tissue. Care should be taken to not damage remaining live fronds; 

 

2. Remove all flowers and fruit; 

 

3. Remove all fallen fronds from surrounding tree canopies; 

 

4. Remove all vines and sucker growth on the palm at the time of pruning; 

 

5. The excess joint attachments if loose shall be removed at the time of pruning.  If the joint 

attachments are to come loose during the duration of the contract the contractor shall 

dispose of them; 

 

6. Live green fronds are to be removed only if instructed by the Contract Supervisor to do 

so.  Only live fronds dropping below the horizontal shall be removed; 

 

7. The final clearance for the Palm should leave only full green fronds on the palm, if fronds 

are left and or fall within thirty (30) days; the contractor shall remove them at no 

additional cost; 

 

8. Palms are to be pruned in the warmer months of July through September; and 

 

9. In order to prevent the spread of Fusariam wilt, a fatal disease effecting Phoenix 

canariensis, only handsaws are to be used on this species. All tools are to be disinfected 

by dipping cutting tools in a solution of one part bleach and one part water for five 

minutes between each tree. 
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Pasadena Windstorm Tree Failure Analysis 
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4 100.0
25 22.1%
0 0.0%
6 20.0%
8 36.4%
0 0.0%
4 36.4%
6 75.0%
0 0.0%
11 19.6%
16 61.5%
0 0.0%
28 31.1%

July, 2012 

ure 

of 
res 
% 
% 
0% 
% 
0% 
% 

% 
% 
0% 
% 
% 
% 
0% 
% 
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% 
% 

% 
% 
% 

% 
% 
% 
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Daveey Resource Gr

Carolina 
Carrotwo
Chinabe
Chinese 
Chinese 
Chinese 
Chinese 
Chinese 
Chinese 
Chinese 
Chitalpa 
Coast re
Cork oak
Crape m
Date pal
Deodar c
Desert w
Edible fig
Edible lo
Evergree
Fern pine
Flamego
Glossy p
Golden t
Guadalu
Guava 
Gum my
Holly oak
Hollywoo

roup 

Species 

laurel cherry 
ood 
rry 
elm 
flame tree 
hackberry 
juniper 
magnolia 
pistache 
tallow tree 

dwood 
k 

myrtle 
m 
cedar 

willow 
g 
oquat 
en pear 
e 

old 
privet 
trumpet tree 
pe palm 

yrtle 
k 
od juniper 

Total 
Failures 

C

8 
126 
2 

445 
14 
1 
2 
2 
11 
2 
1 
1 
7 
65 
4 
38 
5 
1 
3 
1 
9 
1 
4 
4 
12 
1 
3 

303 
2 

Branch Failure

Count % of 
Failure

4 50.0%
79 62.7%
1 50.0%

204 45.8%
7 50.0%
1 100.0%
1 50.0%
2 100.0%
7 63.6%
0 0.0%
0 0.0%
0 0.0%
3 42.9%
28 43.1%
1 25.0%
26 68.4%
2 40.0%
1 100.0%
0 0.0%
1 100.0%
4 44.4%
0 0.0%
2 50.0%
1 25.0%
5 41.7%
0 0.0%
3 100.0%

177 58.4%
1 50.0%

21 

Major Lim
Failure

s Count %
Fa

 1 1
 7 5
 0 0
 49 1
 3 2

% 0 0
 0 0

% 0 0
 0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

 0 0
 3 4
 0 0
 2 5
 0 0

% 0 0
0 0

% 0 0
 1 1

0 0
 0 0
 0 0
 0 0

0 0
% 0 0

 13 4
 0 0

mb 
e O

% of 
ailures Count

2.5% 2 
5.6% 6 
0.0% 0 
1.0% 24 

21.4% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 2 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
4.6% 5 
0.0% 0 
5.3% 1 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
1.1% 0 

0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 1 
0.0% 1 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
4.3% 22 
0.0% 0 

Other W

% of 
Failures C

25.0% 
4.8% 
0.0% 
5.4% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
18.2% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
7.7% 
0.0% 
2.6% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
25.0% 
8.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
7.3% 
0.0% 

Whole Tree Failu

Count % o
Failur

1 12.5%
34 27.0%
1 50.0%

168 37.8%
4 28.6%
0 0.0%
1 50.0%
0 0.0%
2 18.2%
2 100.0
1 100.0
1 100.0
4 57.1%
29 44.6%
3 75.0%
9 23.7%
3 60.0%
0 0.0%
3 100.0
0 0.0%
4 44.4%
1 100.0
2 50.0%
2 50.0%
6 50.0%
1 100.0
0 0.0%
91 30.0%
1 50.0%

July, 2012 

ure 

of 
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% 
% 
% 
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% 
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% 
% 
0% 
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0% 
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Daveey Resource Gr

Horse ch
Horsetai
Incense 
Indian la
Italian cy
Italian sto
Jacarand
Japanes
Japanes
cherry 
Japanes
Judas tre
Kaffirboo
Kurrajon
Lavende
Lemon 
Livistonia
Live oak 
London p
Maidenh
Maul oak
Melaleuc
Mesa oa
Mexican 
Mexican 
Mock ora
Modesto
Monterey
Moringa 

roup 

Species 

hestnut 
l tree 
cedar 
urel fig 

ypress 
one pine 
da 
e black pine 
e flowering 

e maple 
ee 
om coral tree 
g 

er bloom 

a palm 

plane 
air tree 

k 
ca 
ak 

blue fan palm 
fan palm 

ange 
o ash 
y pine 
tree 

Total 
Failures 

C

1 
4 
14 
65 
46 
6 

166 
2 

4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
17 
1 
1 

523 
12 
14 
1 
1 
32 
1 

110 
1 
13 
3 
1 

Branch Failure

Count % of 
Failure

0 0.0%
2 50.0%
1 7.1%
39 60.0%
12 26.1%
3 50.0%

118 71.1%
1 50.0%

0 0.0%
0 0.0%
0 0.0%
0 0.0%
1 100.0%
3 17.6%
0 0.0%
0 0.0%

360 68.8%
6 50.0%
3 21.4%
0 0.0%
1 100.0%
15 46.9%
0 0.0%
76 69.1%
1 100.0%
11 84.6%
0 0.0%
1 100.0%

22 

Major Lim
Failure

s Count %
Fa

0 0
 1 2

0 0
 9 1
 5 1
 1 1
 7 4
 0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

% 0 0
 0 0

0 0
0 0

 38 7
 1 8
 1 7

0 0
% 0 0

 3 9
0 0

 6 5
% 0 0

 2 1
0 0

% 0 0

mb 
e O

% of 
ailures Count

0.0% 0 
25.0% 0 
0.0% 1 
3.8% 3 
0.9% 1 
6.7% 0 

4.2% 3 
0.0% 0 

0.0% 4 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 2 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
7.3% 13 
8.3% 1 
7.1% 5 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
9.4% 1 
0.0% 1 
5.5% 20 
0.0% 0 
5.4% 0 

0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 

Other W

% of 
Failures C

0.0% 
0.0% 
7.1% 
4.6% 
2.2% 
0.0% 
1.8% 
0.0% 

100.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
11.8% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
2.5% 
8.3% 
35.7% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
3.1% 

100.0% 
18.2% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 

Whole Tree Failu

Count % o
Failur

1 100.0
1 25.0%
12 85.7%
14 21.5%
28 60.9%
2 33.3%
38 22.9%
1 50.0%

0 0.0%
2 100.0
1 100.0
1 100.0
0 0.0%
12 70.6%
1 100.0
1 100.0

112 21.4%
4 33.3%
5 35.7%
1 100.0
0 0.0%
13 40.6%
0 0.0%
8 7.3%
0 0.0%
0 0.0%
3 100.0
0 0.0%

July, 2012 

ure 

of 
res 
0% 
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0% 
0% 
0% 
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0% 
0% 
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0% 
% 
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Dave

       
1 Spec

ey Resource Gr

Oak spe
Oleande
Olive 
Orange 
Orchid tr
Ornamen
Bradford
Other1 
Palm spe
Peach 
Peruvian
Pindo pa
Pine spe
Primrose
Purple-le
Queen p
Queensl
Red flow
Red gum
Red iron
Redbud 
Rusty-lea
Saucer m
Sawtooth
Shamel a

                          

cies name was not as

roup 

Species 

cies 
r 

ree 
ntal pear - 
 

ecies 

n pepper tree 
alm 
ecies 
e tree 
eaf plum 
palm 
and pittosporum 

wering gum 
m 
bark 

af fig 
magnolia 
h zelkova 
ash 

                  

ssigned  

Total 
Failures 

C

1 
5 
3 
1 
1 

10 
4 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
9 
11 

174 
4 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
21 
36 

Branch Failure

Count % of 
Failure

1 100.0%
3 60.0%
2 66.7%
0 0.0%
1 100.0%

5 50.0%
2 50.0%
0 0.0%
1 100.0%
1 100.0%
1 50.0%
0 0.0%
0 0.0%
3 33.3%
5 45.5%
50 28.7%
4 100.0%
0 0.0%
0 0.0%
1 50.0%
0 0.0%
0 0.0%
8 38.1%
25 69.4%

23 

Major Lim
Failure

s Count %
Fa

% 0 0
 0 0
 0 0

0 0
% 0 0

 0 0
 0 0

1 10
% 0 0
% 0 0

 0 0
0 0
1 10

 0 0
 0 0
 10 5

% 0 0
1 10
0 0

 0 0
0 0
0 0

 3 1
 3 8

mb 
e O

% of 
ailures Count

0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 

0.0% 1 
0.0% 0 
00.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
00.0% 0 
0.0% 1 
0.0% 2 
5.7% 36 
0.0% 0 
00.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 1 
4.3% 2 

8.3% 0 

Other W

% of 
Failures C

0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 

10.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
11.1% 
18.2% 
20.7% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
50.0% 
9.5% 
0.0% 

Whole Tree Failu

Count % o
Failur

0 0.0%
2 40.0%
1 33.3%
1 100.0
0 0.0%

4 40.0%
2 50.0%
0 0.0%
0 0.0%
0 0.0%
1 50.0%
1 100.0
0 0.0%
5 55.6%
4 36.4%
78 44.8%
0 0.0%
0 0.0%
1 100.0
1 50.0%
1 100.0
1 50.0%
8 38.1%
8 22.2%

July, 2012 

ure 

of 
res 
% 
% 
% 
0% 
% 

% 
% 

% 
% 
% 
% 
0% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

% 
% 
0% 
% 
0% 
% 
% 
% 

 



 

Dave

       
2 Geo
3 Does

ey Resource Gr

Siberian 
Silk oak 
Silk-floss
Silver do
Silver ma
Southern
Southern
Spanish 
Swamp g
Swamp m
Sweetsh
Tomlinso
Tree of h
Tulip tree
Unknown
Victorian
Weeping
Weeping
Western 
White bir
White mu
Windmill
Yew pine

 
                          
coding did not have a

s not include non-tree

roup 

Species 

elm 

s tree 
ollar gum 
aple 
n live oak 
n magnolia 
dagger 
gum 
mahogany 
ade 

on ash 
heaven 
e 
n2 

n box 
g bottle brush 
g fig 

sycamore 
rch 
ulberry 
 palm 
e 

Total

                  
an associated species

e related reports 

Total 
Failures 

C

15 
7 
1 
11 
3 
14 

379 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
4 

171 
5 
4 
3 
46 
1 
1 
11 
19 

3 3,978 2

s close to reported sit

Branch Failure

Count % of 
Failure

5 33.3%
3 42.9%
0 0.0%
6 54.5%
2 66.7%
9 64.3%

251 66.2%
0 0.0%
1 100.0%
3 100.0%
1 100.0%
2 100.0%
0 0.0%
1 25.0%
22 12.9%
2 40.0%
3 75.0%
2 66.7%
18 39.1%
0 0.0%
0 0.0%
8 72.7%
6 31.6%

2,236 56.2%

te 

24 

Major Lim
Failure

s Count %
Fa

 2 1
 0 0

0 0
 0 0
 0 0
 0 0
 24 6

0 0
% 0 0
% 0 0
% 0 0
% 0 0

0 0
 0 0
 4 2
 0 0
 0 0
 1 3
 5 1

0 0
1 10

 1 9
 1 5
 285 7

mb 
e O

% of 
ailures Count

3.3% 2 
0.0% 1 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 2 
6.3% 12 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
0.0% 0 
2.3% 1 
0.0% 1 
0.0% 0 
33.3% 0 
0.9% 5 

0.0% 0 
00.0% 0 
9.1% 0 
5.3% 1 
7.2% 231 

Other W

% of 
Failures C

13.3% 
14.3% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
14.3% 
3.2% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.6% 
20.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
10.9% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
5.3% 
5.8% 1

Whole Tree Failu

Count % o
Failur

6 40.0%
3 42.9%
1 100.0
5 45.5%
1 33.3%
3 21.4%
92 24.3%
1 100.0
0 0.0%
0 0.0%
0 0.0%
0 0.0%
1 100.0
3 75.0%

144 84.2%
2 40.0%
1 25.0%
0 0.0%
18 39.1%
1 100.0
0 0.0%
2 18.2%
11 57.9%

1,226 30.8%

July, 2012 

ure 

of 
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% 
% 
0% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
0% 
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% 
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0% 
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% 
0% 
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% 
% 
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APPENDIX J  

Emergency Standby Policy  

  



EMERGENCY STANDBY POLICY 

 

PURPOSE:  

 

To ensure that City employees are available and prepared to respond to emergencies 

occurring after regular working hours. 

 

POLICY: 

  

The standby list shall consist of employees that management deems qualified to 

effectively respond to unforeseen after-hours emergencies.  Employees who miss work 

due to illness, paid leave, disciplinary suspension, and/or are assigned to light, limited or 

modified duty will not be eligible for standby assignment until returned to full, 

unrestricted duty.  The department management shall assign qualified employees on a 

rotating basis to standby duty for the duration of one week.  For the purposes of a standby 

assignment, a week is defined as the period between the end of the regular work shift on 

Monday, through the beginning of the regular work shift on the following Monday.  The 

criteria for determining which employees are qualified for standby duty are based on the 

following criteria:  

- Knowledge of duties/ demonstrated ability to perform tasks; 

- Independent judgment/ability to make sound decisions; 

- Attendance not characterized by excessive, unexcused Sick Leave usage 

- Ability to arrive anywhere within the city in 45 minutes; 

- Experience with City/ familiarity with city system and operations; 

- Knowledge of safety procedures and proper work zone delineation; 

 

Employees who accept weekly standby duty agree to the requirement outlined below and 

will be required to respond to emergencies outside of regular working hours.   

 

PROCEDURE:  

 

On or about the beginning of each calendar year (and immediately after the 

implementation of this policy), the city shall create a standby duty schedule.  Employees 

may not make any amendments to this schedule without the written approval of the 

appropriate supervisor.  While the standby schedule will be created at the beginning of 

each calendar year in order to provide employees with advance notice of potential 

standby assignments, management will implement standby duty as is deemed necessary 

to the City’s interests.  Management shall provide a minimum of 48 hours advance notice 

prior to activating the standby duty schedule. 

 

When the standby policy has been activated, the employee assigned to standby status 

agrees to the following requirements: 

 

A. Carry the ‘standby’ pager or cell phone at all times. (Each work unit shall 

have a pager or cell phone that will be used to contact employees on standby 

assignment)  



B. Refrain from any activity, including the use of alcohol and legal or illegal 

drugs, that may impair their ability to perform work tasks. 

C. Be able to respond by telephone to a call/page for service within 5 minutes of 

being paged. 

D. Be able to be at the scene of the emergency with the appropriate vehicle, 

equipment and tools within 45 minutes after receiving the call. 

E. Be paid in accordance with Article 9, Section C9 of the AFSCME MOU. 

F. Be paid in accordance with Article 9, Section C of the AFSCME MOU for 

any overtime worked while on standby assignment.   

 

A City vehicle shall be assigned to employees serving standby assignment to enable the 

employee to more quickly respond to an emergency.  The vehicle assigned for this 

purpose may only be used for trips to/from the employee’s home from/to work and/or the 

site of any emergency requiring their response and the employee must otherwise comply 

with Section 7.10 of the Manual of Personnel Rules, Practices & Procedures (City 

Vehicle Authorization and Control).  

 

In the event of a service need, the employees on Standby Duty shall be contacted by the 

Police Department or management staff of the Public Works Department.  Upon being 

notified of an after hours emergency, the employee will be required to respond/report to 

the incident location.  Based on the nature of the emergency the employee shall perform 

the duties required to resolve the incident, or if unable to resolve, contact the appropriate 

work unit supervisor for further instruction.  All work is required to be performed safely 

and without exposing the employee to undue risk of injury.  

 

If the nature of the work requires additional personnel, the employee on standby shall 

contact other employees pursuant to a list provided by their supervisor. Employees shall 

document all emergency work performed (and all workers present) on the overtime sheets 

/ journals used by their particular work unit.  Copies of these overtime sheets are attached 

to this policy. 

 

Employees otherwise qualified will not be eligible to take standby duty if the employee 

leaves work sooner than two hours before the end of their work shift, does not attend 

work due to illness, injury, or disciplinary suspension, or is on leave.  A qualified 

employee will be eligible to be assigned to standby duty once they have returned to 

regular, unrestricted duty.   

 

If a qualified employee scheduled for standby is unable to perform the standby 

assignment due to illness or other unforeseen circumstance he/she shall notify their 

supervisor as soon as possible.  Under such circumstances, an employee will not be 

entitled to any compensation associated with standby assignment.     

 

IMPLEMENTATION:  

 

All Administrators and Supervisor shall ensure that each employee for whom they have 

responsibility is aware of the contents of this Procedure. 



  

 

APPENDIX K 

Results of Public Survey 

  



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
Response

3771046491 60517092 02/18/2015 02/18/2015 75.22.38.254 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

1.  Co-de-sac south-
end of Kirkwood Ave.   
2.  Small pocket of 
vacant open space, 
North west corner   
Glorieta and Spruce 
Lane.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No Remove dead trees, 
metel stakes. create 
tree-wells

3770842135 60517092 02/18/2015 02/18/2015 66.215.95.81 Important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Consideration for 
moving historic 
buildings should 
allow limited tree 
removal.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Proactive tree 
trimming.

No Urban forester 
should acknowledge 
phone calls even if 
no action planned.

3770703406 60517092 02/18/2015 02/18/2015 108.255.42.154 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure

3770465923 60517092 02/18/2015 02/18/2015 131.215.196.74 Very important Below average No Place much more 
emphasis on the 
importance of the 
particular tree's 
contribution as a 
wildlife habitat, 
CO2 sink, shade 
provider, and 
consider its 
aesthetic and 
historical values. 
These conditions 
should trump any 
current Master 
Street Tree Plan 
or General Plan 
policies and 
objectives.  For 
every tree that has 
to be removed 
because of public 
safety reasons, 
plant 20 or more 
new trees in the 
vicinity, say within 
a 1-mile radius.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

See my 
comments 
above in #4. 
Those should 
be added to 
MSTP. We 
need more 
shade trees in 
Pasadena to 
fight global 
warming, 
drought and 
urban hot 
island 
phenomena. 
There should 
be more shade 
trees on every 
city parking lot 
and private 
auto dealership 
lot. Those are 
hot spots that 
need to be 
cooled down. 
For every 
1,000 sq. ft. of 
parking or 
dealership lot 
there should 
be a shade 
tree planted. 

Altadena Dr. between 
Colorado Blvd. and 
Walnut St. is an awful 
concrete desert. There 
is not a tree on the 
whole block.  Colorado 
Blvd. used to be 
shaded by beautiful 
trees along the whole 
several mile stretch, 
now it's a sad picture of 
overdevelopment and 
neglect. Bring more 
shade trees 
everywhere, especially 
the parking lots and 
auto dealership lots. 
See comments in #6 
above.

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

More education 
about the 
importance of 
city trees for both 
adults and 
school children.  
More funding for 
tree disease 
research and 
prevention.  
More funding for 
competent and 
thoughtful repair 
of sidewalks so 
that tree roots 
are not damaged 
in the process.  
Establish an 
annual 
Pasadena Tree 
Festival as a 
means to protect 
and celebrate 
Pasadena trees, 
educate people 
about them and 
connect with 
them.  Organize 
weekly Walking 
City Tree Tours 
for Pasadena 
visitors, 

No Most of the buildings 
in Pasadena 
business districts 
are built too close to 
the street curbs. In 
many places there is 
not enough room for 
trees to be even 
planted, let alone 
grow to their full 
potential. The 
setback rules for 
new buildings 
should be revised to 
allow more room for 
trees on city streets.

3770234752 60517092 02/18/2015 02/18/2015 108.227.168.54 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Moratorium on 
new property 
owners . They 
must wait a 
specified time, 
(maybe a year ) to 
cut down large 
shade trees etc.. It 
promotes 
homeowners the 
time to realize the 
benefit of the tree, 
to reconsider the 
reason for its 
removal.  
Obviously, danger 
and disease would 
be excusable.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Oaks & 
unprotectedPal
ms High 
maintainence, 
we should be 
able to break 
from a rigid 
layout to a 
more practical 
idea which 
may be 
appropriate.

Many OLD trees, also 
on private property. 
Infestation With shot 
hole borers, will be a 
BIG problem soon and 
need all agencies to be 
on board and informed 
of proper disposal. host 
trees should not be 
planted, but others....

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Fines, should be 
given to workers 
and home 
owners who 
butcher public 
and private 
trees,protected 
or not, or and 
offer educational 
literature or  
class.

Not sure Not many people 
know answers, or 
thought about to 
many of these 
questions

First Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3770203281 60517092 02/17/2015 02/18/2015 72.87.176.218 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes "Newly planted" tree 
obstructs more recently 
installed stop sign on 
the east side of 1050 
Pine Bluff Drive (on 
Riviera). As the tree 
matures, the 
obstruction will worsen.  
 Please remove to 
reduce the incidence of 
speeding, downhill 
motorists plowing 
through the designated 
stop.  It is impossible 
for Pine Bluff residents 
to see up around the 
curve uphill.  Neighbors 
have been hit.  Thank 
you.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Include 
education 
programs for 
property owners 
and City staff 
regarding 
appropriate 
selection, 
planting and  
maintenance, 
including water 
and pruning 
specific to each 
type of tree.  
Enlist 
Neighborhood 
Associations, 
City Council 
districts, PUSD,  
Pasadena 
Beautiful, Girl 
and Boy Scouts, 
Garden clubs, 
Nurseries, The 
Tree People 
(Andy Lipkis) et 
al. WE ALL 
BENEFIT BY 
WORKING 
TOGETHER.

No TREE PLAN:  (Have 
not been able to 
locate the complete 
MSTP list, only 
amendments, on the 
Internet)  1.  Health 
reports indicate 
rising incidence of 
childhood asthma in 
this area.  Therfore, 
selection of trees 
known to be  
safer/healthier 
should begin for 
public trees.  
Partner with 
Pasadena's Health 
Department, 
Huntington Hospital 
and other health 
providers plus local 
chapters of 
organizations such 
as American Lung 
Association, asthma 
and allergy 
associations etc. 
Refer to Ogren's 
"Safe Sex in the 
Garden and Other 
Propositions for an 
Allergy-Free World" 

3770185933 60517092 02/18/2015 02/18/2015 162.200.154.136 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Request from 
property owner(s) 
and/or neighboring 
residents.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

More species 
as options.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No Based on damage in 
my neighborhood 
after the windstorm 
a couple years back, 
the City's trees need 
more regular 
maintenance. In 
addition, many 
Pasadena residents 
have had to replace 
their sewer line due 
to damage caused 
by the City's trees 
(root damage). 
There must be a 
better way to care 
for the trees.

3770013350 60517092 02/17/2015 02/17/2015 159.83.136.1 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No Need better 
contractors doing 
tree trimming

3769994463 60517092 02/17/2015 02/17/2015 156.3.72.202 Very important Average Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Recently the Edison 
Co. wires touched 
off smoke/fire in a 
neighbor's tree.  I'm 
thinking more 
frequent trimming of 
the trees or more 
careful trimming of 
branches is needed 
so that this doesn't 
happen elsewhere.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3769982442 60517092 02/17/2015 02/17/2015 66.87.130.242 Important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Residents 
should have 
some input

Poor No

3769620236 60517092 02/17/2015 02/17/2015 172.7.138.191 Very important Above average No I don’t I like: TPO 
#d or #e.

The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

repair and care 
of previous 
damage of 
existing trees

Repair of the Amber 
trees, on Worchester 
between Mountain & 
Hammond. they were 
topped years ago and 
have never been the 
same.  For the most 
part, our trees look 
good. Hammond, 
Douglas, Worcester 
could use help

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

reach-out tree 
programs for 
residents.

Not sure no topping

3769574257 60517092 02/17/2015 02/17/2015 97.94.127.135 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

City cannot 
remove any 
alleged protected 
tree, if a resident 
is unable to 
remove a similar 
tree from the 
resident's property

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Residents 
need to be 
given a 
CHOICE of at 
least 3 types of 
trees for their 
parkway

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes Do not "protect" the 
Suothern Magnolia 
trees on private 
property

3769516507 60517092 02/17/2015 02/17/2015 64.244.130.162 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Keep the trees 
and do no tree 
removal until they 
are down and 
dying.

Yes leave the trees on 
Green Street Alone

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Plant more trees 
whenever possible.  
It makes Pasadena 
what it is and was 
and should always 
be:)

3768841915 60517092 02/17/2015 02/17/2015 71.95.214.106 Very important Average No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

sometimes it 
makes sense 
to plant a 
different 
species on a 
street with just 
one specific 
species

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes thanks for caring 
about the trees!

3768627278 60517092 02/17/2015 02/17/2015 173.198.51.218 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3768403110 60517092 02/17/2015 02/17/2015 99.121.215.9 Very important Below average No Make it easier and 
faster to remove a 
dead or obviously 
dying tree.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Replacing 
certain trees 
with other 
longer living 
trees - i.e.: 
Plum trees with 
some other 
species.

Dead or dying trees 
replaced - Miles Street.

Poor Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes Update the Master 
Tree Street Plan to  
include stronger and 
longer living tree 
species that are 
more compatible to 
our changing 
environment.

3768307835 60517092 02/17/2015 02/17/2015 99.109.197.42 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Yes, on Marengo 
Avenue below 
Washington to Mountain

Good Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3767415510 60517092 02/17/2015 02/17/2015 71.189.104.87 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
To allow for 
removal of a tree 
that is sick and 
dying or so badly 
raved by wind 
storms, disease, 
or old age to be 
removed.  If a 
replacement tree 
is to be planted in 
the parkway in 
front of a 
residence to ask 
the home owner 
about placement 
of tree.    To 
properly maintain 
trees already 
planted by 
trimming them 
regularly.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

To allow for 
selection of 
trees which will 
not destroy 
sidewalks 
because the 
tree is too 
large for the 
space where it 
is planted

The Camphor trees in 
the parkways on 
Cartwright Street are 
dying due to age and 
improper 
pruning/maintenance.    
Replace these trees 
with Crape Myrtle 
Trees  which fit the 
space and don't have 
destructive roots.

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Require tree 
removal on 
private property 
if neglected by 
the owner to the 
point where it is 
a fire hazard 
because it has 
encase power 
lines or or the 
electrical boxes 
on the utility 
poles.  Also if 
trees are sick or 
dying or breaking 
off and coming in 
a neighbor's yard 
that removal will 
be 
considered/requir
ed.

No New ly planted trees 
need to be deep 
watered in the 
beginning so the 
roots go deep and 
don't remain on the 
surface for a 
healthier tree, one 
which will survive 
Santa Ana Winds!  If 
branches come 
down and tree 
needs to be 
reshaped to mainain 
health the city 
should do it or pay 
to reimbuse 
homeowners for the 
cost.  The City of 
Pasadena shouldn't 
plant trees if the 
trees will not be 
maintained on a 
regular basis.  Tree 
maintenance 
shouldn't be for 
91105 zip code or 
for tha area that 
boarders the 
Langham and San 
Marino.

3767278469 60517092 02/17/2015 02/17/2015 108.77.226.143 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

I don't have a 
criteria to list but 
greenery in 
pasadena is very 
essential.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3767130114 60517092 02/17/2015 02/17/2015 99.119.252.92 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3767087684 60517092 02/17/2015 02/17/2015 97.94.126.11 Not important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Provide frequent 
tree maintenance.  
Especially the tree 
that has round 
spike balls that 
create a safety 
hazard.  City tree 
continues to grow 
roots on lawn and 
uproot concrete.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

better 
maintenance

N/A Fair Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No

3767010122 60517092 02/17/2015 02/17/2015 71.189.147.152 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Add : a tree needs 
to be removed if 
there is major 
damage to the 
sidewalk that 
becomes a hazard 
for pedestrians

Yes Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3766879985 60517092 02/17/2015 02/17/2015 107.196.121.151 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Poor Maintain current 
program but 
please improve 
the quality of 
maintenance. 
Citywide, 
including u/l 
Hastings Ranch, 
camphor trees 
appear to be 
dying, perhaps 
because of 
drought (if so, 
water them). 
Tree trimming 
activities appear 
to be focused on 
clearing 
branches from 
lines, not 
maintaining the 
city's trees in the 
shape and 
condition they 
should be kept. 
Finally, if the city 
won't trim 
parkway trees 
properly, allow 
property owners 
to do so without 
all the fuss and 

No Crews, when we 
see them, are very 
polite and helpful. 
The comments 
above are not 
related to the crews.

3766593173 60517092 02/16/2015 02/17/2015 97.93.58.44 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Trees should not 
be removed for 
reasons such as 
leaf and seed 
drop, store 
visibility etc.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

There are 
some less 
suitable 
species 
planted in the 
city.

We have some areas 
on El Molina N. of 
Washington where the 
replaced Magnolias 
were planted.  There 
are dead Cypress on 
Rio Grande also.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

There are some 
species such as 
Magnolias that 
are more subject 
to strong winds.

Yes When planting new 
trees: dig bigger 
holes, more water to 
support the young 
trees.

3766552619 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 99.7.9.134 Not important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

If it's breaking up 
the sidewalk, 
remove it. We 
have tons of trees 
in Pasadena and 
numerous sections 
of sidewalk that 
are damaged, 
cause trips and 
lawsuits to the city.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

a ban on the 
Chinese Elm. 
Switch to 
another tree 
with less pollen.

no Good Support 
eradication of 
trees that are 
causing issues 
due to root 
growth.

No

3766318422 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 97.93.58.44 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

stop the use of 
trees such as 
camphor that 
damage 
sidewalks, 
streets and 
walls

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No

3766067070 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 50.197.172.242 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Older trees need 
more protection 
than the newer 
ones.  Any old 
growth tree should 
have special 
consideration and 
respect before 
being removed.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

I tried to find 
what you're 
looking for and 
only saw a one 
page 
document and 
nothing that 
referred to 
specific 
neighborhoods.

No we have wonderful 
large old trees in West 
Pasadena.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3766001370 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 108.71.38.229 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Very large Aleppo 
Pine tree in my 
front yard.  Similar 
one at Huntington 
Gdns fell during 
the major storm a 
couple of yrs ago.  
I wish the city 
assessed trees 
like these in the 
city for RISK OF 
FALLING, since it 
would prob block 
the street if it fell.  
I think it is not in 
the city records of 
historic trees.   
MIGHT THE CITY 
ASSESS ITS 
HEALTH AND 
RISK FACTORS?  
,

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Assess risk to 
street from  
front yard very 
large historic 
trees which are 
likely not listed 
on city records.  
 My house was 
built in 1912 or 
-14, in an area 
that became 
part of 
Pasadena in 
1920.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

As I described 
above, ask city 
to survey 
"historic" trees--
large ones that 
provide shade, in 
front yards, to 
protect the public 
from potential 
harm since 100 
yr old trees 
frequently fall or 
are damaged in 
major storms.

Not sure A palm street tree 
on my street shed a 
huge amt of fronds 
simultaneously a yr 
or 2 ago, which 
could have seriously 
hurt someone 
walking on the 
sidewalk.

3766001362 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 99.44.21.123 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

I live on the 
900 block of N. 
Oakland Ave. 
Tthis entire 
stretch of 
street is listed 
on the national 
registry of 
historic places. 
The original 
tree plan 
included 
beautiful date 
palms. Most of 
these trees still 
lying in the 
street. Lately 
city has been 
attempting with 
no success to 
plant ugly 
Sycamore 
trees when one 
of the palms 
guys.

We need more date 
palms on Oakland 
Avenue to replace the 
ones which have died.

Good Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No The city use to trim 
the palm trees more 
often than they 
currently do



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3765956472 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 63.138.242.50 Important Average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
If the species root 
system generally 
uplifts the  
sidewalks and 
invade the sewer 
systems then 
maybe the tree 
varieties should 
gradually be 
changed out on 
those streets.  
Maybe changing 
the materials 
traditionally used 
for sewer systems 
could be changed 
so that roots are 
not attracted to the 
moisture in the 
clay pipes.

Yes there is the issue of 
watering the trees esp. 
when they are newly 
planted.    A small oak 
tree die on my parkway 
because the neighbors 
would wash their cars 
allowing the water to 
run down their driveway 
onto the sidewalk and 
over to the area where 
the city planted this 
new tree.  The tree 
died of over watering in 
about 2-3. The dead 
tree was finally 
removed.  Then a year 
later the city planted 
another oak tree in the 
exact same place as 
the previous tree.  The 
placement of the trees 
should  also be placed 
so they do not interfere 
with the Fung Sui of the 
house and property.

Fair Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure Very tall delivery 
trucks like Coke etc. 
should not be 
allowed on Mountain 
between Fairoaks 
and Lake Ave.  They 
knock the heck out 
of oak trees as they 
pass by esp. on the 
(no parking) north 
side of the steet.

3765898590 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 144.142.12.2 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

If a tree needs to 
be removed, it 
should be 
immediately 
replaced by one 
that doesn't 
present the 
offending criteria. 
A beautiful, 
sprawling oak was 
removed from the 
300 block of 
Douglas a couple 
of years ago and it 
transformed the 
street's 
appearance in a 
very negative way. 
I don't know why it 
was removed, 
although I was told 
by neighbors the 
arching branches 
were too low over 
the street. But it 
was a lovely 
shade canopy and 
now it's just a bare 
spot on the 
sidewalk.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

More diversity 
of trees, not all 
oaks (I like 
oaks but some 
evergreens or 
fruit trees 
would be nice 
alternatives)

Douglas between 
Marengo and Los 
Robles seems pretty 
bare, as does the 
parkway on N. Garfield 
north of Douglas.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3765795678 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 24.205.87.74 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
If the tree is 
ruining the 
sidewalk by lifting 
it, this becomes 
dangerous for 
people walking the 
public sidewalk 
and it should be 
removed at the 
city's expense.  
Furthermore, 
when the city 
plants a new tree 
in its place, the 
city should be 
mindful of trees 
that have roots 
that grow straight 
down or at least 
trees with roots 
that are not 
menacing to public 
sidewalks and 
private property.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

(see above 
regarding the 
tree roots)

Can't think of any right 
now.  However, the 
trees that are planted 
should not be trees that 
make a big mess on 
the ground.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3765635383 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 157.127.124.154 Very important Above average Yes Shade provided 
neighboring 
structures

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Many live oaks planted 
recently during the 
summer months have 
failed.  this is not the 
proper time of year to 
plant trees so these 
need to be replanted in 
the fall

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure Don't plant new 
trees in spring or 
summer.  Plant in 
late fall

3765630273 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 72.87.179.93 Very important Above average I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Tree transplant as 
the first priority 
rather than 
removal. Also, 
when the trees are 
trimmed to be 
aware that the tree 
branches provide 
thoroughfare for 
squirrels from one 
side of the street 
to the other. It's 
better to have 
them cross above 
rather than on the 
ground.

I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Lake ave Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Involve the 
schools in tree 
planting on their 
campus

Yes

3765417757 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 23.126.190.125 Very important Average No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

More shade 
trees / less 
palm trees

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure

3765408592 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 71.137.244.94 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

For long term 
planning ...we 
should take 
into 
consideration 
environemental  
 conditions 
when putting in 
new tress and 
availability of 
water.

New York Avenue Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3765378867 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 71.84.55.89 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Our street, 
Daveric Drive in 
upper Hastings, is 
bereft of care with 
trees that have 
made the 
sidewalks 
dangerous. I 
personally have 
seen  a young 
pregnant women 
trip and fall due to 
the cracks the 
trees have 
created. Worse, in 
order to fix the 
sidewalks, the 
owner has to seek 
and pay for a 
permit.  C. M. 
Magallanes  1411 
Daveric

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

trees are 
allowed to 
grow without 
proper restraint

No Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

How about 
making sure  city 
workers are 
doing their job. I 
have seen 
workers  just 
sitting and 
talking. One 
incident involved 
the park on 
Wilson and 
Mountain where 
machines just 
sat idly for 
months.

No 1. Don't plant trees 
near stop signs. 
Plant trees that do 
not grow to gigantic 
proportions. Make 
sure trees do not 
overlap from side of 
the street to the 
other

3765287131 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 108.217.252.167 Very important Below average No No More variety 
like it used to 
be 20 years 
ago

Probably especially in 
commercial areas 
where in my opinion it 
is important especially 
in a city that gets really 
hot and is very dusty.

Fair Add variety of 
species. What 
we preswntly 
have is boring 
and prior 
varieties have 
been eliminated 
i.e. The Victorian 
Box

Yes I am not in favor of 
the last revisions the 
city made regarding 
choices of trees and 
the protections took 
away from trees 
such as the 
Victorian Box.

3765160645 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 71.94.132.110 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No

3764823291 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 71.189.104.87 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Expand types 
of trees to 
include more 
drout tolerant

na Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Possibly support 
new fees, fines 
and taxes 
dependent on 
how it is worded

No

3764266153 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 71.108.191.78 Not important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Remove trees that 
damage 
sidewalks.  Plant 
trees that are 
drought tolerant 
and minimal 
maintenance.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Chinese Elm 
trees causes 
allergies, 
nuisance tiny 
leave droppings

Planting more trees 
require water and 
maintenance.  There is 
a crisis on water and 
we are in a drought.  
We should remove 
trees that are nuisance 
and not drought 
tolerant.

Good Remove trees 
that causes 
sidewalk 
damage.  Plant 
drought tolerant 
trees and trees 
that are deep-
rooted below 
sidewalk surface.  
 Maple balls from 
Maple trees 
cause ankle 
injuries.  Chinese 
Elm tree truck 
exposed above 
sidewalks are not 
attractive.

Yes Plant drought 
tolerant non-
invasive trees.

3764088810 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 138.229.247.205 Very important Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No Trees need to be 
trimmed back, 
especially those that 
are diseased and 
can carry their 
weight.  Falling 
branches pose a 
dangerous hazard.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3763942530 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 108.203.15.7 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

There is a dead tree in 
need of removal in the 
parkway on the north 
side of the street on 
Claremont between Los 
Robles and Garfield.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

I think our city 
should not sub 
out tree 
trimming. Our 
city has lost 
many trees in the 
past 2 years due 
to negligent 
trimming 
practices by city 
contracted 
companies. 
Ultimately, I do 
not think the city 
is saving money 
as these trees all 
had to be 
removed and 
replaced. The 
city's trained 
arborists would 
do a far superior 
job.

No Replacement of 
removed trees takes 
an unreasonable 
amount of time. We 
have been waiting 
nearly a year for our 
parkway tree 
replacement.

3763916989 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 71.108.190.56 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

We should mix 
up the species.  
 Planting all the 
same in a row 
is NOT 
consistent with 
modern 
science.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Plant a mix of 
trees on each 
street.  The old 
"aesthetic" is not 
healthy for trees -
- disease can 
take over when 
all are the same.

Not sure Move more power 
lines underground 
please!

3763772503 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 71.84.52.252 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

no Very good Yes

3763752750 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 172.11.17.139 Very important No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Whatever it takes 
to protect mature 
trees. How in the 
world did all those 
beautiful trees 
along Colorado in 
Old Town get 
approved for 
removal?

The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Protect the 
mature trees!

I live in Linda Vista. 
There needs to be 
more trees planted on 
the downslope of the 
Arroyo to protect 
against erosion.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Most of the trees in 
Linda Vista are 
privately maintained.

3763739641 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 24.205.138.224 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No Good Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes I'm not a big fan of 
the types of trees on 
my street (corner of 
Marengo/Washingto
n).

3763716608 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 24.205.91.59 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Adena. Numerous 
trees have been 
removed and not 
replaced.

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure

3763672612 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 99.9.58.114 Very important Above average No No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Waterwise and 
flowering 
species. More.

Allen, south of 210 
looks like hell.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Let's pick a citrus to 
plant in public 
spaces.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3763672277 60517092 02/16/2015 02/16/2015 66.215.90.148 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Sometimes tree 
removal is not 
necessary, but 
shaping or pruning 
might be a 
solution.  I'm not 
sure if that is a 
different process, 
but if not, that 
consideration 
should be 
addressed.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure

3763636457 60517092 02/15/2015 02/15/2015 108.203.14.140 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Jackson, El Dora Very good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure sometimes takes a 
while for trimming to 
get done

3763627221 60517092 02/15/2015 02/15/2015 172.10.154.196 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes the trees 
should be 
native trees

No Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No Liquid ambers are 
beautiful, but limbs 
seem to fall on cars 
in the neighborhood. 
Eucalyptus should 
be taken out. Very 
dangerous tree.

3763607365 60517092 02/15/2015 02/15/2015 162.200.153.219 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

More 
maintenance of 
trees 
overhanging my 
property

No Maintaining and 
uplifting trees 
overhanging my 
property in concert 
with homeowners 
upkeep and 
maintenance

3763567768 60517092 02/15/2015 02/15/2015 138.229.220.243 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

The trees are 
destroying the 
sidewalks, curbs, 
road ways or in 
some cases water 
supply to homes.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Select ONLY 
species that  
do not destroy 
the sidewalks, 
curbs, road 
ways or water 
supply to 
homes.

No, but all of them are 
invasive and should be 
replaced with non-
invasive species.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

see my 
comments in 4, 
5, 6, & 7 above

No

3763524169 60517092 02/15/2015 02/15/2015 216.165.225.13 Not important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Tree removals and 
replanting needs 
to conform to 
dates in goals 
better.

East Claremont 
between Los Robles & 
Marengo

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3763492780 60517092 02/15/2015 02/15/2015 71.108.184.12 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Planting trees that 
will not impact the 
concrete 
sidewalks to the 
extent that it 
become 
hazardous to 
anyone walking.  
Some species of 
trees do not 
belong in 
parkways; it 
seems a shame to 
remove trees that 
are just maturing 
and causing havoc 
to sidewalk. What 
criteria is used in 
removal of trees 
that have uprooted 
the sidewalks after 
repeated repair of 
the walk?

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure See my comments 
on item #6.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3763481959 60517092 02/15/2015 02/15/2015 138.229.247.115 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3763475433 60517092 02/15/2015 02/15/2015 99.99.57.224 Very important Below average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Existing healthy 
trees should not 
be removed to to 
accommodate 
commercial, 
institutional or 
multi-family 
development.  Any 
trees removed 
under criteria (d) 
or (e) must be 
transplanted at 
developer's 
expense.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Focus on trees 
that provide 
shade, have 
deep non-
invasive roots, 
with priority 
given to 
natives.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Set up hotline to 
report tree abuse 
by property 
owners and/or 
gardeners.

No Maintenance is what 
is lacking.

3763473841 60517092 02/15/2015 02/15/2015 75.142.57.236 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Are the current 
goals to use 
only California 
natives, 
drought 
tolerant?

Yes in the block of 900-
1000 N. Marengo there 
are some properties 
that need new trees. 
Also on Crystal Lane.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

I have more of a 
parkway 
suggestion than 
a tree 
suggestion. I 
think the city 
should 
discourage grass 
on the residential 
parkways and 
should consider 
planting natives 
and succulents 
and permeable 
stones and DG 
to keep the 
storm water from 
runoff and 
increase the 
water table. I 
notice they are 
doing this 
already with 
public medians 
and pocket parks.

Not sure It took almost a year 
to have a large dead 
camphor removed in 
front of my 
neighbor's house. 
But when they 
eventually came to 
do the job, they 
were fast and 
efficient and very 
friendly. I ahve 
noticed that often 
the new trees 
planted often die 
within the first 
couple of years. Can 
there be more care 
given to these 
young trees to 
ensure their 
survival? Also, some 
of the tree species 
have huge surface 
roots that damage 
the sidewalk and the 
homeowner is liable 
(I've heard) for fixing 
the sidewalks. I 
don't think that is 
fair. I think the city 
should use "Deep 
Root Barriers" to 

3763402545 60517092 02/15/2015 02/15/2015 173.58.250.235 Important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

select trees 
that don't 
damage the 
sidewalks and 
homeowners 
property

Poor Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3763391190 60517092 02/15/2015 02/15/2015 75.140.94.78 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
What is the tree 
density in the 
given area, and 
are there many 
other trees around 
the one to be 
removed, or is it 
the only tree within 
a particular radius 
or view-shed? I 
would also like to 
know that the 
criteria are ranked 
in order of 
importance and 
that a given tree's 
health is of greater 
importance than 
the other extant 
criteria in your list, 
and therefore 
carries more 
weight than those 
other 
considerations. 
Conserving 
healthy trees is of 
paramount 
importance over 
all other 
considerations.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

1. On Los Robles 
between California and 
Colorado,  2. On 
California between 
Oakland and Lake,  3. 
On Oakland between 
California and Fillmore.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

I would support a 
city requirement 
that construction 
and development 
projects require 
some tree 
installation or a 
percentage of 
funding toward 
tree installation 
to be collected. 
(Much like the 
public art 
percentage 
requirement.)

Yes Pasadena does a 
spectacular job with 
its trees in 
comparison to LA 
and other area 
cities. I want to see 
that excellent 
continue.

3763371896 60517092 02/15/2015 02/15/2015 107.215.142.189 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Any replacement 
should require 
more mature 
trees. I know this 
increases cost, but 
shrubs aren't trees.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3763351351 60517092 02/15/2015 02/15/2015 71.189.104.35 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Under d), I would 
like more 
restrictions on 
"urban design 
strategy" so that 
trees are not 
removed by a 
developer's 
request.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Do not plant 
more 
eucalyptus 
trees.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No Tree pruning should 
be done by people 
that know what they 
are doing.  Some of 
the crews that come 
by don't seem to be 
trained.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3763334228 60517092 02/15/2015 02/15/2015 75.142.61.164 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

The street tree 
designation 
needs to be 
changed on 
our street due 
to the disease 
that kills the 
newest trees.

200-300 blocks of 
Douglas St between 
Marengo and Los 
Robles. Cedar trees 
continue to die and be 
replaced only to 
succumb to the very 
same disease and lack 
of water, We need a 
different kind of tree? 
Also, once new trees 
are planted in the 
parkway, homeowners 
need to be given 
support for 
caring/watering them. 
Several small street 
trees have died due to 
neglect on the part of 
homeowners. 
Homeowners also need 
support in learning how 
to care for protected 
trees! (Oaks on their 
property and proper 
pruning, etc.)

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure See above---
THANKS FOR ALL 
THAT YOU DO!

3763024274 60517092 02/15/2015 02/15/2015 96.40.111.39 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

f) tree can be 
replaced with a 
shade-producing 
specimen within 
150 meters of 
original tree siting; 
g) tree is not an 
unusual/exotic/prot
ected specimen.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Planting trees 
of decent size 
rather than tiny 
saplings

Sierra Madre Villa 
Avenue, block between 
New York Drive and 
the entrance to the 
Eaton Canyon Golf 
course. Many trees 
were downed here in 
the windstorm. They 
were replaced YEARS 
later with puny saplings 
that do not appear to 
be thriving.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3762585053 60517092 02/15/2015 02/15/2015 138.229.217.246 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3762495313 60517092 02/15/2015 02/15/2015 70.197.73.125 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3762339606 60517092 02/15/2015 02/15/2015 66.215.87.45 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

capability of 
replacement - if 
you need another 
70 years to gain 
the same amount 
of shade, pay a 
little more to 
enhance your 
block face

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

more trees - 
shade trees - 
even if they 
block pipes, fix 
them - that's 
the cost of 
shade tress

La Loma has old 
Sycamores that may 
soon die - Redwood 
has lost some trees - 
need a replacement 
plan - NO MORE 
PALMS - stupid non-
shade rat houses.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure NO MORE PALMS - 
they are non shady 
rat houses

3762234938 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 138.229.215.30 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Allow the oaks 
everywhere.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3762189809 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 172.56.41.9 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Remove, and 
hopefully replace, 
nuisance trees.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

replace 
problem trees 
with more 
beneficial 
ones, before 
the old tree 
becomes even 
more difficult 
for neighbors

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure our trees are a 
wonderful part of our 
city

3762121835 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 68.123.225.188 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3762061194 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 71.84.247.140 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3762060451 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 75.140.95.123 Important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Property owners 
should be allowed 
to do as they 
please with their 
trees.   City trees 
should be 
maintained for 
aesthetic value, 
shade, 
trimmed/removed 
for traffic safety.

Yes Very good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure

3762034237 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 71.95.157.167 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Stop cutting down 
mature trees. 
Furthermore, no 
trees are replanted 
in these bare 
spaces. Very, very 
poor tree 
maintenance and 
use of ignorant 
tree trimmers and 
untrained contract 
companies to care 
for trees

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Protect current 
trees and plant 
more trees of 
better varieties 
not the ugly 
stick trees 
chosen for old 
town

State street and all 
along pasadeba avenue

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

City staff needs 
much more 
education. Very 
poor decisions 
made w NO 
community input 
before trees cut 
down or trimmed 
very poorly

No What is the plan? 
Publish it. Who is in 
charge? How can 
residents talk to a 
real person with 
decision making 
authority. The city is 
becoming ugly 
because of very 
poor management 
of trees



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3762026311 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 66.215.93.38 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
In the past, 
decisions were 
made to plant 
trees in Pasadena 
that were 
inconsistent with 
not only the local 
environment and 
rainfall, but did not 
take into 
consideration the 
long-term growth 
habits and overall 
natural habits of 
some trees.  Yes, 
I'm specifically 
concerned about 
the agressive, 
tropical nature of 
the Ficus trees 
that were planted 
along Green St. 
and elsewhere.  
Ficus require a lot 
of water.  Their 
root system will 
seek out water, 
and as such they 
enter the plumbing 
lines in buildings 
along the street.  
They also kick up 

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

See above 
comment.  I 
have 
magnolias on 
my street that 
require much 
water and have 
shallow root 
systems.

No.  Relevant to the 
question below:  The 
city posted signs on my 
street on Feb. 9th that 
the street trees 
(magnolias) would be 
pruned on Feb. 10th.  
Nothing happened and 
the signs were 
removed.  Why?  
Please come back!  
They have much dead 
wood and need to be 
trimmed.  Our street is:  
Mesa Verde Rd. in 
91105.

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure Thanks for your 
efforts.  Thanks for 
posting the survey.

3761938234 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 138.229.245.226 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

street trees and 
those trees 
"softening" the 
appearance of 
structures should 
not be removed to 
"enchance" block 
face set back. 
(The enormouse 
concrete 
apartment 
buildings are an 
eye sore and 
disgace to our 
lovely city.)

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Native trees 
should be 
planted when 
feasible.

Pasadena Ave, St. 
John's, California Blvd

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3761919348 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 71.106.138.181 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Pasadena city 
arborist can 
overrule the TPO 
and has final 
recommendation.    
    As a 
homeowner in 
Pasadena I had a 
situation where we 
requested our 
parkway tree be 
replaced with a 
new one. We had 
to meet with a 
voluntary board 
that refused even 
though the 
Pasadena arborist 
agreed the tree 
should be 
replaced. The tree 
eventually fell over 
on its own causing 
property damage. 
The city arborist 
knows trees. The 
volunteers are just 
volunteers that 
have no formal 
training or 
experience with 
trees.

No I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Alegria St. In 91107. 
Please drive down this 
street.  There are many 
dead trees. All of the 
surrounding streets 
have beautiful mature 
canopies. Alegria St. Is 
ugly. Please pick ones 
species and plant, 
plant, plant.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3761876022 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 71.84.33.245 Very important Below average No Variety is not 
protected, 
neighborhoods 
seem unable to 
decide what is 
best for their 
street/area.  Only 
oaks are planted 
on many streets 
leaving little room 
for mid-level 
plantings.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Variety due to 
certain species 
becoming 
suseptible to 
disease.

Chinese elms removed 
from San Rafael school 
streets due to high 
allergy/asthma risks.  
Non-allergan type trees 
surrounding all schools 
(30 + types available).

Fair Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No Underground the 
utilties so that trees 
are not trimmed 
improperly.

3761859593 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 76.170.136.215 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No Yes, South Raymond 
between Del Mar and 
Glenarm.  See 
comments below

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No The trees (oak 
species) in our 
neighborhood 
(South Raymond) 
were planted a 
number of years ago 
and are a major fail.  
Some have grown 
well, some have 
floundered, many 
have died, been 
removed by property 
owners and not 
replaced.  This has 
created a weak 
patchwork of 
landscaping with 
apparently no 
oversight or 
remediation.  I am 
certain property 
owners don't know 
that they are 
responsible for 
replacing the battery 
in the sprinkler timer 
that keeps these 
areas irrigated.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3761833979 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 107.128.42.38 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Use of more 
native species

Very good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3761788872 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 71.189.166.220 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Replacement 
of older, 
existing trees 
with species 
that doesn't 
have excessive 
root system 
(that crowds 
out 
underground 
pipes).

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No I'd like to see more 
assistance available 
to residents for 
managing trees in 
parkway - ie: 
evaluating options 
for problem trees

3761752528 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 24.205.85.39 Very important Above average Think more should 
be invested in " 
saving" trees

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Once again 
let's plant 
native species 
that will 
survive..historic
ally these will 
not be invasive 
and have a 
great chance 
of survival

Lots of vacant space, 
Hammond, Garfield, 
worcester

Very good All Yes See above

3761142698 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 75.142.63.212 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure

3761098052 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 97.94.126.193 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes Good Not sure

3761043024 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 172.56.17.33 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No more shade 
trees. Crape 
Myrtles and 
similar  are too 
small

Upper Hastings in 
general is lacking trees 
on the many of the 
streets. Pepperhill Rd. 
(My street) needs 
more/blogger  trees

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Please make north 
east Pasadena look 
like Sierra Madre!

3760988367 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 67.122.137.79 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

If a tree is 
removed another 
must be planted.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No

3760966835 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 24.205.90.228 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Damage to 
property (sewage, 
water, sidewalk)

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

NO Good No

3760955459 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 138.229.230.203 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3760921198 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 66.215.94.160 Important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

how much 
damage to 
sidewalks making 
unsafe and 
hazardous for 
walking especially 
for elderly. Think 
of safety before 
looks or 
ordinances.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

emphasize on 
making 
sidewalks safe 
place to walk 
and bike etc.

no, and huge existent 
ones need to be 
replaced with newer 
trees, they have 
damaged every single 
sidewalk in my 
neighborhood.

Poor We have enough 
rules in the book, 
we just need 
some common 
sense approach 
in maintaining 
trees especially 
ones that are 
damaging 
sidewalks.

No



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3760825000 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 75.16.50.46 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
That there is no 
other alternative 
but to remove the 
tree that should be 
the last option.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Native trees to 
our area 
should be 
planted.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Promote 
donation to help 
with the care and 
replacement of 
trees.

No a lot of young trees 
were planted on 
Corson(next to the 
freeway) but hey 
were not watered 
and they all died,  
Plant in the rwinter 
and water in the 
summer.

3760823575 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 138.229.248.173 Important Below average I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

If a tree's roots are 
destroying 
sidewalks or home 
owner's plumbing, 
property, or 
residence tree 
could be removed.  
 If owner would be 
willing to pay for 
removal or 
maintenance City 
would allow it.  
The trees on my 
street also drop 
small, sharp 
"balls" which are 
very dangerous.  
They are also 
"self'pruning and 
drop large limbs.  
How long before 
one falls on a 
citizen or a car?

No Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Allow property 
owner to replace 
and/or maintain 
trees in front of 
their property.

No

3760806371 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 75.16.50.46 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

true native trees 
(e.g., oaks) need 
to be extra well 
protected  a) need 
to be more 
precisely defined  
b) master plan is 
mostly unknown to 
public  c) General 
Plan and policies 
and objectives 
regarding trees is  
d) totally "rubber" 
and includes no 
part of protecting 
urban landscapes  
d) same as above - 
 any council can 
interpret at will 
what it means and 
decide accordingly  
 e) is totally 
unclear in its 
meaning and 
consequences

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

native species, 
watersaving 
species and 
providing shade

Orange Grove to 
Altadena - do Maple 
and Allen - many old 
trees in poor condition - 
many newlyh planted 
trees seem not to 
survive or are poorly 
maintained.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No Trees: Pasadena's 
"life blood" -

3760778126 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 76.175.169.107 Very important Above average No I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Species should 
also provide 
shade and not 
sticky 
droppings.

Yes.  Hastings Ranch, 
especially Rexford and 
Alegria. They REALLY 
need SHADE trees; a 
type that would not 
drop damaging sap, etc 
on cars or cause a 
mess or hazard.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure Don't think trees on 
Alegria are well 
maintained; other 
trees need to be 
trimmed further 
away from electrical 
wires in case of fire 
or earthquake.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3760765627 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 75.142.59.231 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Extreme root 
invasion

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Plant a variety 
of trees instead 
of one kind only

945 Medford road Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No I placed a request 
two years ago, they 
said they would 
come and trim the 
dead leaves of Palm 
tree and they never 
came.

3760759140 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 24.205.137.44 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Plant trees that 
do not lift up 
sidewalks and 
do not create a 
huge mess

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes Again, new pkwy 
tree planting should 
not cause sidewalks 
to lift and trees that 
do not make a huge 
mess.

3760757175 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 172.2.153.103 Above average No Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes trimmers broke my 
fence letting branch 
it it.

3760701343 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 66.87.66.2 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Trees removed 
only when pruning 
is not enough to  
solve the  problem 
and the tree can 
be replaced.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

add fruit and 
nut trees for 
food.

Garfield Ave and 
around Villa Parke.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Right now I'm  
treating the root 
zones around the 
Shothole--  Borer-
infected trees 
around my area 
of the condo 
complex where I  
live.  I'm using 
compost tea.

Not sure

3760700042 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 24.205.138.67 Very important Above average No Are General Plan 
Policies consistent 
with citizen desires 
or primarily 
directed by city 
planner "experts"?  
 Is Urban Design 
Strategy 
consistent with the 
reality that faces 
us every day, or is 
it a "dream" 
strategy that does 
not represent 
citizen opinions 
and desires?  
What does 
"enhancing the 
prevailing setback" 
mean in real 
terms, some 
planning expert's 
idea of what block 
face should look 
like?

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

To many trees 
that have 
outgrown their 
own 
environment 
and destroy 
sidewalks and 
lose their 
effective 
canopies as 
their height 
increases. Use 
smaller trees, 
more low-water 
need trees, 
trees whose 
canopies will 
actually 
provide 
effective shade 
and reduce 
substantial 
amounts of 
carbon dioxide.

Hamilton Park has no 
trees on the play level, 
no shade, no character, 
no tree-causing 
breezes, no tree using 
birds; my street, lower 
Leonard has trees that 
are so high that all the 
good shade, etc has 
been cut away to 
create a canopy so 
high that it does little to 
enhance the "feel" of 
the neighborhood. And, 
the root systems 
demand more water 
than we can provide 
thus upsetting the 
balance of sidewalks, 
walls, front yards, even 
curbing, finally, the 
parkway on Sierra 
Madre Blvd needs 
many more low-
growing, colorful, low 
water-need trees. Bare 
and mostly barren 
grass is unsightly and 
dysfunctional.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

What kind of 
"fees"? What 
kinds of "fines" 
and for what 
kinds of 
violations? And 
what would the 
source of those 
additional "taxes" 
be and what 
limits would they 
contain?

Yes Ask citizens who 
know trees, instead 
of urban planners, 
how to go about 
"fixing" this mess 
we've gotten 
ourselves into.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3760695532 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 107.184.60.145 Important Below average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
If residents have 
proof of tree 
problems the city 
should allow for its 
removal.The city 
and resident could 
each pay half of 
the cost of 
removal and 
planting of a new 
tree.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

plant tress that 
don't require 
too much 
maintain. I 
sweep the 
street/sidewalk 
at least twice a 
week because 
of the pods 
which 
pedestrians 
can step on 
and fall!

Rexford in Upper 
Hastings

Fair No a few more trees in 
some of the parks, 
too hot with the 
climate change

3760691548 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 99.106.241.160 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Casa grande Very good Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Please be 
selective in tree 
pruners skill

Yes Skilled tree trimmers

3760686450 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 75.22.38.116 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

When residents on 
blocks such as 
mine are asked to 
vote every few 
years on whether 
we want street 
lamps and 
sidewalks, we are 
not advised as to 
how this will likely 
affect the trees 
along the street.  
Crews that come 
in to do the work 
tend to have an 
attitude of 
entitlement, and 
do not care, for 
example, whether 
major roots are 
severed in the 
process.  There 
should be some 
sort of EIR given 
to the residents 
before a vote is 
called.

Yes I don't know 
enough to 
answer this 
question.

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure We need more 
public information 
about the various 
diseases and 
infestations that are 
affecting our trees, 
and information 
about which trees 
are resistant and 
which are sensitive 
to each such 
problem, so that we 
can make informed 
choices about what 
to plant.

3760672602 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 138.229.217.184 Very important Below average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

If it is in danger of 
falling on a home 
because of not 
being trimmed and 
cared for properly, 
it should be 
removed

Yes Poor Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No Have a consistent 
plan for proper tree 
maintenance on all 
streets; not just 
certain ones. The 
trees on our street 
are in horrible 
condition. The city 
came to take out 
dead limbs and only 
did what hangs over 
the street that they 
could reach. Need  
a real tree company 
to take care of trees 
like they do on 
Riviera each year.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3760670829 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 75.79.15.84 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Does the tree 
provide habitat for 
local (and 
migrating) birds 
and other native 
species that 
depend on the tree 
for food, shelter or 
symbiotic 
relationship? 
Would removing 
the tree 
significantly impact 
the life cycle, 
breeding habits 
and habitat of 
these species?

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Planting of 
native species 
that support 
native wildlife 
should be of 
primary 
concern. 
Secondarily, 
trees that are 
more water 
tolerant should 
be a priority, as 
a lack of water 
resources 
could 
potentially 
impact the 
lifespan of 
certain water-
thirsty trees.

I don't live in 
Pasadena, but I 
frequent the city for 
work, business and 
pleasure. I live in 
Glendale where oaks 
and sycamores are 
abundant and protected 
by city code.

Very good Pasadena could use 
more trees, parks 
and open areas. 
The urban forest 
has no roots.

3760651102 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 71.108.181.123 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

I have fought with 
the City  of 
pasadena for over 
15 yrs about their 
tree in my 
parkway.  I have 
asked time after 
time for permision 
to have tree 
trimmed at 
MYEXPENSE and 
have received 
no's.  
Consequently I will 
be billed for 
sidewalk repair 
because they will 
not let me control 
the growth and I 
had to pay 
$25,000.00 dollars 
to repair the sewer 
lines clear to the 
main line sewer 
because they sat 
on their hands and 
would not help me 
even tho I have 
tried.  Also,  a 
branch sheared off 
the front of the 
tree IN MY Yard 

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Realize that 
homeowners 
need some help 
because of 
stupid rules that 
have prevented 
keeping wrongly 
placed trees 
under control.  If 
a tree is in an 
area where it 
causes damage 
the City should 
assume a fair 
amt of 
responsibility for 
the damage it 
causes

No Unfortunately, just 
do nothing as is now 
the case...the 
drought is taking 
care of everything

3760624064 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 71.110.44.84 Not important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

When the trees 
uproot the side 
walk and is a 
public hazard for a 
"fall on city 
property"

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Plant trees with 
root systems 
that will not 
afffect the 
sidewalks or 
streets

no Poor DO NOT spend 
more money...be 
more efficient.

No

3760618954 60517092 02/14/2015 02/14/2015 138.229.249.39 Important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Na Yes

3760593272 60517092 02/13/2015 02/14/2015 24.205.138.15 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Root growth 
pattern results in 
damage to city 
property, (e.g. side 
walks) and safety 
of pedestrians is 
compromised.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Selection of 
tree species for 
new 
developments 
and 
replacement 
purposes 
needs to be 
made from 
drought 
tolerant trees

No Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3760569048 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 166.170.48.111 Very important Below average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Slower than 
molasses in 
January!

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

In front of my house if 
they ever take out the 
dead tree that has 
been in the works for 
most months!

Poor Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No

3760561982 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 24.205.136.228 Important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No I think the city 
should check the 
sidewalk for root 
obstruction.

3760559577 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 71.108.190.158 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Sierra Madre Blvd 
between Madre and 
Michilinda

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes More trees the better

3760555820 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 71.84.246.235 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3760544799 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 97.94.127.91 Important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No

3760542131 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 63.202.171.143 Important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

1.  Tree roots are 
damaging 
sidewalk.  2.  Tree 
roots are intruding 
on sewer system.  
3.  Trees is/can be 
appropriately 
maintained by City 
to survive the high-
force winds that 
occasionally blow 
through 
Pasadena, without 
presenting a 
hazard to 
homeowners or 
transit.    Basically, 
if the City cannot 
reasonably 
prevent its trees 
from causing other 
damage 
(sidewalks, sewer 
lines, falling in 
high-force winds), 
the trees should 
be removed.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

I honestly don't 
know enough 
about the 
MSTP

No.  We have sufficient 
trees.

Good None of the 
above.  Don't get 
me wrong, I like 
trees.  But 
Pasadena's 
limited budget 
should be spent 
on more 
important 
services.

Not sure

3760537845 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 199.15.176.250 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Tree must not 
damage private 
property or 
sidewalks which 
the homeowner is 
responsible.    City 
trees are pushing 
up sidewalks and 
homeowners are 
not fixing them 
because of the 
cost.  They also 
are breaking into 
sewer lines.

No I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

We are missing trees 
on Daveric Dr 1200 
Block to 1400 Block, 
and some trees are 
unbalanced after 2012 
wind storms and need 
to be re-shaped

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3760534830 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 66.214.46.70 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3760316628 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 138.229.222.36 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Need to 
include more 
monitoring of 
trees by the 
city.  The city 
has cut down 
trees that could 
have been 
saved thru 
proper 
maintenance.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No During the drought, 
the city should help 
property owners 
with suggestions on 
how to save trees 
that are stressed by 
lack of water.

3760314630 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 172.7.136.250 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Washington blv east of 
Lake all the way down!

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3760007003 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 24.205.91.243 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

No Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Not sure None

3759470996 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 108.203.15.7 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Garfield Heights 
Neighborhood 
Association.  
Claremont Street looks 
a little sparse.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No I would like to see 
the City STOP 
outsourcing 
maintenance of 
trees (for clearance 
away from Power 
lines.)  My own tree 
was destroyed by a 
suncontractor, and 
had to be removed.  
When I first bought 
my house, the city 
did this work, but it 
seems like it has 
been outsourced for 
at least the last ten 
years.  The 
suncontractor cut 
too deeply into the 
crotch of my tree for 
the last 3 years, and 
the large limbs 
began fallinginto the 
street.  My 30 Coral 
tree was 
condemned last 
year and removed.  
Has not been 
replaced yet.  
Please call me at 
(626) 710-8277 - 
Buddy Renzullo 371 

3759325741 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 24.205.89.93 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No Surveying the 
condition of the city 
trees needs to be 
doneore frequently. 
This could be 
achieved by creating 
a volunteer group 
consisting of 
members that would 
canvas and 
document the tree 
conditions.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3759319527 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 108.81.245.50 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

No Add fruit trees 
for public use.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3758645427 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 108.77.225.225 Very important Below average No I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

trimm trees 
more from 
around street 
lights..marengo/
800 n.

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No we need to be able 
to see street lights 
helps to stop crimes 
in our community

3758217822 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 97.94.126.86 Important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

For example 
on our street 
there are oak 
trees - but the 
newer trees 
that have been 
planted are not 
the same 
variety as the 
older ones. 
The newer 
ones are 
slower growing 
and messier.

We live in Garfield 
Heights and there are 
some spaces that need 
to be filled in.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No There are a bunch 
of trees onmy street 
that need to be 
pruned. We were 
told the tree in front 
of our house was 
next on the list and 
that was five years 
ago. You need to 
maintain ALL the 
trees in Pasadena, 
not just the ones in 
more affluent 
neighborhoods

3757957603 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 108.200.74.103 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

If it is destroying 
the homeowners 
retaining walls, 
sewer or water 
pipes.  City trees 
have caused 10s 
of thousands of 
dollars of damage 
to my neighbors 
on El Molino and 
the city said tough 
luck.  The planted 
a tree right over 
the sewer lateral 
to the house.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

they said we 
couldn't plant 
anymore palms 
on palm 
terrace 
because they 
were too 
expensive to 
plant and trim.  
But then they 
planted them 
on orange 
grove.  I guess 
rich people are 
better than us.

Trees on Lake and on 
Washington died but 
they didn't replant 
them.  I complained 
and they ignored me.

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3757924426 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 108.227.170.79 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3757811846 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 71.108.186.72 Very important Above average Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

add edible fruit 
trees

Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure I want to increase 
our urban forest

3757760355 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 138.229.245.163 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

There needs to be 
a tighter time 
frame for targeted 
tree removal once 
they have been 
determined to 
need removal.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Quicker 
removal of 
diseased or 
damaged trees.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

There are 
problem trees on 
private property 
where the 
owners are 
financially unable 
to address their 
proper care or 
removal.

No



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3757747253 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 70.211.143.80 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Do the trees 
encourage 
pedestrian 
traffic....do they 
add to the 
ambiance of the 
space? Some 
street trees do 
nothing to 
enhhance the 
space....like 
Australian Bottle 
trees....they just 
look mangey! 
They were 
supposed to be a 
less root invasive 
replacement for 
Camphir (sp?) 
trees.NOT 
EFFECTIVE!

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Re-evaluate 
some tree 
choices that 
didn't enhance 
the spaces as 
hoped.

No!!! I live on a corner 
& I have 9 strret trees 
in front of my house 4 
palm trees & 5 oaks. 
The palm trees need 
more trimming, but get 
forgotten because they 
pop up above oak 
trees. Thiis is a palm 
frond litter problem.

Good Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No Part of what makes 
Pasadena special 
are the tree 
canopies...we need 
to make sure there 
is ample budget to 
maintain thiis!

3757745576 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 66.215.89.19 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Yes, there are gaps on 
N Holliston Ave.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure I love the trees and 
it is one of the 
reasons that I 
bought a house in 
Pasadena and on 
my street. I think 
there needs to be 
more pruning. The 
time between is too 
long, as a 
consequence I 
recently had a big 
branch fall in my 
yard. The response 
was great, but more 
pruning could 
happen more often. 
I have also seen 
delivery trucks hit 
the branches over 
the road. I'd also like 
to see more 
management of the 
trees on properties 
where the 
homeowner doesn't 
take care to water it 
(young trees).

3757545893 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 66.215.94.154 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Plant more trees in 
parkway around 
McDonald Park.

Very good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3757493212 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 182.55.83.110 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

planning should 
include wider 
variety of fruit and 
nuts as well as 
space for 
vegetables.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

see above 
suggestion

East and West Loma 
Alta Dr  Lincoln Ave.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3757417146 60517092 02/13/2015 02/13/2015 108.203.14.50 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes We love our Oak 
lined street!



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3757398351 60517092 02/12/2015 02/13/2015 207.105.125.161 Very important Below average Yes No The  MSTP 

needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

The plan 
should be 
further 
modified to 
exclude non-
native tree 
species such 
as Palms. 
Incorporate 
into the City's 
consideration 
for tree 
removal input 
from residents.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support a budget 
increase 
provided the 
funds are 
appropriately 
allocated to 
increase city 
maintenance 
infrastructure to 
improve the 
response to 
resident's request

No My repeated 
requests to trim the 
dead frawns for the 
Palm trees on the 
City parkway in front 
of my house have 
gone ignored. As a 
result the trees have 
become an eyesore 
and are a potential 
hazard to my 
property and 
residents. This is 
completely 
unacceptable for a 
city that advertises 
as "Tree Friendly"! 
To the extent that 
the budget for 
Pasadena's TMSP 
is increased a 
portion of the those 
should be allocated 
to support 
infrastructure to 
improve the City's 
response to 
resident's requests.

3757357122 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 108.85.192.6 Not important Below average No No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Fair No Trees should be 
trimmed regularly

3757342878 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 75.142.61.164 Very important Average Yes No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

more variety of 
trees allowed

Douglas between 
Garfield and Los Robles

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No too many dead trees 
have not been 
removed

3757320231 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 138.229.244.82 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Every tree that is 
removed in a 
residential 
(parkway) area 
must be replaced 
by the city within 4-
6 months. We are 
still waiting for new 
trees to be planted 
when we lost 
many trees during 
the wind storm.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Replacement 
trees must be 
planted within 
4-6 months.

Yes. Along Howard 
(between Los Robles 
and Morango) where 
trees were removed 
from either rot or wind.  
Additional trees need to 
be planted on north 
Garfield between 
Washington and 
Woodbury.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Fine people who 
remove trees.

No I don't think the 
existing oak trees in 
our neighborhood 
have been trimmed 
or maintained 
properly. Also, the 
dried palm trees 
fronds should be 
removed before they 
become a hazard.

3757290571 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 71.84.50.221 Very important Above average Yes Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3757278471 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 204.89.11.24 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3757249391 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 144.142.12.2 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Save native trees Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

More trees! Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3757247397 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 99.44.22.213 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
We are loosing too 
many trees do to 
improper 
maintenance. The 
larger trees are 
only being 
trimmed over the 
street and are over 
grown or left 
unbalanced in the 
yard space. Then 
we loose them 
when the wind 
blows.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Be more 
consistant

Yes; Much of Bungalow 
Heaven

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Make better use 
of the budget 
you have.

No We are loosing too 
many trees do to 
improper 
maintenance. The 
larger trees are only 
being trimmed over 
the street and are 
over grown or left 
unbalanced in the 
yard space. Then 
we loose them when 
the wind blows.

3757235069 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 71.95.218.14 Very important Above average Yes No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Sustainability 
of water usage.

Oakland north of 
Mountain and south of 
Jackson.  The new 
trees planted should be 
the queen palms to 
match what is there.  
Planting sycamores to 
replace dead palms 
though protested by the 
neighborhood, was 
implemented and the 
small trees are already 
dead....They are thirsty 
trees that could not 
handle our drought and 
had they lived would 
have ruined the 
aesthetic of the street.  
The rigidity of the City 
on refusing to plant 
queen palms was 
disheartening and 
seemed silly seeing as 
those trees are able to 
survive a drought.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes If there are 
neighborhood 
associations, I think 
they should have 
greater say in what 
trees are planted.

3757203419 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 130.166.194.156 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Is the tree non-
native/invasive?  If 
so, these trees 
need to be 
replaced over time 
with regionally-
appropriate, 
drought-tolerant, 
native species.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Invasive trees 
such as 
Chinese Elms 
must be 
replaced with 
regionally-
appropriate 
native tree 
species.  
Hillside areas 
which used to 
be oak forests 
and which abut 
natural areas, 
such as in my 
neighborhood 
of Linda Vista, 
should be have 
their street 
trees replanted 
with coast live 
oaks.  This 
serves to 
replace much 
needed native 
habitat, 
preserves and 
enhances our 
sense of place, 
and lends a 
more stately 
appearance to 

Poor Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

I am willing to 
have new trees 
planted in my 
parkway if they 
are drought-
tolerant and 
native.  
Otherwise, I will 
not have another 
Chinese Elm 
planted in my 
parkway by the 
city.  These are 
nothing more 
than giant, 
invasive weeds.

No Please try to ensure 
that residents follow 
best practices with 
the type of plants 
and amount of 
watering at the base 
of parkway trees.  
Surrounding oak 
trees with arroyo 
stone at their base, 
or watering grass 
around their trunks 
harms the trees.  
They really need 
natural leaf litter to 
decompose as 
mulch under their 
canopy.  Please 
educate the public 
on such best 
practices, and utilize 
best practices 
yourselves by 
planting native trees 
which enhance 
habitat, and 
preserve our natural 
and cultural heritage.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3757198675 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 70.211.130.157 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No When the City trims 
oak trees, many 
dead branches are 
still left on the trees.  
 Also, it is critical 
that the City provide 
a tree maintenance 
education program 
for residents.  
Residents have 
been slowly killing 
the trees by 
overwatering, or 
now by using rocks 
as mulch, or not 
watering the trees at 
all during this 
drought.  Our water 
levels are too low for 
the trees to obtain 
any water from 
underground.

3757197539 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 138.229.252.38 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Any resident 
affected should be 
informed when 
construction such 
as house 
remodeling and 
building of walls is 
to be done.  Such 
resident should be 
asked how they 
feel about trees 
being negatively 
affected, damaged 
or removed.  (I've 
been told point 
blank by city 
planning that 
there's nothing the 
city will do if 
someone cuts 
down a protected 
tree.  That it is up 
to the affected 
homeowner to sue 
the party that cut 
the tree down.)  
Also, the city is 
doing an awful job 
of protecting our 
oak trees.  Dozens 
have died and are 
dieing because of 

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

You are asking 
for input when 
we don't even 
know what the 
MSTP 
contains.  How 
can we 
answer?

Throughout Brigden 
Ranch.  Although it's 
difficult to replace trees 
that are more than 100 
years old.  Also, no 
attempt is being made 
to maintain new trees 
the city is planting.  
Many have died.  
That's a waste of 
taxpayer money and 
city resources.  Just 
take a look along 
Corson south of the 
freeway.  New trees 
were put in, and they 
are dead.  Also, it looks 
like oak trees have 
been planted along 
Corson.  These will just 
need to be removed 
later.

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

We need 
proactive city 
staff that 
involves the 
community.  
That's not being 
done.

No I have photos and 
addresses of more 
than 50 oaks that 
are dieing.  There 
are dozens more 
dead in Oak Grove 
Park.  Contact me.  
Donn Dufford, 
President Brigden 
Ranch 
Neighborhood 
Association.  
donnduff@aol.com  
626-794-8760

3757166945 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 131.215.225.78 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

palm trees and 
native's get higher 
priority

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

palm tree 
priority

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Darya Barar is 
awesome! Give her 
a raise! and more 
money for palm 
trees in orange 
heights!



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3757148523 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 108.227.168.46 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
A commitment to 
plant replacement 
trees to keep 
overall tree levels 
in the city at or 
above the current 
level.     A 
commitment to 
pruning and 
maintenance of 
city trees that 
takes into account 
the habitat needs 
of local wildlife.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

A commitment 
to remove 
palm trees 
(which provide 
little shade and 
create a great 
deal of debris 
which is not 
easily disposed 
of) and to 
replace them 
with native 
trees.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3757135341 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 12.42.184.208 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Yes at Evelyn Pl. & Mar 
Vista there is a dead 
Jacaranda that needs 
to be replaced.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3757126912 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 12.12.194.44 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3757049405 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 170.146.220.22 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Marengo- between 
Mountain and 
Washington

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure I didn't know there 
was a map of the 
types of trees being 
planted on the 
streets. I would 
recommend you 
publish more 
information for the 
community's 
knowledge and get 
involved in 
Pasadena's active 
neighbood 
associations in order 
to connect with 
residents.

3756976043 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 159.83.136.1 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3756742125 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 24.205.84.83 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

The tree health 
and security has 
been checked by a 
certified arborist 
within the past 12 
months.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

More frequent 
checking on 
tree health and 
condition.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure I live at the south-
west corner of Hill 
Ave. and Mountain 
St. We had a 
massive city tree fall 
onto our property 
several years ago. 
There is another 
large trees on city 
property near our 
home that appear to 
be older and in need 
of maintenance. 
We'd like to see an 
effective way to 
notify the city to 
check their condition 
before the next 
major windstorm.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3756649030 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 70.241.136.180 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Every possible 
mitigation must be 
undertaken before 
damaged trees 
can be removed. 
This can include: 
introduction of a 
predator species 
to control pest 
infestations, 
assurance of deep 
and rare watering 
practice, 
introduction of 
mushroom 
mycelium to 
ensure healthy 
nutrient 
conversion, and 
more.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Public education 
that shows 
neighborhoods 
the importance 
of and how to 
help maintain the 
trees.

Yes The public needs to 
know why it's 
important to plant 
native trees or their 
cousins, rather than 
tropical trees. The 
city could target 
neighborhoods with 
an abundance of 
tropical trees and 
offer them a free 
workshop.

3756491236 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 162.207.92.234 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Trees that 
damage 
sidewalks, 
driveways, 
sewer lines, 
roads, should 
not be planted.

No Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure Plant new trees that 
are more urban 
friendly. That do not 
cause destruction to 
our city or property.

3756337225 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 216.240.59.222 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

I am not familiar 
with the Master 
Street Tree Plan 
so this may 
already be 
recovered.      But 
I would want to 
make sure that if a 
tree was removed 
that another tree 
replaced it in the 
plan.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3756190766 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 138.229.213.91 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

In the event that a 
tree is a fruit or nut 
tree in good health 
and bearing ability, 
criteria b,c,d will 
not apply.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

The addition of 
fruit and nut 
trees in gaps 
between 
existing street 
trees and not 
at City expense

Yes, some, but by the 
time new trees (many 
of which are slow 
growing and not 
drought tolerant) reach 
maturity I'll be dead.

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3756032651 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 24.205.86.146 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

I've noticed some 
trees planted by 
the city are very 
messy in terms of 
shedding a sap 
that stains 
sidewalks and 
leaves a mess on 
cars parked under 
them-added 
criteria would be if 
tree is producing a 
messy 
environment under 
them.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Would need to 
see the whole 
MSTP to have 
constructive 
input

Washington Blvd 
between Lake and 
Allen some city planted 
trees have died and 
need to be replaced or 
removed. A dead tree 
does not do well for a 
neighborhood.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3756005740 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 71.94.133.135 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
How about 
streamlining the 
process? 
Pasadena has an 
amazing level of 
bureaucracy to 
wade through.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

See above Mountain St, areas 
east of Garfield Heights

Good None. Why is 
this a request for 
more money and 
more policies? 
Streamline 
existing 
processes and 
then look at the 
budget.

Yes This survey is 
heavily skewed 
toward getting 
certain answers. Not 
at all objective.

3755858722 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 138.229.246.229 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes STOP FINING 
RESIDENTS!

3755853584 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 107.141.113.170 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3755802743 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 108.203.14.98 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Preserve 
specimen trees

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Fruit and nut  
trees added to 
acceptable tree 
list

Fruit trees should be 
planted at Mc Donald 
Park and at EVERY 
public park.  Longfellow 
school just planted 15 
fruit trees.  PUSD is 
seeing the light that our 
city should be seeing. 
Food Security will 
increasingly be an 
issue especially for low 
income citizens.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Public education 
to Reframe trees 
as natural 
healthy food 
source.  Public 
education on fruit 
and nut tree 
maintenance.  
Urban Forestry 
and Pasadena 
Health Dept 
should put heads 
together so that 
their goals mesh.  
 health Dept is 
trying hard to get 
fresh fruit to low 
income areas 
and Forestry is 
blocking the 
clearest path: 
planting food in 
public places.

Not sure PSHB is attacking 
trees at Mc Donald 
Park and in 
Bungalow Heaven.  
Public education is 
needed and tree 
mulch issue needs 
to be addressed and 
coordinated with 
Public Works new 
guidelines to reduce 
mulch in landfill.

3755658923 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 172.56.16.126 Very important Average No No have idea 
where mstp is 
housed. have 
no idea about 
mstp nor its 
recommendatio
ns

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Not sure

3755568993 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 107.213.56.28 Very important Below average Yes Yes Poor Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3755241437 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 24.205.84.253 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

No I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

On the parkway in front 
of our house at 935 N. 
Garfield Ave., there is a 
gaping hole in the 
grass where it appears 
the city began to plant 
a tree. However, we 
have a young tree 
planted in another 
circle a few feet away. I 
do not know of the city 
plans to use the dirt 
hole to plant a second 
tree or if they have 
abandoned it. At a 
minimum I would like 
the city to replace the 
turf in the area as it just 
becomes a mud pit and 
fungus garden after 
each rain, and it is an 
unsightly hole in the 
parkway.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure

3754881347 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 108.252.94.104 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3754844285 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 75.140.92.6 Very important Average No Great question.  
Need to think 
about it 🙇.

No I just moved 
back so am not 
sure what 
policies are in 
place.

Yes, I would love to 
see more trees.  How 
about on 1195 n. 
Marengo ave.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure Hmmm....

3754732333 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 68.183.138.201 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3754731129 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 66.215.73.141 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Lots of brand new trees 
on our street, along 
with lots of really old 
trees (that need 
pruning!)

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No In the four years 
that we've lived on 
this street, I have 
seen the Oak trees 
pruned only once. A 
greater effort 
towards regular 
maintenance in the 
less wealthy 
residential areas 
would be greatly 
appreciated.

3754729413 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 162.200.154.251 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Location of tree 
and any potential 
factors is safety, 
nuisance, 
obstruction should 
be taken into 
consideration.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No

3754718483 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 107.129.105.71 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3754688195 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 107.141.112.182 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3754661856 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 108.227.168.54 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
More information 
regarding removal 
of trees should be 
made available ie. 
guideline and fees 
or non fees for 
removing a tree on 
an landowner's 
property.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

What exactly 
are those 
goals?

East Jackson St. Oak 
Tree updates and 
care...filling in any open 
space that may be 
suitable for a new tree.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Police any 
inappropriate 
pruning of trees.

Yes There are may trees 
now that have 
diseases that need 
to be addressed. 
Shot Hole Borer etc.

3754642986 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 172.11.17.14 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

I am not sure No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

More shade on 
colorado

Colorado- faster 
growing

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3754638307 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 138.229.246.229 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes La Pintoresca Park on 
Washington in NW 
Pasadena.

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Love living in a city 
where trees are 
valued! I work for 
the LMU Center for 
Urban Resilience.

3754547219 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 138.229.214.39 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3754455647 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 64.60.233.50 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

I sit on the Design 
Commission and it 
feels like protected 
trees are removed 
all the time.  I 
would love to see 
if there is more we 
can do to design 
around the 
existing trees.  
Also, if they are 
the type that could 
survive an off-site 
removal, I would 
love to encourage 
/ incentivize the 
developers to 
move the trees 
instead of just 
cutting them down.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

I don't know 
the current 
goals, but I'd 
love to see 
fewer palm 
trees and more 
shade trees 
everywhere.

Asbury Drive (my 
street) could use some 
more shade trees.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Trees are one of 
the most 
important 
aspects of what 
makes Pasadena 
a wonderful 
place to live.  I 
think it is vital we 
invest a lot of 
resources into 
maintaining the 
ones we have 
and planting new 
ones.  I know we 
are dealing with 
a drought, but 
the shade helps 
reduce 
temperature.  
We need to 
make sure the 
new ones 
especially get 
enough water.

Yes There's a dead tree 
at the northwest 
corner of Asbury 
and Allen that needs 
to be removed.

3754448830 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 24.205.81.51 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Recently trees were 
added on Ave. 64 after 
the undergrounding.  
Residences don't know 
to water them - some 
are on lots with 2 street 
fronts - which makes it 
hard

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes The mature trees in 
Pasadena are one 
of our greatest 
assets

3754428250 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 50.1.169.194 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Cork oaks are 
too weak a tree 
and don't 
provide shade 
and structure. 
Should be 
replaced with 
live oaks

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3754322578 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 97.93.58.48 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Trees that grow 
into a neighbors 
yard should 
require written 
permission by the 
neighbor that 
owns the tree in 
order to trim trees.  
 My neighbor 
trimmed off a 9 
and 6 inch branch 
off my Coast Live 
Oak and sheered 
off one whole side 
of the tree to the 
property line.  He 
should not have 
been allowed to do 
this and a permit 
should have been 
issued in order to 
cut my oak tree 
back by 20 
percent.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

I support keeping 
the Mexican fan 
palms on 
Glenarm better 
maintained.  
Every time there 
is a wind storm 
there are tons of 
palm fronds 
littering the street 
and sidewalks.

Yes More money needed 
to research the pest, 
Polyphygous Shot 
Hole Bore.  I have 
noticed that some of 
the Sycamore trees 
on Arden (cross 
street South Lake) 
look like they have 
PSHB.  I live on the 
next street on 
Kewen and my 
Sycamores and 
Oaks have been 
infected by the 
PSHB.  The City 
needs to do more to 
protect the City 
trees from this pest.

3754205138 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 71.108.187.238 Important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

City trees that 
break the city 
sidewalk/curbs 
should be 
removed and 
replaced with trees 
that have deep 
roots and when 
planted should 
include watering 
tubes next to them 
to encourage the 
roots to grow 
down.  Trees that 
grow into the 
overhead power 
and phone lines 
should be 
removed and 
replace with 
smaller or dwarf 
species. Trees 
that block street 
lights should be 
removed or 
severely cut back.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Scrap the 
MSTP and 
start again, this 
time use more 
common sense.

NO. In fact in my 
neighborhood the street 
trees have mostly died 
of old age.  Many 
residents have chosen 
not to have another 
parkway tree planted 
since the city won't 
maintain them or 
accept responsibility for 
the damage they cause.

Fair Nothing .  People 
and 
neighborhoods 
come first, trees 
come second, 
not the other way 
around.

No If the city plants a 
tree the city MUST 
maintain it.  If the 
city tree breaks the 
city sidewalk/curb, 
the city must repair 
the damage.

3754188332 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 198.188.4.4 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

No. There are enough 
trees in my 
neighborhood.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3754131705 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 72.87.207.215 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Age of tree must 
always be the 
highest calculator 
over the idea of a 
new tree in more 
convenient place.  
The project should 
be moved to 
accomodate 
mature productive 
trees.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Pay more 
attention to 
right tree for 
the right place 
and forget the 
street tree plan 
of the past as it 
is too 
urbanized 
looking.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3754092993 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 66.214.237.65 Very important Above average Yes Good Support new policies 

that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3754056670 60517092 02/12/2015 02/12/2015 75.142.60.41 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

California 
Native plants 
(if not already 
in the plan)

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3754040465 60517092 02/11/2015 02/12/2015 75.43.215.76 Very important Below average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Add a provision 
that if the city 
planted a tree 
where I had 
specifically said 
NOT to plant it, it 
could be removed 
and replaced by a 
tree at the correct 
location.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

They have 
some huge 
tree varieties 
planted on very 
narrow 
parkways. The 
tree should be 
appropriate for 
that dimension 
of planting 
area.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Not sure When surveyed if he 
wanted a tree on his 
parkway, a neighbor 
declined. The city 
planted two trees 
anyway. He let them 
die. The city planted 
two more trees and 
he let them die 
again. They planted 
a THIRD time! One 
is now dead. This is 
a complete waste of 
$$$ when the 
neighbor declined to 
have trees planted. 
Is anyone paying 
attention? NO!

3754037335 60517092 02/11/2015 02/12/2015 104.35.174.21 Very important Above average No Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Along the parkway of 
Sierra Madre Blvd.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3753635641 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 108.80.79.147 Important Below average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Tree causes 
damage to 
neighboring 
properties.    
Trees create a 
mess on the 
sidewalks and 
adjoining 
properties.    
Material falling 
from trees can 
create a hazard for 
pedestrians and/or 
drivers. (Slippery 
sidewalks, etc.)

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Dangerous, 
damaging or 
messy trees 
should be 
replaced.

Good Get rid of 
harmful trees

Not sure Sometimes trees 
are either wrong or 
create problems and 
should be replaced 
with a more 
apropriate species.

3753250256 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 162.119.232.105 Important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Look at the types of 
trees, how they flower 
and/or what falls from 
them, potential root 
damage, etc

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Not sure In my neighborhood 
we've had a number 
of trees just 
'dropping' large 
branches (one fell 
on a car in front of 
my house!) I do not 
know if this is due to 
the health of the 
trees or the drought.

3751749573 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 108.89.25.46 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Union street. Good Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Tougher 
punishment for 
vandalism.

Yes

3751503069 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 68.99.251.209 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3751243256 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 24.205.93.8 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
I would ask that 
this: "d) project will 
enhance urban 
design strategy set 
forth by City long-
term planning 
documents"  be 
more defined 
since it seems too 
broad and could 
lead to trees being 
removed without 
getting replaced in 
this new "urban 
design." 
Otherwise, it looks 
good.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes The trees make 
every day more 
enjoyable for me! 
Please keep up the 
good work!

3751242769 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 99.6.8.237 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

I believe Walnut Street, 
Colorado Blvd 
aWashington Blvd, 
Lake Ave and Allen 
Ave should have more 
trees.  Allen Ave should 
have tree islands.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure Industrial zones 
should have more 
trees.

3751241535 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 99.7.8.44 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No

3751191080 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 66.215.87.10 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Increase 
drought 
tolerant 
plantings.   
Decrease 
thirsty species.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3751140379 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 71.84.33.86 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

History of and 
aesthetic value of 
tree, iconic trees 
such as the one 
on Marengo, south 
of Green St.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3751132667 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 72.87.176.12 Important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3751108007 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 99.6.8.61 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Corson Street along 
the 210 freeway 
corridor.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No

3751080793 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 99.99.58.18 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Trimmimg of 
trees needs to 
happen more 
often.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure Trees need to 
occaisonally be 
trimmed

3751068828 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 97.93.58.197 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

More fruit trees Euclid ave by city hall, 
all of NW pasadena- 
especially shade trees 
on Lincoln

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Thank you for what 
you do!

3750991322 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 67.121.107.87 Very important Below average No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Less Chinese 
elms

Fair Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3750986499 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 108.218.56.68 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Corson, Colorado, 
walnut

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3750864375 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 107.128.43.61 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure

3750802319 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 108.227.170.56 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

More California 
native trees vs 
species like 
Chinese Elm

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No Let people know 
how often you prune 
the trees. Also, 
when you prune, 
make sure street 
lights are not 
blocked. Think 
about how to deal 
with trees in 
easement when we 
are being told to rip 
out lawns and do 
drought tolerant 
options.

3750735722 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 75.25.0.9 Important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Fair Not sure You guys keep plant 
trees right on top of 
my sewer line. All 
you had to do is ask 
my input as to 
where to put it.

3750723847 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 99.8.27.20 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Review of 
streets, ours 
does not have 
city trees 
planted in 
parkways

Canyon View Lane Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No Several trees were 
dead for years 
before being 
removed.  That just 
diseases others.

3750690760 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 108.217.108.111 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure We just moved to 
Pasadena and the 
trees are one of the 
reasons we decided 
to move here. 
Please preserve the 
trees!

3750615350 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 159.83.142.235 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Yes, Colorado Blvd 
between Wilson and 
Hill Street. It is rather 
barren. Trees would 
improve aesthetics and 
provide shade for 
walking.

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Allow residents 
to help with tree 
maintenance. 
Residents should 
be trained and 
authorized first.

Yes

3750600783 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 71.84.50.182 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Emphasis on 
California natives 
and/or draught 
tolerant trees.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

note 4 Walworth Avenue - 
1700 segment.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Not sure



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3750583086 60517092 02/10/2015 02/11/2015 208.127.186.24 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Trees with a 
bigger trunk 
diameter than ..... 
10"?, 14"? cannot 
be removed 
unless they are 
obviously dead or 
diseased.  They 
cannot be 
removed because 
of feng shui 
reasons.  Street 
trees should be 
consistent per 
block.  The City 
could/should 
approve 4 or 5 
tree trimming 
companies that we 
could call to prune 
city trees when 
needed.  
Otherwise, the 
homeowners hire 
their gardener to 
come in on a 
saturday and to 
butcher the tree.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

I feel sorry for Villa and 
Summit and the 
neighborhood up there. 
No street trees but I 
think when they're 
planted, the kids break 
the trunks and destroy 
the trees.  Wish it were 
different.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Used to be able 
to buy a tree for 
your parkway 
strip which gave 
a free tree to 
somewhere else 
in Pasadena.  
Thought that was 
a good policy.

Yes

3750579964 60517092 02/11/2015 02/11/2015 134.173.156.206 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

No; some newer trees 
need to mature, but 
they are well placed for 
shade and beauty.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3750577008 60517092 02/10/2015 02/11/2015 71.160.200.156 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3750543226 60517092 02/10/2015 02/10/2015 131.215.226.75 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

More variety of 
trees in any block 
to help overall tree 
health

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

More choice 
and variety

Highland St between 
Garfield and Los 
Robles. At least one 
blighted tree.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Focus on 
drought tolerant 
and shade trees 
that are proper 
for our climate 
zone.  Plant a 
variety of trees 
on any given 
street instead of 
the same ones - 
it'll help both with 
aesthetics and 
preventing the 
spread of 
disease.   Survey 
neighborhoods 
and offer 
residents a 
choice of trees to 
add to their 
street.

No Many dead 
branches in trees 
along Los Robles.  
We need more trees 
along the main 
streets.

3750447427 60517092 02/10/2015 02/10/2015 70.197.72.251 Very important Average Yes Yes Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No

3750441863 60517092 02/10/2015 02/10/2015 172.56.17.205 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

More Deodars on 
Deodar circle.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3750422201 60517092 02/10/2015 02/10/2015 204.89.11.113 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Lessen the criteria 
for removal of 
unhealthy trees

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes UFAC needs to be 
more flexible when 
reviewing trees for 
removal based on 
health.. Just 
because there are 
few green leaves 
does not make a 
tree health.

3749780748 60517092 02/10/2015 02/10/2015 107.213.58.206 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

We would like to 
see the city 
address the 
problem of pest 
trees, specifically 
Chinese Tree of 
Heaven. They are 
displacing the 
native oaks in 
many parts of 
Pasadena.  We 
need a removal 
and replacement 
program, and the 
public needs more 
education on the 
subject.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Upper Lincoln. 
Orange Grove.  
Most of the 
freeway-adjacent 
neighborhoods.

No New trees are being 
planted, but not 
maintained, so they 
often don't make it.

3748000073 60517092 02/10/2015 02/10/2015 66.215.94.49 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3747749183 60517092 02/10/2015 02/10/2015 99.7.8.233 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Yes

3747649595 60517092 02/10/2015 02/10/2015 138.229.248.78 Important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Yes

3747523674 60517092 02/10/2015 02/10/2015 138.229.253.83 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3747331894 60517092 02/10/2015 02/10/2015 108.89.26.147 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3747266865 60517092 02/09/2015 02/09/2015 99.44.23.51 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Trees that pose 
destruction of 
driveways and 
structures on 
private property 
may be removed.  
City planted trees 
must be properly 
maintained (i.e. 
watered & trimmed 
by competent 
arborists).  Newly 
planted trees 
should 
complement the 
existing, 
established  street 
trees.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Given the 
prospect of 
long term 
drought, 
guidelines for 
more drought 
tolerant but 
attractive 
species.

2200 Casa Grande to 
replace trees that were 
cut down  but 
apparently the trunks 
were not removed.(?) 
Or, diseased 
trees.Then properly 
maintain the newly    
planted trees by 
watering them more 
than once every 3 
months.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Supply realtors 
with information 
to give to new 
homeowners 
outlining the 
City's Tree 
Ordinance.

No Hire/train competent 
tree trimmers rather 
than guys who 
butcher the trees. 
Water the trees the 
City planted! 
Remove diseased 
trees & replace 
them & then 
properly maintain 
them.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3747099643 60517092 02/09/2015 02/09/2015 24.205.89.43 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Learn and become 
better educated on 
tree maintenance, 
planting and 
respect. Redesign 
development and 
street 
improvements 
around the trees 
that are well 
established. Do 
NOT allow 
removal by private 
land owners.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Of course! Villa and 
Los Robles, Dayton 
and Fair Oaks

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Increase FINES 
for tree killers

Not sure The hundred year 
old Palm trees at 
Dayton and Fair 
Oaks are scheduled 
to be cut down for a 
hideous building 
expansion. They are 
natural habitat for 
bats, as all palms 
provide this among 
the dead hanging 
fronds. Without 
habitat for bats we 
lose an important 
echo team 
member's valuable 
service, that of 
keeping the 
mosquito population 
in check. Please 
make others aware. 
Trees provide 
shade, fresh oxygen 
and valuable habitat!

3746679406 60517092 02/09/2015 02/09/2015 216.4.176.45 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Removal of the 
tree does not 
interfere with the 
historical integrity 
of the area.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure Also, would like to 
suggest: If a tree 
being removed is 
over 50 years old, a 
seedling of a 
beneficial or native 
tree should be 
planted in another 
designated area of 
Pasadena that 
needs it.

3745877977 60517092 02/09/2015 02/09/2015 66.215.84.168 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Dead or dying 
trees need to be 
quickly replaced. 
Right now it 
seems that the 
process takes way 
too long to replace 
these trees.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

In our 
neighborhood 
people have a 
lot of bare 
parkways. 
Then they will 
plant a tree 
themselves 
since they get 
tired of a long 
wait for the city 
to replant.

I see a lot of open 
parkways in my 
neighborhood. I know 
some neighbors don't 
like trees (they drop 
leaves and lift up side 
walks)  but since the 
city owns the parkway 
they need to plant trees 
there anyway. I like 
trees that provide 
shade in the summer 
for people who walk 
and jog. I think you 
need to plant trees 
more closely together. 
A lot of parkways are 
long but I see only one 
tree planted in front of 
a house. I think that is 
your current rule of one 
tree per house parking 
strip. I think that needs 
to be changed to two or 
more trees per house 
parking strip.  I notice 
in Altadena that the 
trees are more closely 
spaced but in 
Pasadena the trees are 
farther apart. Please 
plant them closer 

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3744914972 60517092 02/09/2015 02/09/2015 24.205.136.117 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

N. Mar Vista Ave Fair Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3744808821 60517092 02/09/2015 02/09/2015 108.77.224.237 Important Below average No Yes Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

trees need to be 
maintained on a 
more timely basis

No

3744776531 60517092 02/09/2015 02/09/2015 71.32.61.132 Important Average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Damage to side 
walks, tree should 
be removed for the 
safety   Of walkers.

No I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Poor Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No Tree on Green 
Street from Orange 
grove to passdena 
need a lot of work!

3744746187 60517092 02/08/2015 02/09/2015 63.192.65.149 Not important Below average I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

I feel that the city 
does a poor job of 
trimming the 
parkway trees and 
uses the TPO as 
an excuse not to 
trim them.      The 
tree in my parkway 
hangs over my 
driveway and 
house.  I am told 
that if a portion of 
the tree falls on 
my car or home 
the city is not 
liable, yet they 
refuse to trim it 
back so that is 
does not hang 
over my home or 
driveway.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Trees that will 
not destroy the 
sidewalks in 
our city.

Poor I refuse to let the 
city plant new 
trees in my 
parkway since 
they will not 
repair the 
sidewalks once 
the city tree 
destroys them 
and then the 
homeowner is 
billed when they 
sell their home.

No I am told that the 
tree in front of my 
home cannot be 
trimmed because of 
the TPO.  Based on 
this, I believe the 
TPO makes it too 
hard for them the 
city maintain trees.

3744730285 60517092 02/09/2015 02/09/2015 71.93.98.64 Important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

I assume that 
trees on Green 
Street where new 
develop has 
recently been 
completed or is 
underway cannot 
be cut back more 
than necessary 
because they 
seem to trimmed 
so that limbs are 
within inches of 
the structures. The 
focus trees on 
Green St are fast 
growing and 
damage the 
sidewalks. I think it 
is stupid not to 
remove or trim the 
tree when trying to 
build a new 
structure. The tree 
limb right ext to a 
new structure will 
contine to grow 
and will eventually 
damage the 
building. It also 
looks stupid.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Allow more 
trees to be 
trimmed or 
remove in a 
responsible 
manner

No Good Be reasonable 
about allowing 
trimming and 
removal of trees 
if it makes sense

Not sure



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3744527501 60517092 02/08/2015 02/08/2015 108.252.94.71 Very important Average No For each tree 

removed, a new 
one should be 
planted in its place 
or nearby!

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

too many trees 
have been 
removed.

Canyon Close Rd, 
Pasadena.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Uprooted sidewalks 
should be repaired; 
Deep root trees 
planted.

3744316463 60517092 02/08/2015 02/08/2015 75.142.63.206 Important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Consider water 
needs of tree, 
invasiveness of 
roots to sidewalk 
destruction, 
property owner 
replacement of 
sick tree at 
property owner's 
expense

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Water wise 
trees and 
greenery; 
consider the 
needs of the 
trees for 
trimming/prunin
g compared to 
the reality of 
regular pruning 
and trimming 
that is not 
taking place by 
the city

South Pasadena Ave 
from Bellefontaine to 
Columbia St

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No We've owned our 
house for over 7 
years and watched 
the city approved 
tree trimmer 
"butcher" our 
parkway trees on 
Columbia Street. 
We requested tree 
trimming multiple 
time for our parkway 
trees along 
Pasadena Ave (we 
are on a corner lot) 
and they have never 
been trimmed. We 
would gladly pay to 
have all 10+ of our 
parkway trees cared 
for by city approved 
company but we are 
prohibited from 
doing so. So 5 of 
our trees go 
untrimmed and the 
others get practically 
chopped down. It's 
unfortunate the 
trees are all in such 
bad condition.

3743876127 60517092 02/08/2015 02/08/2015 138.229.214.47 Not important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

If the property 
owner requests 
removal based on 
the damage a tree 
is doing to his/her 
property

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

No if anything some 
trees need to be 
removed (South Craig 
Avenue)

Fair There is NO tree 
maintenance on 
my street ... I've 
been here 35 
years and my 
tree has only 
been trimmed 
once and that 
was only 
because I called 
several times 
after the wind 
event in 
November 2013

No

3743839514 60517092 02/08/2015 02/08/2015 99.7.10.106 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Roots raising 
sidewalks and 
growing into sewer 
lines should be 
considered for 
removal and 
replaced with a 
tree with non 
invasive roots.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Trees with 
invasive root 
systems like 
liquid amber 
should be 
taken off the 
approved list.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No

3743807240 60517092 02/08/2015 02/08/2015 208.127.211.187 Important Average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Tree roots cause 
severe and 
chronic sidewalk 
and/or curb 
damage 
endangering the 
health and safety 
of the community.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Street trees 
should be 
selected that 
do not damage 
the sidewalks, 
driveways and 
curbs and 
gutters.

no Good Support revision 
of the MSTP to 
change tree 
types to those 
that are not 
damaging to 
sidewalks.

Yes Tree planting 
locations should 
also be carefully 
considered to avoid 
sewer house lines 
and overhead street 
lights. I do not think 
this is currently done 
prior to new tree 
planting.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3743753191 60517092 02/08/2015 02/08/2015 138.229.252.243 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
No removal for 
development; only 
illness.    Remove 
one tree; plant ten 
more.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Trim and water 
programs need 
updating.

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No The significance of 
large, mature, 
maintained trees 
should not be 
ignored, or be less 
than high priority.

3743715812 60517092 02/08/2015 02/08/2015 99.6.8.53 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Casa Grande Ave 
along Marshall School 
fence.   Casa Grande 
Ave east of Paladora 
Ave.   Washington Blvd.

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3743604669 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 69.235.197.109 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

If the tree is 
healthy and is 
more than 60 
years old, it should 
not be removed for 
any reason.  I lived 
in a neighborhood 
where a 
magnificent, 
healthy live oak, 
probably older,, 
was  cut down so 
that a house could 
be built of the 
property and it 
was in the way.  
The house, in no 
way, enhanced the 
street.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure

3743468544 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 66.215.73.210 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Creating enough 
shade so that 
people are 
encouraged to 
walk instead of 
driving, e.g. along 
Colorado from Old 
Town to Lake 
Avenue.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

West California blvd Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure

3743452279 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 70.211.140.76 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

There needs to be 
more public 
notification of 
removal of our 
beautiful trees in 
Pasadena. A 
property owner 
might just want to 
remove a tree 
blocking visual 
sign viewing from 
a passing car and 
the owner can find 
some way around 
the existing 5 
reasons a tree can 
be removed.      I 
feel we need to 
sometimes speak 
up for the trees.  
They cannot 
speak for 
themselves so we 
the public who 
enjoy their shade 
and visual beauty 
most speak up.      
Website 
information online 
might be a way for 
interested "tree" 
citizens to help 

The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

The current 
plans need to 
be visited 
every 5 years 
of so. What 
worked on a 
street 25 years 
ago might not 
fit in with 
current 
architecture or 
needs of the 
area.  Shade 
trees are still 
needed when 
replacement 
street trees 
might turn out 
to be Mexican 
plams or small 
gingkos.

The cost of parking in 
the city has meant that 
most trees in parking 
lots are removed and 
no shade can be found.  
 More beautiful, 
drought-resistant 
flowering trees and 
planting needs to be 
done.

Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Our beautiful 
trees are dying 
because of the 
current drought 
and attention to 
tree wells around 
the trunks.  Rain 
falls but the 
water caught on 
leaves just falls 
to the cement or 
asphalt right 
around the tree 
trunk.    We have 
problems with 
tree roots lifting 
sidewalks and 
invading leaking 
pipes and 
sewers in search 
of water.   We 
need to revise 
our sidewalks so 
removal of 
cement sections 
around trees can 
enable capture of 
more water and 
allow the roots to 
grow correctly in 
limited spaces.  
We need to keep 

No When we remove a 
tree, there needs to 
be public support 
and good reason for 
removal.  Trees take 
so many years to 
grow.  Trees assist 
health and promote 
beauty by their 
presence. 
Pasadena's first 
settlers planted 
trees and our city 
has been know over 
the last 125 years 
for our splendid 
flora.  This needs to 
continue.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3743445489 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 71.102.80.127 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3743431137 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 69.231.33.192 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

I didn't understand 
the removal of 40 
plus adult trees 
along Colorado 
Blvd.!!  What a 
horrible decision 
that was!  
Something must 
be wrong with your 
MSTP.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure

3743429009 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 107.213.57.66 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

The fines for 
residents and 
especially 
developers when 
they cut down 
down trees should 
be much higher. 
They should be 
assessed the full  
value of the tree 
they cut down plus 
penalties and be 
required to replant 
all trees they 
removed.    A 
homeowner 
should not have to 
pay ANY permit 
fees to remove a 
completely DEAD 
tree. It is insane to 
ask one to do that.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

We should stay 
away from 
decidious trees 
as street trees

Forestry keeps a 
record of all vacant 
sites., THEY should be 
able to determine 
where trees are needed 
and replant them.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

There are many 
grant 
opportunities 
available to the 
city.  If spent 
properly there is 
more than 
adequate funds 
to have a better 
maintenance and 
planting program 
than the one we 
have now. TOO 
MUCH money is 
spent on 
replacing tree 
after tree that die 
in the same 
location. I 
support HIGHER 
fines for those 
who violate the 
ordinance but 
NO TAXES!

No A homeowner 
should  ot be given 
the option to refuse 
a city tree/parkway 
tree. By doing so, it 
affects the look of 
the whole 
neighborborhood.

3743401021 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 71.145.239.57 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

No Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3743371264 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 208.127.42.86 Important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

There is a dying 
avocado tree on 
the parkway in 
front of our home 
that has been 
there since before 
we bought the 
house. We have 
tried to get the city 
to remove it since 
it is a hazard but 
nothing has been 
done.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Let the 
homeowner 
have input as 
to choice of 
tree planted.

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3743352644 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 166.176.59.13 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3743308192 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 76.219.228.213 Very important Average No Poor No When a tree is 

DEAD if needs to be 
removed- before it 
causes damage to 
property. Tree on 
villa near del Rey is 
DEAD!

3743281060 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 75.142.56.41 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3743266352 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 108.200.74.242 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Ban trees ( such 
as the one that 
produces spiky 
balls) that post 
hazards to 
pedestrians.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure

3743265619 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 66.215.88.168 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Old town has no shade 
trees

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No

3742947351 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 68.123.226.219 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

I would like to see 
tree removal, 
when it does occur 
such as the case 
of arbor thugs, be 
done slowly. Over 
a reasonable 
period of time. 
This instead of 
taking a clear cut 
approach to street 
trees. An example 
would be the Ficus 
trees. Remove 
one, plant 
something in it's 
place, then give it 
time to create a 
canopy before you 
cut out anything 
near it. And I 
wouldn't mind 
seeing the return 
of oak trees as a 
replacement over 
the slow growing 
Ginkos and desert 
date palms.

The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

stated above ^ 
^ ^ more oaks

Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Sell licenses to 
archers and have 
them purchase bi-
monthly passes 
to use the arroyo 
range

Not sure

3742942853 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 108.89.27.58 Poor Demand 
accountablity of 
the city's use of 
funds in properly 
caring for city 
trees.

No

3742936587 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 98.112.91.89 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3742926480 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 108.221.53.70 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
A healthy tree that 
is not "consistent" 
with the Master 
Street Tree Plan 
should not be a 
candidate for 
removal just by 
virtue of that 
inconsistency. 
Removal of a 
mature 
inconsistent tree in 
order to plant a 
"consistent" 
sapling is 
ridiculous.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Institute more 
frequent 
maintenance 
and 
observation. 
Little is done 
once the trees 
are planted to 
make sure they 
stay straight 
and that the 
trunks aren't 
constricted as 
they grow. See 
a lof of trees 
where the 
tethers were 
never removed 
and the tree 
grew into them 
in an unhealthy 
manner.

The flowering plums on 
Arden between Hudson 
and El Molino appear to 
be struggling. Could be 
their age; could be the 
drought.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3742916612 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 162.225.231.0 Very important Above average No I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

S Daisy avenue had 
lost many Chinese 
Elms tha have either 
been replaced with 
saplings or nothing at 
all.  It would be great to 
see more mature trees 
planted for every tree 
that is 
removed.Frankly,  I 
would like to see a 
different species 
altogether however I 
don't have any 
suggestions as to what 
that should be at this 
time.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No

3742916479 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 97.93.116.147 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Replace with 
another tree

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure

3742910968 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 74.138.91.133 Very important Below average No Plant/replace trees 
that are indiginous

Yes Armada Drive. 
Beautiful canopy trees 
are dying/struggling

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3742908390 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 66.87.131.118 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3742893364 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 75.142.62.98 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Speak to people in 
the neighborhood.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Cynthia Avenue needs 
more parkway trees to 
replace those cut down 
and are stumps.

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3742839107 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 66.215.69.199 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Fees need to be 
reasonable and 
be justified to the 
public and the 
proper board of 
City government/

Usually the City has 
been responsible 
but contracts are at 
times not well 
chosen.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3742808969 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 24.205.81.13 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
if the tree is 
obviously 
diseased then it 
should be 
removed quickly to 
protect other trees- 
 both city trees 
and private trees 
in the vicinity.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

canyon close rd Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

trim the nasty 
looking oak trees 
on the street - 
canyon close rd

No keep improving. the 
city used to be so 
good at trees.

3742778464 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 24.205.89.43 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

First, the language 
is too abstract. Is it 
possible to simply 
write clearly and 
make the 
statements 
understandable to 
any ordinary 
citizen? I am not a 
bureaucrat. It 
comes off as 
tricky. This is 
because I don't 
trust that you are 
of the same mind 
and intent that I 
am regarding the 
value of trees in 
our current 
environment. I 
grew up here and 
all that I have seen 
is disrespect for 
the trees. They 
are the only real 
thing of beauty 
that everyone 
benefits from. 
Gee, you ask, how 
would I define it? I 
don't understand 
what you are 

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

native trees--
think about 
scale and room 
for roots in 
long term 
growth plan. 
Be specific to 
each setting. 
Where people 
congregate is 
the place for 
trees to be. We 
need their 
shelter. 
Parkways are 
often better in 
native grasses 
or flowers not 
necessarily 
trees... the 
gutter is close 
by and the run-
off from yards 
is in need of 
filtration by 
native grasses 
(bioswale) ---
anyway, not 
every parkway 
needs trees 
but by golly 
don't cut them 

Yes, the owners of the 
parking lot at Dayton 
and Fair Oaks should 
be ordered to plant 
trees and tear out the 
hideous under used 
parking lot and replace 
with permeable 
surface. Instead, they 
want to dig a pit for 
subterranean parking 
and threaten the 
stability of the 
cherished Castle Green 
and even their own 
Green Apartments. The 
same is true for the 
owners of the parking 
lot on Los Robles and 
Villa. There is no room 
for people to wait for 
the bus due to the 
ridiculous setback of 
the dental office on the 
corner and then the 
enormous expanse of 
useless parking for the 
vacant storefront.

Excellent Get properly 
educated about 
trees from the 
old masters. It is 
a light touch. 
Accept them as 
important 
members of the 
community. Yes, 
replace them if 
they die but don't 
let them die. 
Trees can live 
and come back 
from all sorts of 
traumas. Let's be 
more nurturing 
and respect 
them. We don't 
need a heaver 
hand with fussing 
over them. We 
need to be 
educated about 
these trees. 
They are 
fascinating 
creatures that 
save our lives 
every day.

Not sure Please also 
consider fruit trees 
wherever it is 
possible. Thank you 
for doing this survey.

3742752831 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 68.190.222.169 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3742701940 60517092 02/07/2015 02/07/2015 74.3.104.118 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Douglas St. Fair Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3742479404 60517092 02/06/2015 02/06/2015 38.104.231.106 Very important Above average I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Brookside park and golf 
course    Avenue 64

Very good Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3742376640 60517092 02/06/2015 02/06/2015 71.80.163.183 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

no Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3741926904 60517092 02/06/2015 02/06/2015 128.125.40.200 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3741918377 60517092 02/06/2015 02/06/2015 68.183.245.231 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
I don't see 
anything here 
about protecting 
large established 
shade trees, like 
the beautiful 
Indian ficus trees 
that used to line 
areas of Colorado 
Blvd. until the city 
needlessly cut 
them down.

N/A N/A Don't cut down 
any of the 
remaining Indian 
ficus trees.

Not sure

3741193342 60517092 02/06/2015 02/06/2015 70.211.145.102 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

There is a valid 
need for tree 
removal. Explain:

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Canyon close rd. On 
the even side of the 
street

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3740890888 60517092 02/06/2015 02/06/2015 138.229.251.107 Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3740735482 60517092 02/06/2015 02/06/2015 107.129.104.40 Very important
3740710575 60517092 02/06/2015 02/06/2015 71.118.174.86 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
These "master 
plans" are often 
designer oriented, 
as if trees are 
some sort of 
furniture to be 
moved around or 
trashed when 
fashions change.   
There is much 
more to the value 
and beauty and 
ecological benefit 
of urban trees that 
these narrow 
criteria do not 
address.   The 
"heat island" effect 
that climatologists 
warn is artificially 
raising 
temperatures and 
changing weather 
can be mitigated 
by the presence of 
healthy, sizable 
urban trees.  
Master Street 
plans tend to 
created a 
"industrial 
uniformity" that is 

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

please see the 
issues listed in 
question 4   I 
am particularly 
incensed that 
the value of 
trees to nesting 
birds and other 
wildlife and 
mitigation of 
the urban heat 
island effect is 
not addressed.   
  The 
Huntington 
Botanical 
Gardens huge 
guest parking 
lot is a brilliant 
example of 
proper parking 
lot design---
beauty and 
nature 
enhancement 
together

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Participate in 
formulating the 
modernization of 
the protections 
with a view to 
treating trees as 
the valuable, 
ecologically 
important 
denizens they are

No



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3740685874 60517092 02/06/2015 02/06/2015 24.205.77.212 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
occasionally some 
trees can be seen 
as 'historic' by 
virtue of cultural 
things -- like the 
ficus on Colorado 
(less so) but 
certainly on Green 
Street, and some 
old trees (South 
Orange Grove 
comes to mind) or 
remnants of older 
plantings, that can 
be saved even if 
they are not the 
'current tree' -- I 
think some on 
South Marengo 
might still be in 
this group

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Local, public 
input for streets -- 
 for instance, 
what if enough 
owners on N. Hill 
above 
Washington say 
they are allergic 
to the Chinese 
Elm? what to do 
about that...??

Yes Maintain the 
Century of hard 
work, in an 
intelligent manner!

3740630182 60517092 02/06/2015 02/06/2015 162.207.93.125 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

The department 
just makes 
findings that are 
often untrue and 
arbitrary and 
removes trees not 
meeting the 
criteria regardless 
of the criteria.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

I think there 
needs to be a 
multiple 
decade plan to 
plant, maintain 
and on a 
rotating basis 
harvest street 
trees for timber 
and veneer. 
Also orange 
grove should 
be planted in 
Citrus.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No Didnt I fill this out a 
couple years ago?

3740540279 60517092 02/06/2015 02/06/2015 66.215.84.168 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

More public notice. 
Often trees are 
removed on 
request of 
business or private 
parties without 
consideration of 
larger community.  
More weight given 
to value of mature 
trees and the time 
it takes to get 
there.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Trees lost due to 
disease or blow down 
in Fox Ridge, Canyon 
View, Canyon Close, 
Altadena Drive or any 
area for that matter.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No

3740451106 60517092 02/06/2015 02/06/2015 70.241.138.64 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Whether removing 
the tree will add 
heat/energy usage 
and pedestrian 
discomfort.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Advance 
planning for 
replacements 
for old trees 
should allow 
for planting 
small trees 
between the 
old trees.

The Camphors on Los 
Robles are in terrible 
condition and should be 
treated or replaced.  
Since replacement will 
be very expensive I 
suggest irrigation and 
treatment.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure Remove parkway 
grass from streets 
with oaks.  Those on 
Paloma near Sierra 
Madre Blvd. are 
dying and dead.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3740422013 60517092 02/05/2015 02/06/2015 72.87.207.241 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
When a tree is 
diseased or dead, 
it should be 
removed.  
(Forestry Dept. 
told elderly 
resident that his 
tree was dying and 
that it would just 
fall over.  It did. 
Luckily the 
resident was not 
standing under it).   
 When a tree is 
doing damage to 
property, it should 
be removed 
without undue 
difficulty and 
replaced with 
appropriate tree in 
appropriate 
location.  Trees 
needed to be 
protected from 
trash and other 
large trucks.

Yes Am not 
sufficiently 
familiar with 
MSTP to 
comment.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No

3740240942 60517092 02/05/2015 02/05/2015 138.229.251.203 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Plant trees with 
less invasive 
and disruptive 
root systems.  
Plants trees 
that are more 
drought 
tolerant too!

Fair Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No They are uprooting 
most of the 
sidewalks making it 
unsafe to walk.

3737995940 60517092 02/05/2015 02/05/2015 71.35.19.2 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

It needs to be 
stricter

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3737966174 60517092 02/05/2015 02/05/2015 207.243.62.25 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3737755546 60517092 02/04/2015 02/04/2015 109.150.187.211 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3737734461 60517092 02/04/2015 02/04/2015 75.142.61.234 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Safety and 
possibility of public 
and private 
property damage

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

lining the freeway Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Not sure

3737344559 60517092 02/04/2015 02/04/2015 206.169.199.226 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes Pasadena is 
beautiful and green! 
Please keep it that 
way but without 
adding additional 
fees or difficulties to 
the residents and 
business owners 
when possible

3737292989 60517092 02/04/2015 02/04/2015 66.214.249.153 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3737136114 60517092 02/04/2015 02/04/2015 162.119.232.105 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3735602231 60517092 01/30/2015 02/04/2015 159.83.119.169 Important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

1. proximity to 
obstruction that 
should contribute 
to public safety 
hazard; e.g. if the 
tree grows slanted 
and 
branches/leaves 
drooping but is in 
good condition 
and poses a 
hazard to nearby 
buildings or 
pedestrians  2. 
history of level of 
general 
maintenance, 
i.e.lack of 
resources by the 
City to maintain 
trees

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

There needs to 
be a set 
schedule for 
tree 
maintenance. 
Some trees 
require more 
frequent 
trimmings than 
others, and the 
MSTP should 
use evidence-
based 
research to 
plant trees that 
correspond 
with the level 
of maintenance 
the City can 
sustain.

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No It is unfair and 
unjust for 
homeowners to be 
responsible for 
sidewalk repairs 
from tree roots.  
These trees are 
planted by the City 
with no input from 
homeowners and 
homeowners are not 
allowed to trim them 
as they are 
considered City 
property.  Sidewalks 
are also City 
property, so it only 
makes sense for the 
City to be 
responsible for both.  
 The City needs to 
develop a working 
schedule to trim and 
maintain trees so to 
avoid trees 
becoming too large 
that it would pose a 
danger to residents.  
Currently, 
maintenance on 
trees has become 
scarce to none.  

3735596137 60517092 02/04/2015 02/04/2015 38.122.20.226 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3735536361 60517092 02/04/2015 02/04/2015 24.205.90.105 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3735495907 60517092 02/04/2015 02/04/2015 69.108.71.66 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Stop planting 
so many 
different 
varieties that 
tend to up root 
sidewalks and 
then tell the 
home owner 
they are 
responsilbe for 
fixing the 
sidewalk.

Yes.  On the south side 
of Milton St. under the 
Edison Right of Way.  
The city planted them 
last yesr but only on 
the North side of 
Milton.  This is where 
Milton meets Kinneloa, 
3 blocks south of 
Colorado.

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No I have noticed that 
there a lot of areas 
wiht out any trees 
and the common 
denorminator is that 
they are mostly in 
the areas with out 
sidewalks and and 
tend to be in the 
wealthier 
neighborhoods.  
WHY?

3735419716 60517092 02/03/2015 02/03/2015 166.170.49.60 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Some of the street 
trees like the 
Chinese Elm. That 
tree should be 
banned!

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Get rid of all 
Chinese Elms

take out Chinese Elms 
on Martelo. They are 
horrible.

Poor Get ride of 
Chinese Elms

No Please get ride of all 
Chinese Elms

3735417567 60517092 02/03/2015 02/03/2015 204.128.192.34 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Maybe something 
about trying to 
replace trees that 
need to be 
removed.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

100 Block of North 
Allen  Yeah, the south 
side of the block, near 
Colorado.

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3735408836 60517092 02/03/2015 02/03/2015 216.48.147.57 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3735402299 60517092 02/03/2015 02/03/2015 66.28.236.210 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3735233198 60517092 02/03/2015 02/03/2015 71.84.39.110 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

More native 
species and 
shade trees 
need to be 
planted.

Galbreth Road: we 
have poor shade trees 
planted; Chinese Elms.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3735194166 60517092 02/03/2015 02/03/2015 74.1.128.172 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Give weight to 
public opinion in 
the area.

Yes The Playhouse District 
(Colorado Blvd) looks 
bare with only small 
skeletal trees. A big 
area like that needs 
"bigger" trees.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No

3734858456 60517092 02/03/2015 02/03/2015 108.217.253.51 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3734443802 60517092 02/03/2015 02/03/2015 204.89.11.105 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

I'd like to see more 
trees in shopping area 
parking lots, specifically 
the Hastings Shopping 
Centers,

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No It seems that many 
existing trees would 
benefit from better 
trimming, pruning 
and shaping for 
aesthetic and safety 
reasons.

3734403278 60517092 02/03/2015 02/03/2015 204.89.11.24 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3734301144 60517092 02/03/2015 02/03/2015 50.1.222.9 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3733619354 60517092 02/03/2015 02/03/2015 137.79.202.185 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
These criteria are 
very cryptic. 
Please make them 
more 
understandable. 
There were some 
gorgeous old oak 
trees along 
Colorado Blvd. 
near Vroman's 
bookstore that 
were removed. I 
heard that they 
were removed 
because they were 
blocking signage 
of stores. They 
were replaced by 
spindly palm trees, 
which did little to 
provide shade and 
that old well-
established look. I 
don't know how 
this decision got 
through the " 
project will 
enhance urban 
design strategy set 
forth by City long-
term planning 
documents" when 

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Provide more 
voluminous 
trees (oaks, 
willows, etc.). 
There are too 
many palm 
trees!

North/South streets in 
NE pasadena (zip: 
91104). Specific 
streets: Allen, Sinaloa, 
Sierra Bonita.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3733408448 60517092 02/03/2015 02/03/2015 99.99.59.236 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3733114526 60517092 02/03/2015 02/03/2015 108.65.251.195 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

No more crape myrtle - 
Cordova.  Need 
something taller and 
fuller - not palm trees.

Fair Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No

3732953804 60517092 02/03/2015 02/03/2015 70.197.7.55 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3732752726 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 204.89.11.10 Important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Add a danger 
consideration, 
where if a tree is 
too big and heavy 
for public safety, 
safety should 
outweigh 
aesthetics.  Multi 
TON behemoths 
should be 
avaluated weather 
they should be 
removed before 
another wind 
storm causes multi-
millions of damage 
or deaths of 
citizens.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

See comment Good maintain existing 
population and 
remove 
dangerous trees

Not sure

3732574409 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 209.67.156.8 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes We asked for a 
Palm to be 
maintained on 
Magnolia and it was 
within a week.  Well 
done.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3732401108 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 99.6.9.136 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3732303375 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 205.154.31.169 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

kdasvhdlwcgqwe

3732212446 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 75.25.5.167 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Reconsider the 
monoculture of 
having only 
identical trees 
are planted on 
a street.  Also, 
some 
designated 
trees in our 
neighborhod 
(magnolia on 
El Molino, for 
instance, have 
wrecked havoc 
with the 
sidewalks - 
root issues 
need to be 
considered 
with any 
changes.

Replacements trees 
here and there where 
some have died.  Palm 
Terrace between Mtn & 
Claremont, Hudson 
between Mtn and 
Washington.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No I don't feel that new 
parkway trees are 
getting adequate 
attention (water).  
Some look dead 
already.  Also, some 
of the older oaks 
look diseased or are 
suffering.  More to 
educate home 
owners near those 
parkway trees about 
what to look for.  In 
general.

3732154856 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 104.35.182.112 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Casa grande between 
altadena and allen

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3731921867 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 172.56.16.191 Very important Average Yes Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

3731900161 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 131.215.105.219 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

No

3731883482 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 172.56.16.189 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Be more detailed 
for what is allowed 
and not allowed in 
each category that 
you have under 
the TPO.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Washington and Fair 
Oaks

Poor Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure We should plant 
more trees. Make 
community 
members aware of 
efforts you are 
doing, and tree 
plans you have and 
maybe they would 
get more involved 
and care more for 
the trees.

3731859168 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 134.179.104.127 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Emphasis on 
native, drought 
tolerant species

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure

3731847819 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 137.79.162.117 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3731785199 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 23.31.223.1 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Replace any tree 
that is removed, 
by paying the cost 
of planting a new 
tree or actually 
contracting to 
have a new tree 
installed at the 
location specified 
by the city.   
Replacement tree 
might be in a 
location different 
from removed 
tree. Species of 
the newly installed 
tree to be 
determined by the 
city.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Fewer Palm 
trees;  quicker 
action to repair 
sidewalks 
uprooted by 
trees;  create 
annual series 
of awards for 
the best trees 
in Pasadena; 
create an easy 
tax deductible 
way for citizens 
or businesses 
to donate to 
help fund new 
trees

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Create 
mechanism for 
tax-deductible 
donations from 
citizens and 
businesses to 
help fund 
purchase of new 
trees or pay for 
maintenance of 
trees

Not sure

3731758521 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 66.214.253.154 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

better 
enforcement - 
lots of trees 
get planted by 
individuals that 
don't fit into the 
plan

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

I believe City 
needs to work 
smarter - not add 
to budget

Not sure sometimes tree 
trimming does not 
seem to be done by 
knowlegable people

3731588336 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 71.94.132.200 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Dont know what it 
says, should be 
linked to survey for 
review

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

should be here 
on survey, 
because i dont 
know what it 
says

Not sure, have not 
given it any thought

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure the policies need to 
be linked to survey. i 
am a citizen in the 
community and dont 
feel those policies 
are basic 
knowledge. if you 
would like more 
accurate answers 
put policy links in 
questions

3731118513 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 104.33.95.177 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3731034284 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 66.215.88.73 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3731026455 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 138.229.223.119 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Don't like palm 
trees being 
replaced on 
Palm Terrace

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3731021315 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 107.184.71.124 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3730975184 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 24.205.89.26 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3730963717 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 107.196.120.160 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3730942778 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 97.90.153.107 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Making 
violations more 
severe.

Altadena Drive near 
Victory Park

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No The trees in the 
Parkway need to be 
trimmed asthetically, 
not just to the point 
that they won't fall 
down.

3730914987 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 70.209.199.105 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3730910932 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 107.128.42.198 Important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Property Damage 
that could be 
caused by a tree, 
Sidewalk 
desrtuction. I.E. 
the tree has 
outgrown it's 
surroundings.  
ADA accesibility 
taking priority over 
tree's.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Less Messy 
Trees, Slower 
Growing Trees

No Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

No Let the Homeowner 
Have more input on 
a tree adjacent to 
their house

3730878170 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 172.7.136.163 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Colorado Blvd, East 
Pasadena, Lincoln Ave, 
Foothill Blvd, Walnut St.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3730846577 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 24.205.89.155 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Public Safety: 
There is a tree on 
the NE corner of 
the Allen/Walnut 
intersection.  This 
tree makes it 
extremely difficult 
to see oncoming 
traffic when 
traveling S on 
Allen attempting to 
make a right turn 
on Walnut.  It 
develops a thick 
growth of 
branches along its 
trunk that is rarely 
"shaved." The 
thick growth 
blocks the view of 
oncoming traffic.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

More drought 
tolerant trees 
should be 
planted.

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure Removal of 
fallen/dead palm 
fronds should be 
more timely.  Public 
safety concerns 
regarding trees at 
major intersections.

3730770431 60517092 02/02/2015 02/02/2015 97.93.57.118 Very important Average No I'd like to ensure 
that trees are 
replaced with 
healthy and 
appropriate stock, 
not just removed

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Drought 
friendly tree 
species, 
education of 
public about 
who is 
responsible for 
the care of 
trees

Northwest Pasadena in 
general needs more 
trees and sidewalk 
shade  Fair Oaks  
Raymond  Colorado 
Blvd  Washington Blvd

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3730602175 60517092 02/01/2015 02/01/2015 24.205.86.3 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Glen avenue in front of 
my house 1674 Glen

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3730344295 60517092 02/01/2015 02/01/2015 71.84.34.14 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure I worry about the 
effects of drought on 
our gorgeous tree 
lined streets.  
Please provide 
education to people 
for how to water 
properly.  Water 
restrictions are 
confusing people. 
For those people 
who don't or can't 
afford to water, 
please have a 
mobile unit do it for 
them.

3730248678 60517092 02/01/2015 02/01/2015 97.93.58.204 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3729960285 60517092 02/01/2015 02/01/2015 108.203.15.36 Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

MSTP needs 
to be updated 
to meet the 
current and 
future 
demands 
caused by the 
last few years 
of drought.

N/A Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes N/A

3729914000 60517092 02/01/2015 02/01/2015 162.200.152.86 Very important Below average No Yes No
3729782996 60517092 02/01/2015 02/01/2015 99.119.253.238 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Fair Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No When planting new 
oak trees, please 
have maintenance 
come by to check if 
the straps holding it 
up are too tight, etc.  
4 years later, I'm 
worried the young 
tree is getting 
strangled, but am 
afraid to touch it.  
1687 N. Garfield.

3729701997 60517092 01/31/2015 01/31/2015 138.229.250.138 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3729593732 60517092 01/31/2015 01/31/2015 99.9.57.135 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

McDonald Park: More 
shade trees would be 
beneficial near play 
areas

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure Over the many 
years I've lived here, 
I've noticed the City 
deferring necessary 
tree maintenance. 
As a result, during 
the big wind storm 
some years ago, 
damage to parkway 
trees in Bungalow 
Heaven was greater 
and more severe, in 
a few cases pulling 
up sidewalks and 
damaging homes. 
This penny-wise 
pound foolish 
approach must stop, 
as it will end up 
costing the City and 
taxpayers more in 
the long term. Also, 
improper tree 
pruning carried out 
by individuals who 
are not licensed to 
provide this service 
is becoming a 
problem. A public 
education campaign 
about the potential 
dangers of this 

3729575579 60517092 01/31/2015 01/31/2015 72.132.164.59 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Dead trees on 
public property 
should be 
removed when 
they are near 
homes.  I live on 
the Arroyo I 
remove my dead 
trees and brush for 
safety and visual 
reasons.  But 
across from my 
house on public 
property is a dead 
tree which the city 
refuses to remove.  
 I understand this 
policy for trees IN 
the Arroyo but not 
on Arroyo Blvd.

Yes Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

I would gladly take 
care of the street 
tree in front of my 
home to help the 
city.  I know there 
aren't enough 
resources for 
everything.  But the 
City makes it too 
hard and expensive.  
 I understand an 
inspection but a 
fee???  When I am 
saving the City $.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3729535985 60517092 01/31/2015 01/31/2015 99.121.214.55 Very important Below average Yes Trees have been 

planted, but in many 
cases trees are not 
watered.  Many new 
trees at Hamilton 
school and on city 
streets have not been 
watered and allowed to 
die due to the drought 
e.g. Along Del Mar Blvd 
and Villa Street.  It 
would help to get some 
commitment for 
maintenance/watering 
before trees are 
planted!  Also tree on 
Grand Oaks Ave south 
of Del Mar (large oak) 
got pruned to some 
degree lately, but looks 
like it could use further 
pruning re large 
branches over the 
street.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

As I said above, 
if you replace 
downed trees, 
you might let it 
be known that 
watering is a 
must, even in a 
drought!

Not sure

3729435841 60517092 01/31/2015 01/31/2015 138.229.219.44 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Green roof 
gardens, Living 
walls, 
especially on 
parking lots

North and South Lake 
to buffer businesses 
from residential 
development.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

1. Encouraging 
businesses, 
condominiums, 
apartment 
complexes to 
plant green roofs 
and to plant 
living walls with 
drought tolerant 
trees and plants. 
2. Encourage the 
expansion of 
community and 
public gardens, 
such as at the 
Arroyo Food Co-
op. 3.

Yes Trees are I,portant, 
but I believe 
expansion to include 
the green roofs, 
living walls and free, 
public gardens 
would be an 
appropriate 
expansion of the 
greening of 
Pasadena.

3729313945 60517092 01/31/2015 01/31/2015 71.93.96.249 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No With drought, the 
younger trees need 
regular water. Many 
in our area are 
suffering or dying 
without regular 
support

3729280268 60517092 01/31/2015 01/31/2015 138.229.253.137 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

To provide 
better small 
tree care.

There are areas where 
small trees have been 
planted but almost 
dried during summer. 
Area- 625 Del Monte St.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Residents where 
trees have been 
planted should 
be make 
responsible for 
watering the tree 
or contacting the 
city if the tree 
needs additional 
care. Otherwise, 
small trees die 
during summer 
and this might be 
a waste of 
money to the city.

No Better supervision 
and follow up of 
small trees planted. 
Check trees for 
diseases 
periodically.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3729166040 60517092 01/31/2015 01/31/2015 107.129.105.27 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure

3728887988 60517092 01/31/2015 01/31/2015 138.229.233.57 Important Average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Trees on private 
residential 
properties should 
not be protected. It 
should be the 
property owner's 
decision if they 
want to remove it.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Allow different 
types of trees. 
Ours is super 
ugly.

No. We're good. Good Don't exert 
power over a 
homeowner's 
decision to 
remove, replace 
or alter a tree on 
their private 
residential 
property. This 
should not be the 
public's or city's 
right, but rather 
the homeowner's 
right.

Not sure Again, don't dictate 
what homeowners 
can do with trees on 
their private property.

3728818878 60517092 01/31/2015 01/31/2015 108.13.248.57 Very important Above average No I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

California Ave  And 
magnolia

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3728817383 60517092 01/31/2015 01/31/2015 70.137.133.150 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Don't plant trees 
that drop 
leaves/buds like 
Magnolia's.  They 
are filthy trees.  I 
would rather have 
no tree that this 
tree.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Ask 
neighborhood 
what trees they 
would like to 
see planted.

Fair If "we" are 
responsible for 
trees that 
damage the 
sidewalks, "we" 
should have 
more say it what 
is planted. And if 
the City can't 
keep the trees 
trimmed, then 
"we" should be 
allowed to do it.

No

3728499042 60517092 01/30/2015 01/30/2015 162.119.232.105 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Yes. Along Lincoln Ave 
and its corresponding 
streets that intersect.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

No There is a lack of 
tree 
trimming/maintenanc
e done on trees 
within Lincoln ave. 
and the surrounding 
neighborhoods. 
Trimming is 
necessary in these 
areas not only for a 
more aesthetically 
pleasing 
neighborhood, but 
also to ensure our 
street lights provide 
adequate lighting.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3728278911 60517092 01/30/2015 01/30/2015 204.89.11.24 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
If the tree is 
healthy, but must 
be removed from 
its current location, 
I would like to 
attempts to 
relocate the tree, if 
possible.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Recent tree removals 
along Garfield Ave 
(between the library 
and city hall) have 
made the street less 
visually appealing.  It 
has also made it less 
pleasant to walk down 
the sidewalk past the 
courthouse, especially 
on very warm and 
sunny days.  The 
combination of the 
blank courthouse wall 
and the sidewalk with 
only some grass and 
cacti to break up the 
area leaves it looking 
barren and bleak.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3728257699 60517092 01/30/2015 01/30/2015 71.84.244.35 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

CA native trees, 
i.e. Quercus 
agrifolia, need 
more more 
protection, and 
much better 
pruning methods. 
Also, native birds, 
particularly nesting 
raptors, need to be 
protected.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Plant more 
drought 
tolerant 
species.

Crestford Drive. Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Trees need to be 
pruned more 
appropriately, but 
skilled arborists, 
in the correct 
season for the 
species.

No Many trees, 
especially oaks, are 
pruned very badly.

3728114631 60517092 01/30/2015 01/30/2015 131.215.161.79 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Allen Ave. between 
Colorado Blvd. and 
Walnut St.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3728106555 60517092 01/30/2015 01/30/2015 70.211.139.224 Very important Above average Yes Yes Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure I think the tree 
trimming happens 
too frequently. The 
workers seem to be 
looking for 
something to cut, 
because that's what 
they are there to do, 
so the trees are 
over-cut when they 
don't need it. The 
tree in front of my 
house has been 
reduced to nearly 
just the main truck 
and primary limbs 
because they keep 
'trimming' bits of it 
off.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3727950426 60517092 01/30/2015 01/30/2015 23.126.189.109 Important Below average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Public safety. Yes I am satisfied 

with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No Trees on Del Mar 
are overgrown and 
obscure street lights 
from illuminating 
people standing on 
the corner to cross 
the street. The city's 
response is trees 
are trimmed 
according to ISO 
standards.  Is there 
an ISO standard for 
common sense?  
Your response 
leaves the city open 
to litigation if 
someone gets hurt 
on the intersection 
due to poor lighting.

3727814586 60517092 01/30/2015 01/30/2015 172.8.144.39 Very important Above average No I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3726990471 60517092 01/30/2015 01/30/2015 64.60.143.34 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Northwest Pasadena 
needs more evergreen 
trees.  Lincoln Ave. 
needs center island 
added with trees.

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No Trees that are 
planted need to be 
more mature 
because a lot of the 
tree that I've seen 
tend to die because 
they are to small. 
Trees need to be 
watered more often.

3726115613 60517092 01/29/2015 01/29/2015 128.125.58.47 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Around McDonald Park 
and on Bell St

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3725688636 60517092 01/29/2015 01/29/2015 166.137.8.49 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Although the 
plan to line 
streets with 
same trees is 
acceptable, it 
would be nice 
to aim higher 
and try for 
same trees in 
defined 
neighborhoods.

Mentor Ave. sour if 
Mountain west side of 
the street. There are 
spaces in the sidewalk 
awaiting trees. Also the 
corner of Orange 
Grove and Mentor may 
have enough space to 
add a tree. It currently 
lacks appeal.  The 
perimeter of Longfellow 
is all dirt and overgrown 
evergreens. I urge you 
to look at this beautiful 
school and enhance 
the City scape to 
match.   The corner of 
Washington and 
Catalina has a large 
bulbs cutout full of only 
weeds. Several trees 
may greatly enhance 
this area.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Support personal 
care of City trees 
in our lot's 
parkway.

Yes I appreciate the care 
and cleanup the City 
provides to 
residents in regards 
to trees. Thank you 
to all the hard 
workers on the field.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3725471373 60517092 01/29/2015 01/29/2015 99.119.254.162 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
the age of the tree-
-what is it's 
'beauty' quotient----
are their options to 
'redesign' around 
the tree....

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

there are some 
streets in our 
neighborhood 
that have 
several tree 
species --
bread fruit, 
oak, jacaranda, 
redwood, 
avocado--.  it 
would be good 
to start making 
sure that all 
trees are of the 
same species 
on a street.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

No

3725280985 60517092 01/29/2015 01/29/2015 138.229.213.233 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

I live at 890 Seco 
Street and I had two 
trees removed from the 
front of my house 
maybe 3 years ago or 
more. I have never had 
either of the trees 
replaced. I called the 
city maybe 2 years ago 
when the second tree 
was taken, and was 
told it would be 
replaced, and never 
heard anything again 
until October, when I 
received a letter from 
the city saying it would 
be replaced... but once 
again, nothing. No 
communication, no 
tree.     There was one 
tree in front of my 
home and one in the 
driveway area between 
my house and my 
neighbor's house. That 
driveway area is now 
just an unsightly dirt 
patch.

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No new taxes 
until the city gets 
its financial 
house in order.

No

3725155057 60517092 01/29/2015 01/29/2015 162.207.92.119 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Replace dead 
trees with ones 
subject to the 
same 
diseases. A 
little more 
diversity would 
be good.

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure

3725063381 60517092 01/29/2015 01/29/2015 159.83.4.57 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

It would be nice to see 
more trees successfully 
grow along Lake Ave 
between Villa and 
Mountain.  The center 
median trees above 
Orange Grove 
(sycamore) are 
beautiful.  We need 
more tree 
maintenance/replaceme
nt on the east and west 
sidewalk areas.

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3725029385 60517092 01/29/2015 01/29/2015 71.105.114.142 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
PLease define 
what a "setback 
along the 
blockface can be 
enhanced".   This 
statement doesn't 
explain to a 
layperson what will 
happen and 
should be 
rewritten in plain 
english.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

n/a Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure We moved to 
Pasadena 40 yrs 
ago because of the 
music programs in 
the schools and the 
TREES!

3724724786 60517092 01/29/2015 01/29/2015 75.142.55.146 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

from the 210 freeway 
up north lake blvd until 
Washington ave.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes I would love to see 
more trees which 
have colorful leaf 
changes in the fall

3724356578 60517092 01/29/2015 01/29/2015 162.200.154.27 Very important Above average Yes Yes Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Educate property 
owners about 
tree care: NO 
TURF OR 
SPRINKLERS IN 
PARKWAY, no 
watering of oaks 
in the summer, 
no plantings like 
ivy or piled-up 
rocks against 
base of trees 
that would lead 
to disease.

3724286045 60517092 01/29/2015 01/29/2015 75.16.48.68 Very important Above average Yes There should be a 
strict standard for 
(e); enhancing the 
block face should 
only trump a tree 
trunk if there is a 
public safety 
concern, but not 
for mere aesthetic 
reasons.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Mostly 
satisfied, but 
consideration 
of drought as 
well as 
supporting 
local bird 
habitats should 
be included 
when deciding 
preference for 
tree species.

More trees along the 
Arroyo 
Parkway/Raymond 
corridor (along train 
line) would enhance the 
area.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Info on eco-friendly 
(compost/reuse) 
ways of disposing of 
trimmed branches 
would be helpful.

3724166813 60517092 01/29/2015 01/29/2015 108.217.253.219 Very important Average No I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3722972701 60517092 01/28/2015 01/28/2015 108.77.224.81 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3720586031 60517092 01/27/2015 01/27/2015 204.89.11.24 Very important Average No I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3719244005 60517092 01/27/2015 01/27/2015 71.95.157.67 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
That 
neighbors/citizens 
be consulted 
before trees are 
removed, and that 
if the trees are 
healthy they will 
be relocated. Also 
that the health of 
the tree be 
assessed by an 
expert and ruled 
out possible 
treatments before 
removing.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Simply more 
trees!

Would love more trees 
on our street, as we 
lost quite a few in the 
big wind storm a few 
years ago.That street is 
Malcolm Drive, 
colorado Blvd., and 
Avenue 64.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

No More trees!

3717427750 60517092 01/26/2015 01/26/2015 131.215.150.165 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

On Howard between 
Mar Vista and Lake.  
On Mar Vista between 
Topeka and Washington

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No Older trees need 
more frequent 
pruning to remove 
dead branches.

3717427171 60517092 01/26/2015 01/26/2015 104.13.224.193 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3713893345 60517092 01/25/2015 01/25/2015 97.93.58.43 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Forest avenue Fair Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure

3713410357 60517092 01/24/2015 01/24/2015 208.54.4.218 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Protection 
against oak 
root fungus for 
newly planted 
replacement 
trees. My 
street tree died 
within 2 years 
at my last 
residence. The 
large roots that 
were left in the 
ground after 
the previous 
tree died were 
infected 
severely

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes Greater care when 
removing an old tree 
to remove maximum 
root material and 
perhaps old soil 
removed and 
replaced with new 
with a protective 
barrier to support 
growth and mitigate 
oak root fungus 
infection in the new 
tree

3711483443 60517092 01/23/2015 01/23/2015 162.246.66.216 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

I would like to see 
some the unhealthy 
looking tree removed 
and replaced with oak.  
800 block of N. Chester

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure Be more responsive 
on tree maintenance 
requests.

3710093547 60517092 01/23/2015 01/23/2015 107.184.71.75 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Fruit trees 
should be 
allowed - it 
provides a 
great service to 
residents, and 
esp if planned 
strategically, 
street "mess" 
would not be a 
concern.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Additional fees, 
fines, and taxes 
would not be 
necessary if 
residents/nonprofi
ts can be 
involved in 
planting fruit 
trees in the area - 
 higher chance of 
involvement 
since there is a 
benefit for all 
residents.

Not sure



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3709374824 60517092 01/22/2015 01/22/2015 204.89.11.23 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Street tree 
species

No Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No

3709210271 60517092 01/22/2015 01/22/2015 50.1.169.9 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Am not certain 
about e) listed 
above.  What does 
it mean for the 
block face to be 
enhanced?

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Using native 
tree species 
primarily.

Lake Avenue above 
Washington.  
Washington Boulevard 
between Altadena and 
El Molino.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes I do see newly 
planted trees that 
are dead.  It seems 
like a total waste of 
money and human 
energy to plant trees 
and then not 
properly care for 
them in the early 
stages of their 
development.  I'm 
actually surprised at 
the number of young 
dead trees in the 
city.

3708836814 60517092 01/22/2015 01/22/2015 108.205.154.249 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3708788829 60517092 01/22/2015 01/22/2015 99.59.238.164 Very important Above average Yes Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure

3707021634 60517092 01/22/2015 01/22/2015 104.179.120.228 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Tress removed 
without permit 
should be subject 
to very high fines!

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Trees in my 
block were not 
replaced after 
the wind storm 
several years 
age.

Yes, palms and 
Jaqurandas in my block 
were not replaced, but 
trees to the west of me 
were. Seems unfair.  
Location  - 275 Waverly 
Drive, 91105

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes My house is located 
at 275 Waverly 
Drive 91105, there 
are no trees 
remaining on the 
parkway. Two palms 
and two Jaqurandas 
were lost in the wind 
storm and never 
replaced.

3706940725 60517092 01/22/2015 01/22/2015 138.229.254.152 Very important Stoneridge drive; large 
stump remains from 
where tree was 
removed before my 
residence here(2012). 
Stump should have 
been removed and 
replaced a long time 
ago. Neighbors have 
told us repeated 
requests to the city 
have yielded no results.

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No We have had large 
trees on our 
parkway pruned at 
our own 
expense(permitted, 
of course) because 
they represnet a 
hazard to our 
property in the event 
of a large windstorm.

3706905965 60517092 01/22/2015 01/22/2015 66.87.64.156 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

My personal 
preference is 
that I would 
like to see 
more oaks 
being planted.   
I like the 
canopy they 
provide snd the 
attractively 
shaded 
sidewalks.

I'm pleased with the 
trees planted in my 
neighborhood's 
parkways.  (However, 
the trees lining my 
neighborhood's streets 
(Mountain Street & Los 
Robles) are either 
pretty old or pretty 
young.)

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Help care for the 
parkway trees in 
my neighborhood 
- which I do 
already (extra 
watering in very 
hot weather and  
placing mulch 
over root area - 
but not next to 
trunk, etc).

Not sure The trees in my area 
(Mountain & Los 
Robles) could use a 
good pruning as 
soon as the City can 
schedule it.  Also, 
maybe urban 
forestry could crrat a 
joint-project with 
Public Works (and 
private property 
owners) to repair 
our tree-cracked 
sidewalks.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3706905459 60517092 01/22/2015 01/22/2015 138.229.253.83 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3706866539 60517092 01/22/2015 01/22/2015 159.83.158.198 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Brooks Avenue Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No

3706853937 60517092 01/22/2015 01/22/2015 207.67.116.11 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes re-plant older, 
diseased trees

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No trees need better 
maintenance such 
as trimming, care for 
diseased trees

3706717417 60517092 01/21/2015 01/21/2015 64.60.28.171 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I don't know Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3706631838 60517092 01/21/2015 01/21/2015 70.197.75.105 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good No

3706599016 60517092 01/21/2015 01/21/2015 68.181.166.138 Important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

No Some trees 
(Garfield & 
Hammond) are 
blocking the night 
light and are not 
illuminating the 
street properly

3706356092 60517092 01/21/2015 01/21/2015 149.142.196.202 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Tree removal is 
warranted if 
property is at risk 
for 
damage/destructio
n.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure

3706191133 60517092 01/21/2015 01/21/2015 69.231.22.197 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes The beautiful trees 
are one of the 
reasons I decided to 
move to Pasadena.  
They are a great 
treasure and should 
be protected and 
maintained.

3706175047 60517092 01/21/2015 01/21/2015 138.229.213.182 Very important Below average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

plant 
FLOWERING 
TREES inside the 
Arroyo Bowl...  
The entrance into 
and out of the 
Rose Bowl is old 
and dreary. Add 
color ...after 100 
years...the area 
needs to be 
"spruced-up"

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Plant trees and 
shrubs with 
COLOR

all along Seco Street 
from Rosemont to the 
210 exit of the Arroyo

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Hire an outside 
resources to 
transform the 
Arroyo Basin into 
something more 
befitting an 
international icon-
The Rose Bowl

Yes after more than 100 
years of use, require 
The Rose Bowl 
operators to make 
the immediate 
neighborhood more 
attractive

3706019001 60517092 01/21/2015 01/21/2015 70.211.129.158 Very important Below average No Yes Yes, along Lincoln 
Corridor

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3705723263 60517092 01/21/2015 01/21/2015 166.170.49.149 Important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

avoid trees 
with messy 
detritus

No Very good Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Plant species 
with limited root 
growth.   
Plumbing often 
threatened by 
tree roots.

No if planting or 
maintaining trees 
that shed lots of 
debris, use nets or 
similar methods to 
collect debris before 
it falla to the ground.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3704432701 60517092 01/21/2015 01/21/2015 97.94.126.234 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3704286454 60517092 01/21/2015 01/21/2015 138.229.213.226 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Endangered and 
protected species 
should be 
preserved.

Yes Los Robles Ave. block 
north of the 134 on 
east side of street.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3703857075 60517092 01/20/2015 01/20/2015 66.215.84.207 Very important Average No I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

It seems that 
there are too 
many 
exceptions 
made to 
remove trees 
without 
planting new 
ones.

S Mentor between San 
Pascual and Del Mar, 
there is one gap 
between the otherwise 
equally spaced trees. 
But more importantly 
on N Lake the 
corporate building 
opposite Ralphs that's 
set back from the 
street. It has no trees in 
front of it. You can 
even see where there 
used to be trees by the 
design of the pavement.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Education of the 
public so they 
know what they 
can do to help.

Yes

3703662600 60517092 01/20/2015 01/20/2015 63.202.171.143 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

In my 
neighborhood 
(the 1700 block 
of Las Lunas) 
there are 
mostly palm 
trees in the 
parkway, while 
the next three 
blocks (1400-
1600 blocks of 
Las Lunas) 
have nice huge 
shade trees.  I 
would hate to 
be stuck with 
another palm 
tree after the 
one in my 
parkway dies 
from the 
fungus (that 
my neighbor 
says has 
infected it).  
Also, I see 
camphor and  
other parkway 
trees 
languishing for 
lack of water.  I 
would hate for 

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

For the trees that 
the City planted 
that require 
occasional or 
regular "deep 
watering" I 
suggest that a 
watering basin 
be dug around 
those trees (next 
time tree 
trimmers are in 
the area)  so a 
City watering 
truck may come 
by every month 
or so, to give 
it/them a "deep 
soaking."

Yes I have discovered 
that birds, 
butterflies, 
bumblebees and 
hummingbirds 
require California 
native trees ans 
shrubs to survive 
(they won't 
eat/pollinate non-
natives), so I 
recommend 
focusing on 
California native 
species.  Check with 
the 
http://theodorepayne.
org/

3703647739 60517092 01/20/2015 01/20/2015 4.30.196.162 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

I don't know; the 
above criteria 
don't actually say 
under what 
specific conditions 
trees would be 
removed.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3703609674 60517092 01/20/2015 01/20/2015 104.33.84.94 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3703283459 60517092 01/20/2015 01/20/2015 204.89.11.24 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
I would prefer 
removing a couple 
of trees and 
adding fruit trees 
instead.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

There needs to 
be more fruit 
trees in 
Pasadena.

Northwest Pasadena Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes Fruit trees in 
Pasadena will be 
beneficial to the 
Pasadena residents 
to allow easier 
access to fresh fruit, 
especially in the 
Northwest 
Pasadena. Granted, 
it will be more 
difficult to maintain, 
but the outcome in 
the long road will be 
worth it.

3703154275 60517092 01/20/2015 01/20/2015 162.231.83.33 Very important Below average Yes No Old Town, Fair Oaks 
Ave north of Colorado

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No Please do not plant 
any more trees until 
the ones we have 
can be maintained 
properly, especially 
watered. The trees 
on N. Pasadena Ave 
leading to the 210 
freeway from 
Colorado are a 
blight and should 
have been watered 
or removed.  It 
would look better if 
they weren't even 
there and it is 
depressing to take 
visitors through the 
area.

3701389783 60517092 01/20/2015 01/20/2015 71.93.96.84 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3701224558 60517092 01/20/2015 01/20/2015 69.234.178.191 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3701027695 60517092 01/19/2015 01/19/2015 66.214.155.237 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Yes.  Actually, more 
like replaced.  We have 
a number of old carob 
trees and palm trees 
that are dying a slow 
death, and should be 
replaced by new oak 
trees.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Would be willing 
to volunteer for 
tree planting 
efforts.

Yes Our neighborhood is 
probably overdue for 
some pruning and 
tree replacement.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3700960101 60517092 01/19/2015 01/19/2015 138.229.213.166 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
The wording of 
this puzzles me. 
Do you want 
additional reasons 
for tree removal or 
preservation? I 
think tree removal 
is currently too 
easy, so my 
suggestions are 
for the prevention 
of tree removal.    
1. Delete criteria d 
and e, especially 
d. Too many new 
buildings in the 
city center are 
going up close to 
the sidewalk and 
road, with no room 
for shade trees.     
2. The benefits of 
a shade tree to 
walkability and 
beauty of an area 
must always 
override 
developer's  
design strategies. 
Shade trees allow 
us to walk through 
the cityrather than 

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

1. More shade 
trees (not just 
small palms 
and gingkos) 
need to be 
planted around 
the dense 
housing and 
offices of the 
center of the 
City. 2. 
Change the 
criteria for 
West California 
Boulevard so 
that the non-
native 
Melaleuca 
relative that is 
the preferred 
tree is deleted 
and replaced 
by oaks and 
camphors, as it 
was 
historically. 
The new trees 
are too fragile, 
many fall over, 
they are not 
native and 
don't attract 

West California 
Boulevard south of 
Orange Grove has a lot 
of gaps where street 
trees should be 
planted. It's especially 
unsightly close to 
Arroyo Boulevard. 
Many of the new 
plantings haven't made 
it, and other trees have 
been knocked over by 
cars and trucks.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Support a 
publicity 
campaign to 
inform residents 
about the need 
for them to care 
for the street 
trees outside 
their property. 
House owners 
and businesses 
should be asked 
NOT turn their 
irrigation off 
when replanting 
their front yards 
with natives, or 
letting their lawns 
die. The City 
should also 
water these trees 
from a bowser 
truck if they look 
neglected. The 
public could also 
be told that they 
can report a 
contractor or 
homeowner who 
fails to water 
street trees while 
redeveloping a 

Not sure 1. Remove the 
stumps of felled 
trees and replant 
sooner than at 
present.  2. Run a 
campaign to make 
peole value the 
City's trees.  3. 
Ensure the trees 
receive enough 
water, especially if 
the drought 
continues. 4. Form 
neighborhood tree 
appreciation groups 
to keep an eye on 
and care for the 
trees in their 
neighborhood. 4. 
Pasadena Beautiful 
does tree planting 
and perhaps other 
groups could be 
encouraged to raise 
money for this. 5. 
Developers - who 
have to provide 
artwork - should be 
allowed to spend 
some of the money 
they have to allocate 
on beautiful and 

3700563764 60517092 01/19/2015 01/19/2015 162.227.132.169 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

A specimen that is 
wrecking the 
sidewalk should 
be replaced.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Increase 
shade, 
minimize debris

No Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure maintain safe 
sidewalks when 
trees have made 
them unsafe

3700508213 60517092 01/19/2015 01/19/2015 99.7.9.170 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

No.  Trees were 
planted a less than 4 
years ago.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure

3699962026 60517092 01/19/2015 01/19/2015 99.7.10.226 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure

3699363685 60517092 01/19/2015 01/19/2015 69.234.178.191 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

age and rarity of 
the tree  historic 
significance of the 
tree

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

My neighborhood's 
trees are beautiful. We 
lost a couple in the 
storm of 2011, but 
they've been replaced. 
Thank you, you're 
doing a good job.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure about 
the fees and 
fines. My answer 
would depend on 
specifics.

Yes You guys are 
amazing.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3699272757 60517092 01/19/2015 01/19/2015 99.6.9.173 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

No more 
planting palm 
trees

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes The tall variety of 
palm trees in my 
Loma Vista/Sinaloa 
area should be 
removed and 
replaced with the 
Camphors we have 
here or oaks. These 
palms provide zero 
benefit other than a 
romanticized 
Hollywood look. 
These non native 
trees are nothing but 
a nuisance with their 
dropping seeds and 
fronds. No shade 
just dangerous 
mess.

3699055649 60517092 01/18/2015 01/18/2015 71.84.50.73 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure

3699033879 60517092 01/18/2015 01/18/2015 99.9.58.18 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No

3698947376 60517092 01/18/2015 01/18/2015 23.126.189.181 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Streets with 
indifferent 
residents 
would do better 
when drought-
resistant trees 
are planted in 
their parkways.

Clinton Street, Brooks 
Avenue, Carlton Avenue

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No Keep up the good 
work!

3698829342 60517092 01/18/2015 01/18/2015 75.142.53.241 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Whatever it takes 
so that in the 
future, the removal 
of the magnolias 
on Colorado Blvd. 
will not be 
repeated. Also 
something to allow 
the removal of 
tress in parkways, 
that were planted 
by the adjacent 
homeowner and 
are not consistent 
with the existing 
parkway trees.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

I don't know 
enough to 
make an 
informed 
comment. I am 
concered that 
single species 
plans are 
vulnerable to 
disasters like 
dutch elm 
disease and 
would like to 
see more 
attention to 
mixed species 
on a street.

YES. Bresee between 
Washington and 
Whitefield has the most 
unappealing mishmash 
of unplanned 
treescaping. It looks 
like the unsophisticated 
residents were allowed 
to run wild while urban 
forestry was asleep at 
the wheel.

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Repair of 
sidewalks 
damaged by 
parkway trees 
should be done 
by the city just as 
parkway tree 
trimming is done 
without cost to to 
the nearby 
residents.

No The camphor trees 
on Whitefield Rd 
look sick and need 
to have dead wood 
removed.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3698825868 60517092 01/18/2015 01/18/2015 99.119.254.180 Very important Average Yes After the 

11/30/2011 wind 
storm, the city 
hired contractors 
to help with clean-
up.  Our existing, 
mature parkway 
tree was removed 
even though it was 
healthy.  Your 
TPO was was not 
followed in this 
case by an over-
zealous sub-
contractor.  We 
were greatly 
disappointed and 
angry at losing this 
tree that provided 
shade. You need 
to oversee the 
work of sub-
contractors who 
might get paid by 
how much work 
they do!!!

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Why does 
South Orange 
Grove get new 
Magnolia trees 
planted and 
other areas get 
messy, infernal 
Chinese Elms? 
The Master 
Plan could be 
updated to 
beautify other 
areas beyond 
the "upscale" 
of 91105.

See above about 
removal of healthy tree 
in 2011.  Subsequently, 
the city recklessly 
planted 3 Chinese Elms 
in our parkway, just 
after we landscaped for 
drought resistant 
plants.  In the planting 
of the 3 trees, the 
workers even damaged 
our drip irrigation 
system. Further, it 
ruined the esthetic of 
the drought resistant 
landscaping, which we 
might have altered if 
we knew (or could have 
chosen!!!) what kind of 
trees were to be 
planted.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

No We have a Palm 
tree on our parkway.  
 It took over a year 
and at least 10 calls 
and 2 letters to get it 
trimmed back.  It 
drops black beads 
on our driveway 
which end up in the 
garage and in the 
house, embedded in 
our shoes.  The city 
sent out crews 3 
times and each 
time, they 
"discovered" the 
truck they brought 
was not tall enough 
to reach the top of 
the palm. Frankly, 
we watched our tax 
dollars being wasted 
at this inefficient 
system. They 
certainly should 
have known on 
subsequent visits 
what they had 
encountered 
previously.

3698500608 60517092 01/18/2015 01/18/2015 71.84.48.63 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3698479833 60517092 01/18/2015 01/18/2015 99.44.23.85 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3698470131 60517092 01/18/2015 01/18/2015 71.84.51.251 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Add fruit and 
nut trees

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure

3698242228 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 107.129.104.178 Important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3698203455 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 108.203.14.66 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3698116255 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 99.44.21.31 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
I guess we can't 
talk about private 
property trees 
when development 
of a single house 
lot is now slated to 
be a multi housing 
project. These 
trees don't seem 
to matter to the 
CIty of Trees 
because the 
developer always 
seem to get their 
way to make the 
biggest project 
work for their 
bottom line profit 
and the hell with a 
beautiful 80 year 
old tree that is 
standing in the 
way of their 
project. Pretty 
soon all we will 
have is street tree.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Plant the 
proper trees for 
the locations, 
Root problems 
of our street 
trees is a 
problem to 
consider.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Let people have 
the right to hire 
appropriate  tree 
companies to 
prune City trees 
abutting their 
property that 
haven't had 
adequate care 
and let those 
people pay to 
have it done 
without having  
to pay City fee's 
to have it done 
other than a 
small permit fee. 
This way the city 
still has some 
control  but 
doesn't need a 
larger budget to 
do the work. This 
lets people feel 
that they have 
more say on 
their trees.

No Already made those 
comments

3698104747 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 134.69.41.61 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

what about 
something like 
this:    the 
possibility of 
substituting shade-
providing trees for 
current trees (such 
as palms) that 
provide no shade

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

please see 
above 
suggestion, 
under no. 4.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No the camphor trees in 
my neighborhood 
need pruning

3698092550 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 108.200.74.193 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Although I'm 
unsure how to 
word what's 
needed, a few 
years ago the plan 
in place allowed 
for beautiful shade 
trees along 
Colorado Blvd. to 
be removed.   
Everyone I spoke 
with was in an 
uproar.  The trees, 
which were 
aesthetically 
pleasing, also 
provided much 
needed shade.  
What the city 
chose to replace 
them with seemed 
more of a design 
element and did 
nothing to replace 
the shade that was 
lost.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

See above. Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3698082083 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 71.93.99.102 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
- causing 
structural damage 
to sidewalks, 
streets, curbs and 
underground 
utilities  - presents 
a significant risk to 
safety, property 
and overhead 
utilities in the 
event of high 
winds, fire or 
earthquake

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Only specify 
trees with a 
root structure 
appropriate to 
the space 
available.

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure Get rid of the 70' 
plus palm trees.  At 
ground levle they 
detract from the 
appearance.  The 
falling fronds are a 
hazard.

3698057500 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 70.197.69.141 Important Below average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

If the tree removal 
does not meet 
desired standards 
its removal can be 
offset by the 
planting of another 
tree somewhere 
else in the area

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No

3697940629 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 99.7.8.192 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3697920925 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 184.177.182.3 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

I don't know 
enough to 
comment.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

More trees that 
will not tear up 
the sidewalks, 
that are native, 
shoul be 
planted.

Sierra Bonita and 
Mountain.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No

3697918877 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 107.128.43.66 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

The first priority 
should be public 
safety and 
maintaining path 
of travel along with 
cost of 
maintenance. 
There are areas of 
Pasadena that the 
sidewalks are very 
unsafe due to the 
incorrect type of 
trees being 
planted that have 
surface roots that 
constantly raise 
the sidewalk 
surface. Another 
issue that needs to 
be considered is 
the mess tree fruit 
and berries will 
make. The date 
palms along 
Arroyo are a 
terrible mess. So 
in order,  1. Trees 
must have deep 
root systems that 
can easily be root 
pruned. Add root 
barriers.  2. When 

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

see comments 
above

All green areas should 
be planted but keep in 
mind that the areas 
then need to be 
maintained. Some 
areas will require that 
the trees be 
transplanted and 
smaller trees put in 
there place because of 
the damage caused by 
large trees. The larger 
trees could be 
transplanted or sold 
and as a last resort 
ground into mulch.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes see above



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3697596538 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 66.87.131.62 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
The age of the 
tree in terms of 
how long it has 
been around like 
buildings are 
protected due to 
age/historic 
significance

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Shoppers lane parking 
lot (at back) near 230 s. 
Lake Ave, 2 trees fell 
about 1 or 2 years ago 
and they have not been 
replanted....as a matter 
of fact all those trees 
need tending to....

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3697594250 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 107.129.104.37 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes You are doing a 
terrific job making 
this a tree green city!

3697589950 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 144.142.12.2 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3697513091 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 99.44.22.23 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

The Forestry Dept. 
Should be 
required to seek 
and work with 
local residents to 
recycle the large 
tree trunks not 
turn them into 
firewood mulch or 
landfill. Right now 
they are not 
responsive to 
recycling or 
working with 
residents

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

More emphasis 
on trunks to 
lumber

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3697507492 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 99.119.253.188 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

I can't find the 
plan, but I think 
shade is 
important, and 
very tall palm 
trees don't give 
any.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

I will only support 
increasing the 
budget and the 
taxes if it is 
needed.  I'm 
uncomfortable 
with checking 
them off above 
without knowing 
that.  But I would 
certainly 
consider paying 
more if 
necessary.

Yes

3697505186 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 71.93.97.42 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

None at this time. Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No The Oaks on my 
street, N. Holliston, 
when trimmed by 
the city it is usually a 
hack job with the 
only trimming taking 
place on the street 
side. The trees lose 
their natural balance 
and look terrible. I 
am a senior citizen 
and do not have the 
resources to bring in 
good professional 
tree trimmers.

3697489572 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 108.205.155.67 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

North west corner of 
villa st and Holliston ave

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3697471453 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 66.215.95.124 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Yes - A mature tree 
was recently removed 
on the east side of 
Allen Ave. just north of 
Colorado Blvd. and 
should be replaced.

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Trees have been 
remove, replaced 
and maintained in a 
very responsible 
manner in my 
neighborhood.  
Good Work!

3697468297 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 99.6.8.188 Very important Above average No I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

need trees with 
edible fruit

Altadena Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes landscape needs 
more trees with 
edible products--in 
addition to the carob 
trees

3697429174 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 107.196.120.19 Very important Above average Yes Insert language to 
ensure the most 
aggressive 
replacement policy 
possible, i.e. two 
new trees planted 
for every one 
removed -- or 
some reasonable 
variation on that.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Noise from the 210 
freeway gets very loud 
in the Jefferson Park 
neighborhood (I refer 
specifically to Monte 
Vista Street between 
Hill and Allen). A 
qualified acoustical 
engineer could consult 
on tree-planting 
locations that could 
help mitigate the noise. 
In my neighborhood, 
more trees in and 
around Jefferson Park 
might absorb noise 
without impeding park 
usage.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Think freeway noise 
abatement. 
Consider hiring 
acoustical expert to 
consult on tree-
planting for noise 
abatement.

3697407986 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 166.170.48.32 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes Mentor between 
Orange Grove and 
Washington has tall 
palm tress that have 
little benefit.  If there is 
an opportunity to plant 
an additional species 
that provides shade in 
between them it would 
make the streets cape 
more pleasant and 
more walkable

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Concerned about 
emerging tree pests 
like borers and how 
property owners and 
the City can be 
more proactive

3697407117 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 71.93.96.206 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes Keep shorter 
palm trees 
trimmed to 
avoid fire 
danger.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No Shorter palm trees 
in parkway need to 
be trimmed on my 
street. Casa Grande

3697371069 60517092 01/16/2015 01/17/2015 71.84.244.231 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Remove trees that 
are too thirsty for 
this environment 
and do not provide 
food for humans.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

allow more fruit 
and nut trees

The traffic triangle at 
West Washington Blvd. 
and North Arroyo Blvd.  
It would be great to see 
the same kind of native 
tree and native plants 
underneath such as 
were planted in the 
parking lot outside the 
Rose Bowl Aquatic 
Center.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

I would support 
fruit and nut 
trees in public 
places

Yes Please plant fruit 
and nut trees in 
public spaces. Study 
to see if mulch 
under trees 
improves the health 
of the tree so much 
that it is resistant to 
the polyphageous 
shot hole borer

3697368919 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 162.207.94.21 Very important Average No Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure

3697366274 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 108.227.170.128 Very important Average Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3697363981 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 205.154.31.153 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Trees with less 
debris as a 
result of 
extreme 
weather 
conditions.  
Our street was 
filled with palm 
fronds that 
became a 
hazard on the 
street as well 
as sidewalks 
and lawns after 
each heavy 
rain and wind 
conditions.

No Fair Policies appear 
to be adequate.  
Just make sure 
they are 
reviewed and 
updated as often 
as necessary to 
make the policies 
work.

Not sure

3697342545 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 162.207.92.142 Not important Below average No No Fair No Trees should be 
inspected now and 
then..Trees are 
overgrown

3697341397 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 97.94.127.53 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No we have a tree on 
our parkway that is 
almost dead, 
possibly due to 
overpruning by the 
city. several older 
oaks on our street's 
parkway are 
compromised as 
well, according to 
our arborist. we live 
on Holliston

3697338486 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 151.151.109.19 Very important Above average Yes Not sufficiently 
educated on this 
question to answer.

Yes Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3697333843 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 71.95.156.234 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3697328744 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 138.229.215.186 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Tree species 
planted needs 
to include more 
indigenous 
species

Yes, in the parkway 
area of 959 N Hill Ave

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No Involve the residents 
more actively!

3697327472 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 108.200.73.239 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Not sure what to 
add; i hated 
seeing the trees 
by city hall go; 
what rationale was 
that?     some of 
the trees on Green 
street are looking 
stressed; 
wondering what is 
being done to 
keep what we 
have; and WHY of 
all trees did they 
put PALMS down 
Arroyo?  not 
natural to the area!

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Native trees!! Allen Ave to Walnut... 
give the college 
students SHADE while 
they walk from the train 
station to the college!!!

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure Trees between Hill 
and Allen on Corson 
were planted and 
left to die without 
water! What a waste 
of money and effort!!



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3697319316 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 71.95.157.188 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

I live on Brigden west 
of Allen. While I'd hate 
to lose any mature 
trees, our trees are 
certainly a raggedy 
mixed bag.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3697318182 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 69.231.33.81 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Strive to plant 
trees that are 
native to this 
area or that are 
more likely to 
thrive in this 
dry area that is 
drought prone.  
So, for 
example, don't 
plant 
magnolias.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No Tree trimming in the 
parkways is not 
always appropriately 
done.  Oak trees, in 
particular, often are 
shaved up to 17 feet 
and then left top 
heavy.

3697313409 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 138.229.250.53 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3697312716 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 208.46.162.110 Very important Above average I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

I think you 
shouldn't make it 
too difficult to 
remove trees if 
needed.

No Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

I would love to 
have the tree 
policy, including 
types of trees 
planted, emailed 
to us.

Yes

3697312170 60517092 01/17/2015 01/17/2015 206.219.248.2 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

I would like something 
other than palm trees 
on North Mentor 
between Orange Grove 
and Mountain.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3697000814 60517092 01/16/2015 01/16/2015 66.214.36.50 Very important Below average I would like to see more 
diversity of trees in my 
neighborhood (Bonnie 
St, north of Colorado)

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure This is a confusing 
and poorly worded 
survey.  I do not feel 
that I understand 
much of what you're 
asking questions 
about (TPO, MSTP) 
and there aren't 
links for me to find 
more.  Not sure 
what you're hoping 
to assess from the 
feedback.

3696733356 60517092 01/16/2015 01/16/2015 66.214.139.78 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

It needs to be 
updated to 
include having 
ways to trim 
trees which 
restrict signage 
such as 
Businesses 
and other 
signage.

Not that I am Aware of. Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure Trees require little to 
no maintainence. 
Nature will maintain 
them as long as we 
plant 
enviornmentally 
appropriate trees 
and plant them 
properly.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3696718762 60517092 01/16/2015 01/16/2015 162.207.93.178 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Many streets have 
one designated 
tree species. 
Without 
monitoring, that 
has changed over 
the years. It would 
be nice to add an 
effort to return to 
one canopy along 
a particular street.  
I'd also like the 
maintenance of 
trees increased, or 
better maintained. 
The trimming and 
pruning schedule 
the last 12 years 
or so seems 
inadequate.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

See my 
comments 
above. 
Consistance, 
and better 
care, is needed.

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Unsure there is a 
budget problem 
that keeps 
management of 
the trees at their 
current level. 
Perhaps a 
broader 
education, along 
with years of 
experience 
would be an 
issue of criteria 
when 
responsible 
workmen are 
working on the 
trees, or when 
you are 
contracting to 
have the trees 
worked on.

No Keep planting, keep 
maintaining, more 
and more. A thick, 
dense forest in our 
city would be great. 
For instance, add 
one new tree for 
each new resident; 
now that would be 
great.

3696504828 60517092 01/16/2015 01/16/2015 99.119.252.17 Very important Average Yes That the city has 
ensured that the 
existing tree has 
been given 
enough care and 
water in it'scurrent 
location. Too often 
I see trees that the 
city has planted 
once, twice, three 
times in the same 
location and they 
never make sure 
that the tree has 
water enough to 
live

No Along Mountain and 
North Lake

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No

3696485931 60517092 01/16/2015 01/16/2015 66.215.94.177 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

If possible, I'd like 
to see some 
oversight of 
removal of large 
healthy trees from 
private property. 
I've seen two large 
trees that grow 
over other 
properties cut 
down, displacing 
habitats of large 
numbers of birds, 
squirrels, and 
butterflies, 
eliminating the 
shade and privacy 
they provide, and 
rendering a 
neighborhood less 
aesthetically 
desirable. I know 
landowners should 
have a right to 
decide what 
happens on their 
property but 
preservation of 
green spaces that 
impact whole 
neighborhoods is 
also a concern.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3696159438 60517092 01/16/2015 01/16/2015 119.2.122.107 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3696076790 60517092 01/16/2015 01/16/2015 99.8.26.89 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Leaving trees 
alone as much as 
possible versus 
cutting limbs that 
are 3 inches or 
more In diameter.    
   It is my 
observation that 
on Prospect 
Boulevard and 
other areas of the 
city the tree 
trimmers go wild 
and feel as though 
they have a quota 
to Make they must 
cut every tree 
whether it needs it 
or not cutting  
cutting they cut 
too many old 
branches and 
harm the trees.      
I believe that they 
need more 
supervision before 
they cut branches 
which do not need 
to be cut.      I said 
for over 20 years 
that the tree 
trimmers seem to 

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Do not cut any 
branch that is 
not needed to 
be cat and do 
not reward tree 
trimmers for 
excessive 
trimming of the 
trees.

Going back to the 
previous question in a 
tree has been able to 
survive and to maturity 
it should not be 
removed just because 
it doesn't fit the city's 
master plan.   Any 
street in the city that 
does not have a tree in 
front of the residence 
our property needs to 
have them planted so 
that we have a better 
greener forest.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Stop the 
subcontracted 
tree trimmers 
from hacking 
away at our trees 
excessively stop 
them from 
feeling as though 
they need to strip 
all lower 
branches from 
every tree.   
Even trees that 
meet the limits 
for Street 
Clarence and 
sidewalk 
Clarence Are 
denuded that the 
branches cut off 
just so that the 
trunk can be 
elonggated it's 
wrong

No Please stop cutting 
so radically the trees 
yes dad would need 
to be removed but if 
the tree is not sick 
or dying let it be.  Of 
course if branches 
are hanging lower 
than 14 feet about 
the street trim them 
if there are trees 
that need shaping 
for electrical great 
but the 
subcontractors need 
to be watched and 
they do not need to 
just cut wildly 
because they like 
cutting.

3695564142 60517092 01/16/2015 01/16/2015 138.229.250.75 Very important Above average Yes Yes NW Pasadena on Glen, 
Navarro Mentone

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3695517323 60517092 01/16/2015 01/16/2015 50.0.42.4 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3695514717 60517092 01/16/2015 01/16/2015 172.11.17.14 Very important Above average Yes No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Colorado blvd 
needs REAL 
trees not stubs 
we have now

Colorado blvd needs 
larger treess

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3695473172 60517092 01/16/2015 01/16/2015 69.234.177.175 Very important Lincoln Ave. between 
Mountain & Woodbury

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure

3695313117 60517092 01/16/2015 01/16/2015 99.99.56.50 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

I'd like to see 
more palm 
trees.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes I would like to see 
public fruit trees.  
Maybe in a 
community sharing 
garden?



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3695218813 60517092 01/16/2015 01/16/2015 71.84.244.103 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
The above seems 
to relate only to 
public trees.  Are 
there protections 
in place to protect 
the removal of 
mature and 
healthy trees on 
private property?

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Would like to 
see greater 
response to 
citizen 
concerns about 
need to trim 
mature healthy 
trees, 
espeically in 
SW and NW 
neighborhoods.  
  So many of 
the beautiful 
mature oak 
trees are so 
overgrown that 
they cannot 
support theire 
own weight, 
and tumble, in 
some cases on 
residential & 
public structres 
- with potential 
loss of life.

On Rosemont, between 
Orange Grove and 
Seco.  Several 
replacement trees were 
planted several years 
ago, but not well 
maintained or watered.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Perhaps greater 
emphasis should 
be placed on 
protecting and 
judiciously 
trimming trees 
that we have, 
with secondary 
emphasis on 
adding trees.

No While we are so 
much better that 
almost all other 
cities, there is room 
for improvement 
within current 
budget constraints.

3695105403 60517092 01/15/2015 01/15/2015 75.16.49.135 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

no more 
magnolia trees, 
they required 
too much water

North Pasadena 
Aveune at Rosewood 
Lane

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No vary tree types on 
streets

3695055468 60517092 01/15/2015 01/15/2015 138.229.250.58 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

If tree roots 
damage sidewalk 
and it provide a 
hazard to 
homeowner & 
passersby it 
should be 
removed 
unconditionally 
and regardless of 
species.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Trees along N. Arroyo 
should be pruned more 
often.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

No Streets impacted by 
Rose Bowl events 
should get priority 
on tree maintenance

3694819305 60517092 01/15/2015 01/15/2015 71.95.157.86 Very important Average No No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

I don't think a 
resident should 
be able to 
dictate whether 
a replacement 
tree is planted.  
My next door 
neighbor hates 
any and all 
trees and 
requested the 
new tree be 
removed, 
which the city 
complied with.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3694673894 60517092 01/15/2015 01/15/2015 204.89.11.127 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Not sure

3694342290 60517092 01/15/2015 01/15/2015 67.124.30.104 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3694257906 60517092 01/15/2015 01/15/2015 156.55.54.45 Very important Average No Yes Fair Plant new trees 

on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No

3694012627 60517092 01/15/2015 01/15/2015 24.205.86.3 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No

3693410305 60517092 01/15/2015 01/15/2015 75.142.60.115 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Not sure With the drought, 
the camphor(?) 
trees on Whitefield 
are showing some 
dieback, and many 
branches have 
spontaneously 
broken off. I love the 
continuous tree 
canopy over the 
street, but these 
trees need a trim, 
especially the dead 
branches. Thanks!

3693401039 60517092 01/15/2015 01/15/2015 75.140.93.120 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3693389578 60517092 01/15/2015 01/15/2015 23.126.189.82 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Higher fines for 
those who do 
not comply.

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure It would be great if 
we could get 
guidelines for 
watering and 
planting in the 
parkway so that we 
can properly care for 
the trees in front of 
our houses.

3693383095 60517092 01/15/2015 01/15/2015 76.219.228.253 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Any aged or 
damaged tree that 
is in poor health 
should be 
replaced upon 
request with a 
healthy young 
specimen tree, so 
long as no 
resident or 
merchant objects 
to the replacement 
after a posted 
notice.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

In front of 1090 
Prospect Blvd.

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

The city needs to 
be far more 
aggressive with 
regular watering 
by truck for all 
new trees.  Too 
much money is 
wasted planting 
new trees that 
are allowed to 
die. The city 
should have a 
high profile truck 
fleet that 
reqularly waters 
ALL street trees.

No City trimmers don't 
come regularly 
enough and they 
only trim out dead 
branches where 
convenient.

3693360652 60517092 01/15/2015 01/15/2015 108.215.224.187 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Linda vista. Fill in Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure

3693359848 60517092 01/15/2015 01/15/2015 138.229.245.47 Very important Average No I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Not sure

3693355763 60517092 01/15/2015 01/15/2015 24.205.86.46 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3693328510 60517092 01/15/2015 01/15/2015 24.176.201.114 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
The city is very 
difficult to work 
with.  There is 
undue paperwork 
and permits for 
everything.  I love 
our trees in 
Pasadena but your 
rules for removal 
are too much.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Fair Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No

3693071002 60517092 01/14/2015 01/15/2015 66.215.80.50 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Tree must pose 
danger to people 
and other animals 
that can only be 
remedied by 
removal.  And  All 
6 of the criteria 
must be met for 
the tree to be 
removed.

NW Pasadena - Lincoln 
Ave

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3693064421 60517092 01/15/2015 01/15/2015 138.229.223.133 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

No

3693063514 60517092 01/15/2015 01/15/2015 71.94.133.15 Very important Average No No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

diferent tree 
species

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure

3692909808 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 71.84.34.21 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Along Union from Hill 
and continuing West.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3692809692 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 70.209.215.13 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

avoid single 
species on a 
street - for 
disease 
protection

Very good Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3692733310 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 24.205.137.72 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Stop adding more 
minutiae. In recent 
years, we've 
observed dead or 
clearly dying trees 
that create 
significant fire and 
other hazards, but 
where it took 
months and even 
years before the 
trees were finally 
"approved" for 
removal. I've 
contributed 
several thousand 
dollars for the 
planting of trees, 
so I fully support 
the program. But 
many on City staff 
and from 
neighborhood 
groups have taken 
a good idea and 
made it a 
bureaucratic 
nightmare and 
added 
unnecessary costs 
in the process.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Keep it simple 
and 
manageable.

Along hillside roads, 
many trees are dying 
but the City doesn't act 
notwithstanding the fire 
and other hazards. 
Rather, the City insists 
on a totally dead tree 
and only then will 
remove it and replace it 
(when pushed) with a 
new tree, many of 
which then die for lack 
of care in the initial 
years and thus have to 
be replaced again. Any 
sensible person would 
say: when it's clear a 
given tree is dying, 
remove it and replant a 
substitute tree. Don’t 
make us watch for two 
to five years a browned 
out and dying tree, and 
then another five years 
before the replacement 
tree (maybe) is getting 
established. It becomes 
a subtle but very visible 
reminder that things 
aren’t working very well 
in our City.

Fair Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

When tree limbs 
and even trunks 
intrude into an 
active roadway, 
including hitting 
the tops of the 
City's trash and 
other trucks, trim 
them back.

No Remove the 
bureaucratic hurdles 
and focus on what 
matters.

3692646625 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 108.252.94.62 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

I run and walk my 
dogs in Pasadena.  
 The trees along 
Sunny Slope Park 
are ALL dead and 
have been in this 
condition for quite 
some time.  It is 
quite an eyesore 
and these trees 
need to be 
replaced.  The 
sprinklers around 
those trees are 
damaged and 
there is a constant 
flood around the 
trees.  I'm very 
surprised nothing 
has been done 
since the park has 
had so much work 
done to it…  I can 
be contacted at 
afwente@yahoo.co
m for follow up as 
to action to be 
taken.  Looking 
forward to hearing 
from you.  Albane 
Wente, 800 
Canyon Wash 

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Plant trees that 
will survive 
which would 
require routine 
maintenance 
and 
supervision of 
the trees.

Not at the rate 
Pasadena is going.  
Can't keep existing 
trees alive...

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No MORE 
MAINTENANCE



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3692642063 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 67.122.137.40 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Needs to be 
based on 
maximum 
shade canopy 
(please, no 
more  palm 
trees), and 
appropriatenes
s for water 
supplies

Yes, Glen Summer 
Road (91105). An 
entire generation of 
trees have come of age 
at the same time. More 
than 25 have already 
been lost due to age, 
poor trimming 
techniques over the 
years, and high winds. 
Gaps need to be filled. 
Chinese elms are the 
designated tree; 
Japanese elms seem 
to do as well if not 
better.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure Program in most 
areas is superb.

3692623765 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 70.211.137.84 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

As to whether the 
property the tree is 
located in front of 
is somethung the 
property owner 
desires to keep.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

I believe more trees 
should be planted in 
the lake 
street/surrounding 
area, as well as the 
areas around Old Town.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Not sure

3692519423 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 24.205.92.149 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Maintain and 
water new 
plantings

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

No

3692488592 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 130.191.217.95 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Ashtabula st Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure

3692487895 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 172.56.14.22 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Mountain St.  Orange 
grove

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3692487459 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 209.90.84.3 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

I street 
mandates 
Magnolias. 
They tear up 
sidewalks, and 
then we have 
to pay for that! 
Mandated 
trees should 
be: 1) drought-
resistant; and 
2) grow 
downward 
roots, not 
destructive, 
spreading 
roots.

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes The selection of 
trees is crucial. We 
need trees that are 
appropriate to 
California climate 
and that don't rip up 
sidewalks.  I'm in 
91105.

3692486112 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 24.205.87.22 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Plan for it to be 
replaced 
immediately

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Please keep up the 
great work. I am in 
my 20s and the 
trees in Pasadena 
are why I am living 
here. In fog-dense 
Los Angeles having 
trees is a necessity.

3692404552 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 66.215.73.234 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3692344141 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 71.84.246.93 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Enforce all criteria. 
Apply as much as 
possible  to trees 
on private land.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3692341276 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 66.214.236.124 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

The TPO is 
sufficient if it is 
followed. After the 
windstorm, one of 
our trees had a 
dangerous split. I 
kept writing to our 
councilman and 
was informed that 
the tree had been 
inspected and was 
fine. A private 
arborist told me it 
wasn't. However, 
when I finally was 
able to really get 
someone from the 
city to look at the 
tree, it was 
removed the next 
day. Just follow 
the criteria we 
have.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

The city doesn't 
need new taxes; 
it needs to 
carefully handle 
and monitor the 
funds it has 
already taken 
from us.

No

3691783926 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 69.108.99.243 Very important Above average No I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

prompt 
replacement of 
trees, 
especially in 
the commercial 
areas of the city

Linda Vista has lost 
trees and they are not 
replaced.  Same 
appears to be true of 
the central City area, 
where most residents 
would see them.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Street trees are not 
replaced in a timely 
manner -- 
sometimes never.

3691668815 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 107.196.121.201 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3691283804 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 75.27.250.191 Very important Above average No I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Fruit Trees Very good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes Pasadena nees 
trees that bare fruit

3691173267 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 69.230.48.186 Important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Don't 
replace/plant 
trees that 
damage 
sidewalks.

Good Yes Get rid of the Ficus 
Benjamina trees on 
Green and 
elsewhere.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3691123042 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 108.89.25.32 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
New trees must 
provide shade, 
and not create any 
safety issues, i.e. 
palm trees do not 
provide shade and 
are dangerous due 
to falling palm 
branches (see 
Arroyo Parkway 
for lack of shade 
when palm trees 
replaced previous 
trees --- leave the 
ugly palm trees to 
Beverly Hills, we 
don't need them).

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Create shade 
and beauty -- 
no palm trees!

Replace palm trees on 
Arroyo Parkway with 
shady and beautiful 
trees, no more ugly, 
dangerous, shadeless 
palm trees.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Thank you for 
asking us 
(Pasadena 
residents) for our 
opinions.

3691097194 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 138.229.217.191 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

More drought 
tolerant trees 
are needed

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3691085327 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 138.229.223.192 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure

3691082037 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 68.111.80.73 Very important Above average No Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No The random 
magnolia branches 
falling on Orange 
Grove are a huge 
concern. Why is this 
happening ? I would 
assume poor 
trimming and 
maintance. When I 
see this usually 
large branches on 
the side walk I 
always think about 
the old lady and her 
dog getting 
smashed on the 
movie "A Fish 
Called Wanda" done 
one or someone's 
dog is going to get it 
one day



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3691078757 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 24.205.85.226 Very important Above average Can't comment 

because I don't 
know what is 
MSTP.  Some 
trees are 
appropriate, others 
are not.  Don't 
know urban design 
strategy.

Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

I live on La Mirada 
Road, 91105, where 
street trees are not 
planted nor really 
needed.  Without 
knowing what trees 
are designated for 
which streets I 
cannot comment on 
the current situation.  
 Similarly, not 
knowing what 
general plan criteria 
affect tree removal, I 
cannot comment.  
That said, street 
trees provide a 
wonderful 
ambience.  However 
with narrow parking 
srips it is not really 
possible to find a 
perfect tree.  On 
Annandale Road 
where I have lived 
we had Brisbane 
Box.  Its small pods 
were a hazard to 
bare feet and 
playing in the yard.  
The camphor trees 
are beautiful, shad 

3691078456 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 138.229.248.148 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3691062427 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 99.9.56.52 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3691054018 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 108.217.253.59 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Preference for 
trees that 
provide 
significant 
shade for 
pedestrians.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure

3691040041 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 138.229.213.212 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Avoid trees with 
inadequate roots 
to survive high 
winds

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Trees with 
stronger root 
structures

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3691029841 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 138.229.247.169 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3690992698 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 66.215.87.159 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Add fruit and 
nut tree 
species to the 
allowed trees 
in public 
spaces.

n/a

3690970623 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 173.48.7.37 Important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Our tree on Vista 
Lane needs to be 
trimmed asap. The 
limbs are over 
hanging on our 
roof.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

why one type 
of tree?

No more trees. They 
are a pain in the butt 
for the residents to 
maintain

Poor No more trees No



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3690969500 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 24.205.83.234 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3690964156 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 166.176.56.89 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure

3690951448 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 108.212.72.50 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Comparability of 
tree replacement 
in 
age/maturity/numb
er

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

No Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No The trimming/care 
isn't done frequently 
enough

3690943035 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 75.27.242.162 Important Below average No No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Poor No When you cal and 
call again and again 
saying the city 
needs to trim the 
trees and you get 
NO action.  
Considering tree 
roots are ruining 
driveways, etc and 
you cannot get the 
city to do anything 
about it!  Very very 
drustrating!

3690912577 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 138.229.232.33 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

No Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3690907326 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 138.229.250.157 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Current criteria 
can be too broadly 
interpreted...

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Eliminate 
invasive 
species like 
Mexican fan 
Palm...do not 
replace other 
geriatric 
palms...

Intersection lake & 
mountain. North side 
Mountain

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Incentives. Yes Some well pruned 
trees are not so well 
pruned over my 
property line and are 
encroaching and 
unbalanced. Yet I 
am prevented from 
fixing....

3690906440 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 138.229.213.114 Very important Average No I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Fair Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No

3690904011 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 138.229.247.36 Very important Average No No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

I agree with 
planting native 
trees, but don't 
want to lose 
the beautfiul 
palm trees.

Lake Ave. looks naked. 
Not enough trees.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No The trees have 
suffered in the 
drought because 
neighbors do not 
water them 
consistently.

3690902436 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 69.231.37.33 Very important Below average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

If a tree is degrees 
dead by a certified 
arborist, simplify 
the paperwork for 
removal.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No

3690898160 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 108.89.26.229 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

How much carbon 
does it fix every 
year

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Trees are an 
important 
bulwark 
against climate 
change and 
drought

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Trees are an 
important resource 
in the fight against 
climate change

3690896648 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 75.142.58.52 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Along south Marengo 
there are many dead 
saplings

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No dead saplings, too 
tight tape around 
trunks



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3690879023 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 108.77.225.213 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
f) Quality of Tree  
g) Environmental 
contribution of 
Tree  h) Citizen 
opinion  i) 
alternative 
solutions to keep 
Tree?

No I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Generally, 1 block 
north & south of 
Colorado Blvd in the 
downtown Pasadena 
area (Old Town to the 
Playhouse District).

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No For all the talk about 
maintenance of 
trees in the city, I 
rarely see the city 
doing any "tree 
work."

3690871252 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 71.94.136.47 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3690864781 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 75.25.4.238 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Endangering a 
structure

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

The cypresses on Rio 
Grande between El 
Molino and Lake look 
terrible.

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3690863028 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 68.183.77.35 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

no Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Not sure

3690858378 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 204.89.11.242 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes I would like to see 
native CA trees 
replace the current 
batch of trees as 
they die.

3690723043 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 172.11.17.14 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Urban canopy 
in my 
neighborhood 
is weak

Insufficient shade on 
Colorado Blvd. 
(Playhouse District 
specifically)

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3690694430 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 66.85.102.34 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

age of tree  is tree 
type represented 
elsewhere in 
pasadena

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

old town area - 
replacement of 
damaged trees from 
windstorm december 
2011

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3690690183 60517092 01/14/2015 01/14/2015 70.197.74.12 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

no more palm 
trees

Colorado and Hill Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No they look kind of 
sickly

3690523347 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 64.183.65.122 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3690501087 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 75.142.50.162 Very important Above average No I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes There are several trees 
that were downed in 
the 2013 windstorm 
that were never replied 
in the San Rafael area - 
 especially on Ninthdale 
and in the Old Town 
area on Green Street.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure The street trees and 
the park areas are 
part of what make 
Pasadena so 
beautiful. The care 
and maintenance of 
the trees is 
extremely important 
to me and my 
neighborhood.

3690495542 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 206.169.129.34 Very important Above average Yes No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No s back in clumps 
etc...



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3690493573 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 76.219.231.19 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
I don't know 
enough about this.

Don't know 
enough about 
this.

Yes!  The removed or 
died out Camphor trees 
of the 600 block of N. 
Madison Ave between 
Villa & Orange Grove 
need replacing with 
fresh Camphor trees in 
order to retain the 
canopy shade and the 
historical state of our 
neighborhood.  But 
please fix our sidewalks 
too - my wheelchair 
using teen has a tough 
time but we love our 
Camphor trees and I 
know the sidewalks can 
be fixed again without 
cutting down our 
gorgeous trees.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure Just ensure that the 
Camphor trees stay 
while at the same 
time our sidewalks 
need maintained for 
people with 
disabilities.  Perhaps 
more collaboration 
with tree people, 
sidewalk repair 
people and the 
disability 
commission/commun
ity.

3690468306 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 71.95.156.224 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3690435339 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 70.211.137.124 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Fruit trees 
allowed on 
easements

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

watering city tree 
on my easement

No

3690420558 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 75.140.93.251 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes

3690403829 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 71.145.239.21 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Les 
butchherring of 
trees in  thee 
rimming 
process

Glen Oaks Blvd Poor More thoughtful 
tree 
management by 
City employees.  
New trees left 
without water. 
Poor  
trimming.Waiting 
too long to replant

No

3690371260 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 68.181.144.117 Very important Below average No Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

3200   block of Milton 
St., 91107

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No Trees at end of 
Milton & also 
Kinnaloa don't get 
enough water. Hire 
contractors that 
really know how to 
trim trees and don't 
just "chop".

3690328765 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 138.229.216.106 Very important Below average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

400 to 500 block of 
South Arroyo Blvd. on 
the west side of the 
street.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No

3690306217 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 108.226.13.195 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3690244144 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 99.44.23.17 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

no Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3690229680 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 96.25.195.35 Very important Average No I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes What first drew me 
to my neighborhood, 
was the beautiful 
trees that lined my 
street. In fact, when 
I first saw the photo 
on Facebook to link 
to this survey, I 
thought it was my 
street on Bonnie 
Avenue. Please do 
whatever you can to 
continually improve 
the trees of 
Pasadena as it adds 
great value to our 
community, in my 
opinion!

3690145260 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 97.93.166.70 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

I love the feel of older, 
taller trees draping 
inward toward the 
street. It gives a "happy 
community" vibe and 
definitely adds to the 
walkability of the city.

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes During the rare 
occasions of high 
winds and 
trees/branches 
breaking. I've seen it 
take upwards to a 
week for obstructive 
branches/trunks to 
be cleared from 
streets and 
driveways.

3690122536 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 99.119.254.55 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Topeka, Atchison Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3690110254 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 208.90.186.106 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Looking at shading 
and water too.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

shading, water 
usage

Magnolia Avenue - no 
palms, more camphor

Fair Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No

3690101430 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 199.107.58.3 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Yes

3690100396 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 162.225.229.165 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure

3690088924 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 99.9.58.107 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

If there were a 
criteria for safety, 
that might ease 
some of the 
difficulty with 
removing or 
moving a tree.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure Less palm trees. 
The fronds are all 
over the place.

3690086700 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 74.212.244.222 Very important Average Yes How it impacts 
adjoining 
properties! It's 
important for 
neighbors to feel 
like adjoining trees 
that shade and 
enhance their 
properties are 
protected

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

slow growing 
fan palms and 
coast live oak 
need to be 
joined by other 
trees that will 
help create a 
canopy faster

North Mentor Avenue 
above Mountain  
Woodbury between 210 
Fwy and Los Robles

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3689999834 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 216.1.210.62 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3689954326 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 68.190.219.250 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No

3689889923 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 204.89.11.24 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

trees on 
Lincoln  Ave 
are double 
trunked they 
need to be 
complimented 
with singe 
trunked trees.

Lincoln Ave. Fair Oaks 
Ave

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No

3689870119 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 71.80.163.165 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Invasive 
trees/bushes.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Not allow 
residents to 
plant invasive 
species in 
private yards

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Remove invasive 
species and not 
allow invasive 
species to be 
planted in private 
yards.

Yes When a resident 
calls re: neighbor 
planting invasive 
species the city 
should take action to 
prevent such 
planting.

3689815966 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 137.79.217.172 Important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No I've supposedly got 
a city tree on my 
easement and have 
been told I can't 
remove it, etc., but 
the city does not 
trim it (Bill Kert, 818-
354-2992).

3689638592 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 206.219.248.2 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

The walkway near 
the tree has 
become so 
dangerous 
because of the 
roots that the tree 
has become a 
hazard to human 
life.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good I am supportive 
of the city 
allowing citizens 
to trim the trees 
in front of their 
homes since the 
city seems 
incapable of 
doing so 
themselves.

No The city should 
allow homeowners 
to trim the trees that 
are curbside without 
fining them.

3689561943 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 192.212.253.129 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Providing one 
or two species 
options for 
each street 
would help 
address the 
need to update 
the MSTP 
when a street 
wants a 
different tree. 
Also, need to 
evaluate 
messy trees 
like Jacaranda.

Yes, Asbury from 
Sierra Bonita to Allen 
has languishing and 
inconsistent trees that 
don't seem well cared 
for.

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure Forestry does an 
excellent job and the 
staff are great :) I 
think there is some 
confusion as to who 
maintains/waters the 
street trees and so 
many residents are 
not watering the 
trees and they die. 
Clarifying the roles 
and process for 
maintenance (e.g. 
trimming) and 
including it in In 
Focus would be 
helpful. Thanks for 
making the city 
beautiful!!

3689315665 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 76.194.245.22 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Businesses can't 
have trees 
removed just 
because they are  
Inconvenienced.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

more attention 
to maintaining 
the trees

Not sure. Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

If increased fees, 
they MUST be 
used for that 
purpose. I have 
lost faith in city 
management 
and oversight.

No scheduled 
maintenance that is 
ADHERED to.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3688835507 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 75.19.32.143 Important Average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Give 
homeowners the 
option to cut a 
tree down that is 
blocking their 
view from an 
expensive view 
house.

Not sure

3688606240 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 66.215.93.14 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Well established 
healthy trees shall 
NOT be removed 
just because of 
desired "style" 
change, as 
occurred when the 
ficus trees on 
Colorado for a few 
blocks around 
Vromans were.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Add fruit 
bearing trees 
to the mix.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3688591188 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 99.109.197.151 Very important Below average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Consideration be 
given to planting a 
new tree nearby to 
makeup for loss of 
greenery, shading 
and aesthetic 
counter-balance to 
removal of tree.

Cannot answer 
questions 5+6 
without seeing 
MSTP

Yes, Yocum Street, 
Linda Vista

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No Trees need to be 
trimmed more 
regularly.

3688569933 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 66.215.72.168 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Historic 
significance of 
tree, and whether 
it can be saved 
rather than 
removed.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No Should be more 
attention to 
removing/replacing 
dead trees.

3688540222 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 99.95.100.67 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Replacement of 
tress be with trees 
that are native to 
Southern 
California and 
water-wise.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Why are you 
planting 
Magnolias, a 
SOuthern tress 
accostomed to 
warm humid 
weather with 
lots of rain, in 
semi-arid 
Pasadena?

91105.  I think we're 
doiong very well.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

As long as 
climate and 
water-use 
appropriate trees 
are planted.

Yes As i mentioned 
above., I am very 
concerned with the 
type of trees the city 
is planting.  We 
really need to 
acknowledge that 
we're in a semi-arid 
Mediterrean climate 
and plant trees that 
will thrive in our 
climate.

3688513547 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 99.109.130.169 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3688469556 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 172.56.7.252 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Any tree 4" 
diameter or 
smaller may be 
removed, 
relocated or 
replaced.

No Trees with 
minimal 
shedding, 
larger canopies 
should be 
specified.  
Current trees 
do very little to 
absorb carbon 
or provide year-
round shade.  
Many lose their 
leaves multiple 
times per year.  
 Plant only 
native species.  
 Provide larger 
planting width 
at curb.

Cordova between 
Arroyo Pkwy and 
Euclid.  Trees are very 
small species on both 
sides of street.  
Pathetic trees.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No new taxes for 
trees.  Master 
plan should be 
the document 
which requires 
private tree 
maintenance and 
planting.

Yes

3688452299 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 68.126.125.154 Very important No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Unless the tree to 
be removed is 
already dead, 
there should be a 
requirement to 
create equivalent 
shade canopy on 
the same street 
before removing a 
tree.  Yes, that 
means waiting a 
few years until the 
replacement 
tree(s) are 
established and 
growing.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Preference for 
canopy shade 
trees.

1.  Victory Park, where 
so many trees lost in 
the windstorm 3 years 
ago still haven't been 
replaced.  2.  Mountain 
east of Allen- there is 
virtually no shade from 
the existing senescent 
magnolias.  Abnormally 
wide pavement needs 
taller and broader trees 
to cast effective shade.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Offer energy 
efficiency 
rebates for 
planting effective 
shade trees on 
private property.

Not sure Please maintain a 
significant diversity 
of species, in case 
of tree diseases.

3688450430 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 71.145.239.57 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

I live on South Orange 
Grove and the trees 
are well maintained.

Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Encourage 
remove of non-
conforming trees.

Yes None

3688442560 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 71.93.98.134 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

If a tree is 
removed, the City 
will 1) replant a 
replacement tree 
in the same spot 
that fits within the 
City's plan and is 
appropriate for the 
planting area, etc. 
or 2) plant a 
similar tree within 
a 4 block radius.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Choose trees 
with 
noninvasive 
roots that can 
be trimmed by 
homeowners 
without 
permits.  Do 
not plant trees 
that will 
eventually be 
huge (e.g., 
oaks) in 
parkways.

No. Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Hire tree 
trimmers with 
actual knowledge 
of trees. Your 
current trimmers 
are butchers. 
They sacrifice 
the beauty and 
health of trees.

No The trees on our 
street have not been 
trimmed for over 6 
years.

3688438739 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 66.215.84.84 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

I would like to see 
more attention to 
tree 
REPLACEMENT

No I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Yes, along Avenue 64. 
But we should also 
widen the sidewalks 
and walking areas in 
places.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No Street trees not 
trimmed often - we 
get very large 
branches down in 
windstorms

3688413629 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 99.121.213.200 Very important Average Yes It's really a 
question,   How is 
this ordinance   
inforced?

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

more 
consistency, 
street trees are 
mixed oddly

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3688386592 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 162.233.135.39 Very important Above average I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
This is more in the 
nature of 
enforcement than 
criteria. Neighbors 
cut down 
gorgeous trees on 
their slope. As the 
chainsaws began, 
I called the city, 
which dispatched 
a man promptly. 
But by his arrival, 
the trees were 
gone. It doesn't 
take long. He told 
me the removers 
said the property 
owners planned to 
landscape and/or 
add a garage, 
although no permit 
had been pulled. 
That seemed to be 
good enough for 
him. That was five, 
eight years ago. 
No landscaping, 
no garage. The 
ordinance would 
appear to have no 
teeth. I suggest 
teeth: a whopping 

Yes Excellent Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3688377470 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 108.218.57.189 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Union Street  Walnut 
Street

Good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Program to stop 
ficus trees from 
dropping fruit on 
sidewalks and 
streets

3688370473 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 107.215.142.185 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes Good work - keep it 
up

3688364213 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 108.218.58.249 Very important Above average Yes Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

I don't know 
what trees 
were planted.  I 
know they 
shouldn't be 
too close to 
each other 
because when 
they grow up 
the limbs hit 
things.  I don't 
think trees that 
produce 
berries, small 
fruit etc should 
be used near 
sidewalks.  
They water has 
to be used to 
clean it up.

I live on Cordova 
between Marengo and 
Euclid.  There aren't 
too many good spots 
for additional trees that 
grow very large.  There 
are underground 
electrical vaults etc that 
roots can penetrate.

Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

These questions 
are too simplistic 
to answer with 
the limited 
knowledge I 
have on what we 
are now 
spending, how 
much of an 
increase these 
services would 
require etc.

Not sure I thought there was 
a moratorium on 
cutting large trees of 
any kind.  But 
learned last year 
that when the 
neighboring office 
building cut all very 
tall Palms, and 
several giran other 
healthy trees, that 
there wasn't an rule 
against it.  Too bad.

3688361598 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 66.215.90.59 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3688331874 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 99.118.150.39 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

No I checked "no" on # 
10.  It seems we 
have to call if there 
is a bad condition, 
and then the trim 
effort seems to be 
amateurish, and 
done with little "art."

3688319704 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 71.156.54.66 Very important Above average Yes Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

It's always a 
good idea to 
update and 
review existing 
plans.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3688297766 60517092 01/13/2015 01/13/2015 71.84.55.97 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Priority should be 
a) above only.  b), 
c), d), and e) 
should have much 
less weight in 
decisions.

I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3688286162 60517092 01/12/2015 01/13/2015 97.90.153.5 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3688280012 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 208.46.162.109 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Protection of 
Pasadena's trees 
should trump other 
factors I am still 
extremely upset 
about the city's 
"scalping" of 
Colorado Blvd by 
cutting down trees 
in the middle of 
the night, knowing 
that Pasadena 
residents would 
protect those trees 
during the day. 
How can we trust 
any plans for tree 
removal after this 
incident?

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Trees that 
were lost in the 
big windstorm 
have not been 
replaced, 
specifically on 
my block of 
Madison Ave. 
south of 
Cordova.

See my reply to #6. I'm 
sure there are plenty of 
other areas where 
trees fell or were 
removed after the 
storm and having not 
been replaced.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

3688238525 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 108.234.225.173 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Remove the stumps 
after the tree has 
been removed. 
Some have been left 
for 6 months

3688231417 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 99.146.30.98 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Some species 
are better than 
others.  Lets 
replace trees 
on Glenullen 
with something 
nicer

Glenullen would be a 
prettier street with the 
same trees as on 
Nithsdale

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes More education in 
the city publications



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3688225790 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 138.229.251.188 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
Developers should 
not be given a 
pass to remove 
specimen and 
mature trees 
without replacing 
them with new 
trees with EQUAL 
canopy and 
maturity.  They are 
now allowed to 
replace mature 
trees with 24-48 
inch seedlings.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

fewer palm 
trees and more 
shade trees

n/a Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

An urban forestry 
fee--much like 
the library fee we 
voted in--for the 
better 
maintenance, 
acquisition, and 
protection of the 
urban forest

Not sure Work with 
homeowners to 
properly prune 
street trees.  
Sometimes city 
crews do not "lacily" 
prune, but either top 
off the tree or lop off 
lower branches.  
More care needs to 
be taken when 
pruning and shaping 
street trees for 
maximum longevity 
and wind resistance.

3688222005 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 71.94.144.128 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Marengo between 
California and Glenarm.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes Keep the current 
tree mix.  I support 
native species but 
please do not use 
that as a criteria or 
excuse to remove 
existing trees.

3688200705 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 24.205.76.176 Important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Fire danger of 
dead trees.  Even 
when you notify 
the city nothing is 
done.  These trees 
are mostly on 
private property 
but can still carry 
disease.

Yes Remove dead 
trees from 
neighborhoods

Poor When any trees 
show signs of 
dying or dead 
these trees 
should be 
removed.

No

3688200704 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 67.209.48.109 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

No Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3688196146 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 138.229.248.103 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

The Master Street 
Tree Plan was 
devised in 1976 
without any public 
input.    The MSTP 
is anti-shade 
trees, and favors 
ugly, skinny trees.   
 The MSTP 
requires the 
removal of most 
camphors and 
other shade trees.   
 The loss of 
shaded areas 
must be 
considered.  The 
goal should be to 
maximum shaded 
areas over streets, 
sidewalks, and 
other property.    
Tree trimming 
should be directed 
to maximum 
shade.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Increase shade 
trees.  
Decrease ugly, 
skinny trees.

Yes.  Camphor trees 
needed on Grand 
Avenue from Colorado 
Blvd to South 
Pasadena border.  
Alternate with 
Jacarandas.  Do not 
plant any more 
Magnolias.  Pasadena 
Avenue from Colorado 
to Columbia: Camphors 
needed.

Poor Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Ensure regular 
watering of trees 
along all Caltrans 
frontage roads.  
Ensure regular 
watering by City 
employees using 
deep root access 
tubes - - - each 
one is filled and 
allowed to soak 
in.

No Restore City arborist 
position in Parks & 
Rec, not Public 
Works.  Public 
Works is biased 
against street trees.  
Parks and Rec has 
a better institutional 
record on trees.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3688195080 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 162.225.230.226 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 

following criteria:
remove or redefine 
item d - it is too 
subjective.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

The MSTP 
should focus 
on percentage 
of urban 
canopy.  Its 
focus is now 
on number and 
spacing of 
trees.  Also the 
type of trees 
are mostly 
ornamental 
which provide 
no shade. 
Palm trees 
should be 
prohibited.

Yes -   SWC of e. Del 
Mar and Madison;   281 
and 343 S. Madison  
West side of S. 
Madison between 
Cordova and Green  
NWC of El Molino and 
E. Del Mar  Colorado 
Blvd - replace the palm 
and ginko trees 
recently planted with 
shade trees.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure You need to set a 
goal - x% of urban 
canopy.  Look to 
Chicigo, NYC, and 
LA which are 
moving toward 
much more robust 
tree planting as part 
of both aesthetic 
and sustainability 
programs.

3688156242 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 192.247.36.4 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Linda Vista. we lost a 
lot of trees in the wind 
storm a few years ago 
that have not been 
replaced.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3688155714 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 108.77.224.255 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

When  city plants 
a new tree make 
sure it has 
adequate water to 
survive. Many 
recent trees 
planted were 
merely planted 
and not irrigated.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

No palm trees. South Marengo, S. 
Euclid.   Generally 
replace the trees that 
were planted and not 
irrigated.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No Debris is still in city 
trees from the Nov 
30, 2011 remove it

3688140674 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 204.89.11.24 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes

3688136018 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 71.84.33.174 Very important Above average Yes Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Yes The mix of gingo 
and palms along 
Colorado was a big 
mistake. Very ugly 
and those trees do 
not provide shade 
for pedestrians in 
summer.

3688131637 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 71.95.157.117 Very important Average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

If a tree has 
extremely invasive 
roots where 
sidewalks require 
constant repairs or 
extremely invasive 
trees that 
germinate 
extremely easily 
such as Chinese 
elms.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

More native 
trees or water 
wise trees.  
The gateway 
entrance on 
Arroyo 
Parkway has 
palm trees. 
Most people 
(including me) 
do not know 
the best water 
wise trees so 
we look at 
public places 
for inspiration.

I would like to see 
native oaks planted 
along the 134 Freeway 
(San Rafael to 
Figueroa) or some 
other tree that will 
absorb the traffic noise.  
 I have heard that it 
better to plant a variety 
of plants in an area so 
if there is a disease or 
insect infestation then 
the entire tree 
population is not wiped 
out.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

No Follow up to 
question 10. The 
magnolia trees on 
Ave 64 are pruned 
every so often but I 
notice that they 
always miss some 
of the dead limbs.  I 
would think there 
would be more of a 
canopy by now but 
there is not.  I wish 
the street trees had 
a larger canopy.

3688116112 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 75.142.58.112 Very important Above average Yes Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

YES!  On South 
Madison between 
Green Street and 
Cordova.  Much used 
by pedestrians going to 
the Playhouse District.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3688097195 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 173.196.12.50 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3688091138 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 97.93.59.14 Very important Above average Yes I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Neighborhood and 
community opinion

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

I don't know 
what the 
MSTP is so I 
can't really say 
if I agree or 
disagree.  A 
variety and 
community 
input would be 
nice, such as 
edible trees

Not really.  I don't like 
the Palm tree, but it 
does let the sun come 
through as rest of 
house is dark.

Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Edible trees 
would be nice.  
As would trees 
that lose 
leaves...if 
community is 
supportive in 
helping with 
maintenance.

Yes The City did great 
job trimming tree 
that overlapped onto 
my property.  
However, some 
headsup notice on 
pruning would've 
been nice.  I was 
home.  Limb did 
break a very brittle 
fence (I'm a renter 
so I didn't really 
care).

3688083607 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 71.94.132.96 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Fair No

3688078578 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 108.215.224.129 Very important Above average Yes I would like to see 
at least one tree 
planted for every 
tree removed.

Yes some 
replacement 
trees that were 
planted a 
number of 
years ago have 
died.  The 
dead trees 
need to be 
removed and 
replaced.

No, I think our 
neighborhood is fairly 
well covered.

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes I think the gingko 
and palm tree 
combination on 
Colorado Blvd was a 
very poor choice.  
Very little shade or 
sense of greenery.

3688073677 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 172.8.28.219 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes Very good Not sure

3688067478 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 23.126.189.37 Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

The bushier the 
better. No more 
replacement by 
palm trees.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

See above One was recently 
chopped down. The 
stump is an eyesore.

Very good Not sure

3688054717 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 69.108.70.29 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3688046517 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 216.178.109.82 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Trees should only 
be removed if they 
endanger existing 
nearby sturctures 
or are of 
sufficiently poor 
health.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3688038875 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 108.234.227.41 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3688035632 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 71.94.157.209 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Tree should be 
removed if it 
appears to be in 
danger of falling 
down and  could 
damage 
someones home 
or private property.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

stay away from 
trees that that 
a root system 
that damages 
sidewalks, 
underground 
pipes, sewers, 
etc.

no Very good Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Not sure Would like to see 
trees trimmed more 
often.

3688033084 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 137.78.16.112 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Excellent Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3688028283 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 100.43.193.10 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure

3688022735 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 76.79.201.218 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes

3688005803 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 208.68.246.251 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

If the tree is too 
close to a 
structure and is 
causing, or could 
cause, damage to 
the foundation (or 
other part of the 
structure) due to 
root invasion, etc., 
then a common 
sense approach to 
tree removal 
should be in place.

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Parts of Arroyo 
Boulevard and La 
Loma Road may need 
additional trees as 
some have died. 
(These two streets 
intersect each other. 
That is the general 
area I'm talking about.)

Very good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3688001966 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 24.205.139.122 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

No Yes. I have been told 
by citizens that the City 
in the middle of the 
night several years 
ago, went down 
Colorado Boulevard 
and chopped down 
mature trees. What 
was replaced were not 
more than saplings. 
And for this Pasadena 
gets Arbor prizes? The 
City's deliberate 
destruction of the 
shade and beauty on 
Colorado Boulevard 
should not have 
happened, but at least 
should have been 
replaced by trees that 
provide some modicum 
of shade.

Fair

3687981218 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 216.241.241.30 Very important Above average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Whether the tree 
will be replaced if 
the reason for 
removing the tree 
is ill-health

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Tulip trees on Arbor 
west of Grand are in 
poor condition and 
have been pruned 
badly because of power 
lines above them.  The 
trees need to be 
replaced, hopfully in 
connect with putting the 
utilities underground.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No The survey 
presumes familiarity 
with e.g., the MSTP.  
 I answered 
questions even 
though I am not 
familiar with all the 
underlying policies 
etc.



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3687980215 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 99.95.103.42 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 

the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Unless the City 
is prepared to 
maintain trees, 
there is no point 
in planting them.  
The trees are not 
well maintained.

No Trees need to be 
pruned and 
maintained properly.  
 The tree trimming in 
Pasadena is 
haphazard, not well 
done in many areas.  
 I live on Bradford 
and the Oaks are 
WAY BEHIND in 
trimming.  In fact, 
they are not 
maintained at all.

3687977084 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 162.90.144.200 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Trees should only 
be removed due to 
disease or safety.  
When removed, 
replacement trees 
should always be 
planted.

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure

3687976890 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 131.215.8.219 Very important Below average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Trees should be 
protected if they 
create areas of 
shades that would 
encourage more 
people to walk in 
urban areas.

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

All along Colorado blvd. 
from Raymond to Lake. 
All the stretch could 
benefit by big trees that 
would encourage 
people to walk from Old 
Town to South Lake.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Not sure

3687974013 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 66.215.93.204 Important Above average Fair Not sure Some of the trees 
have not been 
healthy with a 
couple with falling 
branches.

3687973098 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 204.89.11.24 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Not sure Magnolias on 54 n. 
of La Loma look 
stressed.

3687961984 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 71.84.54.112 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Yes

3687769054 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 76.217.24.238 Very important Above average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

There should 
be added 
emphasis on 
trees in the 
Arroyo, 
especially the 
Lower Arroyo .

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No Can some sort of an 
irrigation program 
be developed for 
trees that are 
endangered during 
drought.  For 
example, could the 
City inject water and 
fertilizer into the 
ground where there 
are ailing trees.?

3687759101 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 107.128.41.249 Very important Average No I'd like to add the 
following criteria:

Native trees 
should be 
protected more 
than introduced 
trees.

No The  MSTP 
needs to be 
updated. I'd 
like to add the 
following 
goal(s):

Ficus on green 
street need to 
be removed.

North Lake Avenue--
North Colorado Blvd 
and specially north of 
the 210 Freeway.  
Sycamores were 
planted, but there are 
still many gaps.

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

No Water trees during 
hot summer.  Ficus 
on Green need to be 
trimmed

3687757789 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 75.142.52.211 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Good Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Yes Allow fruit and nut-
bearing trees to be 
planted



As a member of the 
Pasadena 

community, how 
important are street 

trees to you in 
Pasadena’s 
landscape?

How do you rate the 
City’s current urban 

forest and tree 
maintenance 

program?

The City of Pasadena has a Tree 
Protection Ordinance (TPO) that 

allows for five findings to be used in 
requests to remove a public tree. The 

five criteria are: a) condition of 
overall tree health, b) consistency 

with Master Street Tree Plan, c) 
consistency with General Plan 

policies and objectives, d) project 
will enhance urban design strategy 
set forth by City long-term planning 
documents, and e) only recourse is 
to remove tree so that the prevailing 
setback along the block face can be 

enhanced.     Do you feel the TPO 
includes the appropriate level of tree 
protection vs ease of tree removal? 

The City of Pasadena 
has a Master Street 
Tree Plan (MSTP) 

which delineates the 
street tree species 

planted in the parkway 
of each City street.  Do 

you generally agree 
with the current 

policies based on the 
trees planted in your 

neighborhood? 

In your 
neighborhood, are 

there any areas where 
more trees should be 
planted? (Name the 

streets or areas)

What do you perceive 
to be the conditions of 
the street trees in your 

neighborhood?

Do you feel the 
City’s trees in your 
area are properly 

maintained?

Please provide any 
additional 

comments and 
suggestions for 

tree planting and 
care in the City of 

Pasadena. 

Response Response Response Response
Please define 

here: Response Response
Please define 

here: Open-Ended Response Response

Support new policies 
that promote tree 

protection, 
replacement, and 

maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property 
or in public right-

of-way when 
trees die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 

budget

Support additional 
fees, fines, and 
taxes to support 
tree management

Other (please 
specify) Response

Open-Ended 
ResponseFirst Name LastName Custom Data

If you could add criteria to the TPO 
for tree removal what would it be 

and how would you define it? 

Do you think the MSTP needs 
to be updated?  If so, what 

would you change?
What are you willing to support to ensure Pasadena’s trees are maintained and protected for 

future generations? (Check all that apply)

RespondentID CollectorID StartDate EndDate IP Address
Email 

Address
3687629783 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 108.77.227.111 Very important Above average No If a city tree roots 

are impacting the 
resident's 
plumbing, sewage 
or sidewalks that 
should be given 
consideration for 
tree removal or 
maintenance 
support from the 
city.  Since the 
residents have 
little say so for the 
kinds of trees that 
are street trees 
and the placement 
in the parkways.  
Also the city 
should be 
responsible or at 
least share in the 
cost of fixing 
sidewalks that are 
damaged due to 
tree root growth.

No I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

Very good No further 
support.

Yes

3687456969 60517092 01/12/2015 01/12/2015 38.122.21.122 Very important Average Yes I am satisfied with 
the current criteria 
for tree removals

Yes I am satisfied 
with the current 
goals for the 
MSTP

South Pasadena 
Avenue

Fair Support new policies 
that promote tree 
protection, 
replacement, and 
maintenance

Plant new trees 
on my property or 
in public right-of-
way when trees 
die

Support increasing 
the City's tree 
management 
budget

Yes
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Urban Tree Canopy Assessment and Planting Plan 

  



Urban Tree Canopy Assessment 
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Appendix M
Pasadena Urban Forest Management Plan

Sample Monitoring Plan

1 Implement Mock's guidelines for species and genera 
diversity

Tree species and genera will be considered for all new plantings so that identified species and genera that are at or 
approaching the guideline thressholds are not prioritized.  

No single species (other than Quercus agrifolia) will exceed 10% of the total 
tree populaton and no single genera will exceed 20% of the total tree 
population.

2 Prioritize Existing Large Trees and Tree Species Plant trees that will reach large size (in areas that will support them), protect/preserve large trees and provide maintenance 
to maximize useful life spans (safety and potential risk have priority over preservation)

Maintain at least 25% of the urban forest as large (over 19 inches trunk 
diameter) trees

3 Remove Dead Trees and Reduce number of poor 
trees

Remove 500 dead trees by end of 2015; evaluate 4,000 trees to determine which can be improved vs those that should be 
replaced

Tree inventory indicates fewer than 50 dead trees by end of 2015, and no 
more than 500 poor trees by end of 2020

4 Update the MSTP to remove poor performing species MSTP update removes carrotwood, carob, ash, purple leaf plum, and holly oak.  Additionally, other tree species that are 
determined to perform poorly over time shall be removed from the MSTP.

No new plantings of these species occur.

5 Enhance species diversity by limiting plantings of top 
six species

Do not plant Quercus agrifolia, Magnolia grandiflora, Cinnamomum camphora, Washingtonia robusta, Quercus ilex, and 
Ulmus parvifolia in new planting sites; planting these species to replace lost trees is acceptable

Maintain species levels with no species exceeding 10% of the total population

6 Phase out high water use tree species Do not plant tree species known to require above average levels (including species in Table 6; Chapter 6) of water use except 
where soils  natually include higher moisture levels.  Do not replace these species with similar species, but seek compatible 
drought tolerant species

Reduce the nearly 11,000 above average water consuming trees currently in 
the City's urban forest to 5,500 trees over the next 15  to 20 years.

7 Update the Protected Tree Ordinance by: 1) provide a 
clear definition of tree impact actions that are 
misdemeanors and infractions and 2) increase the 

City Council adoption of revised code (Chapter 8.52.160) indicating what constitutes a misdemeanor and what constitures an 
infraction.  Adoption of new penalties based on UFMP recommendations or comprable.

Ordinance updated and fees increased.

8 Minimize the number of vacant spaces by planting 
them with suitable trees

Plant 300 trees per year over the next 10 years. Annual planting (above and beyond replacement planting) to total 300 new 
trees.

9 Change policy allowing citizens to refuse a public tree 
in front of their property.

City Council adoption of revised policy allowing the City to pay for damage to sidewalks and sewer to incentivize the 
acceptance of a public tree.

Revised policy detailing the accommodations if a citizen accepts the public 
tree.

10 Enhance public outreach program Focus on the City's Urban Forest Web page and provide a more interactive, information rich environment to raise public tree 
awareness

Implement Web content changes beginning in Fiscal Year 2016/2017 

11 Maintain/enhance the 3 to 1 return on investment 
currently provided by the City's urban forest

Achievement of the other goals outlined in this UFMP will provide for return on investment increases; tree benefits language 
may be integrated into existing policies and be part of overall urban forest decision making and short‐ and long‐term 
planning; Update tree inventory data on a 5 year basis and re‐calculate the urban forest benefits using i‐tree or similar

5 year urban forest benefit calculations should not  fall below 3 to 1 return on 
investment without reasonable justification

12 New tree care watering program adjustments Base new tree planting watering on species, location, and soils.  Require periodic soil probing in the root ball region and base 
water frequency and volume on results

Reduction in the incidence of newly planted trees that are lost due to 
watering related issues.

13 Adopt policy restricting the ability of private property 
owners from refusing City right‐of‐way tree planting

Planting City vacant spaces will be essential to maximizing urban forestry benefits.  Adjusting policies that penalize private 
property owners (such as for hardscape damage from a City tree) will be essential to achieving this goal

Policy changes necessary to begin planting vacant spaces in place within 2 to 
3 years.

14 Integrated Pest Management Approach Formalize an integrated pest management approach by adopting a plan to reduce common pests through a biological control 
method and prepare for large, sudden outbreaks with an integrated approach that relies on maintaining healthy trees but is 
prepared for the use of managed and monitoed chemicals, when necessary.  

Formalize an integrated pest management plan approach, appropriate 
funding for a biological control consultant

15 Increase annual budget for emergency events The potential for emergency tree events that require large work efforts to mitigate is increasing due to a variety of factors.  
The existing $24,000 is considered low and a 2% of annual budget number would enable a more realistic budget, the unused 
portions of which  could be carried over from year to year in preparation for the rare but very large events

Increase emergency even budget from $24,000/year to $50,000 per year

Goal 
Number Objective Achievement Measure
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Appendix M
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Goal 
Number Objective Achievement Measure

16 Acquire laydown yard Acquisition of an area of appropriate size to handle daily operations as well as unplanned events that may result in large 
volumes of woody debris processing.

Fee title or lease contract for public works defined size, location, and 
configuration laydown yard

17 Explore acquisition of tree management software 
applciation to assist tree manaagement activities

Research available software applications and determine, based on capabilities, costs, and ease of use whether it would be 
beneficial for managing Pasadena's urban forest.  A key component is maintaing a relatively recent tree inventory, which 
includes ongoing costs.

Determination whether available tree management software applicatons 
meet the needs of the Pasadena Forestery Department and if so, obtaining a 
system.

18 Increase penalty for impacting a public tree Penalties associated with misameanors and infractions against public trees has not been adjusted to reflect today's values.  
Increasing the fee or re‐defining how the tree's value is obtained, by using standard tree appraisal methods or by defining 
replacement by crown size or trunk diameter will result in a fee that is in line with reality and will provide a strong deterrent.

Explore fee increases and/or redefine the way the penalty is calculated by the 
end of 2016
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